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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the last decade, the introduction of communication between computers resulted in the 
development of an overwhelming number of computer networks. The size of such networks 
varies considerably nowadays; from several connected computers located within one build-
ing to extensive global networks of which almost everybody who has a computer and a 
modem can become a part. 
Computer networks opened the possibility for the development of distributed concur-
rent systems, i.e. systems that are composed of a number of independently operating 
subsystems. In a distributed system each subsystem may be physically situated in a dif-
ferent place. The subsystems cooperate only by means of the exchange of messages. These 
messages are sent around through copper wire or glass fiber or are broadcast by means 
of radio or satellite connections for example. Actually, the system itself that supports 
communication between systems can be considered as a distributed system; the part of 
the communication system that sends messages has to cooperate with a part on another 
system that takes care of receiving messages. 
Other examples of distributed systems are distributed data bases, the Internet network 
and multi media networks. These applications have become very popular and are fre-
quently used. They are influencing a considerable change in the worldwide communication 
infrastructure and the way in which parts of society are organized. Industries, governments 
and, in fact, almost everybody gets directly or indirectly increasingly dependent on them. 
Take for example a typical information system that is nowadays in use in about 40 hospitals 
in the Netherlands (taken from [Bak93]). The heart of such a system is a huge database 
where both the medical and administrative data on patients is stored. The database holds 
data of several hundreds of thousands of patients regarding both their present situation 
and their medical history. The medical data comprises also results of laboratory tests, 
reports of examinations, medication data, operation reports, diagnoses, etc. Administra-
tive data is included for example about appointments, admission, discharge and transfer 
and the care that has been supplied. Moreover we can find data about the resources of 
the hospital, their utilization including personnel utilization and their assignments, stock, 
free bed capacity etc. The system is crucial for laboratories, pharmacy, kitchen, personnel 
department, operating theaters. The information system supports the hospital 24 hours 
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a day, seven days per week. The number of terminals equals or exceeds the number of 
beds. The intensity of the use of the system increases every year with 15-20% . With 
the introduction of the computer the staff levels have been reduced considerably. A conse-
quence of this is for example that if the computer system is unavailable, only 30% of the 
normal production of the laboratory can be realized. In most situations an interruption 
of less than one minute would hardly generate any trouble. An interruption of half a day 
would already seriously disturb the functioning of the institution. An interruption of a 
week often would be a disaster. Another aspect that might have serious impact on the care 
for patients and for the institution itself is the reliability of data. 
Literature on the vulnerability of companies for failures of their information and com-
munication infrastructure is scarce. Companies are cautious in making this information 
public because it might damage their image of being reliable. In [dB90] the results of an 
investigation on this subject shows that only 50% of the investigated companies has a con-
tingency plan. Only 25% of this half, however, showed confidence in the plan. The other 
75% performed one or more tests with the plan which revealed flaws. When a company's 
information infrastructure collapses, it has a 70% survival chance the first day, diminishing 
to 20% when the breakdown lasts more than a week [LM92]. 
The quite impressive lists of how things can go wrong in using computers, for example in 
the bimonthly magazine Software Engineering Notes of the ACM, illustrate that failures of 
computer systems are not really exceptional. The development of correctly behaving digital 
systems turns out to be a difficult and maybe even impossible job with the techniques 
that have been developed to date. It is even more difficult to develop digital systems 
that are composed of a network of independently computing components. This brings 
about important questions on the need and the risks of such systems in our society, on 
the requirements such systems have to satisfy and on the responsibility people have that 
design and use such systems [LM92, LM93]. These questions are far from solved, but in 
the meantime systems are being developed, used and installed and their level of reliability 
can only be guessed at. 
In order to try to cope with the complexity of the behaviour of distributed systems quite 
a number of different formalisms and theories have been developed. With these formalisms 
system properties can be described and verified which is a way to increase the confidence 
in the reliability of the system. Most of these formalisms are mathematical in nature 
because natural languages have since long been recognized to be much too ambiguous and 
imprecise for this kind of purposes. The use of mathematical formalisms can support a more 
systematic design of systems. In a systematic approach larger systems can be composed 
from smaller subsystems that are easier to deal with. A formalism should be such that 
properties of the larger system can be understood from the properties of the constituent 
smaller systems. This property is called compositionahty and it is an important requirement 
for specification formalisms. 
There is a number of intrinsic properties of distributed systems that makes reasoning 
about their behaviour more difficult. In a distributed system many independently operating 
computers are involved that are often located at different sites. This makes that many 
things in the system may occur simultaneously at different places. The behaviour of the 
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system is inherently parallel. Human beings, however, have serious difficulties in reasoning 
in a parallel manner. Their typical way of formal reasoning is linear in nature. We could 
say that one of the main goals of modeling behaviour of concurrent systems is to provide 
a formalism in which human beings can reason about system behaviour in a linear way. 
Another way to get confidence in the reliability of systems is by means of testing 
them. However, the same typical concurrent behaviour of systems makes it also difficult 
to test them. This seriously reduces the effectiveness of traditional, less formal, methods 
of program development that heavily use trial and error [Hoa90]. 
Apart from these typical problems related to the distributivity of the systems of course 
also difficulties arise that are similar to those of non-distributed systems such as real 
time constraints, anticipation of the environment the system is supposed to work in and 
maintenance. 
Most of the proposed formalisms to describe concurrent systems concentrate on the 
description of the behaviour of a system because behaviour is considered to be the most 
important aspect of a system to be described formally [МІІ89]. The formalisms are based 
on rather different models of the behaviour of concurrent systems. Within each formalism 
a different theory on concurrent systems has been developed. In order to use all the 
available theory it is unavoidable to use descriptions of the same system written in different 
formalisms. For designers of concurrent systems this is not a very attractive situation and 
it made the use of formal description techniques not very popular. Therefore, if we want 
the theory about concurrent systems to be used by the designers of systems, it is important 
to provide designers with a more coherent framework within which systems can be specified 
and their properties be proven. Such a framework should provide as much of the available 
theory as possible, with proper support of tools and it should be "open". Openness means 
that whenever new theory is developed this can be added to the existing framework in an 
incremental way. 
This dissertation investigates how functions can be used to reason about the behaviour 
of distributed concurrent systems and whether a functional framework allows for the com­
bination of some of the concepts found in different concurrency theories. It is meant as 
a step towards making these concepts available within one single framework in such a 
way that they can be used in an integrated way for the specification and verification of 
distributed concurrent systems. The aim is to facilitate and stimulate the use of formal 
methods by system designers. 
The purpose of this first chapter is to introduce the problem of specification and ver­
ification of the behaviour of concurrent systems. It gives a survey of previous work on 
this subject and an outline of the contribution of this dissertation. Section 1.1 introduces 
the notion of concurrent distributed systems and some related terminology and important 
concepts that are used here. Section 1.2 gives an overview of some of the most prevalent 
concurrency theories. Section 1.3 introduces terminology related to correctness criteria for 
concurrent distributed systems. Section 1.4 gives an overview of the use of functions for 
the purpose of modeling. Section 1.5 states the hypothesis of this dissertation. Section 1.6 
sketches the approach we follow in this dissertation. Section 1.7 gives an outline of each 
chapter. Finally, Section 1.8 summarizes the original results of this dissertation. 
8 Introduction 
1.1 Concurrent Distributed Systems 
Concurrent distributed systems are systems that are composed of several independently 
operating subsystems that cooperate by means of the exchange of messages. The subsys-
tems may themselves be distributed concurrent systems. Subsystems may be electronic 
circuits, complete computer systems but also computing processes running on a system. 
Examples of concurrent systems are computer network applications such as electronic mail 
systems, process control systems, distributed data bases and multi media systems. 
Concurrent distributed systems are depending on networks to make communication, 
i.e. exchange of messages, possible. The most characteristic property of such systems is 
the fact that different things may happen at the same time in different places. This makes 
them fundamentally different from conventional off-line machines [Arb69] that process data 
in a batch oriented, serial way. Concurrent systems are therefore characterized by their 
intrinsic parallel and interactive behaviour. 
Another aspect is that the components of a distributed system are supposed to coop-
erate in order to achieve a common goal. Cooperation means that communication has to 
take place. This requires the involvement of the systems at the right time and the right 
place. Three typical problems that can arise in the behaviour of concurrent systems are 
deadlock, livelock and interference. Often also a fourth one is mentioned namely non-
determinism [Eme90], the latter problem is however of a different nature. Whereas the 
first three are real errors that can occur within system behaviour, the fourth is actually 
a property of a specification or model of the system rather than a property of the system 
itself. For the purpose of analysis non-deterministic models may be convenient. We will 
come back to that in more detail. 
Deadlock is a situation in which the system cannot proceed any further due to a reason 
different from successful termination. This situation can arise for example when the system 
keeps waiting for certain input from other processes that will never arrive. 
Problems also arise in case all subsystems are in principle able to continue their jobs 
but because of some mistake one subsystem can never proceed in doing something useful 
because it never gets the data or resources it is waiting for. In this case not the whole system 
is stopped but only one (or more) of the subsystems. This problem is called (individual) 
livelock, starvation or lockout. 
Another problem that can arise is interference. Since different systems can make use 
of the same resources like shared memory, it has to be avoided that systems produce 
inconsistent results due to interference in the use of resources like for example by trying to 
write simultaneously in the same memory cell. 
Distributed systems are complex and many factors have influence on the behaviour of 
the total system. For example the unreliability of communication channels and differences 
in processing time due to differences in the load of computers makes a system seem to 
exhibit non-deterministic behaviour from a particular task's point of view (ignoring the 
others). The word seem is used here because in reality the system as a whole might of 
course behave in a deterministic way. The problem is that when such a system is tested 
it might very well happen that with the same test input the system response is different. 
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We observe this because we cannot or do not wish to take into account all the factors that 
influence the system behaviour [Kur94]. For this reason it is important that a specification 
formalism can be used as well to describe parts of the environment in which the system is 
supposed to work. Often this environment is far too complex to be conveniently described 
by a deterministic model. Non-determinism is an abstraction mechanism that provides 
the means for a reasonably short description of the complex behaviour of the environment 
in such a way that it is also usable in the formal verification of properties of the system 
[A091]. 
1.2 Theories on Concurrency 
All of the formalisms that are mentioned in this section have one common goal: modeling 
the behaviour of distributed concurrent systems. All of them are mathematical formalisms 
and they provide a way for human beings to reason about the behaviour of distributed 
systems in a linear rather than a parallel way. 
Some of the formalisms (for instance Petri nets, dataflow, event structures) are based 
on a true concurrent model of distributed systems. This means that in the model there is 
still the possibility of true parallel operation. The model does not require a priori a total 
ordering in time of events. Other formalisms are based on interleaving models. In such 
models all events that can take place in a distributed system are totally ordered in time as 
an abstraction of reality and considered to be atomic (for example process algebras, finite 
state machines). The following list is far from complete: here our aim is only to mention 
some of the most prevalent methods and models proposed in the literature. 
Process Algebras 
In process algebras the notion of process plays a central role. A process is a mathematical 
model of (a part of) the behaviour of a system. The behaviour of a system is seen as a 
series of actions that are considered atomic and totally ordered in time. In process algebras 
processes are specified by means of a language consisting of a basic process (usually called 
stop or nil) that does not show any behaviour at all and a number of combinators (i.e. 
composition operators) on actions and processes. Some process algebras may have more 
basic processes. Typical combinators in process algebras are action prefix, choice and 
parallel composition, either synchronized or interleaved. Infinite behaviour can be specified 
by means of recursively defined processes. The underlying model of process algebras is an 
interleaving model. Processes can synchronize on common (LOTOS, CSP) or complementary 
(CCS) actions. 
Some examples of process algebras are Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) 
[Hoa85], the Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [МІІ89], LOTOS [BB87, IS089] 
and the Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) [BK84]. The mentioned process 
algebras have an operational semantics based on Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). 
Within process algebras various notions of algebraic relations and in particular equiv­
alences between specifications have been studied. We refer to [vG90] for an interesting 
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review and comparison of these equivalences. Three of the most commonly used equiva-
lences are trace equivalence, bisimulation equivalence and testing equivalence. 
Two processes are trace equivalent if they represent the same set of traces; i.e. the 
same set of sequences of actions they may execute. Trace equivalence is the weakest 
equivalence of the three mentioned equivalences; i.e. it is least discriminating. Processes 
with considerable difference in their behaviours from the point of view of their deadlock 
properties turn out to be trace equivalent. Trace equivalence does not take into account 
the internal structure of processes. 
Bisimulation equivalence is a much stronger equivalence. It discriminates processes 
that represent the same set of traces but that have different deadlock properties. It is a 
congruence relation and therefore it has nice mathematical properties such as substitution. 
A disadvantage is that it takes also the internal structure of processes into account. 
The third equivalence, testing equivalence, considers two processes equivalent if no test 
can reveal that they are different. Since we are dealing with non-deterministic processes 
it is not sufficient to rely on one single "run" of the test, but we have to compare the sets 
of all possible observable behaviours the processes can show as reaction to the test. This 
equivalence is important because it does not take the internal structure of the processes into 
account and its discriminative power lays between that of the other two equivalences. This 
means that it is able to discriminate between processes with different deadlock properties 
without taking into consideration the internal structure. Moreover it has a nice natural 
intuitive interpretation. A formal treatment of testing theory for process algebras can be 
found in [DNH84, Hen88]. 
State Automata 
Finite State Automata [HS66, Per90] have been developed around the sixties and model 
the behaviour of systems by means of a graph in which the nodes represent different states 
of the system and the arcs the transitions from one state to the other. The arcs are labeled 
by the actions that are performed during the transition. Already in [HS66] also an algebra 
for reasoning about Finite State Automata can be found. 
A particular kind of State Automata are the Input/Output automata [LT87, Sta84, 
Jon85, Jon87]. Within the theory of I/O-automata a clear distinction is made between 
input and output actions. Output actions are only locally controlled by the process by 
which it is generated, whereas input actions are globally controlled. Input actions are 
always, i.e. in every state, enabled. Every action is under the control of at most one process. 
I/O-automata have only recently been given an algebraic characterization [DNS92]. This is 
important because it permits algebraic manipulation similar to the algebraic manipulations 
that are common in process algebras. 
Dataflow Networks 
In the literature three different meanings associated with the term "dataflow" can be found. 
Dataflow analysis concerns the data-dependencies in programs. Dataflow computers are 
machines with a particular architecture based on the idea of flow of data. The third mean-
ing associated to dataflow is a model to describe behaviour of systems and is a particular 
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discrete instance of Signal Processing [Sha69]. This third view is taken in this dissertation. 
In the dataflow model a system is seen as a graph in which the nodes represent system 
components and the arcs the communication between the components. The behaviour of 
the components is modeled by continuous functions from sequences of input messages to 
sequences of output messages. The interaction between components is asynchronous and 
directional, i.e. components communicate via unbounded first-in first-out (fifo) queues, 
and is modeled by means of standard function composition. In this dissertation we will 
refer to the graph by the term "dataflow network" or simply "network" if it is clear from 
the context that we refer to dataflow networks and not to computer or communication 
networks. The components of dataflow networks can represent for example hardware com­
ponents, processes or also elementary programming operations. If the components of a 
network represent hardware components the dataflow network can represent computer ar­
chitectures, if the components of the network represent processes the dataflow network 
can represent parallel programs. Kahn [Kah74] proposed that if the functions are prefix 
continuous sequence processing functions (history functions) the behaviour of a system can 
be modeled as the minimal fixpoint solution of the set of equations associated with the 
network (Kahn Principle). This approach provides an elegant and abstract denotational 
semantics for dataflow networks and it permits the modular construction of very large 
networks. However, it must be remarked that although no-one has ever seriously doubted 
the accuracy of Kahn's semantics, Abramsky [Abr89] points out that attempts to give 
a formal proof that relates the denotational semantics with an operational semantics of 
dataflow networks has proven surprising difficult. More about this topic and references to 
related work can be found in [Abr89]. 
Kahn originally introduced his denotational semantics only for deterministic specifi­
cations. A small example can show that an extension to non-deterministic systems is 
necessary. Suppose we want to specify the behaviour of an unreliable channel. Such a 
channel has to transfer messages. Some of these messages however can be corrupted or 
even get lost. If we want to model only this behaviour and we want to abstract from the 
precise causes of the loss or corruption of messages we need a model in which an incoming 
sequence of messages results in a sequence with some losses and some errors. The problem 
is that the same input sequence could, in every "run" of the system, result in a differ­
ent output sequence. It is clear that such a behaviour cannot be modeled by one single 
sequence processing function. 
A naive extension of the Kahn Principle would be to model behaviour by means of 
history relations instead of functions. This approach has been shown to lead to problems 
with respect to the compositionality of the model [BA81]; the Brock-Ackerman anomaly. In 
particular in [BA81] it is shown that a pair of deterministic process expressions P\, Pi with 
the same Kahn semantics that were placed in the same non-deterministic context C[.] led to 
a different intended operational semantics, i.e. С [Pi] / С [P2] from an operational point 
of view. In [BA81] it is shown that history relations which map each input history tuple 
into a set of possible output history tuples are an inadequately detailed characterization 
of non-deterministic behaviour. 
Many later proposals for a semantics for dataflow networks concentrate on overcom-
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ing this problem. A comparison of some of them can be found in work of Jonsson and 
Kok [JK89]. Many of these proposals are based on an operational rather than a denota-
tional semantics of dataflow networks. Some of them, for example by work of Jonsson, 
Kok and Misra [JK89, Mis90] are based on a trace semantics of dataflow networks. In 
a trace semantics network components are modeled by means of sets of traces instead of 
by history functions. Such sets of traces, i.e. sequences of pairs consisting of the channel 
name and a data item, record causality relations which may exist between data items on 
different channels. 
In [JK89] and [Jon89] an operational model of dataflow networks based on traces is 
given that is both compositional and fully abstract. Fully abstract in this setting means 
that the least amount of information about causal relations between actions is added to the 
history model to make the model compositional. In other words, the operational models 
are more distinguishing than the history model and they distinguish between networks 
exactly when that distinction is necessary for attaining compositionality. A method for 
specifying system components is called compositional for a set of forms of composition if the 
specifications of composed systems can be derived from the specifications of the constituent 
components. In the model described in [Jon89] the components in the network are modeled 
by a kind of labeled transition systems. A transition of a component is a "firing". A firing 
denotes the state change of the component and the amount of input that is taken from 
the input sequences and the amount of output that is produced on the output sequences. 
By means of a fairness constraint it is guaranteed that non- empty input channels are not 
disregarded indefinitely. The set of traces of the system is derived on the basis of the 
labeled transition systems that model the operational behaviour of the components. 
Also Kok [JK89] proposes a fully abstract compositional model. In his model a network 
is modeled as a function from tuples of infinite sequences of finite words of data items to 
a set of such tuples. 
Another model based on traces is given in [Mis90]. This model is compositional but 
not fully abstract. In this work sets of traces are defined as solutions of "descriptions". 
Descriptions consist of a pair of continuous functions on traces that are used to charac-
terize two conditions written as equations that are to be solved; a limit condition and a 
smoothness condition. The smoothness condition is a generalization of a least fixpoint and 
it captures the causality constraints between the input and the output of a process. 
Both the approaches of Misra and Jonsson, being based on linear traces, model the 
behaviour of a process by the interleaving of all possible communication events involving 
the process. This leads to a well-known drawback of interleaving models namely a combi-
natorial explosion of all the possibilities in the order of events that have to be considered, 
although this drawback can be overcome by means of higher level, symbolic approaches 
like behavioural equivalences and their equational laws. 
Another problem of linear trace models for data flow networks is, in our opinion, that 
the inherent true concurrency of the data flow model computation (Kahn) is lost. 
Abramsky [Abr89] relates two operational semantics for dataflow networks; one based 
on linear traces and another on partially ordered traces, to the denotational semantics of 
Kahn. As an extension to non-deterministic networks he proposes a Generalized Kahn 
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Principle (GKP). The GKP states an equality between two sets of tuples of histories (i.e. 
sequences of data items of the various channels). On one hand the set of tuples obtained 
from the set of traces that defines a (non-deterministic) process. On the other hand the set 
of tuples defined as the set of least fixpoint solutions of the process; one solution for each 
particular combination of functions chosen from the non-deterministic components of the 
process. This GKP applies to a broad class of non-deterministic networks namely those in 
which each node computes one of a set of possible continuous functions. 
The idea of modeling system components by sets of continuous functions can also 
be found in work of Broy [Bro92, Bro93]. This model is compositional but not fully ab­
stract [JK89]. In [Bro92, Bro93] a number of traditional dataflow combinators on functions 
are introduced such as pipeline (function composition), parallel composition and feedback, 
that were originally used for the composition of automata, see for example [HS66]. These 
combinators have been extended to sets of functions. These sets of functions are charac­
terized by means of predicates on sequence processing functions. The predicates are called 
specifications. The work of Broy is concentrated mostly on refinement relations between 
specifications. 
In [PGM90, Ong93] the issue of algebraic relations between specifications that take 
safety properties, like deadlock, into account is faced. In [PGM90] a notion of bisimulation 
is defined which is parameterized with respect to the kind of observation of concern. The 
basic model for communication is the typical, synchronization-based, model of process 
algebra. In [Ong93] a notion of testing is introduced that is shown to be equivalent to 
applicative bisimulation which is a variant of observational bisimulation defined by Milner 
[МІІ89]. This notion of testing takes the internal structure of process expressions into 
account. 
In work of Sander and Dybjer [San92, DS89] we can find also a functional approach 
to dataflow networks. In their approach non-deterministic components are modeled by 
means of functions with an extra argument: an oracle stream. The oracle stream models 
the non-determinism of the component. This idea is similar to the modeling of noise in 
analog signal processing [Sha69]. For example, an unreliable communication channel can be 
modeled by means of a function with an input sequence, an oracle stream and an output 
sequence. The oracle sequence may exist of boolean values. The function is defined in 
such a way that it corrupts a message if the value obtained from the oracle is false and it 
transmits a message correctly if the value obtained from the oracle is true. An advantage 
is that in this way non-determinism is modeled in the data, in a separate way, rather than 
in the behaviour of the system. As a consequence non-deterministic components can still 
be modeled by means of deterministic functions (with an additional argument). This is an 
advantage because in this way there is no need to augment a functional language with non-
deterministic operators like for example has been proposed in [McC67]. The denotational 
semantics of functional languages which include non-deterministic operators may lead to 
the need to use powerdomains. The mathematical foundations as well as the ability to 
reason about programs then becomes considerably more complex because of the loss of 
referential transparency [San92]. 
Sander and Dybjer also show the convenient use of minimal and maximal fixpoint 
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Operators for defining oracle streams with certain properties such as fairness. In order to 
deal with the Brock-Ackerman [BA81] anomaly they follow the solution of Park [Par83] 
who observed that the anomaly was strongly related to the time sensitivity of the system. 
In his solution the passing of time is represented by empty messages (hiatons) that are 
introduced in the sequences. This solution is compositional but not fully abstract because 
it is too much detailed with respect to the exact number of hiatons that can be observed 
in the sequences. In [JK89] it is illustrated how Park's solution can easily be made fully 
abstract. 
Petri Nets and Event Structures 
Petri Nets have been used since a long time in many areas of computer science such 
as software engineering, operating systems, communication protocols, computer networks 
process control and man-machine interaction. There exists a substantial amount of theory 
that has been developed for Petri Nets. They form a true concurrency model for concurrent 
systems. In the Petri Net model systems are represented by graphs with two kinds of nodes; 
places and transition bars [11190]. Each transition bar has an associated set of input places 
and an associated set of output places. The input places are linked to a transition bar by 
directed edges from the place to the bar. The output places are linked to the transition 
bar by directed edges from the bar to the place. The places can be supplied with "tokens". 
The distribution of the tokens over the places indicates the state of the system. The 
tokens can be moved from one place to another by "firing" a transition bar. This can only 
happen if all input places of a transition hold a token. In the firing one token of each 
input place is removed and a token is put on each output place. The combination of the 
input and output places for a transition bar represents both the conditions under which 
the change of state can occur and the effects of the state change. The procedure to explore 
the state space of a system is straightforward. A problem however is that the state space 
in general is very large or even infinite. A detailed introduction to Petri Nets can be found 
in [BRR87a, BRR87b]. 
Event Structures are closely related to Petri Nets. They represent the behaviour of a 
system as a set of event occurrences with relations that express how events causally depend 
on others [Win89, BRR87b]. 
Temporal Logics 
Temporal Logics is a special class of Modal Logics that was developed to reason about 
how truth values of statements change over time. For this purpose a number of operators 
have been defined. We mention a few typical ones; sometimes and always. If Ρ denotes 
a predicate, sometimes Ρ is true now if there is a future moment in which Ρ becomes 
true. The expression always Ρ is true now if Ρ is true in all future moments. In [Pnu77] 
it was proposed that temporal logics could be a useful formalism for the specification and 
verification of concurrent systems. Subsequently the ideas were developed and extended 
by quite a number of researchers. The formalism has been used extensively in the area of 
model checking [EES86, McM93, Erne90]. In this context a model checker determines the 
truth value of a formula in a specific finite model. This finite model can be specified using 
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an appropriate modeling technique, for example process algebra or finite state automata. 
In [Bou87] and in [vT94] the operators of Temporal Logics have been defined as higher 
order functions. It has been shown that in this way logical axioms and laws of the Temporal 
Logics can be proven as theorems. 
The relation between different models for concurrency and their possible integration 
has been subject of study in the literature. The seminal work in the field of relating 
process algebra with modal logics is [HM85], where a logic characterizing Observational 
Equivalence ([МІІ89]) and later known as the Hennessy-Milner Logic has been proposed. In 
[Sti89] a temporal logic for CCS is presented. The semantic model of processes is explicitly 
extended with paths modeling computations which are convenient for interpreting logic 
formulas. In [DNV90] the issue of explicitly relating LTSs and temporal logics is dealt 
with. True concurrency models for process algebra have been investigated for instance 
in [DDNM88, BC90, Lan92]. In [DDNM88] a Petri Nets semantics for CCS is given. In 
[BC90] an Event Structures semantics for CCS is proposed whereas [Lan92] defines an 
Event Structure semantics for LOTOS. All these alternative semantics have been proven 
consistent with the standard, interleaving, ones. In [BBS95] a translation of dataflow 
networks into LOTOS processes is given which is proven correct. 
Integration of different models have also taken place in the form of the development 
of automated tools. For example, the Concurrency Workbench [CPS90] is a tool for the 
analysis of concurrent finite state processes expressed in CCS. A variety of different ver­
ification methods, including equivalence checking, preorder checking, and model checking 
are supported for several different process semantics, like bisimulation and testing. 
Finally, it is worth pointing out that many of the above mentioned formalisms have 
later on been extended to allow for reasoning about temporal [NS91] and probabilistic 
[Chr93] aspects of concurrent systems. 
1.3 Correctness of Concurrent Systems 
Correctness properties of concurrent systems [Eme90] that we might wish to specify and 
verify are usually divided into two classes. One class is that of safety properties (or "invari­
ance" properties). Intuitively, safety properties assert that "nothing bad happens". The 
other class consists of the hveness properties (also called "progress properties"). These 
properties assert that eventually "something good" will happen. Safety properties are 
properties stated about all finite prefixes of a possibly infinite computation. Liveness 
properties require that a certain finite prefix property holds a certain number of times. 
Some examples of safety properties are partial correctness of a program with respect to 
a specification, global invariance and local invariance of a certain property. A global in­
variance property expresses that the property holds throughout the program. A local 
invariance property expresses that the property holds when control is at a certain location 
in a program. Two other important safety properties are absence of deadlock and mutual 
exclusion of processes that share the same resource (critical section). 
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Examples of liveness properties are total correctness of programs with respect to a 
certain precondition and postcondition, guaranteed accessibility and responsiveness. Re-
sponsiveness ensures that if for example a process makes a request to use a certain shared 
resource, this request is eventually granted. Another kind of liveness properties are fair-
ness properties. Fairness properties express for example that every process in a network 
is enabled to send messages infinitely often. Fairness can also be a property of a faulty 
communication channel. In that case fairness expresses that always after a finite number 
of corrupted transmissions a correct transmission will take place. Fairness is not a realistic 
assumption, but it facilitates substantially qualitative reasoning about the correctness of 
systems. A last kind of liveness properties are the precedence properties. This kind of 
properties have to do with the temporal ordering of events. 
1.4 Functions 
Traces of the evolution of the function concept date back 4000 years although most of 
the developments took place in the last 300 years [Kle89]. In the 18th and 19th century 
functions were seen as formulas that could exist only of four algebraic operations, roots, 
exponentials, logarithms, trigonometric functions, derivatives and integrals or as geometric 
curves. From that point they evolved into arbitrary correspondences as introduced for the 
first time by Dirichlet in 1829. This particular notion of function, i.e. the mapping between 
arbitrary sets, became gradually dominant in the 20th century. 
The evolution of the function concept was not a smooth one. For a long time functions 
were not recognized as an independent mathematical concept. The use of notations that we 
now recognize as the first signs in the development of functions, were almost completely 
tailored to the kinds of problems scientists were concerned with in that time. These 
problems often originated in physics. Examples of these problems are the mathematical 
description of the shape of a vibrating string and the development of a theory on heat 
conduction (Fourier). This led to a very restricted notion of function and its properties. 
Only later, with Dirichlet, the concept of function itself became a subject of study. 
His examples of "pathological" functions that were functions in the sense of the unprecise 
definitions of that time but which had completely different properties than was expected, 
stimulated the study of functions independent from their practical purposes. This led to the 
more precise and more general definition of the function concept we know and study today. 
This notion of function is frequently used in many fields of research, both in engineering 
disciplines and in science. 
Also in computer science functions have played an important role. For example the 
mathematician Turing developed his theory on the Turing machine in a functional set-
ting [Tur36, HU79]; the state of the machine was an explicit argument of the transition 
function. The lambda calculus, denotational semantics of programming languages, func-
tional programming languages, development of hardware, signal theory are all examples of 
areas in which functions play a central role. It therefore is interesting to investigate what 
the role of functions can be in the specification of concurrent distributed systems. 
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This historical argument is however not the only reason for a deeper study of the 
use of functions in this field. In work of Boute [Bou90, Bou93a, Bou94] concepts that 
are considered primitive objects in standard mathematics have been attributed function 
semantics. In his work he shows that this approach has a number of interesting aspects: 
• The familiar shape of expressions, commonly used in mathematics and applied sci­
ence, is preserved as well as all their useful characteristics. 
• New possibilities and properties are added due to the increase of possibilities for 
function composition. 
• Both a variable-less style is supported and a style with variables. 
These aspects have been shown useful for unifying and synthesizing many common mathe­
matical notations and shorthands. The most crucial is the attribution of function semantics 
to tuples (and hence sequences, lists and streams). This yields convenient properties related 
to indexing but also far-reaching generalizations derived from the fact that expressions of 
the form ƒ (i, y) or χ ƒ y, where ƒ denotes an operator and χ and y its arguments, are 
frequently found throughout pure and applied mathematics. Therefore the function prop­
erties of the tuple (x, y) affect all of them. One direct result is a unifying view on variadic 
notation, i.e. expressions of the form χ ƒ y f ζ. Another example is the introduction of 
a functional generalized Cartesian product [Bou93a]. This allows the definition of types 
for tuples and functions in a uniform and flexible way and it constitutes the basis for 
polymorphism [Beu95]. 
The attribution of functional semantics to mathematical objects have been explored 
and shown advantageous in many different areas by Boute [Bou93a] and by others marked 
by explicit references in the following list. 
• Mathematics 
- Analysis and calculus: sequences, limits, derivatives, integrals, ordinary differ­
ential equations, Fourier series, transforms 
- Abstract algebra: semigroups, groups, rings, fields, modules 
- Boolean algebra and extensions thereof: temporal algebra 
- Concrete algebra: matrices, permutations, polynomials 
- Discrete mathematics, Topology (by Seutter [Seu94]), Vectors and quaternions 
• Theory of "continuous"-time systems 
- Characterization: causality, linearity, presence of memory, time (in)variance 
- Response of linear, time invariant systems: derivation of transfer characteristics 
by means of higher order functions 
• Theory of "discrete" (-time) systems 
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- Characterization: sequentially, memory 
- Representation theory: combinational (number representation), sequential (state 
machines) 
- Algorithmics: transformational derivation and verification 
• Various other domains and issues in engineering 
- Formal specification: hardware (VLSI), software 
- Signal flow networks: transformational derivation 
- Process algebras and network protocols (by van Thienen [vT94], Massink and 
Rooijakkers [MR92a, MR92b]) 
- Mechanics: satellite orbits, tracking 
- Communications theory: signals, modulation, sampling, multiplexing 
- Transmission technology: antennas, microwave systems 
- Semantics of signal processing languages and HDL's 
- Syntax and semantics of programming languages (by van Thienen [vT94]) 
In the area of concurrency temporal logics have been given a functional embedding by 
means of attributing a functional semantics to the typical temporal logics operators [vT94, 
Bou85]. 
The advantages of attributing functional semantics to mathematical objects gave the 
inspiration to the development of "functional mathematics" (Funmath) [Bou89, Bou92, 
Bou93a, Bou93b, Bou94]. Funmath comprises notational rules for the definition of mathe-
matical notions and a style of reasoning about these notions. The transformational style 
of reasoning [Dij90] supports the presentation of rigorous and complete proofs that can be 
checked step by step. This proof style can also form the basis for automatized proof check-
ing and for tools that assist in proof construction. Funmath is an "open" formalism in the 
sense that it allows to formulate new mathematical theories and models in an incremental 
way as an addition to existing knowledge. 
1.5 Hypothesis 
Even a comprehensive survey of the proposals found in the literature to model behaviour of 
concurrent systems illustrates the wide range of different theories that have been developed. 
The different theories often cover only part of the problems encountered in the specification 
and verification of concurrent systems. A number of these theories are based on formalisms 
which are defined by means of separate logics with axioms and deduction rules and are 
mainly based on operational semantics. This makes them not so easy to combine with 
and to relate to the body of knowledge in applied mathematics that is relevant to the 
understanding of complex systems and that is mainly based on a functional approach. 
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The style of modeling of dataflow theory is closer to that of applied mathematics and 
signal flow theory. The integration of theories into a dataflow framework could therefore 
stimulate the use of formal description techniques in order to improve the reliability of 
systems and provide a framework within which properties of the designed system can be 
discussed and checked for consistency in an early stage of development and in a rigorous, 
transformational, way. 
In this dissertation we show that a functional and transformational approach 
• can form the basis for the integration of important concepts related to concurrency 
that are now spread over different theories that are often not so easy to combine. 
• can support and facilitate the use of a transformational proof style within other 
approaches. 
1.6 Methodology 
In order to investigate whether functions can support and facilitate the use of a transforma-
tional proof style within other theories we studied the way in which the operational seman-
tics of LOTOS has been defined. We use an alternative style, due to van Thienen [vT91], for 
the definition of the semantics that is based on equations and functions rather than axioms 
and derivation rules. We give an example of how properties of process algebraic operators, 
like for example associativity, can be proven in a transformational style rather than the 
more ad hoc approach of proofs that have been found in the literature. We prove that the 
equational semantics of Basic LOTOS corresponds to the original derivational semantics. 
In the second part of the thesis we concentrate on the study of a functional approach 
itself as a way to specify and reason about the behaviour of concurrent systems. In 
this second part we start from a particular class of concurrent systems, namely the non-
deterministic dataflow networks. 
Following Kahn [Kah74] we choose a dataflow model with asynchronous communication 
as an initial model because this model fits well with a functional approach. In line with Broy 
we extended this model with non-determinism by means of specifications that characterize 
sets of sequence processing functions rather than single functions. We call this the Function 
Set Model of dataflow networks. 
At this stage we added combinatore inspired by those that can be found in process 
algebras to facilitate the description of non-deterministic specifications. We did this for 
two reasons. One reason is that we were not satisfied with the way such specifications 
were defined in the approach of Broy. In his work the "building blocks" of specifications 
were given by means of general logical predicates on sequence processing functions. This 
approach is not well-suited for the compositional definition of such specifications. The 
second reason is that we want to define a notion of testing equivalence [DNH84, Hen88] 
within the functional approach because to our knowledge this important equivalence known 
from process algebras has not been formalized within the functional framework. Also, the 
fact that this equivalence does not rely on the internal structure of systems makes it fit to a 
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functional framework, where extensional aspects, i.e. those aspects which are independent 
of the internal structure of systems, play a major role. 
We introduce the testing theory for process algebras in a similar way as it has been 
introduced by Hennessy [Hen88]. We define the basic specification "stop" and the combi-
natora input/output prefix and internal and external choice inspired by the denotational 
semantics given to processes in the theory of testing. Within this functional framework 
we define a notion of testing in which input actions and output actions are treated in a 
different way. Notice that in the functional framework the only form of interaction between 
subsystems is asynchronous directional communication, which makes distinction between 
input and output a useful notion. On the other hand, in the testing theory developed by 
Hennessy, communication is synchronous. Actually, in process algebra, synchronization is 
the basic notion and communication is expressed by means of synchronization. This can 
lead to a situation in which an experimenter can force a particular output of a process un-
der test even if this process has in principle the capability of producing a different output. 
In our theory of testing it is completely up to the process itself which output to produce 
in case it has more than one possibility. The notion of testing equivalence that we define 
for the Function Set Model is characterized essentially as equality of sets of functions. 
We show the formal relation between testing equivalence as defined by Hennessy and the 
notion of testing equivalence we define for the Function Set Model. 
Following work of Sander and Dybjer [San92, DS89] we add a minimal and a maximal 
fixpoint combinator to the framework. This allows for the recursive definition of specifica-
tions; i.e. sets of sequence processing functions. We show the relation to testing theory of 
the recursively defined specifications. Furthermore we adopt their idea to use a functional 
language for the specification of deterministic components of systems. 
At this point we work out a first case study to evaluate the combination of the concepts 
introduced so far. We choose to specify the well-known Alternating Bit Protocol because 
it is a small non-trivial example of a distributed system and it could serve very well as a 
first illustration of the combined use of concepts from different theories of concurrency. 
We realize that the work presented is only a very first step towards a further integration 
of concepts related to concurrency. But despite this it shows that advantages can be 
expected from such an integration. Moreover, it shows that even an incomplete integration 
of theory can be used to specify certain systems and that further theory can be added in 
an incremental way without disturbing the results reached so far. In this way it also serves 
as an illustration of the propagated "openness" of the functional formalism in the sense 
that it allows for the incremental formulation of new concepts in the future. 
1.7 Synopsis 
Below we give a short overview of the chapters of this dissertation. Chapters 2, 4 and 5 
are introductory chapters. In Chapter 3 an equational approach to the definition of the 
semantics of a process algebra is presented. Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 form the main body of 
this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2: Notation and General Definitions. In this chapter we introduce the de-
clarative formalism Funmath that is used throughout this dissertation. In subsequent 
sections of this chapter we introduce our notation for presenting proofs, for messages 
and sequences, trees, for elementary domain theory and for algebras. 
Chapter 3: Equational Semantics for Basic LOTOS. Basic LOTOS is a sublanguage of 
the process algebra LOTOS. In this chapter we summarize the standard operational 
semantics of LOTOS that uses axioms and deduction rules. We introduce an alternative 
way for the definition of the semantics by means of equations and functions instead 
of deduction rules. This equational semantics is shown to support a transformational 
style of reasoning at a certain level of abstraction within Basic LOTOS. The alternative 
equational semantics is shown to correspond to the original derivational semantics. 
Chapter 4: A Dataflow Model of Concurrent Systems. In this chapter we intro-
duce a dataflow model for concurrent systems that is composed of a number of ideas 
found in the literature. We start by an introduction of the denotational semantics 
Kahn proposed. We describe the extension of this semantics to non-deterministic 
networks in line with Broy and we introduce a number of dataflow combinatore that 
were taken from Broy and Boute. Following Dybjer and Sander we illustrate the use 
of oracles to model non-determinism in a functional framework. 
Chapter 5: Introduction to Testing Equivalence. Testing equivalence is an impor-
tant relation between processes that has been developed within process algebras. In 
this chapter we give an introduction to this equivalence following Hennessy with a 
slight modification of the notion of action. Unlike traditional process algebra, ac-
tions are structured as pairs of an input message and a corresponding sequence of 
output messages. This modification forms the first step towards the formulation of a 
notion of testing equivalence within a (functional) dataflow framework. Notions that 
are fundamental for the denotational theory of testing are introduced such as finite 
acceptance trees and a notion of closure and saturation. 
For the purpose of this dissertation we consider only a process algebra with stop, 
input/output-prefix (which is action prefix for actions that are input/output pairs), 
external and internal choice. 
Chapter 6: Process Algebraic Dataflow Combinatora. The theory of testing inspi-
red the definition of a number of process algebra like combinatore within the dataflow 
model. These combinatore make it possible to develop a notion of testing equivalence 
within the dataflow model and to facilitate the specification of non- deterministic 
components. A basic specification (i.e. predicate on sequence processing functions) 
stop and three combinators on specifications, input/output-prefix and external and 
internal choice, are defined in this chapter. They are shown to be monotonie. 
Chapter 7: Testing Equivalence for Functional Specifications. In this chapter we 
first investigate to which extent the testing theory as introduced in Chapter 5 can 
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be used to develop a similar notion within a dataflow framework, where a non-
deterministic specification is a predicate characterizing a set of functions on se-
quences. This requires the introduction of functional finite acceptance trees (and 
a related partial order) that are a modification of finite acceptance trees and which 
represent in a compact way sets of functions. 
A first result in this chapter is the fact that for a certain (restricted) class of processes 
their finite functional acceptance tree representation is fully abstract with respect to 
the testing preorder (Theorem 7.2.8). In this context full abstraction means that 
two processes are testing equivalent if and only if their finite functional acceptance 
tree interpretations are equal. This, in turn, implies that testing equivalence, for this 
class of processes, corresponds to equality of their sets of functions interpretations as 
introduced in Chapter 6 (Theorem 7.3.1). 
As a derived result we have that traditional process algebra expressions (i.e. where 
actions have not been structured as input/output pairs) can be represented as sets 
of identity functions on sequences and that they are testing equivalent if and only if 
their sets of functions are equal. 
When considering the whole class of processes with input/output actions however, 
testing equivalence does not correspond to equality of sets of functions. This is due 
to the fact that in the testing theory of Hennessy experimenters are allowed to force 
a certain output of the system under test in case this system is in a state in which 
more than one output is possible due to non-determinism. Therefore we introduce a 
new notion of testing, with related testing preorder and equivalence in such a way 
that the above described situation cannot occur. We show that this new equivalence 
corresponds to equality of the sets of functions interpretation, that is, two processes 
are testing equivalent if and only if they are represented by the same set of functions 
(Theorem 7.4.13). The proof of this last result requires full abstraction of the finite 
functional acceptance trees interpretation with respect to the new testing preorder 
(Theorem 7.4.14). 
Finally we prove that the new testing equivalence is strictly weaker than Hennessy's 
one but strictly stronger than trace equivalence. This holds also for the related 
preorders (Theorem 7.6.4). 
In addition we propose an alternative definition for the closure operator that is crucial 
for the definition of saturated sets on which (functional) finite acceptance trees are 
based. Our definition is constructive instead of inductive and it is shown that it 
results in considerably shorter and simpler proofs of the properties of the closure 
operator. An other point discussed in this chapter is the pairwise lemma. This 
lemma shows an interesting property of the closure operator that is essential for the 
elementwise definition of the choice operators in the previous chapter. 
Chapter 8: Recursively Defined Specifications In this chapter we show that the set 
of all specifications, ordered by (extended) implication, forms a complete lattice. We 
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show that the combinators introduced so far are monotonie on the complete lattice 
of specifications and thus minimal and maximal fixpoints exist. This allows us to ex-
tend the set of operators on specifications so that also minimal and maximal fixpoint 
operators are included. We like to remark that the combined use of minimal and max-
imal fixpoints allows for the specification of properties of infinite behaviours, like for 
instance fairness. The operators are also proven to be both upward and downward 
continuous. We show that our maximal fixpoint combinator on functional specifi-
cations is closely related to the (minimal fixpoint interpretation of the) recursion 
operator of Hennessy. 
Chapter 9: Experimental Integration: The Alternating Bit Protocol In this 
chapter we illustrate the integrated use of the various notions we adopted from differ-
ent concurrency theories by specifying the alternating bit protocol. The determinis-
tic components of the protocol are specified by means of a functional language. The 
non-deterministic parts, i.e. the unreliable fair channels, are specified by means of a 
combination of the fixpoint operators and the process algebra-like combinators. The 
interconnection of the components is expressed by means of the dataflow combinators. 
We prove the correctness of the protocol, which comprises liveness properties, by 
means of a proof by co-induction in a completely transformational style. We conclude 
the chapter by relating three different specifications of the unreliable fair channel and 
by an evaluation of the results of the integrated approach. 
Chapter 10: Conclusions In this chapter we draw some conclusions and we give an 
outline of further research. 
1.8 Results 
In the following we summarize the main original results of this dissertation on the basis of 
the subjects they are related to. 
• Related to the definition of a notion of testing equivalence within a dataflow frame-
work: 
- The definition of functional combinators inspired by process algebra; i.e. stop, 
input/output-prefix, internal and external choice. 
- For a certain (restricted) class of processes the finite functional acceptance 
tree representation is fully abstract with respect to the testing preorder (Theo-
rem 7.2.8). 
- Testing equivalence for this class of processes corresponds to equality of their 
interpretation as sets of functions (Theorem 7.3.1). 
- Traditional process algebra expressions can be represented as sets of identity 
functions on sequences. They are testing equivalent if and only if their sets of 
functions are equal. 
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- When the whole class of processes with input/output actions is considered it 
is shown that testing equivalence does not correspond to equality of sets of 
functions. 
- The definition of a new notion of testing equivalence within a dataflow model 
that corresponds to equality of specifications. 
- Full abstraction of the finite functional acceptance trees interpretation with 
respect to the new testing preorder (Theorem 7.4.14). 
- The new testing equivalence is strictly weaker than Hennessy's one but strictly 
stronger than trace equivalence. The same holds for the related preorders (The­
orem 7.6.4). 
- As a side result we defined an alternative definition for the closure operator 
that was introduced by Hennessy for the saturation of sets. We show that this 
definition leads to considerably shorter proofs of properties that involve the 
closure operator. We proved a new property of the closure operator (referred to 
as the pairwise lemma) that turned out to be essential to define an elementwise 
choice operator on specifications. 
• Related to the integration of concepts from various concurrency theories: 
- The development of a functional framework based on a dataflow model with 
asynchronous communication in which concepts from process algebra, the μ-
calculus, temporal logics and functional programming are combined. 
- The definition of minimal and maximal fixpoint combinatore for the recursive 
definition of specifications (inspired by the μ-calculus). 
- We show that our maximal fixpoint combinator on functional specifications is 
closely related to the (minimal fixpoint interpretation of the) recursion operator 
of Hennessy. 
- An illustration of the integrated use of dataflow combinators (pipeline func­
tion composition, parallel composition, feedback, fanout, selection), process 
algebraic-like combinators (i/o-prefix, internal and external choice, enabling), 
the fixpoint combinators and a functional programming language by means of 
the formal specification and verification of the Alternating Bit Protocol. This 
resulted in an elegant specification in which also the architectural aspects of the 
system are reflected. The specification gave rise to a straightforward and rela­
tively short but detailed transformational proof by co-induction of properties of 
the system that include liveness properties. 
In addition we illustrate the use of an equational approach for the definition of the 
operational semantics of Basic LOTOS. We show that such a semantics facilitates transfor­
mational reasoning on the level of proving properties of the process algebraic operators. 
The correspondence between the original derivational semantics of Basic LOTOS and the 
equational version is proven. 
Chapter 2 
Notation and General Definitions 
In this chapter we introduce the formalism Funmath which comprises notational rules for 
the definition of mathematical notions and for the transformational style of reasoning about 
these notions. Also we recapitulate relevant results from domain theory and algebra and 
we introduce the basic objects we will use in this dissertation. 
In Section 2.1 the underlying ideas of the formalism Funmath are illustrated and its 
use in this dissertation is motivated. Section 2.2 introduces the declarative formalism 
Funmath. Section 2.3 introduces messages, sequences and some operators on sequences. 
Section 2.4 presents various labeled trees that are used in subsequent chapters. Section 2.5 
is a summary of a number of notions from domain theory that are used in this dissertation. 
Finally, Section 2.6 summarizes some algebraic notions. 
2.1 Notation 
Funmath (Functional Moí/íematics) [Bou93a] is a declarative formalism for the specification 
and realization of systems. Funmath originated from the wish to combine various math-
ematical theories and models from mathematical analysis, physics and engineering with 
the discrete theories from computing science within a single conceptual framework. With 
Funmath it was found most convenient to build this framework on the already existing 
concepts found in pure and applied mathematics. The key ideas in this framework are the 
association of a functional semantics to traditional mathematical notions and the use of a 
transformational style of reasoning. The replacement of mathematical notions by function 
operators is performed in such a way that the common notational appearance and mean-
ing of mathematical expressions is preserved. The functional semantics allows however 
for additional algebraic properties that are extremely useful in transformational reasoning. 
Transformational reasoning is a style of reasoning that uses deduction by transforming 
formulas in an algebraic style. 
An example of the application of the idea to view basic notational components as 
function operators is the identification of tuples and sequences with functions whose domain 
is the set of natural numbers or a subset thereof. For instance, the tuple of length three 
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defined by t = (x, y, z) has domain 0 .. 2 and satisfies t 0 = x, t 1 = y and t 2 = z. 
In all branches of mathematics we can find expressions like ƒ (x, y) or, in case of infix 
operators, χ f y. If, like in Funmath, the argument pair x, y is considered as a function, the 
operator ƒ becomes a functional (i.e. higher order function). This happens without affecting 
any of the notational and semantic properties that such expressions have in common with 
mathematical usage, but happens with adding new properties directly and creating new 
opportunities indirectly. 
An example of direct new properties is the distributive law in conjunction with the 
function composition operator «. Suppose ƒ is a function such that χ and y are in the 
domain of this function. Then the following property holds: 
f°(x,v) = (/ * J У) 
It is easy to see that this property is the combination of the distributive law and function 
composition when we supply an argument ι that represents the index in a pair, so г 6 {0,1}. 
Recall that (x, y) is a function with domain {0,1}. Supplying the argument г to ƒ °(x, y) 
gives (ƒ о (χ, y)) ι. By definition of ° we get that this is equal to ƒ ((x, y) i). Now it is easy 
to see that function application of ƒ on ((x, y) i) distributes over indexing in the tuple: 
if г = 0 we get ƒ ((x, y) 0) = ƒ χ and ƒ χ = (ƒ χ, ƒ у) 0, if г = 1 we get ƒ ((x, у) 1) = f у 
and (f χ, f у) I — f у, so indeed we have the distributivity law ƒ ((x, y) ι) = (ƒ x, ƒ y) ι 
for г € {0,1}. 
An example of creation of new opportunities is the notion of elastic extension. Consider 
the binary operator U. We can generalize the binary union operator to the functional U 
that maps a function g, with its range being a set of sets, to the union of all sets in the 
range of g. In other words, (J g is the union of all g г where г ranges over the domain of g. 
Formally: 
\Jg = {y\3{i:Vg.yegi)} 
The relation with the binary union operator U is expressed in the consistency condition 
that U has to satisfy namely \J(x, y) = χ U у where χ and у are sets. Note again that the 
tuple (x, y) is indeed an instance of a function whose range is a set of sets: {x, y}. The 
consistency condition guarantees that U is indeed a generalization of U. 
A similar generalization can be made of the operator Л to the familiar universal quan­
tifier V. If we assume that g denotes a function giving Boolean values in {0,1} as result 
(i.e. a Boolean function) then V g can be defined as that no image under g is equal to 0. 
The consistency condition for V can easily be verified: V(x, y) = χ Ay, where χ and y in 
this case denote Boolean values. 
In general ƒ defined on pairs of elements in a given set S can be generalized to a 
functional F. Such a functional F is defined on functions that represent general families 
of elements in S. Additionally it is required that F satisfies the consistency condition 
F (x, y) = ƒ (x, y) where χ and y in S. 
This principle provides a unified framework for replacing abstractors like U for union 
and V for quantification by function operators denoted by the same symbol, but supporting 
a variable-free style, which proved convenient in transformational reasoning. 
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In Funmath the function concept itself is the same as in standard mathematics, but 
functions in Funmath are considered as "fundamental" as sets. This view is adopted because 
of the advantages it has in the application of the formalism for system design. Whether 
this view can be maintained also from a pure foundational mathematical perspective is 
a subject of research. In the meantime it is assumed that, when constructing theories, 
one will take care to avoid the construction of possible paradoxes in the same way as one 
avoids to divide by zero. This is also assumed for the types in Funmath. For those who 
feel concerned about these assumptions we suggest to take a look at [For92, Ber91]. 
The main motivation for using Funmath in this dissertation is that the essential idea to 
replace mathematical operators by function operators might be useful as well in relating 
and combining some of the many theories that exist to model the behaviour of concur­
rent systems, while keeping the relation to traditional mathematical notation as close as 
possible. We stress here the point that Funmath itself is still a subject of research and so 
its complete definition is in progress. The choice of Funmath as a notation in this thesis 
has also been driven by the interest in experimenting with the notation itself for getting 
feedback about its suitability for reasoning about the main subject of this dissertation. 
In the following we give a short informal introduction to those features of Funmath which 
we use in the sequel. A detailed description of the notation can be found in [vT94, Bou93a]. 
2.2 Funmath 
2.2.1 Notational Rules of Funmath 
Expressions in Funmath can be obtained by the orthogonal combination of only four syn­
tactical constructs namely identifier, application, tuple and abstraction. 
Identifier 
The name of an object in Funmath is denoted by an identifier. Objects in Funmath can 
be predefined or new. Many identifiers are predefined and they can denote for example 
numbers, characters, arithmetic operators or types. Examples of primitive identifiers are 
the basic type В denoting the Boolean values {0,1}, and operators (functions) such as Л 
and V. Other examples are W, denoting the natural numbers and Τ denoting the type of 
all functions. Types are explained in the next section. 
The introduction of an identifier is always indicated explicitly by a colon, as in χ : X 
(read 'x in X'). This avoids the ambiguity inherent in overloading € (set membership) for 
this purpose because, properly speaking, ι e X (read 'x is in X') is a statement about an 
χ introduced previously. 
A binding has the general form 
χ : X with Ρ 
in which the with -part is optional. In this expression χ is the identifier or the (hierarchical) 
tuple of identifiers being introduced, X the type of which χ may be a member and Ρ is 
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a 'filtering proposition' (i.e. Boolean function) to further restrict the allowable values to 
those χ in X that also satisfy P. A shorthand for with is Λ. 
New objects can be introduced using a definition. A definition is a binding preceded 
by def . Identifiers introduced by such a binding are called constants and their scope is 
global. So the definition 
def a : A with Ρ 
introduces an object named о with defining property α ζ A A Ρ where α can occur free in 
P. A is an expression denoting a type and Ρ is a defining proposition. The existence and 
uniqueness of newly defined objects must be proven by the definer. Some examples: 
def double : N -> N def α : W Α α > 4 
with double η = η + η with α2 — 9α + 18 = О 
When defining an object a it is often handy to use the following variant of a definition 
def a : A with P: 
def α : A 
with Ρ (α, χ) where χ : X with Q χ 
In this variant another name (x) is introduced and its properties (in relation to those of a) 
are asserted by Q. Sometimes we omit the type part χ : X with if the type is clear from 
the context. 
If о is not simply a prefix operator but a postfix, infix or even mixfix operator we 
denote the places of its arguments by means of a placeholder — . So when α is a binary 
infix operator we denote this by — a — right after the word def . 
Recursive definitions are allowed. In the context of this work they are intended in the 
fixpoint/domain-theoretic interpretation (i.e. the minimal solution of the equation in a 
suitable domain). In some proofs, we will use (syntactical-)structural induction as a proof 
technique, without explicitly defining the well-founded partial orders supporting them. We 
take such a freedom because of the extremely simple structures we are dealing with, namely 
finite trees. For a formal treatment of the above notions we refer to [Hen88, MNV73]. A 
summary of the main notions in domain theory is given later on in this chapter. 
Application 
Function application denotes an object as the image of an object under a function. In 
prefix notation ƒ χ denotes the image of χ under ƒ. In case of higher order functions the 
convention is that fab stands for (ƒ o) ò. Partial application allows for functions returning 
functions as result. This is possible also for infix operators (sometimes called sectioning). 
A function ƒ is fully characterized by its domain and its mapping. There are two 
primitive operators on functions: 
• The operator V denotes the domain of a given function, li f £ Τ then V f is the 
domain of/. 
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• The operator {—} denotes the range of a given function. If ƒ e Τ then {ƒ} is the 
range of/. 
A small disadvantage is that in this way one of the traditional notations for the one-element 
set becomes unusable. Therefore, as in [For92] we will write ia when we want to denote the 
one-element set containing only a. We give its formal definition in the section on types. 
Tuple 
A tuple denotes a function with domain 0 .. (n — 1) for η in N. For example: a, 6, с 
denotes the function such that (a, b, c) 0 = a, (a, b, c) 1 = 6, and (a, b, c) 2 = с 
Normal brackets "(" and ")" are used only for emphasis or for changing precedence. 
The empty tuple is denoted by ε. The tuple consisting only of the element α is denoted 
by та. Elements within a tuple may be of different types. Considering tuples as functions 
is extremely useful in transformational reasoning. 
Abstraction 
An abstraction is a binding followed by an expression .E for example: 
x:X AP . E 
An abstraction denotes a nameless function by A-abstraction. In this notation a: is a single 
variable or a tuple of variables, X is an expression denoting a type, Ρ is a predicate and 
E an expression. Ρ and E may contain ι as a free variable. The abstraction denotes 
the function with as domain all elements of X that satisfy P. It maps elements d in the 
domain to E with d substituted for the variable x. Identifiers introduced by such a binding 
are called variables and their scope is local (all of E). 
In order to obtain the familiar mathematical set-notation the following alternative 
notation for χ : Χ Α Ρ . E is very useful [vT94]: 
E\x:X AP 
This notation, combined with the range operator {—}, gives the set-notation: 
{E \x:X AP] 
Other alternative notations for abstractions are: 
x:X . E = x:X Al . E 
E\x:X = x:X Al . E 
x:X\P = x:X AP .χ 
The last alternative gives, in combination with the range operator: 
{ * : X | P } 
Relations in Funmath are defined as functions mapping tuples to truth values. 
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2.2.2 Types 
In this section we give a summary of the type system that has been proposed for Funmath. 
We will follow a similar line of introduction as in [Beu95]. The type system of Funmath is 
still under development and may be subject to changes due to ongoing research. For this 
reason, in this thesis we will use type definitions more as a compact meta-notation for our 
definitions than as a formal specification framework. For the purpose of this thesis types 
may be considered as sets and are intended only as additional information to definitions. 
Note the remark on possible paradoxes on page 27. 
Types in Funmath are sets of objects. There are a number of predefined types in 
Funmath: 
Symbol 
В 
N 
Ζ 
Q 
к. 
с 
и 
г 
τ 
Some operators 
л, ,=»,= 
+,· 
+.-.• 
+.-.·,/ 
+.-.·,/ 
+,-,·,/ 
υ,η,/,Ρ 
О 
Name 
binaries 
naturals 
integers 
rationals 
reals 
complex numbers 
universe 
type universe 
function universe 
Contents 
0,1 
natural numbers including 
whole numbers 
rational numbers 
real numbers 
complex numbers 
all objects 
all sets 
all functions 
0 
The primitive types are related by subset ordering in the following way: 
B c N c Z c Q c C 
TcU 
TcU 
For facilitating the readability of some definitions we sometimes will denote the Boolean 
values {0,1} by false and true in this dissertation. 
In Funmath the following simple type constructors are defined: the function type con­
structor, the set injection operator, the power set and the function family constructor. 
The type A —> B, where A and В are in Τ denotes the set of functions from A to В 
that is an element of T. The function type constructor is defined as: 
def > —:T 
with ((Л, В) : V- . A -> В = {ƒ : Τ \ V f = Α Λ {ƒ} С В}) 
The set injection operator t yields singleton sets: 
def L : U -> Г 
with ι χ = {у : ΙΑ I у = χ} 
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The operator V denotes the powerset operator. By FinA we denote the set of all finite 
subsets of A. 
The type Fam В is the set of functions from any domain to the set B. A function in a 
family type Fam В is called a family because it represents an indexing in the set B. For 
example if F : Fam Τ and the domain of F is A then we call F a family of types indexed 
by A. Note that Fam Τ denotes the set of all functions whose range is a set of sets. The 
function family operator is defined as: 
def Fam : Τ -• V Τ 
with Fam В = \J(A : Τ . A -* B) 
Note that every function is also a family because ƒ € Fam {ƒ} 
For the definition of dependent types, polymorphism and overloading we need two other 
type constructors. For their definition we introduce a few operations on functions namely 
function restriction, compatibility of functions and function merge. 
Function restriction restricts the domain of a given function ƒ to a given set A: 
def — 1— : 5 x T - > f 
with f]A = {x:V fnA.f x) 
Two functions are compatible if the image of every element in the intersection of their 
domain is the same under either function. 
def — © — : 7 x J - ) B 
with ƒ © g = V(i :T> f Г\ g . f χ = g χ) 
A family of functions is called compatible if all members are mutually compatible. We 
define the type CT of families of compatible functions as: 
def CT-.V ( Fam T) 
with CT = {F : Fam Τ | V((/, g) : {F}2 . ƒ © «?)} 
The function restriction relation 
def— С — :TxT-¥B 
with ƒ Çg=f ©gAVfÇV g 
inherits the partial order properties of Ç. This relation is needed in the following definition 
that defines the function merge operator. The function merge takes a family F of compat-
ible functions and unites their mappings into one function. The domain of this function is 
the union of all the domains of the functions in {F} and the mapping of the function is 
the minimal mapping such that it comprises all the mappings of the functions in {F}. So, 
if g is a function in {F} and χ Ç.V g then $¿F χ = g χ. Function merge can be defined 
as a least upper bound with respect to Ç by means of a Galois connection1. 
For a more extended example of such a definition we refer to page 44 
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def$¿:CT->r 
with V(/ : Τ . kF С ƒ = V(<? : {F} . ρ Ç ƒ)) 
We can now define the two type constructors that allow for the definition of Curry-style 
polymorphism and for overloading in Funmath. The type constructors are the Generalized 
Cartesian product and the type merge operator. 
The Generalized Cartesian product is a version of the standard Cartesian product χ 
generalized to functions. 
def X:FamT->T 
with XF = {f:V F->[JF\V(x:Vf .f xÇF x)} 
Note that this operator can be applied directly on tuples, because tuples are functions, and 
functions are themselves families (i.e. elements of family types). For example if X and Y 
are sets: 
X(X, У) 
= { Definition of of X } 
{ƒ : V (X, Y) -» \J(X, Y)\V(i:Vf.fie(X,Y) г)} 
{V(X,Y) = {0,l},(J(X,Y) = XöY} 
{ƒ : {0,1} -> X U Υ I V(i : {0,1}. f ie (Χ, Υ) ι)} 
= { ƒ is a tuple and can be represented as (x, y) } 
{(x, y) : {0,1} -• X U Y I (г : {0,1} . (χ, y) ι e (Χ, Υ) ι)} 
= {Definition of V} 
{(χ, y) : {0,1} -У X U Y | (χ, у) 0 e Χ Λ (χ, ») 1 e Г} 
= {Indexing } 
{(χ, y) : {0,1} -> Χ U Υ | χ € Χ Λ y € К} 
= { Definition of binary Cartesian product} 
Χ χ Y 
Another application of the Generalized Cartesian product is its use in the definition 
of dependent types. An example of the use of a dependent type is the parametrized 
polymorphic identity function id: 
def id : Τ Э A -¥ A -> A 
with id A χ = χ 
The type construction А Э χ -> В is purely syntactical notation for the operator expression 
X(x : A . B). We will use the dependent type syntax because it looks intuitively appealing. 
The type merge operator Л, due to van den Beuken, allows for the expression of poly­
morphic types. We introduce this operator by means of an example taken from [Beu95]. 
Consider the polymorphic identity function id' defined by implicit polymorphism. A 
possible way to define it is: 
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poly A : Τ def id' : A -> A 
with id' χ = χ 
Informally this defines a family of monomorphic functions, namely for every A : Τ there is a 
function idA with type A -* A. An equivalent definition of id' using explicit polymorphism 
by supplying an extra type argument to id' was presented as id in the previous example 
on dependent types. 
The family of functions that contains all the versions of id¿ for different Л e Τ is the 
family ¿¿id. For this it is required that id is a compatible family of functions. This is no 
limitation because all monomorphic functions defined by one polymorphic definition have 
the same image definition and are therefore automatically compatible. As we have seen 
the type of id, i.e. Τ В A -¥ A -¥ A, is a notation for X(A : Τ . A —у A). 
The set of all functions that have polymorphic type poly A : Τ def A —> A can now 
be defined as: 
{kid | id : X(A : Τ. A -¥ Α) η CT] 
Such a construction gives rise to the definition of the type merge operator Λ that takes as 
argument a family of function types and returns a function type: 
def l\:Fam{?T)^VT 
with AF = {&g\g:XFnCf} 
With this formulation the definition of id' can be replaced by a definition without the 
syntactical construct poly but by means of the type merge operator. 
def id' : MA : Τ . A -> A) 
with id' χ — χ 
The function merge and type merge operators can also be used to give a meaning to 
overloading of operators. If we want to overload the operator ƒ with the following two 
definitions: 
def ƒ : A -4 В def ƒ : С -• D 
with Ρ with Q 
where Ρ and Q uniquely define ƒ we can define ƒ in Funmath as: 
def ƒ : Л(Л -» В, С -• D) 
with ƒ = (ƒ where f : А-У В with Ρ) 
(ƒ where ƒ : С -»• D with Q) 
Also dependent types can be expressed by means of merge types as we have seen in the 
example of the identity function. In general, if we want to express that in a function type 
the result type depends on the argument chosen in the domain we write: 
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V G 3 X - + G χ 
This can alternatively be written as X G or, using merge types, as: 
A ( I : D G . H - » G I ) 
In [Beu95] the relation between merge typing and other type systems such as subtyp-
ing [Com95] is studied. 
In this dissertation we will use overloading of operators. However, we will not always 
define them formally because this requires that we define the overloaded operator with its 
different meanings in one definition. This is useful for specifications, but it would disturb 
the order in which we want to introduce operators in this dissertation. 
2.2.3 General Operators 
We define a number of basic function-operators which are used in the sequel. The function 
injection operator creates functions with a singleton domain. 
def — >->· — :U2->F 
with ι 4 ¡/ = (2 :11 . y) 
An important operator is of course function composition. It composes two functions into 
a new function. 
def — о —
 :
. Я - + Τ 
with f°g = (x:Vg/SgxeVf.f(g x))) 
The universal quantification and existential quantification can also be defined as operators: 
def V : Fam В -> В def 3 : Fam Β -V В 
with V ƒ = 0 g {ƒ} with 3 ƒ = 1 6 {ƒ} 
The fact that we defined quantifiers as functions has no impact on the common ap­
pearance and meaning of formulas. The way they are defined coincides essentially with the 
common mathematical notation, and also the mathematical interpretation of those formu­
las remains the same. For instance, the mathematical formula Vz G X.P χ in Funmath is 
written as V(i :X.Px) where the operator V maps the abstraction χ : X.P χ to a Boolean 
value. 
An important relation is equality on functions which is defined as: 
Definition 2.2.1 Function equality 
def — = — : f x f 4 B 
with / = g = (Z> g = V f) Λ V(x :T> f . f χ = g χ) 
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Π 
The function if с then a else b fi denotes the conditional construct that gives о if 
condition с is true, and gives 6 otherwise. 
The union over a set of sets, i.e. the set extension of the union, can be defined as 
follows. 
def U : Fam Τ -Λ Τ 
with Uff = {у • Τ I 3(Î : V g . y 6 g г)} 
The relation of U ff to the common mathematical notation can easily be seen as follows. 
Note that g = (χ : V g . g χ) and thus U ff = U(z :T> g . g χ) which is equivalent to the 
more common mathematical expression 
x€X 
where X denotes the domain of g. 
The following operator is useful for switching from a predicate to the set of elements that 
satisfy that predicate. This makes it possible to use either predicates or the corresponding 
sets whatever is more convenient. 
def {] — D : Fam В Э ρ -> V (V ρ) 
with QPft = {x:V P\P χ) 
2.2.4 Transformational Reasoning 
Transformational reasoning is a generalization of equational reasoning. Equational reason­
ing can be formulated based on Leibniz' Principle as was suggested in [Dij90]: 
• Reflexivity: χ = χ 
• Leibniz' Principle variant: x=y^fx = z^fy = z 
• The identity function id, with axiom id χ = χ 
Symmetry and transitivity can be derived. The equational reasoning scheme is then: 
ƒ t = {t = t'}f t' 
Feyen's convention allows to chain equational proof steps as follows: 
£ό = {justificationo} E\ 
{justification^ Ff¡ 
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and so on, where the justifications are equalities. Parts of the derivation can be presented 
as lemmas and may be used in other derivations. 
Transformational reasoning uses a similar scheme, but with the equalities between terms 
E, replaced by relational operators R, between formulas F,. The transformational scheme 
looks like: 
Fo 
Re {justification 0} 
Fi 
Ri {justification 1} 
F2 
The relational operators R, usually are Ξ , =>• or -^. Systematic rules can be devised for 
reasoning with mixtures of these relational operators. Examples of this style of reasoning 
can be found throughout the thesis. 
2.2.5 The Descriptive Subset Comma 
Expressions in Funmath have only a declarative semantics. Comma (Computable mathema­
tics) is meant to be a subset of Funmath consisting of executable operators such that also a 
programming semantics can be associated to these operators. Within Comma also recursive 
function definitions are allowed. The semantics of such definitions are the minimal fixpoint 
semantics. At the time of publication of this dissertation the precise definition of Comma 
[Bou93a] was still in progress. 
2.3 Messages and Sequences 
We define a set of messages M. We make no further assumptions on the structure of these 
messages. We just assume we have a countable set of them. 
In this dissertation we frequently use sequences of messages. A sequence is a structure 
whose components all have the same type. Sequences are functions. Finite sequences have 
a domain that is a finite initial part of IN. Infinite sequences have domain IN. We introduce 
a number of sequence types and operators on sequences. 
The domain of sequences is made by means of the operator o. 
def D : N U too -4 V N 
with GTI = {m : W | m < n} 
We assume that η < oo for all η : Ν, so Doo = N. The type of sequences over A of length 
η is: 
def — - : Τ x (Ν U too) -> Τ 
with An = Dn -¥ A 
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A°° thus denote all infinite sequences over A. These are also called streams. 
Sequences of finite length are called lists and A* denotes the type of lists over A: 
def — ' : Τ -> Г 
with A* = U(n : N . Л") 
Λ"
1
 denotes the type of all finite and infinite sequences over A: 
def — ω : Г -4 Τ 
with Λ" = Л* U Л°° 
Given Λί we have thus sequences of messages over Λ/. M* are all finite sequences over 
M, Мж are all streams over M and Af" the set of both finite and infinite sequences. 
We define some useful operators on sequences. In the definitions below, # denotes the 
operator that gives the length of a sequence which is equal to the cardinality of the domain. 
Note that the length of an infinite sequence is oo. 
• Concatenation of sequences 
def — -H- — : (W χ W) -> W 
with ( i ++ y) k = if к < # i then χ к else у (к - #x) fi 
• Prefix on sequences 
def — > :( l/x W) -> W 
with ο > - ι = τ a++z 
• Postfix on sequences 
def < — : {W xW)-*Wu 
with i - < a = i t t T d 
Prefix-ordering on sequences can be defined as: 
def — Ç — : (И" хИш)->В 
with χ С. у = 3(z ·Μω . χ -Η- ζ = y) 
Note that this definition is subsumed by the function restriction relation on functions on 
page 31. 
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2.4 Trees 
In this section we define the tree structures that we will frequently use in this thesis. Trees 
are a special kind of graphs. We define an arc labeled graph as 
Definition 2.4.1 Arc Labeled Directed Graph 
A graph with labeled arcs is a triple (N, AL, - —• ) where 
• N is a set of nodes 
• AL is a set of arc labels 
• — -> :N χ AL χ N -¥ В a predicate defining a connectivity relation 
D 
Given a connectivity relation from a node to a subsequent node via one arc label 
— —• :N χ ALx N —»В we can consider its extension to sequences over AL that we 
denote by — —>. and is defined as: 
def •, — : N -> AL' -V N -> В 
with η — ε —>, η = true Λ 
η — (ο >- s) —*t η' = 3(m : Ν . η — a -t τη Λ m — s —•* η') 
Arc labeled trees are defined as: 
Definition 2.4.2 Arc labeled trees 
An arc labeled tree is a quadruple (N, AL, — -> , r) where 
• N is a set of nodes. 
• r denotes the root of the tree and is an element of ./V. 
• AL is a set of arc labels. 
• — —¥ :N χ AL χ N —> В is a predicate defining a relation satisfying: 
1. No joins 
V(m : N ,n: N2, a : AL2 . η Ο - α Ο - ν гаЛпІ-sH τη 
ηΟ = η 1 Λ ο Ο = ο 1 ) 
2. No cycles 
V(n : N, s : ΛΖ,* . η - s -», я => s = ε) 
3. No forests 
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TV = {m : TV | 3(s : AL' . r - s -»·, m)} 
D 
The condition "no joins" forbids situations where one node has more than one arc 
pointing to it. The condition "no cycles" forbids cycles to appear in a tree and the condition 
"no forest" makes sure that the structure (TV, AL, — —¥ , г) denotes only one tree. We 
will denote the type of trees by ALT that stands for ore labeled trees. 
We define now a few useful operators on trees. 
Definition 2.4.3 Operators on trees 
For any tree t = (TV, AL, — -¥ ,r) we can define 
• the language of the tree 
L t = {s : AL* | 3(n : TV . r - s -•. η)} 
• the successors of a node in the tree 
С t η = {m : Ν \ 3(α : AL . η — α -• m)} 
• the actions labeling the successor branches of a node in the tree 
S t η = {a : AL | 3(n' : TV . η - a -• n')} 
D 
In the following we introduce a number of different kinds of trees. They are arc-labeled 
trees but with some additional properties. 
A finite tree is simply a tree with a finite number of nodes. 
Definition 2.4.4 Finite tree 
A tree t = (TV, AL, — -> , r) is finite iff TV is finite. 
D 
A finitely branching tree is a tree with a finite number of successors at each node. 
Definition 2.4.5 Finitely branching tree 
A tree t = (TV, AL, - -> , r) is finitely branching iff 
V(n : TV . С t η is finite) 
D 
The third kind of tree we introduce is a deterministic tree. In a deterministic tree the 
labels of the outgoing arcs of each node in the tree are unique. 
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Definition 2.4.6 Deterministic tree 
A tree t = (N, AL, — —• , г) is deterministic iff 
V(m :N,n:N2,a: AL2 . 
ra-aO-> л О Л г а - a 1 -¥ η1=Φ·(αΟ=α1=>-πΟ = η1)) 
D 
Deterministic trees have two important properties. If ί = (Ν, Al, — —>, r) is a determin­
istic tree then for each η in N\L r there is a unique non-empty sequence s in L t of a 
certain length к = # s and a sequence of nodes ns : 7Vfc+1 such that 
V(j : Dfc . ns j - s j -• ns (j + 1)) 
and ns 0 = r and ns ¿ = η. For the empty sequence s we get the root r. So every node in 
a deterministic tree is uniquely identified by a sequence in L t up to structure isomorphism. 
The deterministic tree itself is therefore uniquely and completely characterized by L t. In 
the thesis we frequently use this property to define deterministic trees. 
The above properties do not hold for non-deterministic trees. Non-deterministic trees 
can simply be defined as 
Definition 2.4.7 Non-deterministic tree 
A non-deterministic tree is an arc labeled tree that is not deterministic. 
Π 
In a non-deterministic tree t every sequence s in L in general identifies a sei of nodes. We 
will show later on that non-deterministic trees can be represented by deterministic trees 
that have labels both at their arcs and at their nodes. 
We define one more arc labeled tree; the functional tree. In a functional tree the arcs 
are labeled by pairs. A tree is functional if it is deterministic with respect to considering 
only the first element of each pair. 
Definition 2.4.8 Functional tree 
Let AL = Aio x AL\ a set of pairs denoting arc labels. 
A tree ί = (N, AL, — —• , r) is functional iff 
V(m : N,n: N2, a : AL2 . m - a O - » η 0 Λ τη - a 1 -» n i 
=s> 
α 0 0 φ а 1 0) 
D 
From the definition of functional tree it follows immediately that functional trees are also 
deterministic. 
We now extend the notion of tree in order to label also nodes. We will denote node 
labeled trees by a pair of which the first component is an arc labeled tree and the second 
component a node labeling function from nodes to node labels. 
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Definition 2.4.9 Node labeled tree 
Let AL be a set of arc labels and NL a set of node labels. A node labeled tree is a pair 
((N, AL, — ->, г), F) where (Ν, AL, — -> , г) is an arc labeled tree and F : N -¥ NL a 
node labeling function such that F η is the label of node n. 
a 
Non-deterministic trees can be represented by node-labeled deterministic trees in the 
following way. Let t be a non-deterministic tree (N, AL, — -¥ , г). We call DET t the 
node labeled deterministic tree (d, F) such that 
• Ld = Lt 
• For each node η in the nodes of ci, let s be the sequence that identifies that node. 
Let tnodes t s be the set of nodes in t identified by s, that is tnodes is defined as 
tnodes t s = {η' : N \ г — s -•, n'} then 
F η = {Ζ : V AL \ 3{η' : Ν . η' e tnodes t sAZ = S t n')} 
It is easy to see that DET t uniquely characterizes t. Each element in F η corresponds 
to the set of successors of a different node in t reachable via s. Moreover DET t is 
deterministic because except for its node labels it is fully characterized by its language 
that is a prefix closed set of sequences, and we have seen before that this characterizes a 
deterministic arc labeled tree. 
In Chapter 5 we will use a particular kind of the above representations for non-
deterministic trees. They are called finite acceptance trees. They are finite deterministic 
trees with labels at the nodes that are "saturated" finite sets of finite sets of arc labels. 
Saturated means that they are union and convex closed. In the following we shall define 
what a saturated set is. 
Definition 2.4.10 Union closed set 
A set of sets X is union closed iff 
Щх,у):Х2.(хоу)еХ) 
a 
Definition 2.4.11 Convex closed set 
A set of sets X is convex closed iff 
V((i, y) : X2 . (г : V у . χ С ζ С у => г e X)) 
D 
In order to formally define finite saturated trees we introduce the notion of 5-set, as it 
has been defined by Hennessy [Hen88]. 
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Definition 2.4.12 S-set 
For a finite subset S of AL, ал 5-set is a non-empty set A of subsets of AL which satisfies 
• for every К in А, К С A 
• for every α in 5, there is some К in Л such that α is in К 
• (U-closed) if K\, K2 are in A then ΑΊ U K2 is also in A 
• (convex-closed) if Κχ, K2 are in «4 and Кг С К Ç K2 then К is also in A 
D 
Definition 2.4.13 Saturated set 
A set of subsets A is saturated if .4 is an 5-set for some set S. 
D 
Definition 2.4.14 Saturated tree 
A saturated tree ί is a node labeled tree (d, F) where d = (N, AL, — —• , r), such that: 
• d is deterministic and finitely branching 
• For each node η : N it is required that F η is an (S d n)-set, where S d η are the 
actions labeling the successor branches of node n. 
Π 
Since saturated trees are deterministic we can use the property that each sequence in the 
language of the tree uniquely defines a node. This property can be used to define the 
function F on sequences of the language of the tree instead of directly on the nodes of the 
tree. The same holds for the function S. We will see an application of this in Chapter 5 
where finite acceptance trees are introduced. 
Finally we define finite depth trees: 
Definition 2.4.15 Finite depth tree 
A tree t = (N, AL, — —f , г) is oí finite-depth if and only if there are no infinite sequences 
s: AL°° and ns : №° such that 
V(j : N . ns j — s j —У ns (j + 1)) 
Π 
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2.5 Domain Theory 
In the following we list the definitions and properties of some elementary notions from 
domain theory which are used in this thesis. An extensive introduction on domain theory 
and the proofs of the lemmas and theorems we mention in this section can be found in the 
following literature [MNV73, Sto77, РІ08З, Mos90]. 
Let A be a set and С a binary relation on this set. Such relations can have a number 
of properties. We list the properties we need in order to define partial order relations. 
Reflexivity 
def reflexive :T Э X x (X x X -+B) ^>B 
with reflexive (A, Ç) = V(z : A . χ С χ) 
Antisymmetry 
def antisymmetric :T Э X x (X x Χ -*B) ->Έ 
with antisymmetric (A, Ç) = V((i, y) : A2 . χ С. у Л у Ц χ => χ = y) 
Transitivity 
def transitive : Т э Х х ( І х І - » В ) - > В 
with transitive (A, Ç.) = V((x, y, z) : A3 . χ С у Л у С ζ =>• χ С. ζ) 
With the properties defined above we define what are partially ordered sets. 
Definition 2.5.1 Partial order 
def ispo : Τ Э X x {X x X -> B) -• В 
with ispo (A, Ç) = reflexive (А, С) Л 
antisymmetric (А, С) Л 
transitive (A, Ç.) 
D 
As usual by χ С у we mean i Ç j A i / j . 
The set of all partially ordered sets is defined as: 
def Posets = {] ispo |} 
In the following we define operators for obtaining the set of minimal or maximal elements 
of a set X ordered by means of a partial order relation Ç. 
minç X = {χ : X \ W(y : X . y Ç χ =Φ· χ = у)} 
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тахс Χ = {χ : X \ V(j/ : Χ . χ С. у =ϊ χ = у)} 
Definition 2.5.2 Least Upper Bound 
For (£>, Ç) a partially ordered set and S С D, the least upper bound of S in D, denoted by 
Ll(i>,c) S, is the solution of the following equation 
V(y : D . V(e : S . s Ç y) = Ц р . р 5 Ç y) 
if such a solution exists and is unique. If the above equation has not a unique solution 
then we say that S has no least upper bound in (D, Ç). 
D 
The fact that this equation indeed specifies the least upper bound, if it exists, can be 
seen as follows. The fact that |_|(D,Q S is an upper bound follows from reading the equation 
as a right to left implication: 
V(y : D . U(BlE) SCy^W(s:S.sQy)) 
This implication holds in particular for y = |J(D,C) ^ t n a t gives that U(i>,p S is greater 
than or equal to all elements in S. 
Reading the equation with the implication in the reverse direction: 
V(y : D . V(s : S . s Ç y) => U (B.Q S Ç y) 
we obtain that all upper bounds are greater than or equal to U(c,ç) S, and so U(D,Ç) S 
is the least upper bound2. In case the partial order can be known from the context and if 
there is no ambiguity we leave out the partial order as subscript to the least upper bound 
notation LI· 
A set X partially ordered by Ç. is called totally ordered if for all elements χ and y in 
X either χ С y or y Ç χ. 
def totally ordered : Posets —V В 
with totally ordered (X, Ç) = V((i, y) : X2 . χ С у V y Ç χ) 
A chain is a totally ordered subset of a partially ordered set: 
def chain- : Posets Э ( І , р - » Р ^ - > В 
with chain^D,ç) S = totally ordered (5, Q 
A partially ordered set (D, Ç) is called complete if it has a minimal element and if each 
chain in (D, Ç.) has a least upper bound: 
2Actually we defined the least upper bound as a Galois connection. More about this style of definition, 
which turned out to be helpful in transformational reasoning, can be found in [BvdW92] 
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Definition 2.5.3 Complete Partial Order (cpo) 
def iscpo : Posets —> В 
with iscpo (D, С) 
3(d:D. 4{d':D . dÇ d')) A 
V(S:V D . chaiTHDtQ S =• 3(d : D . ci = U(u,ç) 5)) 
D 
Usually the minimal element of a cpo (D, Ç) is denoted by _L 
The set of all cpo's is defined as: 
def CPosets = {] iscpo [} 
The product (ß , С) of two cpo's is defined as: 
Definition 2.5.4 Product of cpo's 
def — product cpo of — : Posets χ CPosets2 -¥ В 
with (D, Ç) product cpo of ((A, Ei), (A, E2)) = 
V((c, rf) : D2 . с Ç d = V(i : o2 . (с г) Ç,(d г))) 
G 
The above definition can be extended to the product of any finite number of cpo's in a 
straightforward way. 
Lemma 2.5.5 
The product (D, Ç.) of two cpo's in CPosets2 is a cpo. 
Π 
The above lemma can be extended to the product of any finite number of cpo's. 
A function ƒ from a cpo (D, Ç.) to a cpo (D', Ç') is monotonie if it preserves the ordering. 
Definition 2.5.6 
def monotonie : Posets —> Posets —•ƒ"—>· В 
with monotonie (D, Ç) (£)', Ç') ƒ 
ƒ e D - t D'AV((x,y):D2 . i Qy=*f xQ' f y) 
D 
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Note that M" with prefix ordering of sequences is a complete partial order. In the case 
that ƒ is a monotonie sequence processing function from M" to M", and these sets are 
partially ordered by the prefix ordering on sequences denoted by С then ƒ is also called 
prefix monotonie. 
def prefix monotonie :J-»1B 
with prefix monotonie = monotonie (Μω, С) {Мш, С) 
The last notion we define in this section is continuity. Given epos (D, Ç) and (D', Ç') 
a function F : D —• D' is continuous, if it preserves limits of the epos. 
Definition 2.5.7 Continuity 
def continuous : Posets —• Posets - » f - t B 
with continuous (D, Ç) (D', Ç') ƒ 
V(S : 7> D. сАвиі(д,
с
, S => ƒ (U(D,ç) 5) = U(0<,ç') {ƒ * | s : 5}) 
D 
The following lemma shows that continuity implies monotonicity. 
Lemma 2.5.8 
Given partially ordered sets (D, Ç) and (D', Ç'), then every continuous function ƒ : D —• D' 
is also monotonie. 
D 
Similar to prefix monotonicity we define prefix continuity as: 
def prefix continuous : Τ -> В 
with prefix continuous = continuous (Мш, С) (Μω, С) 
Given function f : D -y D and d in D, we say that d is a fixpoint of ƒ if ƒ d = d. The 
following theorem states that every continuous function over a cpo has a minimal fixpoint 
and characterizes it. Recall that ± is the minimal element of a cpo 
Theorem 2.5.9 Kleene's fixpoint theorem 
Every continuous function ƒ:£)—>£) with (D, Ç.) a cpo has a unique least fixpoint, i.e. 
3(d:D.f d = d AV(d' : D . ƒ d' = d' =• d Ç d')) 
Moreover the least fixpoint of ƒ is 
U{/'± Ι ι 6 N} 
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where 
f° x = x 
/ • + 1 z = / ( / ' x ) 
D 
In case of functions with more than one argument the following lemma is useful: 
Lemma 2.5.10 
If ƒ is a function from a product of cpo's to a certain cpo then ƒ is continuous if and only 
if it is continuous on every argument separately. 
D 
The next lemma shows that two continuous functions with the same domain but with a 
different codomain can be composed into a new continuous function from the same domain 
to the product of the codomains. 
Definition 2.5.11 
Given the product cpo (X D, Ç) of the cpo's (D,, Ç,) for ι : Dn and η : N and the product 
cpo (X D', Ç) of the cpo's (D')t С';) for j : ok, к : N and the following set of functions: 
f:Ok3j^XD^D' 
Then the following function is uniquely defined as 
g-.XD-^XD' 
g χ = (/ο χ, ...,fk-i x) = (j :Пк . f, χ) 
D 
The following lemma states that the function g constructed in the definition above is 
continuous if all the constituent functions are continuous. 
Lemma 2.5.12 
If a function g is defined as in Definition 2.5.11 then g is continuous iff all functions ƒ, for 
г : ok for к as in the above definition are continuous. 
Ü 
The next definition defines a partial order relation on functions: 
Definition 2.5.13 
Given partial orders (D, C) and (D', Ç') and functions f,g : D -¥ D' define 
ƒ Ç g = V(i : D . f χ Π' g χ) 
Π 
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The set of monotonie functions from one cpo to another is again a cpo, with as least 
element the function that gives always bottom. This is expressed by the next lemma: 
Lemma 2.5.14 
The set of monotonie functions from cpo (D, Ç) to cpo (D', Ç') is a cpo with the least 
element denoted by Ω such that: 
def Ω : D -• D' 
with Π ι = Γ 
In this definition ±' denotes the least element of the cpo (D', Ç'). 
α 
Note that operations on continuous functions, such as function composition, tupling 
and Currying are all continuous. Moreover the following lemma holds: 
Lemma 2.5.15 
Any functional (i.e. higher order function) defined by composition of monotonie functions 
and function variables is continuous. 
D 
In the remainder of this section we consider a particular kind of complete partial orders 
better known as complete lattices. These partial orders do not only have a least element 
but also contain a maximal element. Therefore we first introduce the notion of greatest 
lower bound in a similar way as we introduced the least upper bound. 
Definition 2.5.16 Greatest Lower Bound 
For (D, Ç.) a partially ordered set and S Ç D, the greatest lower bound of S in D, denoted 
by Π(β,ς) S, is the solution of the following equation 
(з/ : D . V(s : S . y Ç s) = y Ç П<я,р S) 
if such a solution exists and is unique. If the above equation has not a unique solution 
then we say that S has not a greatest lower bound in (D, Ç). 
D 
A lattice is defined as: 
Definition 2.5.17 Lattice 
A partially order (D, Ç) is a lattice if for every non-empty, finite subset X of D the bounds 
U{D,C) X and Π(β,ς) X exist. 
D 
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Definition 2.5.18 Complete lattice 
The lattice (D, Ç) is complete if for every subset X oí D the bounds U(o,ç) X and Π(β,ρ X 
exist. 
D 
Note that every complete lattice has a bottom and a top, but that the converse does 
not hold. Note also that since complete lattices are a special kind of cpo's all properties 
that hold for cpo's also hold for complete lattices. 
An important theorem on lattices is the following: 
Theorem 2.5.19 Tarsh's Theorem 
The set of fixpoint solutions of a monotonie function ƒ over a complete lattice (D, C) is a 
complete lattice. The minimal and maximal fixpoints of ƒ are: 
minfix ƒ = Γ\{χ : D | ƒ χ Ç x} 
maxfix f = \J{x '• D \ χ Ç ƒ χ] 
D 
Those χ such that ƒ χ Ç. χ resp. χ Ц f χ are called prefix points resp. postfix points. 
We close this section by mentioning a powerful proof technique related to maximal fix-
points, namely the co-induction principle. The definition is taken from [San92]. Let (C, =•) 
a complete lattice of predicates over set A, i.e. boolean functions over A, with F =$• G if and 
only if V(o : A . F a =>• G a). Let F : С -4 С monotonie and Ρ = maxfix (Χ : С . F Χ). 
Then for proving that Ρ a holds for a certain о in A, it is sufficient to prove that there 
exists Q in С such that 
1. Q a (minor premise) 
2. Q => F Q (major premise) 
An example of use of the co-induction principle will be given in Chapter 3. 
2.6 Notions from Algebra 
This section introduces the notions of a signature and a Σ-algebra for an arbitrary signature 
Σ. A signature is a collection of formal function symbols or combinators with each of 
which an adicity (natural number) is associated through a function adic. A Σ-algebra is 
an interpretation for the combinators in Σ over a set called the carrier of the algebra. 
Formally: 
Definition 2.6.1 Interpretation 
An interpretation for a signature Σ over a carrier Л is a function of the following type 
Σ Э ƒ -> A a d t c I -¥ A . 
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D 
Definition 2.6.2 Σ-algebm 
If Σ is a signature, a Σ-algebra under an interpretation г is a pair (Α, ι Σ) where A 
is the carrier set associated with г and г Σ the set extension of г applied to Σ, so 
7 Σ = { Ι / | / : Σ } . 
D 
One particular interpretation is called a term algebra. A term algebra has as a carrier 
the set of terms or words which can be constructed using the combinators in the signature. 
The carrier of a term algebra ТЕ can be defined inductively as the least set of strings which 
contains the constant symbols and which is closed under the operations /E for each ƒ in Σ. 
An important relation between Σ-algebras is the Σ-homomorphism. This is a function 
between the carriers of the Σ-algebras which preserves the structure imposed by viewing 
them as Σ-algebras. 
Definition 2.6.3 Σ-homomorphism 
Let (А, г Σ) and (В, j Σ) be two Σ-algebras under interpretation ι resp. j , and h a 
function from A to B. Then Л is a Σ-homomorphism if for every ƒ in Σ of adicity к and 
a : Ak (recall the distributivity property of ° on page 26): 
h ((г ƒ) a) = (j f) (h (a 0),..., A (a (* - 1))) = (j ƒ) (A· a) 
D 
Initiality of a Σ-algebra in a class of Σ-algebras is defined as: 
Definition 2.6.4 Initiality 
Let С be a class of Σ-algebras. Then a Σ-algebra ƒ in С is initial in С if for every Σ-algebra 
J in С there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism from I to J. 
Ώ 
A fundamental property of term algebras is expressed in terms of homomorphisms: 
Theorem 2.6.5 Initiality of ΤΣ in the class of all Έ-algebras 
For every Σ-algebra (Α, ι Σ) under interpretation г there exists a unique Σ-homomorphism 
hA : ΤΣ -> A. 
a 
Finally we define the notion Σ-ρο algebra. 
Definition 2.6.6 Σ-ρο algebra 
Α Σ-ρο algebra under interpretation ι, is a triple (A, <A, ι Σ) where A is the carrier set 
associated with г, <¿ a partial order over A and г Σ = {г ƒ | ƒ : Σ}. 
D 
Chapter 3 
Equational Semantics for Basic LOTOS 
In this thesis we use a style of definition for the operational semantics of process alge-
braic expressions that is different from the more common derivational semantics [PI08I]. 
This style is called equational semantics and was originally proposed in [vT91], where an 
equational semantics has been given for a sample process algebra, ClearWater. 
The purpose of this chapter is essentially to introduce the equational semantics style. 
Although in the following chapters we will restrict our use of this style to process algebraic 
expressions that denote finite behaviours, in this chapter we will define an equational 
semantics for Basic LOTOS, i.e. a subset of the process algebra LOTOS [BB87, IS089], which 
includes also recursion. We prove the equational semantics of Basic LOTOS equivalent to 
its original derivational semantics [IS089]. We also show that the equational semantics 
facilitates the use of a transformational proof style on the level of proving properties of the 
combination of LOTOS operators. 
A derivational semantics is traditionally given by means of a set of axioms and deduction 
rules which define a deduction system. With such semantics, some difficulties arise when 
dealing with deduction rules with negative premises; also, the proof that a transition 
cannot take place cannot be carried out within the formal system. On the other hand, in 
the equational semantics approach, a transition is viewed as the application of a triadic 
predicate. Such a function is defined by a set of equations and this allows in a natural way 
for the use of "negative information" within the system. In this chapter we show that, for 
Basic LOTOS when restricted to guarded recursion, both formal reasoning systems strongly 
correspond. An earlier version of the work presented in this chapter has been published 
in [MR92a, MR92b, MR93a, MR93b]. 
In Section 3.1 an introduction is given. The syntax and semantics of Basic LOTOS are 
described in Section 3.2 where the semantics is given both in a derivational and in an 
equational style. In Section 3.3 an example of the use of the equational semantics in a 
transformational proof is given, followed by a formal proof of the correspondence of the 
two semantics in Section 3.4. Finally in Section 3.5 the conclusions of this chapter can 
be found. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Many formalisms for reasoning about distributed systems that exist today are formulated 
in terms of process algebra. Examples of such formalisms are CCS [МІІ89], CSP [Hoa85] 
and LOTOS [BB87, IS089]. The semantics of two of these formalisms (CCS, and LOTOS) are 
based on Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). Such systems consist of a set of states, a set 
of actions, an initial state and a set of allowed transitions. The first three components of 
these are straightforward to describe, but the last one is more involving. It is traditionally 
characterized by a set of axioms and derivation rules in a style going back to Plotkin 
[РІ08З]. These define a deduction system for proving statements of the form (EQ —o-f Е
г
) 
the informal meaning being "behaviour Ex¡ can perform action о and become Εχ". The 
axioms and derivation rules together define the meaning of each syntactical construct of 
the specification formalism and define a proof system in which a proof can be found for 
every transition that is allowed in the LTS. 
This derivational way of defining the semantics of a language has several disadvantages. 
• To prove that a transition is not possible requires proving that no proof can be found 
within the logic, i.e. a proof outside the formal system. 
• Difficulties arise if one wants to add transition rules that require negative pre­
misses [Gro90]. For example a priority operator, that only allows an action to occur 
if there are no actions with a higher priority. 
• This way of defining the transition relation of the LTS does not support transforma­
tional reasoning in a convenient way. 
The last point could be considered only a matter of style and not a fundamental prob­
lem. But we would like to remark that the transformational style of reasoning allows 
concise but complete proofs that can be checked rigorously. The only kind of step allowed 
in these proofs is substitution according to given equations, which means that the checking 
could easily be automated. This is important for the kind of large proofs that are often 
found in protocol verification. 
The abovementioned drawbacks are not so easy to overcome in general. In the case 
of process algebras (without data communication) however, we can restrict recursion to 
guarded recursion, such that every transition statement is decidable. This restriction does 
not have serious consequences for the expressiveness of the language, but it does allow for 
an alternative style for defining the semantics that can overcome the mentioned drawbacks. 
This style of definition has been proposed by van Thienen in [vT91] and is called equational 
semantics. 
In the equational semantics a Boolean equation is given for every operator in the process 
algebra. The statement EQ—a—ïE\ is interpreted as the application of the ternary Boolean 
function (—•) to £0, a, E\. This function is defined by a set of equations and this allows 
in a natural way for the use of "negative information" within the system. 
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In [vT91] the correspondence of the derivational and equational semantics has been 
proven for a language called ClearWater. Here we prove the correspondence of a deriva­
tional and an equational semantics for Basic LOTOS without unguarded recursion. LOTOS 
is an international standard for specification of the behaviour of distributed systems and 
protocols in particular. Basic LOTOS contains all LOTOS operators but does not allow for the 
use of data types. Correspondence means that {EQ —O-> Εχ) can be derived in the deriva­
tional semantics if and only if Εο—α-*Εχ evaluates to true in the equational semantics. 
Formally this can be stated as 
{BLAD l· (£b -o-> Εχ)) = Εο-α->Εχ 
where BLAD is the set of deduction rules and axioms for the derivational system. The 
proof of the correspondence is by structural induction on Basic LOTOS expressions. 
The proof itself is given in the transformational style and hence another example of 
this style of proving. 
3.2 Basic LOTOS; Syntax and Semantics 
In [IS089] the formal definition of the language LOTOS can be found. In the introductory 
text [BB87] a description of the sublanguage Basic LOTOS is given, together with its formal 
derivational semantics. In this section we will first give a short overview of the syntax of 
Basic LOTOS behaviour expressions. Then a definition of LTS's and both the derivational 
and equational semantics of Basic LOTOS are given. 
3.2.1 Syntax of Basic LOTOS 
To describe the syntax of Basic LOTOS we need three countable sets: a set of action-labels 
A, a set of gate-labels G where we assume that A = Ç U {ι,δ} (and i, δ & G) and a set 
of process labels PL. The action i denotes a silent move, the action δ denotes successful 
termination. 
The following table summarizes the syntax of Basic LOTOS where the syntactic category 
of behaviour expressions is recursively defined as the union of the syntactic constructs listed 
in the upper part of the table. Here о ranges over the set of actions A \ ι δ, G stands for 
a list of gate-labels from G, G' stands for a list of distinct gate-labels and Ρ is a process 
label. 
In the lower part the LOTOS syntax is given to define a process. 
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syntactic construct 
inaction 
termination 
action-prefix 
choice 
parallel composition 
interleaving 
full synchronization 
hiding 
enabling 
disabling 
process instantiation 
process definition 
syntax 
stop 
exit 
(a;* ) 
(EIE) 
(E\G\E) 
(ЕЩЕ) 
(E || E) 
(hide G in E) 
(E » E) 
(E [> E) 
P[G] 
process P[G'] := 
E 
endproc 
In this table we explicitly put parentheses around every syntactic construct, since these 
ensure unambiguous expressions. The need for parentheses when using LOTOS can be 
reduced by some general priority rules of LOTOS operators. 
A Basic LOTOS specification S is composed of a behaviour expression E and a set of 
process definitions defining all process names Pi,..., P„ occurring in E. We call E the body 
of 5. 
3.2.2 S e m a n t i c s of B a s i c LOTOS 
Because both the derivational and the equational semantics of Basic LOTOS are based on 
LTSs, we will give the definition most suitable for this chapter as a reminder. 
Definition 3.2.1 Labeled Transition System 
A Labeled Transition System (LTS) is a structure with four components (S, A, T,SQ), 
where S denotes a countable set of states and A a set of actions, such that S Π A = 0. Τ 
is the so-called transition relation, which is a function of type S -• A -> VS, and so £ S is 
the initial state of the LTS. The predicate s' £ Τ s a expresses whether a certain transition 
can take place in the LTS. It is convenient to write s—o—*s' for s' ζ Τ s a. In Funmath 
we can define this as: 
def >— : S χ A χ S -• В 
with s— a—>s' = s' € Τ s a 
If С is the set of all Basic LOTOS expressions, each element E £ С oí this set cor-
responds to the LTS {С,Λ, Τ, E). We shall assume that all process labels used in any 
expression E £ С are defined by proper process definitions within the specification where 
E occurs. Moreover we shall only allow guarded process instantiations in such definitions, 
as formalized by the following definition. 
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Definition 3.2.2 Ρ is guarded in E 
A process name Ρ is guarded in behaviour expression E if each occurrence of an instanti­
ation of Ρ is within some sub-expression of E of the form α; E' [МІІ89]. 
D 
Definition 3.2.3 Absence of unguarded instantiations 
We say that unguarded instantiations are absent in the process definitions 
process Pi[Gi] := E\ endproc 
process /^ [(-rç] := £2 endproc 
process Pn[Gn] •= En endproc 
if for all j and к in the interval l..n, P} is guardedMn £* 
D 
In the remainder of this chapter we will use the following notation unless stated otherwise: 
• o, a' are arbitrary actions in A 
• g is an arbitrary action in A \ ι δ 
• G, G' are lists of gates. 
• Ε, Ε', E",EQ, Ει, etc. are arbitrary behaviour expressions in С 
Moreover, under the assumption that list G' does not contain repetitions, we can con­
sider G' as a (Funmath) function from the index set to the elements of the list. The 
range of G' is than denoted as {G'}. If gate a e {G'}, then a[G/G'] = if (a E 
{G1}) then GIG1-1 a) else a fi denotes the gate in {G} at the same position as that 
of a in G'; if α does not occur in G', then o[G/G'] is equal to 0. G'_ 1 stands for the 
inverse function G'. In the same way we will use {G'} for the set of gates which can be 
obtained from the list G' to avoid extra notation. 
Derivational Semantics of Basic LOTOS 
We will give a derivational proof system for Basic LOTOS (called BLAD standing for Basic 
LOTOS Axioms and Deduction rules) based on the standard semantics of LOTOS which can 
be found in [IS089]. A proof system of this style consists of an axiom system, say Ax, and 
for each predicate of the form E—a-ïE', there is a term (E — a—> £"). E—a-^E' holds if 
and only if Ax l· (E — a—* E'). The syntactic structure of E is used to guide the derivation 
of (E — a—> E'). The transition rules of the semantics then can be defined as follows: 
1This syntactical requirement is a bit too strict. One could define guardedness in terms of static 
semantics (no cycles of mutually recursive calls not passing an action). For the sake of notations! simplicity 
we shall use the more strict definition here. All proofs and definitions could be adapted to the weaker 
definition at the cost of more notational clutter. 
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Definition 3.2.4 Derivational Semantics for Basic LOTOS 
The following axioms and derivation rules define the derivational semantics of Basic LOTOS: 
Rules for inaction, termination and action prefix: 
No rules for stop (DO) 
(exit -S-¥ stop ) (Dl) 
(g-E'-g^E') (D2) 
Note that g can also be the internal action i. 
Rules for choice: 
(Eo - . - > E')
 ( ш ) 
(D4) 
,ae{G}UcS (D5) 
,o í?{G}LUí (D6) 
{Ea\G\El-a^E0\G\ED'a^G^iS ( D 7 ) 
Recall that ι denotes the function that given an element delivers the one element set. The 
rule for full synchronization || is defined by letting G stand for the list of all gates. The 
rules for interleaving | | | are obtained by letting {G} = 0 . 
Rules for hiding: 
(D8) 
(D9) 
(DIO) 
(Dil) 
(Eoi 
(E: 
(Eoi 
Ei -a-¥ E') 
L -α-» E') 
£ι -α-> E') 
Rules for parallel composition: 
(Eo-
(Eo\ 
(Eoi 
-α-» E¿) Λ (£ι -α-» 
G\E1-a^E¿\ G\ 
(EQ -а^ Щ) 
G | E
x
 -0-+ E¿ | G | 
(Ε, -α-> E[) 
Ei) 
E[) 
Ег) 
(Eo -α->· E'0) 
(hide G in EQ -a-* hide G in E¿) 
(Eo -o-> Eb) 
(hide G'inEo - i-> hide G in £¿) ' 
for enabling: 
(Eo - 0 -4 S¿> 
( £ b > ^ - a - ^ £ J > £ i > ' ^ 
(£b - í - > £¿> 
, a ¿ { G } 
a e { G } 
(£b » £Ί -i-)· £i) 
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Rules for disabling: 
(Eg -O-» E¿) 
< М > а — > Я [ > * > , в * ' ( D 1 2 ) 
^ " ^ ^ (D13) (£Ь [> El -6-* Щ) 
(Ε, -a-» ff) 
(£b[>£i -o->ff) 
Rule for process instantiation 
{E[G/G'} -α-* E') 
(OU) 
(P[G] -o-> £') , process P[G'] := £ endproc (DIS) 
where [G/G'] stands for the relabeling operator, the semantics of which is defined by 
the following relabeling rule: 
^ — ^ (D16) (E[G/G'\ _(a[G/G'])-> E^G/G'}) 
Relabeling is not in the syntax of LOTOS but is necessary for the definition of process 
instantiation. Also the notation of [G/G1] is a bit overloaded, since it is used both as an 
operator on behaviour expressions and as a function on gates. 
D 
This completes the set of rules for every syntactical construct in Basic LOTOS. Note that 
the requirements (closedness and guardedness) imply that for every expression in С that 
can perform an action о in Л we can find a finite derivational proof. The steps in the proof 
are guided by the syntactical structure of the expression. In each step only one derivation 
rule is applied, and so we can see that the number of steps in the proof is related to the 
syntactical complexity of the expression. Later we will use the syntactical complexity, 
modeled by a well-founded partial order on behaviour expressions, in the induction proof 
of the correspondence theorem. 
Equational semantics of Basic LOTOS 
The equational semantics of Basic LOTOS has been described in [MR92a, MR92b]. We will 
summarize its definition here and call the set of equations BLE (Basic LOTOS Equations): 
Definition 3.2.5 Equational semantics for Basic LOTOS 
Equations for inaction, termination and action prefix: 
stop-a^E' = false (EO) 
exit -a-¥E' = a = δ A E' = stop (El) 
g; E-a^E' = g = о Л E = E' (E2) 
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Equation for choice: 
Eo J Εχ-α-ϊΕ' = Εο-α->Ε' V Ei-а-уЕ' (ЕЗ) 
Equation for parallel composition: 
EQ\ G\Ei-a-*E' 
3(E¿,E{AE' = E¿\G\EÍ 
(ae{G}Ut6=> Eo-a-^E¿ А Ει-α-*Ε[) A 
(о g {G} U ι δ => (£b-a-^£;¿ Λ Яі = Я() V 
( ^ = ^ Λ ^ - α - > ^ ) ) ) (Ε4) 
The rule for || is defined by letting G stand for the list of all gates. The rule for | | | is 
obtained by letting { G} = 0 . 
Equation for hiding: 
hide G in E-a->E' 
3(E",a' AE-a'^E". 
E' = hide G in E" A 
{a' e{G} =• о = i) Λ (α' І {G} =»· о = α')) (Ε5) 
Equation for enabling: 
£ о » Я і - а - * Я ' 
3(o',£jA£b-o'->£5. 
(ο' = ί Λ ί = ϊ Λ £ ' = £ 1 ) ν ( ο 7 ί Λ ο = ο ' Λ £ ' = £ ϊ > £ι)) (E6) 
Equation for disabling: 
Eo[> Ei-a->E' 
3{E¿ A Eo-a->E¿.a = δ A E' = E¿) V 
3(£J Λ £b-o-v^ .a ^ δ A E' = E¿ [> Ει) V 
3(ßf Λ Ει-α-¥Ε[.Ε' = Ε[) (Ε7) 
Equation for process instantiation: 
If Ρ is a process defined by process P[G') := E endproc then process instantiation can 
be defined as 
P[G]-a-*E' = E[G/G']-a->E' (E8) 
where the relabeling is defined as follows: 
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E[G/G']-a-+E' 
3(o', Ε" Λ E-a'->E".a = a'[G/G'} Λ E' = (E")[G/G']) (E9) 
D 
In Section 3.4 we will show that the above definition is correct, i.e. it defines a total 
Boolean function and it corresponds to the derivational semantics. 
3.3 An Example Proof in Transformational Style 
To show how the equations defined in the previous section can be used for transformational 
reasoning on processes, we will give a proof of the associativity of parallel composition. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Associativity of parallel composition 
For all А, В, С € С and a list of gates S, 
(A | S | B) | S | С ~ A | S \ (B \ S \ C) 
In this theorem ~ denotes strong bisimulation equivalence which is defined as follows: 
X ~ Y 
3(R Л Л is a strong bisimulation relation.(X, Y) € R) 
The notion of a strong bisimulation relation R on behaviours is defined by 
Л is a strong bisimulation relation 
V((M,N):CxCA(M,N)e R. 
V(a, Μ' A M-a->M'3{N' Λ N-a-*N'.(M', N') e R)) 
Λ 
V(a, Ν' Λ N-a^N'3{M' Λ Μ-α->Μ'.(Μ', Ν') € R))) 
Alternatively ~ can be defined as a maximal fixpoint of a higher order function H [МІІ89]: 
def U :V(CxC)->V(CxC) 
with П R = {{M,N):CxC\ 
V(o . V(M' Λ M-a^M' . 3{N'. N-a->N' A (M', N') € Д)) Λ 
V(JV' Λ N-a^N' . 3(M'. M-a-tM' Λ (Μ', Ν') € Я)))} 
So we can define ~ = maxfix Ή 
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Proof 
To prove strong bisimulation equivalence we use co-induction because strong bisimulation 
is a maximal fixpoint (see page 49). For a proof by co-induction we have to define a 
relation, say Q, such that ((A | S | B) | 5 | C, A \ S \ (B | S \ C)) 6 Q, and show that Q is 
a postfix point of Ή. Let us first define Q as follows. 
(X, y)zQ 
3{E, F, G £ C.X = (E \ S \ F) \ S \ G A Y = E \ S \ (F \ S \ G)) 
So, obviously, {(A\S\B)\S\C,A\S\(B\S\C)) e Q. Now we have to prove that Q 
is a postfix point of H, i.e. (M, N) Ç Q =ï (M,N) ÇH Q for all M and N in C. We only 
give the proof of the first part of Ή Q, the second part being similar. Given Μ, Μ', N 
and α 
(Μ, Ν) e QAM-а^М' 
= { Definition of Q } 
Э(Я, F, G.M = {E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\(F\S\G))A М-а^М' 
= { Logic } 
3(E, F,GAM = {E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\{F\S\ G).M-a-*M') 
= { Substitution of M } 
3{E, F, G Л M = (E I 5 I F) \ S \ G A 
N = E\S\{F\S\ G).(E \S\F)\S\ G-o->M') 
= { Lemma 3.3.2 } 
3{E, F,GAM = (E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\{F\S\G). 
3(E', F', G' AM' = {E'\S\F')\S\ G'. 
{E\S\F)\S\ G-a-¥{E' \S\F')\S\ G')) 
= {Introduction of N'} 
3{N'. 3(E, F,G AM = (E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\(F\S\G). 
3{E', F', G' A M' = (E' \ S \ F')\ S \ G'A N' = E' \ S \{F' \ S \ G'). 
(E\S\F)\S\ G-a-+{E' \S\F')\S\ G'))) 
= {Lemma 3.3.3} 
3{N'. 3(E, F,G AM = (E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\(F\S\G). 
3(E', F', G' A M' = ( F | S | F') | S \ G' A N' = E'\ S \ ( F ' | 5 | G'). 
E | S | (F | 5 | G)-a^E' \S\{F'\S\ G')))) 
= { Logic and definition of Q } 
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3(N'. 3(E, F,G AM = (E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\{F\S\G). 
3{E', F', G'AM' = (E'\S\F')\S\G'A 
N' = E'\S\(F'\S\G')A (M', N') e Q. 
E\S\{F\S\ G)-a^E' \S\(F'\S\ G')))) 
=>· { Logic } 
3(N'.{M',N')e QA 
3(E, F,GAM = {E\S\F)\S\GAN = E\S\(F\S\G). 
3{E', F', G'AN' = E'\S\(F'\S\ G'). 
E)S\{F\S\ G)-a^E' \S\{F'\S\ G')))) 
=>· {Logic} 
3(N'.{M',N')ç QA 
3{E, F, G A M = {E I 5 | F) \ S \ G A N = E | S\ (F \ S \ G). 
E | S | (F\ S | G)-a^N')) 
=• { Logic } 
3(N'.{M', N')€QA N-a^N') 
a 
Next we will show the lemmas used in the proof of bisimulation. 
Lemma 3.3.2 
{E\S\F)\S\G-a-¥X' 
3{E', F', G' A X' = (E'\ S | F') | S | G'. 
(E\S\F)\S\ G-a->{E' \S\F')\S\G') 
Proof 
Definition of parallel composition and Lemma 3.3.4, Lemma 3.3.5 and Lemma 3.3.6. 
D 
Lemma 3.3.3 
(£ | S | F) | S | G-a->{E' \S\F')\S\G' 
E | S | (F | S | G)-a^E' \S\(F'\S\G') 
Proof 
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(E\S\F)\S\ G-a-+(E' \S\F')\S\G' 
= { Lemma 3.3.6 } 
(o e S U L6 =>· E-a-*E' A F-a->F' A G-a->G') А 
( a 0 5 U t í = > ( F - O - > F ' A F = F ' A G = G')v 
(E = E'A F - 0 - + F ' AG = G')V 
(E = F ' Λ F = F' Λ G-o-»G')) 
= {Lemma 3.3.7} 
F I 5 I (F I 5 I G)-a-»F' | S | (F ' | 5 | G') 
D 
Lemma 3.3.4 
A | S | Я-а->ЛГ' 
3(A', B'A Χ' = Α'\ S Ι Β'.A I 5 | Β-α-+Α' \ S \ В') 
Proof 
Follows directly from the definition of parallel composition and Lemma 3.3.5. 
D 
Lemma 3.3.5 
A\S\B-a-*A'\S\B' 
(aeSUiô =• А-а-*А' A B-a^B') A 
{agSULÖ => (A-a-ïA' AB = B')V 
{А = А' АВ-а-лВ')) 
Proof 
Follows directly from the definition of parallel composition. 
Π 
Lemma 3.3.6 
{E | S | F) | S | G - a - K F ' \S\F')\S\G' 
(a e 5 U ίδ =• F - a - > F ' Λ F-a-+F' Λ G-a^G') A 
( a g S U i J ^ ( F - O - > F ' A F = F ' A G = G')V 
(F = F'A F - a - ^ F ' A G = G') V 
(E = E' A F = F'A G-a^G')) 
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Proof 
Apply Lemma 3.3.5 twice. 
D 
Lemma 3.3.7 
E\S\(F\S\ G)-a-+E' \S\(F'\S\G') 
( o ë S U i i =>· E-a->E'AF-a-+F'AG-a->G')A 
( a g S U i ¿ = > · (E-a-*E'AF = F'AG=G')V 
(E = E'A F-a^F' A G = G') V 
(E = E' A F = F' A G-a-* G')) 
Proof 
Apply Lemma 3.3.5 twice. 
D 
An outline of a similar proof, in a much more informal style, has also been given in [vS89]. 
There the theorem was that the expressions (A \ Si \ B) \ 52 | С and A \ Si \ (B \ S2 \ C) 
are strong bisimulation equivalent under proper restrictions on the actions in Si, S2, A, В 
and C. By writing the complete proof in a transformational style, we discovered that in 
the definition of the bisimulation relation Q in [vS89] the restrictions on the actions were 
missing in the proof in [vS89] although they were clearly essential for giving a correct proof. 
This gives an illustration of the advantage of using the rigorous but concise transformational 
style compared to the usually more informally presented proofs. 
3.4 Correspondence of Derivational and Equational 
Semantics 
In this section we show that the derivational and equational semantics correspond using 
structural induction on the elements of С. To show correspondence we will consider the 
equational semantics as a rewrite system, in which each equation is considered as a left to 
right rewrite rule. Application of these rules will result in a pure finite Boolean expression2 
in a finite number of steps, for each proposition. The finiteness of the number of steps 
is guaranteed by the fact that no unguarded process instantiations are allowed. This is 
shortly discussed at the end of this section. 
Correspondence between the two systems means that, (a) if a term is provable in the 
derivational system, its corresponding transition predicate in the equational system evalu­
ates to true. And (b) if a term is not provable in the derivational system, the corresponding 
predicate transition will evaluate to false. 
2
 A pure finite Boolean expression is an expression containing no propositions of the form E—a-yE' 
and no existential or universal quantification over infinite sets 
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In order to prove the correspondence, we have to make some preparations. First notice 
that the proof of a term in the derivational system is guided by the syntax of the term. 
This means that the number of steps in the proof is related to the syntactical complexity 
of a term, because in every term only one rule is applied at a time. It leads to proof 
obligations for subterms whose syntactical complexity is strictly smaller than that of the 
original term. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is based on structural induction on the set of behaviour 
expressions with partial order <, i.e. the reflexive and transitive closure of < given in the 
table below. The upper part of the table gives the relation on behaviour expressions based 
on their syntactical structure. The lower part contains the bottom elements of the partial 
order. Note that action prefix for every gate g and expression E is considered a bottom 
element. This is related to the fact that in the derivation system the rule for action prefix 
is an axiom (like for stop and exit ) and thus no further proof obligations have to be 
fulfilled for E in action prefix. In the equational system this corresponds to the fact that 
the equation for action prefix directly leads to a pure finite Boolean expression. 
E[G/G'] < P[G] 
E < E[G/G'] 
E<E\Eo 
E<E\G\EQ 
E <E»Eo 
E < E[> EQ 
Bottom elements 
whenever all process 
instantiations in E 
are guarded 
E < hide G in E 
E<EQ\E 
E<EQ\G\E 
E < Я ) » E 
E <Eo[> E 
stop 
exit 
9-, E 
Notice that guardedness is essential in order for < to be a well-founded partial order 
which in turn is essential for using structural induction [MNV73]. 
Theorem 3.4.1 Correspondence 
For all Basic LOTOS specifications S with body E and for all expresions E' and gate labels 
α 
(BLAD \- (Ε -α-> E')) = Ε-α^Ε' 
О 
The proof is by structural induction on E. 
The basic step implies the following three cases: 
• E = stop 
r- (stop -α->· E') 
= { Derivational semantics, rule (DO) } 
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false 
= { Equational semantics, rule (EO)} 
stop -a-tE' 
• E = exit 
I- (exit -a-» E') 
= { Derivational; semantics, rule (Dl) } 
α = δ Λ E' = stop 
= { Equational semantics, rule (El)} 
exit — S—>stop 
• E = g; E" 
h {g; E" -a-* E') 
= { Derivational semantics, rule (D2)} 
g = aAE" = E' 
= { Equational semantics, rule (E2)} 
g;E"-a-*E' 
The induction hypothesis can be formulated as: 
V ( B : £ A B < £ . h ( f l - о - * B') = B-a-tB') 
In the induction step we have the following cases: 
• E = P[G] and process P[G'] = E" endproc is the definition of Ρ in 5 
h (P[G] -a-¥ E') 
= { Derivational semantics, rule (D15) } 
h (E"[G/G'} -β-» E') 
Ξ { Induction hypothesis } 
E"[G/G']-a^E' 
Ξ { Equational semantics, rule (E8) } 
P[G]-a-*E' 
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• E = E'[G/G'] 
l· (E'[G/G'] -a-¥ E") 
= { Derivational semantics, rule (D16) } 
h 3(α', Ε'" Λ Ι- (Ε' -α'-> E'").a = a'[G/G'] Λ E" = E"'[G/G']) 
= {Induction hypothesis } 
3(a', E'" A E'-a'^E'".a = a'[G/G'] Λ E" = E'"[G/G']) 
= { Equational semantics, rule (E9)} 
E'[G/G']-a^E" 
• Ε-Εο\Ει 
h (Eo 1 E, -a-> E') 
= {Deriv. sem., rule (D3) and (D4)} 
h (Eo -a-> Е')У h (Ει -a-* E') 
= {Induction hypothesis } 
Eo-a-ïE'V Ег-а-ьЕ' 
= { Equational semantics, rule (E3) } 
Ea 1 Εχ-α-ϊΕ1 
• E = EQ\G\E1 
h(E
a
\G\El -α-> E') 
= {Deriv. sem., rule (D5),(D6) and (D7) } 
3(E¿,E[AE' = E'\G\E[. 
(α € {G} U Í. ¿ =>• h (£b -α-> £¿)A г- (Εχ -α-+ £{)) V 
(α # {G} U t 5 =• ( h (Eo -α-> E¿) Λ ^ = β|) V 
(h (Eì -β-»· В,') Л £Ь = £5))) 
= {Induction hypothesis } 
3(E0,E[AE' = E^\G\E[. 
(о e {G} U ι δ => Εο-α-ϊΕο' Λ £Ί-α-ν£ί) V 
(ο $. {G} U ι δ =• ( $,-α->££ Λ £Ь = -Ей) ν 
(£,-<»->££ Λ ^ = £0)) 
= { Equational semantics, rule (E4)} 
Eo\G\ Ei-a-iE1 
Again similar proofs for | | | and 
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The proofs for hiding, enabling and disabling are omitted because they are similar in 
structure to the preceding ones. 
To show the correctness of the Definition 3.2.5 we consider the equational semantics as a 
rewrite system, in which each equation is considered as a left to right rewrite rule. Proving 
correctness amounts to prove that this rewrite system is both consistent and complete. 
By consistency we mean that there cannot exist E, a, E' such that E—a-ìE' can 
evaluate both to true and false. Note that in the equational semantics we have exactly one 
rule for each syntactical construct of the language. This property makes it easy to show 
that the system is consistent. 
By completeness we mean that for all E, a, E' we have that E—a-^E' can be rewritten 
into a pure Boolean expression in a finite number of rewrite steps. This can easily be proven 
by induction on the structure of E. The proof is similar to that of the Correspondence 
Theorem and is therefore omitted here. Notice once more that absence of unguarded 
recursion is essential here. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter the logical correspondence between the equational semantics of a subset of 
Basic LOTOS and its standard, derivational one has been proven. We have used structural 
induction on Basic LOTOS expressions. The proofs presented in this chapter also show the 
transformational proof framework induced by Funmath [Bou93a]. The advantage of the 
transformational framework is mainly related to the fact that it forces a discipline in the 
proofs which makes it more straightforward to check the correctness of the steps in the 
proof. It might also be taken as a starting point for a (probably partial) mechanization of 
the proving process [Nes92]. A similar approach for a finite probabilistic process algebra 
(where P—a-+Q is in the continuous interval [0,1] instead of a Boolean value) can be 
found in [LS92]. 
In the sequel we will use the equational style rather than the derivational style of 
defining semantics because of its advantages for a transformational style of proving. 
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Chapter 4 
Modeling Concurrent Systems by 
Dataflow Networks 
In the previous chapter we showed that a functional approach can facilitate the use of a 
transformational proof style within concurrency theory, in particular process algebra. In 
the following chapters we concentrate on a functional framework itself for the specification 
of concurrent systems. 
It is well known that conventional, sequential programs, expressed in some programming 
language, can be modeled by functions. Such programs take all their necessary input at 
the beginning of the program and deliver, after some computation, their output at the end. 
It is clear that this behaviour can be modeled by a function that maps the input of the 
program to the output of the program. 
However, not all programs we can write in a programming language are as simple as 
described above. Many programs do not take all necessary input at the beginning. They 
may take some input, perform some computations, deliver some output and then ask for 
more input and so on. These programs are called interactive programs. They may interact 
frequently with their environment by asking for input and by producing output. 
Another category of programs that might also be interactive are the concurrent pro-
grams. These programs consist of a number of subprograms that somehow operate indepen-
dently. The subprograms cooperate only by means of exchanging messages over channels 
connecting them. Also these programs can be described by means of functions as we will 
see in this chapter. 
In Section 4.1 we explain informally how interactive, concurrent programs can be 
modeled by means of functions. In Section 4.2 an introduction is given to the theory 
Kahn [Kah74] proposed to reason about the behaviour of concurrent systems using func-
tions. In Section 4.3 we introduce a number of combinatore that are used in dataflow 
theory to express the structure of programs or, more generally, systems. Expressing the 
structure by means of these combinatore forms an interesting alternative to the description 
by means of sets of recursive equations that are used in Kahn's theory. In Section 4.4 we 
discuss an extension of the dataflow model that allows for non-deterministic specifications. 
Finally in Section 4.5 we introduce versions of the combinatore of Section 4.3 that can be 
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applied on specifications rather than on single functions. 
For the informal part of this chapter we used the introduction on reasoning about 
concurrent systems by Abramsky in [Abr84]. The summary of the theory Kahn developed 
for the semantics of deterministic concurrent systems has been based on [Kah74]. The 
non-deterministic extension of the dataflow model is based on work of Broy [Bro92]. 
4.1 Sequence Processing Functions 
sequence of input actions 
-* 
sequence of output actions 
Figure 4.1: An interactive program 
As we said before, an interactive program shows a much richer and more complex behaviour 
then a conventional sequential program. An interactive program takes some initial input, 
perform some computations, produces some output, takes some more input, and so on. We 
can denote interactive programs by means of a picture like in Fig. 4.1 in which the input 
represents a sequence of input actions, and the output a sequence of output actions. The 
program takes input from the input sequence, and produces its output step by step on the 
output sequence. With this idea in mind we can easily imagine that such a program can 
be modeled by means of a function that maps a sequence of input actions to a sequence of 
output actions. Note that we require an interactive program to produce in every step all 
output for which no further input is required to produce it. 
A very simple example of an interactive program is the program that reads a sequence 
of natural numbers from the input and produces the corresponding sequence of their suc­
cessors. This program can easily be described by a function, ƒ, that maps a sequence of 
natural numbers to a sequence of natural numbers. We can define ƒ in a functional way 
as follows: 
def ƒ : N" -> N" 
with ƒ ε = ε 
f (о >- as) = (а + 1) >- ƒ os 
In this simple function the i'th output element ((ƒ xs) г) depends only on the i'th 
input element xs г (for ι : V xs). In general we can of course define functions which output 
depends on (a part of) their input history by means of an extra argument that represents 
certain information about the input history. 
In concurrent programs we have to deal with a number of independently processing 
subprograms that communicate with each other via communication channels. The inter­
connection of those subprograms can be represented by means of a directed graph. The 
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nodes of the graph represent the subprograms. The arcs represent the communication 
channels. The nature of this communication is buffered; i.e. there is no need for a hand-
shake between the sender and the receiver of the communication. It is assumed that the 
sender can always send all the output to the channel. There it is buffered until the re-
ceiver is able to read input from the channel. Although this computational model might 
be criticised as unrealistic because of unbounded buffering, in [Abr89] it is argued that this 
very feature enables a high degree of parallelism, leads to an appealingly simple model and 
is quite close to a number of actually proposed and implemented dataflow languages and 
architectures. 
Similar graphs are also used in signal flow theory. In this theory the nodes represent 
signal processing components (for example hardware components) and the arcs represent 
signals. This similarity might become interesting in the case of hybrid systems in which 
there are both analogue and discrete components. Specially with the continuing develop-
ment of new technologies hybrid systems might become an important area of research. In 
this dissertation, however, we restrict to only the discrete computational interpretation of 
dataflow graphs. 
f 
1 
w 
! 
g 
V f u 
u 
Figure 4.2: A dataflow graph 
An example of a graph representation of the structure of a concurrent program is 
given in Fig. 4.2. A possible interpretation of this system will be worked out in the next 
section where it serves as an illustration of Kahn's theory. It can be proven (see for 
instance [Abr84]) that this interpretation gives the Fibonacci series. 
4.2 Networks of Functions 
In a concurrent program a number of subprograms are connected to each other in a network 
by communication channels. All necessary communication between the subprograms is 
exchanged through these channels. Each subprogram computes independently. It takes 
input from its input channels and produces output on its output channels. A number of 
assumptions are made about the subprograms and their communication channels: 
• The subprograms can only communicate by means of their communication channels. 
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• A communication channel transmits information within a not predictable but finite 
amount of time. 
• A subprogram is either computing, or it is waiting for input from exactly one partic­
ular channel of its input channels. 
• Each subprogram is a sequential program. 
Programs that satisfy the above restrictions can be modeled by networks of sequence 
processing functions. 
The structure of a concurrent program is represented by a directed graph with labeled 
nodes and labeled edges and some extra labeled edges. The extra edges with only end 
vertices represent input channels, edges with only origin vertices represent output channels. 
The edges in a graph represent channels that are modeled by (possibly infinite) sequences 
of messages of type M. Such sequences are also called histories. The nodes in a graph are 
modeled by functions from the histories of its input channels to the histories of its output 
channels. 
As we already said in Chapter 2 we denote the set of finite or denumerably infinite 
sequences of elements over the set of messages M by Μω. In this set the empty sequence, 
called ε, is included, and it is the smallest element of M". We defined the relation С as 
the prefix relation on sequences of elements in M. This prefix relation is a complete partial 
order on the set of sequences Мш. 
With the elementary notions from domain theory that have been defined in Chapter 2 
we can define the semantics of nodes in the dataflow graphs. To each node with η input 
channels carrying messages in M and producing output messages in M on ρ output channels 
(with η and ρ in N) we associate ρ continuous functions from (Μ ω )" into Мш. So each 
output line corresponds to one continuous function with all input channels as arguments. 
The choice to model the behaviour of nodes by continuous functions can be motivated 
as follows: 
• Continuous functions are monotonie which means that whenever they receive more 
input this only can lead to more output. So it cannot be the case that a part of 
already produced output is replaced by other output. 
• Continuity further implies that no program can decide to send output only after it 
has received an infinite amount of input. 
The overall behaviour of a program denoted by a dataflow graph is modeled by the 
minimal fixpoint solution of the set of recursive equations on the sequence domain Мш 
that can be derived from the graph. Such a set of equations can be derived from a graph 
in the following way: 
Definition 4.2.1 Equations associated with a dataflow graph 
The set of equations associated with a dataflow graph are such that a set of sequences is 
a possible solution of the system iff it is a possible set of histories for the communication 
channels of the program. So: 
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• To every line associate a variable X ranging over Мш 
• If Хі,Хг,...,Хк are the variables associated to the input channels and ¿i,...,i* are 
the sequences fed as inputs on the channels include the equations: 
Χι = ii ... Xk = ik 
• For each node ƒ, interpreted with the functions fi,.-,fp, with input variables X\, Xi, ...,Xn 
and output variables Χι', XJ,..., Xp' include ρ equations: 
X\' = fi(Xi,..., X
n
) ••• Xp'= fp(Xi, ••·, X
n
) 
D 
It is clear that the histories of the channels of a program have to satisfy its associated 
set of equations. As an example we give the set of equations associated to the dataflow 
graph shown in Fig. 4.2: 
υ = f w 
и = ƒ ν 
w = g (и, υ) 
Using the Funmath style of defining the system, and assuming that sequence и represents 
the output, we would get: 
def sys : M°° 
with sys = и where и = f υ 
ν = ƒ w 
w = g (и, υ) 
Let us instantiate the functions ƒ and g as: 
def ƒ :MW -¥ M" def g : Μω χ Μω -> M" 
with ƒ xs = 1 >- xs with g (χ >- xs, y >- ys) = (χ + y)>- g {xs, ys) 
and assume that our set of messages M is the set of natural numbers, N. The above 
equations can be written, in a more compact way, as one single equation as follows: 
(u, v, w) = G (и, ν, w) 
where G is defined as 
def G : ( Г ) 3 -)· (W00)3 
with Gy = (f (y 1),ƒ (y 2),g(yO,y 1)) 
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The partial order on (Hi™)3 is the componentwise extension of С and results in a cpo. 
Moreover, G is continuous since its components are a composition of continuous functions 
(see page 48). 
Using the Fixed-point Theorem stated on page 46 for our example we can conclude that 
the function G has a unique minimal fixed point. This fixed point gives us the smallest 
solution for the tuple of histories that satisfies the set of recursive equations we derived 
from the graph of Fig. 4.2. 
In the above example a system was taken that is independent from external input. 
In case there is external input to the system the approach is slightly more complicated. 
Instead of working with equations based directly on the sequences of the systems and the 
continuous functions operating on them we represent each channel by a function of the 
input sequence. Intuitively we can understand this because, in case of external input, the 
history tuple that is meant to be the least solution of the system of equations is obviously 
in general a function of the input sequence. For each different input another solution 
could be reached. The minimal solution, in such cases, is a continuous function which on 
input value is gives as result a tuple of histories. This tuple is the same as that which we 
would have obtained by binding the input variables to the value is and proceeding as we 
illustrated in the previous example. 
i s
 >i 1 1 
ζ 
Figure 4.3: Dataflow graph 
To illustrate this we take one of the smallest, but at the same time also most general, 
interesting systems with external input that still leads to a non-trivial set of fixpoint equa­
tions. The dataflow graph of this system is shown in Fig. 4.3. The set of recursive equations 
we obtain from this dataflow graph using the construction defined in Definition 4.2.1 is: 
χ = is 
y = fo {x, z) 
ζ = /ι (x, ζ) 
If we assume that each arc (y and z) in the graph (except the input sequence) can be 
modeled by a function of the input sequence (hy : Μω -* Μω and hz : M" -* MJ) we get 
the following set of equations: 
hy is = /o (is, hz is) 
hz is = /i (is, hz is) 
By following a similar kind of construction as in the previous example we can rewrite 
the set of equations, for all is : Мш into one equation. First we define a function h 
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def h:M» -> (M w ) 2 
with h as = (hy as, hz as) 
and the higher order function H 
def U : {Μω -> (Λ/1")2) -• (Λί" -> (ЛГ)2) 
with Ή g as = (fa о« ((<? as) 1),/i os ((ρ os) 1)) 
or alternatively 
def Η : (Mw -• {M")2) -> (Λ/ω -• (Μω)2) 
with Ή. g = {as : Μω . (ƒ<, as ((o as) 1), Д as ((a as) 1))) 
The recursive equation can then be formulated as 
h is = Ή h is 
or simply 
h = 7i h 
We see that the function Ή is a higher order (h.o.) function from (h.o.) functions to 
(h.o.) functions instead of a function on tuples of sequences like in the previous example. 
It is a continuous (h.o.) function from a certain cpo to the same cpo and thus we can 
apply the Fixed-point Theorem again. So we know that the least fixed point of the higher 
order function exists and that the minimal solution is a continuous function which takes 
an input sequence is and gives a tuple of history sequences corresponding to this particular 
input. 
We can generalize even more if we consider not only the input sequences of a system as 
parameters of the system, but also the components it is composed of. This generalization 
has been applied by Sander in [San92] in which examples of this kind can be found. 
In general the minimal solution of a set of fixed point equations with only continuous 
functions is a continuous function of the parameters of the system. In particular these 
parameters are the values of the input streams, or the operators of the system or both. 
The result described by Kahn [Kah74] that the behaviour of a network built from 
functional nodes can be modeled by the least fixpoint solution of a system of equations 
associated with the network is also referred to as the Kahn Principle. 
4.3 Dataflow Combinators on Functions 
In the previous section dataflow graphs were used to denote the interconnections between 
the components of a system (program). The interconnections were also reflected by sets of 
fixed point equations that can be derived from the dataflow graphs. An alternative way to 
describe the structure of a system is by means of combinators. In this section we introduce 
a set of combinators on continuous sequence processing functions with which the structure 
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of all kinds of finite networks of systems can be represented [Bro92]. In Chapter 9 these 
combinatore will be used for the specification and the correctness proof of the Alternating 
Bit Protocol. 
Before giving the definitions of the combinatore we introduce the set of prefix continuous 
sequence processing functions ( CSF) over sequences of messages. In general, these functions 
can have a number of input sequences and a number of output sequences. We will denote 
this by indexing CSF with the number of input and output sequences. The set of functions 
with η input sequences and к output sequences is denoted by CSF? where η and к are 
natural numbers. 
Definition 4.3.1 Continuous sequence processing functions 
def CSFZ і К Э п ч И э Ы Р {{Мш)п -+ (Мш)к) 
with CSF? = {ƒ : (Μω)η -4 {M")k | continuous {(Μ")η, Ç') ((Мш)*, Ç') ƒ} 
where Ç" is defined as χ C'y = # z = фу Л (г : V χ . χ ι С у ι) 
D 
Although the elementary structuring components we introduce can be used to describe 
the structure of more general (i.e. also hardware) systems, we will assign to them in this 
thesis only a computational interpretation1. For every structuring combinator we first give 
its (in principle uninterpreted) graph representation. After that we define a computational 
interpretation. This computational interpretation is based on the assumption that all the 
components of the system can be represented by continuous sequence processing functions. 
The definitions we use are based on those in [Bou93b, Bro92]. 
g f 
Figure 4.4: Function composition combinator 
Composition combinator or cascade ( ° ) 
The most elementary way to compose two system components is to simply put them in a 
line. This is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
Definition 4.3.2 Composition combinator on functions 
For k,n and m natural numbers 
def — с — : CSF* -» CSF?1 -* CSF? 
w i t h if°g)x = f(gx) 
'In [ВоиЭЗЬ] it is shown that other than computational oriented interpretations can be assigned to 
these structuring components. 
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D 
Parallel combinator (||) 
This combinator composes components in parallel without synchronization between the 
channels of the components. The graph representation is shown in Fig. 4.5. The parallel 
fo 
f
n-l 
Figure 4.5: Parallel composition combinator 
combinator puts η components in parallel. The η components are represented as an τι-
tuple of CSf-functions denoted by t in the definition. The tuple of inputs, with the same 
length as the tuple of functions is denoted by x. Of course the types of the elements in χ 
depend on the domains of the functions in t. The definition is such that the i-th component 
of tuple t is applied to the i-th component of tuple x. 
Definition 4.3.3 Parallel combinator [Bou93b] 
def || : Λ(η : Η . (CSF)" Э t -• (V t Э j -> V (t j)) -¥ (V t Э j -+ {t j})) 
with || t x г = t ι (x г) 
D 
f 
g 
Figure 4.6: Parallel composition of two functions 
At first sight this definition looks maybe different from what was expected. However, if 
we take a look at what this combinator gives in case we put two functions in parallel, like 
in Fig. 4.6, the result looks familiar. The important thing to keep in mind is that tuples 
are functions from their index to their contents. We will show that: 
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II if, 9) (я, У) = {f x,9 У) 
Note that in this example (ƒ, g) is the tuple of functions (argument t in the definition) and 
(x, y) is the tuple of inputs. So indeed, for all г 6 θ2 we have that: 
\\(f,g)(x,y)t 
= { Definition of || } 
(ƒ.5) » ((z.y) 0 
= { Tuples are functions } 
(ƒ x,9 У) г 
Note also the nice similarity of the definition of the parallel combinator to the definition 
of the 5-combinator known from lambda-calculus [Bou93b]. 
As a shorthand we introduce the infix binary parallel combinator: ƒ || g = || (ƒ, g). 
Feedback combinator (μ) 
The feedback combinator is a structure in which a part of the output of a component is 
fed back as part of the input to the same component. Its graph representation is shown in 
Fig. 4.7. 
x
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Figure 4.7: Feedback combinator 
In general we can define the feedback operator on sequences as suggested in [Bou93b] 
for natural numbers k, η and m: 
def β : {{M")k χ (Μω)" -> (Мш)т χ (Мш)п) -> {{Мш)к -t {М")т) 
with ßfx = y where (у, ζ) : (Ми)т χ (Μω)η with (у, ζ) = f (χ, ζ) 
With a computational interpretation of feedback, as proposed in [Bro92, Bou93b], the 
feedback operator can be defined as a minimal fixpoint: 
Definition 4.3.4 Feedback combinator 
def μ : ((Μ")* χ (Μω)" -> (Мш)т χ (Μω)η) -> {{Мш)к -+ (M") m ) 
with μ f χ = (mmfix {и : (M")m х (Мш)п . f (χ, и 1))) О 
D 
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Figure 4.8: Transposition combinator 
Transposition combinator ( T) 
The transposition combinator can be used to feed the same input to several components of 
the system. Its graph representation is shown in Fig. 4.8. The structure of its definition has 
some similarity to the definition of the parallel combinator. The transposition combinator, 
denoted by T, takes a tuple of continuous functions i, an input χ that has to be fed to each 
function in t and an index ι. Of course all functions in Τ have to have the same domain. 
The result of this combinator is that each function in t is applied to x. Note that in the 
definition we denote all functions with к input sequences by CSFk, leaving the number of 
output sequences unspecified. 
Definition 4.3.5 Transposition combinator [Bou93b] 
def Τ : Λ((η, ik) : Ν 2 . (CSFk)n Э t -> {Мш)к -• {Ό t Э j -¥ {t j})) 
• 
with T t χ г = t ι χ 
As an example of its use we show that for ƒ, g and h of proper types: 
Τ {f, g, h) χ = (ƒ χ, g χ, h χ) 
Written in this form we see clearly that Τ serves as a fanout combinator. 
So for all ι € D 3 we show that: 
Τ {f, g, h) χ ι = (f χ, g χ, h χ) ι 
Proof 
Τ (f, g, h) χ ι 
{ Definition of of Τ } 
((f, g, h) ι) χ 
{ Tuples as functions } 
(ƒ x,g x,h χ) ι 
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D 
Sometimes it is convenient to use a less sophisticated combinator that simply duplicates 
its input to two identical outputs. We denote it by Τ and its definition is: 
def Τ : Мш -»· (Μ ω ) 2 
with Τ χ = (χ, χ) 
Combined with parallel composition it gives the following relation with T: 
T(f,g) = (f\\g)°r 
In pictures we represent it as is shown in Fig. 4.9. 
Figure 4.9: Simple fanout 
Identity combinator (ƒ) 
The identity combinator is a rather trivial combinator that copies all its input directly to 
its output. Actually it is more an elementary sequence processing function than a real 
combinator. 
Definition 4.3.6 Identity 
def I : Λ(η : N . C5F
n
") 
with I χ = χ 
Selection combinator (sel) 
The selection combinator gets a tuple of input sequences and selects one of them which is 
then given as output. 
Definition 4.3.7 Selection combinator 
def sel : N Э η -+ \J{k : (W \ Gn) . (M")*+ 1) -• Μω 
with sel ι χ = χ ι 
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This ends the list of combinatora we introduce to describe the structure of systems. 
The above defined combinatore have a number of useful properties some of which we list 
here: 
f°(x,y) = (fx,fy) II (/,ƒ)(*,») =ƒ·(*,») 
T(f,g)x = (fx,g x) \\ (f,g) (x,x) = Τ (f,g) χ 
Τ (f,g) = (f II s ) °T || (f,g) (x,y) = Τ (fosé 0,goSel 1) (x,y) 
\\(f,g)oT(h,k)=T(foh,g°k) 
Further analysis might lead to a systematic way to obtain a combinator expression 
from a set of recursive equations. Properties of combinator expressions, like the ones listed 
above, can lead to a calculus to reason about combinator expressions. As an illustration 
we give a possible combinator expression for the dataflow graph shown in Fig. 4.2. A 
pictorial representation of the combinator expression without the explicit regrouping of 
tuples denoted by S in the expression below is shown in Fig 4.10. 
def fib : Г 
with fib = μ ((I || /)o(/ ||
 s
) o 5 = (To/ || /)oT) 
where S = Τ (sel 0o sel О, Τ (sel 0°sel l, sel 1)) 
u 
V 
Figure 4.10: Structuring the graph in Fig. 4.2 using combinatore 
In the correctness proof of the Alternating Bit Protocol in Chapter 9 we show that 
combinator expressions can be more convenient in transformational reasoning than system 
descriptions by means of sets of recursive equations. 
4.4 Extension to Non-deterministic Specifications 
In the previous section we introduced a number of combinators defined on functions. These 
combinatore can be used to describe the interconnection structure of systems as an alter­
native to recursive equations and variables. We required that each component of a system 
can be described by a continuous function. 
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In order to prove properties of a system it is often necessary that we have not only 
descriptions of the behaviour of system components that are to be realized but also of 
parts of the environment in which the system is supposed to work. 
For example in the case we want to describe the behaviour of a communication protocol. 
Typically such a protocol has a component that sends messages and another component 
that receives messages. The messages are sent over a channel that connects the sending 
part and the receiving part. If such a channel would work perfectly, all messages sent 
would simply reach the receiver in perfect state and in the right order. However, it turns 
out to be impossible to realize such perfect channels in reality and this makes it necessary 
to invent protocols that can provide a reliable message exchange service over unreliable 
channels. 
When we describe a protocol system, the channel can in fact be considered as part of 
the environment in which the protocol has to do its job. The description of the behaviour 
of the channel in this case is not really meant as a description that has to be realized 
sometime, but rather as a description that captures the characteristic properties of the 
behaviour of the channel. Such a channel may have features that cannot be controlled by 
the sender or the receiver, i.e. it behaves "unreliable" from the point of view of the sender 
and receiver. 
A very abstract way of describing the behaviour of an unreliable channel is saying that 
every now and then it does not work properly. This for instance means that every now and 
then it might loose a message or a message might get damaged. In this way we abstract 
from the exact reason for the loss or damage of a message. We do, however, want to model 
that every now and then unexpectedly messages can be lost or damaged. Now suppose 
that we want to model such a channel by means of a sequence processing function. Such 
a function maps messages to be transported to a sequence of messages of which some are 
distorted and some of the original messages are missing. This could in principle be done, 
however we also want to model that even if we give every time the same sequence of input 
messages this may lead to different output sequences. This very aspect is against the 
nature of a function which requires that each argument can be mapped to at most one 
result. 
It is here that we need non-determinism to model the behaviour of the channel in 
such a way that we can abstract from the precise causes that make the channel loose 
or damage messages. (Internal) non-determinism in this context simply means that not 
always the same result is obtained when supplying the same input. We call this kind 
of non-determinism internal because we could interpret the behaviour of the channel as 
something that is internally decided in the channel itself because of some causes which 
cannot be influenced or known by the other components of the system we consider and 
from which we wanted to abstract. 
In the literature several proposals can be found for dealing with non-determinism in 
a functional setting as we already mentioned in the introduction [BA81, Par83, Abr89, 
JK89, Mis90, Bro92, Bro93]. There we also pointed out that most of the proposals are 
concentrated on solving the problem that has been presented in [BA81]. This problem 
arises when the Kahn Principle is extended in a naive way in which history functions are 
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replaced by history relations to deal with non-determinism. We shortly sketch the problem 
as it was stated in [BA81]. 
Consider the network in Fig. 4.11: All the sequences are sequences of natural numbers. 
i n l 
in 2 
Figure 4.11: The networks S,. 
The function d duplicates the first element of the input and writes both resulting elements 
to the output. The function merge merges its incoming messages in a non-deterministic 
way into one output sequence. It is defined for a tuple of finite input histories and results 
into the set of possible resulting output history tuples. 
merge (χ, ε) = t χ 
merge (ε, y) = t y 
merge {г >- χ, j >- у) = {г >- ζ \ ζ : merge (x,j >- у)} U {j >- ζ \ ζ : merge (ι >- χ, у)} 
We obtain two different systems Sx and S2 by substituting for P, function Ρχ or P2 
respectively. The function P\ copies the first two input elements in the input sequence 
directly to its output. The function P2 produces the first two input elements on the output 
only after it has received the two input elements. The functions d, Ρχ and P2 are given 
below: 
d ε = ε Ρχ ε = ε Ρ2 ε = ε 
d(t>-xs) = (i,t) Ρχ (г >- ε) = (г >- ε) Ρ 2 ( ΐ > - ε ) = ε 
Ρχ {i>]>xs) = {i,j) P j(*>-j>-a») = (i,j) 
Despite the difference in the functions of Ρχ and P2 the history relations for Si and S2 are 
the same, namely for A: € {1,2}: 
Sk (ε,ε) = L ε Sk (e,j >-ys) = i f j j ) 
Sk ( i>-is,e) = i (г, г) Sk (г >- xs,j >- ys) = {{t,i),(i,]),{j,i),{],j)} 
However, we can substitute the networks Sx and S2 in a larger network C[.] such that С [Sx] 
behaves differently from С [S2]\ The larger network is presented in Fig. 4.12. The history 
relation for the input sequence consisting only of element 5 gives the following different 
results for С [Sx] and С [S2]: 
С [Sx] (5>- ε) = {(5,5), (5,6)} 
С [St] (5 > ε) = ι (5,5) 
d 
A 
—* 
—* 
merge —* p i 
out 
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Figure 4.12: The networks T
x
 and Тъ for 5χ and S2 respectively. 
This is caused by the fact that in S\ the input 5 >- ε can lead to an output 5 such that the 
second element that P\ gets can (also) be a 6. In S2 this is not possible because Pi waits 
to give output until it receives a second element and this can only be a 5 because the 6 
cannot be generated in this case. 
In most of the proposals the above described problem is solved by associating an op­
erational and more detailed semantics with dataflow networks such as a trace semantics. 
This has however the drawbacks already mentioned in the introduction that are inherent 
in interleaving models, namely a combinatorial explosion of all the possibilities in the order 
of events that have to be considered. Moreover, in an interleaving model the inherent true 
concurrency of the Kahn model is lost. 
A detailed study of the problem, however, reveals that the problem is closely related to 
the time-sensitivity of the described system. Park [Par83] proposed therefore to solve the 
problem by means of inserting empty messages in the sequences that model the passing of 
time (hiatons). In [San92] it has been shown that this leads to different history relations 
for 5Ί and S<¿. The solution has been proven to be compositional. This approach provides 
a simple extension of Kahn's theory to non-deterministic and time sensitive systems in 
which the true concurrent aspect is preserved. 
Two proposals that fit well with the solution of Park are that of Sander and Dyb-
jer [San92, DS89] and Broy [Bro92, Bro93]. In [San92] it is proposed to supply a function 
with an extra argument, called oracle stream, that models the non-deterministic behaviour 
of a component. An oracle stream is a random stream of elements that is associated with 
only one non-deterministic component. So each non-deterministic component has its own 
oracle. In each "run" of the system a different oracle stream may be taken. For example 
for modeling an unreliable channel that only corrupts messages but does not loose them, 
the oracle sequence can be a sequence of zeros and ones. A zero (i.e. false) models malfunc-
tioning of the channel, a one (i.e. true) models correct functioning. The function modeling 
the channels behaviour can then be defined as: 
def channel : B°° -¥ №° -> (N U ι error)00 
with channel (0 >- os) (x >- xs) = if 0 
then χ >- channel os xs 
else error >- channel os xs 
fi 
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This solution resembles ал approach that can often be found in literature on signal pro­
cessing where it is used to model noise on a signal (see for instance [Sha69]). 
By defining oracle sequences as maximal or minimal fixed point solutions of recursive 
equations on sequences one can also model fairness properties of the oracle. Fairness in 
this example means that a channel infinitely often can fail only a finite number of times 
consequently after which a successful transmission must take place. It is not completely 
clear whether with the oracle approach all possible non-determinstic specifications can be 
described in a convenient way. As has been said in the introduction an advantage of using 
oracles is that there is no need for the introduction of non-deterministic operators. The 
oracle approach therefore preserves referential transparency. Moreover, the denotational 
semantics of programming languages with non-deterministic operations have shown to lead 
to powerdomains and both the mathematical foundation and the reasoning about programs 
becomes considerably more complex [San92]. 
Another approach [Bro92] is to allow a system component to be described by a set of 
continuous functions. Such a set denotes all possible behaviours that can be performed 
by a system. The actual behaviour of the system component is represented by one of the 
functions in the set. The set of functions can be described by a predicate on continuous 
functions as was proposed in [Bro92]. This way of specification is sometimes called under-
specificatwn. In [Bro92] every logical predicate that defines a set of continuous sequence 
processing functions can be used to specify a system component. This approach seems to 
be more general than the oracle approach. In some sense one could even consider a func­
tion with an oracle argument as a way for defining a particular family of functions. This is 
discussed in Section 9.7.1. In this dissertation we adopt both the approach of Sander and 
the approach of Broy, although the latter played a major role as a starting point for our 
developments. 
4.5 Dataflow Combinators in the Function Set Model 
The combinators on functions that were defined in Section 4.3 can easily be "lifted" to com­
binators on predicates that characterize sets of continuous sequence processing functions 
in the usual way [Bro92]. 
First we define the notion of functional specifications (SPEC) 
def SPEC := CSF -> В 
Similar to CSF we supply SPEC with indexes when we want to speak explicitly about 
the number of input and output sequences of the functions that satisfy the specification. So 
SPEC? denotes all predicates on functions with η input sequences and к output sequences. 
A specification is consistent [Bro92] if there is at least one function that satisfies it. 
Definition 4.5.1 Consistency of SPEC 
A specification S : SPEC is consistent if and only if 
3(/ : CSF . S ƒ = true) 
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D 
The pipe line composition of two specifications 5i and Sb gives a new specification 
5Ί » S^. A function / satisfies the new specification if two functions can be found, one in 
Si and one in S¡, such that their function composition is equal to ƒ. In the next definitions 
we use the operator {] — [} on predicates to obtain the set of elements that satisfy the 
predicate. Its definition can be found on page 35. 
Definition 4.5.2 Pipe line composition of specifications 
def — ~ — : SPEC* ->· SPEC? -» SPEC? 
with (5! ~ S2) ƒ = 3((Л, h) : fl и [} x <] £ }. ƒ = /ι »/2) 
D 
The lifted version of the parallel composition combinator to tuples of specifications is 
defined next. A function ƒ satisfies the specification || t if ƒ is the parallel composition of 
a tuple of functions obtained by choosing one function in each component of the tuple of 
specifications. 
Definition 4.5.3 Parallel composition of specifications 
def 7 : SPEC -• SPEC 
with ( I 0 ƒ = 3(t' : X(i : V t . fl t ι }) . ƒ = || i') 
Π 
Note that the X operator in this definition gives the Cartesian product of the specifi­
cations, seen as sets, in the tuple of specifications t. The definition of X can be found on 
page 32. 
The lifted version of the feedback operator is defined as: 
Definition 4.5.4 Feedback operator for specifications 
def μ : SPECtf™ -> SPEC? 
with μ S f = 3( 5 : {] S } . ƒ = μ д) 
а 
Finally, the lifted version of the transposition combinator is defined in a similar way as 
the lifted version of the parallel combinator. 
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Definition 4.5.5 Transposition combmator for specifications 
def Τ (SPECk)n -> SPEC* 
with (Tt)f = 3{t' X(i Vt { t ι D) ƒ = Γ f ) 
О 
In this thesis we will use the names of the combinators on functions also for their 
lifted versions on specifications Only in case of ambiguity we will use the extra — to 
discriminate the lifted from the non-lifted operators 
4.6 Concluding Remarks 
Although we can compose specifications into networks of specifications by means of the 
introduced dataflow combinators, they do not support the systematic definition of (non-
determimstic) specifications themselves We would like to have operators for constructing 
in a systematic way also the "building blocks", ι e those specifications to be later composed 
by means of the above combinatore This way of building non-deterministic specifications 
has been widely studied and exploited in the context of process algebra Such operators 
allow for the formulation and proof of suitable equational laws These equational laws 
are useful for proving behavioural equivalence of specifications One such an equivalence 
is the "testing equivalence" relation between specifications This equivalence relates non-
deterministic specifications based exclusively on their externally observable behaviour, so 
without taking their internal structure into account In the next chapters we will introduce 
this equivalence originating from process algebra and define a similar equivalence within 
the dataflow framework Moreover we will define several combinators for the dataflow 
framework that are inspired by those in process algebra and that are suitable as building 
blocks to define non-deterministic specifications 
The resemblance of these combinatore to those of process algebra is by itself a step 
forward towards integration of different notations for the specification and verification of 
systems Such a resemblance is not only notational but also conceptual in the sense that 
the combinatore model concepts like sequentiahsation and non-deterministic choice which 
are analogous to those which are modeled by operators in process algebra, although, of 
course, they are defined in the data-flow framework 
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Chapter 5 
Introduction to Testing Theory 
In this chapter we essentially summarize the theory of testing for concurrent finite processes 
as proposed by De Nicola and Hennessy [DNH84]. The reader interested in the proofs of 
the results stated in this chapter is referred to [Hen88]. 
The notion of testing is based on a model of the behaviour of systems. It considers 
systems to perform so-called actions, which can be observed by the environment in which 
the system is active. These actions, and in particular their relative ordering in time, reflect 
the behaviour of such a system. The description of the actions and their order in time is 
called a behaviour expression. The model of the system, only representing its behaviour, is 
often called a process. The theory of testing relates processes on the basis of their behaviour 
that can be "tested" by an external "experimenter". 
The operational semantics of processes is defined by means of labeled transition systems. 
Hennessy shows that for the purpose of testing theory a representation of process behaviour 
by means of a kind of node-labeled deterministic trees facilitates reasoning about the 
observable behaviour of processes. The particular trees Hennessy uses are saturated trees 
with sets of sets of actions as node labels. They are called finite acceptance trees. 
A difference between our presentation and Hennessy's one is that we choose to give 
more structure to the actions. We interpret "actions" as input/output-pairs. Intuitively, 
this means that an action performed by a process consists of receiving a certain input and 
giving a related output. This interpretation of actions is quite common in the theory of 
sequential machines [Koh78]. In the context of this thesis it forms the first step towards 
the integration of testing theory in a functional framework that we want to establish. The 
second step involves a change in the node labels of finite acceptance trees. This is also one 
of the original contributions of this thesis and it will be dealt with in Chapter 7. 
In Section 5.1 both an informal and a formal introduction to the theory of testing is 
given. The notion of testing equivalence of processes is defined. In Section 5.2 a relation on 
labeled transition systems is defined that corresponds to testing equivalence. In Section 5.3 
finite acceptance trees are introduced. It is explained that if two processes are testing 
equivalent this corresponds to the equality of their finite acceptance tree representations. 
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5.1 The Concept of Testing 
Once we are able to describe the behaviour of systems it follows almost naturally that we 
want to order these descriptions in certain classes. The criteria for classification depend 
on what aspects of systems we are interested in. One important aspect of the behaviour 
of systems is the behaviour that can be observed from outside the system, that is without 
taking into account the internal structure of the system. Two processes that are denoted 
by syntactically different behaviour expressions still may perform the same observable 
behaviour. For example if we have two expressions, say A and B, that we combine in the 
description A ¡ В meaning that the system behaves either as A or as В we could as well have 
written as В | Л to describe the same behaviour. So, syntactically different expressions 
may describe the same behaviour. What do we exactly mean by "the same behaviour ?" 
Summarizing Hennessy freely we could say : "Two descriptions are describing the same 
behaviour if no "hypothetical user" can ever distinguish between the behaviour of the two 
processes denoted by the two descriptions". We will formalize exactly this notion, adhering 
to our model of systems that accept input and produce output. This last assumption does 
not create any fundamental discrepancy between the way testing equivalence is formalized 
by Hennessy and the way it is done in this chapter. 
In the following we introduce a series of notions, mainly due to De Nicola and Hennessy, 
which will be used for the definition of testing equivalence. Each notion will be first 
introduced informally and then formalized. 
Consider two processes, pi and рг, and let us assume that they can exhibit non-
deterministic behaviour. This means that an experimenter may find a process reacting 
differently in various experiments with the same test procedure. One can imagine that this 
non-determinism of processes makes it quite complicated to test if there are differences 
between their behaviour. But if we assume that we can test as often and as long as we 
want, i.e. consider all possible outcomes of all experiments, we can find three different 
"classes" of experiments, which can discriminate between non-deterministic behaviour of 
processes. These three classes are: 
1. Experiments that always succeed 
2. Experiments that may succeed and may fail 
3. Experiments that never succeed 
This leads to the following notions about the behaviour of a process p. We can say 
that ρ may satisfy an experiment e if e falls in class 1 or 2 above. We say that ρ must 
satisfy an experiment e if e falls in class 1. The "decision" if a test is successful or not in 
this theory depends on criteria set by the experimenter. 
In this framework two processes are testing equivalent if and only if every experiment 
that may succeed when performed with one process, also may succeed with the other, and 
if it must succeed with one, it also must succeed with the other. So in short, there does 
not exist an experiment that can demonstrate a difference in their behaviour. 
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(b,2) 
(c,3) 
(b,2) 
(d,4) (c,3) 
(b,2) 
(d,4) 
Pi P2 
Figure 5.1: Two testing equivalent processes pi and p¿ 
Let us study the classical example of two testing equivalent processes. 
The two pictures in Fig. 5.1 denote two processes with non-deterministic behaviour. 
The process p\ denotes a process that can accept input о produce output 1, and then non-
deterministically decide to behave according to the leftmost or to the rightmost branch of 
the tree. Process рг in Fig. 5.1 denotes a process that already at the beginning decides 
either to behave like its leftmost or its rightmost branch. Suppose we put these processes 
into two different boxes, so that we cannot see the differences in the structure, but we 
can observe their behaviour. Then we will soon discover that our notions of may and 
must satisfy cannot show us any difference in behaviour between these processes. We can 
observe that these processes always must accept action a followed by b, producing as result 
1 followed by 2. Also we can observe that the sequence (o, 1), (6,2), (c, 3) sometimes can 
be observed, but sometimes not. For example, if p¡ chooses to behave like its right branch, 
it cannot accept а с and produce a 3 after input о followed by b. So for example, the test 
that reports success after the sequence (o, l),(6,2),(c,3) has been observed, sometimes 
fails and sometimes is successful, for both processes! They both may satisfy this test, but, 
for both processes, it is certainly not the case that they musí satisfy this test. 
So far the example. 
In order to further formalize the concept of testing we introduce P, the set of processes, 
E the set of experimenters, || the interconnection between processes and experimenters 
determining interactions between them and M a set of messages of any kind. We let ρ 
denote a process in Ρ and e an experimenter in E. We identify processes and experimenters 
with their "internal state", that may change by interaction. For the time being we refrain 
from further details about what exactly processes and experimenters are. These will be 
defined later on in this section. The only thing we want to remark here is that experimenters 
can perform one special action that does not require interaction with the process under 
test. This action is denoted by (Ι, τ 1) or shortly 1. 
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As we have seen the experimenter and the process have to interact in order to make 
a test occur. The combination of experimenter e and process ρ will be denoted by e || p, 
giving a pair in Ε χ P. We define the interaction relation as a predicate on experimenters, 
processes and actions. Its type can be defined as: 
def >n - : ( Ë x P ) x ( ( A i x M') U tl) χ (E x Ρ) -• В 
So the expression e || ρ — (г, о) ->ц е' || р' means that if e wants to test if process ρ on 
input г gives output о and ρ indeed can accept г and produce o, they together can perform 
an interaction step, each reaching a new "state" denoted by e' and p' respectively while 
performing the same "action" (г, о). If the action is the special action 1 then e performed 
a 1-step and ρ did not change, so p' = p. 
A test1 now is defined as a series of interactions of this kind: 
«о || Po - («о, oo) -f|| ... - (гц_ь о*_і) -»ц e* || ρ* - (ik, Ok) ->ц ... 
This notation is a shorthand for: 
eo II Po — (го, Оо) ->ц ei || p
x 
A 
ei || Pi - (»ι, oi) -f и e2 || рг 
Л... 
A computation is a test of maximal length. Maximal means that no further interactions 
can take place because there is a mismatch between what the experimenter wants to test 
and what a process can perform. A computation can be in principle finite or infinite. A 
computation is a success if the experimenter passes through a certain state, called a success 
state. The success states are a subset of the set E. 
To denote the whole testing situation we use the notion of experimental system which 
includes all relevant information. 
Definition 5.1.1 Experimental system 
An experimental system £ S is a quadruple (P, E, — —>ц, Success) where : 
Ρ is a set of processes 
E is a set of experimenters 
- —>-μ :(E χ Ρ) χ ((Μ χ M') U tl) χ {Ε χ Ρ) -¥ Β is a predicate denoting an interac­
tion relation 
Success is the set of success states, a subset of E 
lIn this definition of test we slightly deviate from the presentation in [Hen88] by explicitly mentioning 
the involved action in the interaction In this we follow the approach in [DN87] The difference is only a 
matter of presentation and has no influence on the developed theory 
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D 
Let us also denote the set of computations by Comp(e,p), containing all computations 
that start with e || p. Now we can define the notions of may satisfy and must satisfy more 
formally. 
Definition 5.1.2 
ρ may e = Comp(e,p) contains a successful computation 
ρ must e = Comp(e,p) contains only successful computations 
Π 
Based on this definition we can define the following testing preorders on processes. A 
relation is called a preorder if it is reflexive and transitive. 
Definition 5.1.3 Testing preorders on processes 
Given an experimental system SS (Ρ, E, — —>ц, Success) we can define the following 
preorders on processes ρ,ρ' ζ Ρ: 
i) ρ С ρ' = V(e : E . ρ may e => ρ' may e) 
^may 
іі) р С ρ' = (е : E . ρ must e => ρ' must e) 
iii) ρ С ρ' = ρ Π р ' Л р С ρ' 
D 
Testing equivalence, denoted by ~, can now be defined as: 
Definition 5.1.4 Testing equivalence 
def ~ :P -• Ρ -> В 
with ρ ~ ρ' = ρ С ρ' Л ρ' С ρ 
D 
This definition formalizes the notion that two processes are testing equivalent if no 
experiment can be found that discriminates their behaviour. What remains is to formalize 
the notion of a process, an experimenter and the interaction relation between them. We do 
this by means of giving an operational semantics of a process expression. This semantics 
can be modeled by Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). 
Definition 5.1.5 Labeled transition system 
A labeled transition system is a triple (P, Act, —>) where 
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Ρ is a. countable set of processes 
Act is a countable set of actions 
— • : Ρ χ Act χ Ρ -* В a predicate defining a transition relation 
Π 
The expression ρ—α—tp' may be read as : "p may perform action о and then evolve to 
the process p'." When several steps are made successively we denote this by the expression 
ρ — s —•» ρ', where s is a sequence of actions. Note that the operator — —>, has also been 
used for transitions in trees for a similar purpose (see page 38). We overload its meaning 
here. 
5.1.1 P r o c e s s e s 
In the following definition we use a grammar to define the terms that denote processes. 
In this thesis we use Wirth's convention [Wir77, Bou94] of enclosing terminal symbols in 
quotes when defining a context free grammar. By the function Syn we denote the syntactic 
category operator, mapping every non-terminal symbol to the strings that can be derived 
from it using the productive rules of a context free grammar 2. 
Processes are denoted by expressions built from a number of operators and the ba­
sic process STOP. The basic process STOP cannot perform any action. The operator 
input/output-prefix denoted by ?τη!σ; ρ represents that a message m is expected and if m 
is received the associated output σ is produced after which the behaviour as described 
by process ρ is performed. If another message than m is received, then the output pro­
duced is the empty sequence ε. The external choice operator p\ [ pi denotes that, possibly 
depending on the external input, either behaviour p\ or behaviour рг is chosen. 
Definition 5.1.6 Processes 
The finite processes we consider in this chapter can be denoted by terms generated by the 
following context free grammar: 
Ρ ::= "STOP" | "?" m " ! " σ " ; " P\P " f Ρ 
PA,0 will denote the set Syn Ρ of such terms. In the above grammar m is a non-terminal 
symbol generating M, i.e. Syn m = M, M denotes an arbitrary set of messages, and σ is 
a sequence of messages (element of M'). 
The operational semantics of a process denoted by a term from the set PAt0 can be 
expressed by means of the following labeled transition system: (PA
xo
,M χ M*, — —ϊ
ρτ
). 
The predicate — —¥pr defines the transitions that can take place within the labeled tran­
sition system. We define this predicate in a style introduced in [MR92a] and in Chapter 3 
where its equivalence to the more traditional Structured Operational Semantics [Plo81] 
has been proved: 
2The syntax used in this thesis for processes and experimenters differs slightly from that used in [Hen88] 
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def >pr :PAlo χ (Μ χ Μ') χ PAa -> В 
with STOP - (m, σ) -¥
рг
 ρ = false 
?m!a;ρ — (α,7) -tpr ρ' = α = τηΛσ = 7Λρ' = ρ 
Po I Pi - (m, σ) -> p r ρ' = po - (m, σ) ->pr ρ' 
V 
Pi - (m, σ) -*
р г
 ρ' 
D 
Notice that in the above definition the step from the syntax of processes to the abstract 
syntax is immediate: it is sufficient to use all operators in their prefix version. In all formal 
definitions the abstract syntax is meant (although, for readability reasons we use the infix 
notation defined above and we skip parenthesis whenever possible). 
From well known results of algebra we are guaranteed that there exists a unique homo-
morphism from the abstract syntax to any other algebra with the same set of operators, 
since the abstract syntax is initial [Hen88]. We will implicitly use this result when we will 
define interpretation functions for PA,0 in Section 5.3 and in Chapter 7. 
The part of a labeled transition system that represents the behaviour of an expression 
ρ can be represented as a tree, where the labels at the nodes are behaviour expressions (i.e. 
expressions from PAlo in our case), the labels at the edges the "actions" (i.e. input-output 
pairs in our case) and the expression at the root is p. The labeled transition system part 
of some process ρ handling input and output then looks like the tree in Fig. 5.2. For ease 
of writing we call the subpart of the LTS for a process ρ also directly "the LTS p." 
?m! σ ;?n!Y;STOP D ?m! σ ;?k! o;STOP 
(m, а)/ \ (m, σ) 
?k!ô;STOP 
(к, δ) 
STOP 
Figure 5.2: An LTS handling input and output. 
For ease of showing examples we will also use a tree-like graphical representation of an 
LTS with only the action-labels. The expressions can be easily derived once we know what 
is the expression we started from. An example of such a picture starting from the same 
expression as in Fig. 5.2 is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
;»*; 7 , 0 iKjr 
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(m, a)/ \ (m, σ) 
(η, Y) 
Figure 5.3: The LTS of Fig. 5.2 up to node-isomorphism. 
5.1.2 Experimenters 
Experimenters can be modeled in the same way as processes, but with some extra features. 
The operational interpretation of experimenters we propose in this section differs from the 
view in [Hen88] and from the view on processes described in the previous section. A pair 
(m, σ) now means that m is the message sent to the process under test and σ the expected 
output from the process received by the experimenter. 
Conform the proposal in [Hen88] we give experimenters the possibility to perform one 
special action (1, τ 1) independently from the process they are testing. Moreover they have 
a special action (w, r w) with which they can report success. Experimenters are described 
by similar expressions as processes where Ίτηίσ; e now means that message m is provided to 
the process under test and if the output returned by the process is σ then the experimenter 
behaves like e. Two expressions composed by external choice as in e\ | e^ means that either 
experiment e\ or ег is performed. The labeled transition system denoting the operational 
nature looks very similar to that of processes. 
Definition 5.1.7 Experimenters 
An experimenter is a process denoted by any term generated by the following context free 
grammar: 
E ::= "STOP" | prefix " ;" E | E " [" E 
prefix ::= "?" m " ! " σ 
I "?" 1 " ! " τ 1 
Ι"?" ω " ! " τ w 
with Μ Π {1, w} = 0. PEt0 will denote the set Syn E of such terms. In the above grammar 
m is a non-terminal symbol generating M, i.e. Syn m = M, M denotes an arbitrary set 
of messages, and σ is a sequence of messages (elements of M*). The operational semantics 
is denoted by the LTS 
(PEt0,{MxM·), - -•„) 
where 
(k, δ) 
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- -•„ :PEto χ ((Μ χ Af·) U {(1, τ 1), (и>, τ w)}) χ РЕІ0 -> В 
is the predicate defining the transition relation by the following set of equations 
STOP - (m, σ) ->„ e = false 
?τη!σ; e - (α, 7) -*
ex
 e' = m = 
eo f ei - {τη,σ) -»·„ e' = eo -
V 
ei -
Π 
As a shorthand we introduce the symbols 1 for (Ι,τΐ) and W for (W,TW). 
Having defined processes and experimenters we can formalize their interaction. A 
process and an experimenter that are compatible, i.e. can perform the same kind of 
actions, can form an "experimental system". 
Definition 5.1.8 Experimental system 
Let LTSp and LTSE be two compatible labeled transition systems 
(P, Act, — -¥pr) and (E, Act, — -•«) then S S (LTSP, LTSE) is the experimental system 
{P,E, — —f|, Success) where 
• — —>• μ :(E χ Ρ) χ (Act U zi) χ (E χ Ρ) —У Β is the predicate defining the interac­
tion relation defined by the following interaction equation: 
e U p - (τη,σ) -»и e' \\p' 
(e - (го, σ) -•„ e' Λ ρ - (m, σ) ->
р г
 ρ') V 
(e - 1 ->« e' Ар = ρ' A (m,σ) = 1) 
• Success = {e:E\ 3(e' : £ . e - W -•„ e')} 
D 
So for instance if we test process ρ with experimenter e equal to ?m!a; e' a transition of 
e || ρ can only take place if ρ reacts with output σ on input m. m is the input provided 
to ρ by e and σ is the output e expects from p. In this sense, the sending of the input 
message m to the process and the receiving of the output σ by the experimenter is to be 
considered as an atomic action. Under the above conditions the computation proceeds 
with e' || p'. 
An experimenter reports success if somewhere in the computation the experimenter 
reaches a state in which it can perform a W-action. In other words it reaches a state in 
the set denoted by Success. 
For reasoning about testing equivalence of processes denoted by the restrictive set of 
terms of PAto we will consider the experimental system 
а Л а = 7 Л е = е' 
(τη,σ) -*« e' 
(πι,σ) -Уex e' 
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£S {(PAio, MxM',- - v ) , (PEio, (Μ χ M% - -»«)) 
which is the quadruple 
(PAiofPEio, - -»||, Success) 
To illustrate the definitions we give some examples. For instance the experimenter 
denoted by the expression ?77ΐι!σι; lnv¡\o2\ W; STOP can be interpreted as an experimenter 
that tries to find out whether a process can perform the sequence ( т
ь
 σι), (іщ, σ2). Which 
means that it tries to find out if a process accepts input ττίχ, and gives sequence σ\ as 
output and then accepts input тг and gives output σ2. 
The experimenter ?πΐι!σι; (?т2^ 2 ; W;STOP |?77ΐ3!σ3; WjSTOP) reports success if the 
process under test can either perform the sequence (mi, σι), {тщ, σ2) or (mi, σι), (m3, σ3). 
Let us consider another example. Let ρ be a process defined as 
ρ =?mi^i;?m2^ 2;STOP 
and e an experimenter defined as: 
e =?mi!ffi;(l;W;STOP JTm^jSTOP) 
and let us see which computations can be found in the experimental system. One compu­
tation is: 
e | |p - (mi.ffi) -»|| (l;W;STOP [ T m ^ ; STOP) ||?77ΐ2!σ2; STOP 
- 1 -»|| W;STOP||?m¡¡!a2;STOP 
This computation is clearly a success, because the experimenter expression in the last step 
is W; STOP, and thus able to perform a W-action and that was required in the definition 
of reporting success. 
Another computation starting from e and ρ is: 
e | |p - (mi, σι) ->ц (1; W;STOP |]?77ΐ2!σ2;8ΤΟΡ)||?πι2!σ2; STOP 
- (™2, σ2) -»у STOP II STOP 
This computation is clearly not leading to success. Nowhere in the computation the ex­
perimenter is able to perform a W-action as a first action. Note that now we can conclude 
ρ mfst e, because not all computations starting from e || ρ lead to success. 
But for example a process p', however, defined asp' =?7ηι!σι;?7η3!σ3;8ΤΟΡ must satisfy 
experimenter e. So this test e may only fail in case it tests a process that is not able to 
perform ( m i ^ ) as first "action", or after performing (mi,σι) may perform (πΐ2,σ2). 
Notice also that the silent action 1 is necessary because if we want to express the 
experiment that only may fail (but not necessary must fail) if it receives σ on input m 
we have to define the experimenter as 1; W; STOP Ц ?τη!σ; STOP. Note that the following 
experimenter without the 1-action W; STOP J ?τη!σ; STOP on the contrary must always 
report success because W; STOP | ??7ΐ!σ; STOP - W -»„ STOP 
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5.2 Testing Based on Labeled Transition Systems 
In the previous section we formalized step by step the intuitive concept of what it means 
to test systems which can have non-deterministic behaviour. Also we defined the notion 
of testing-equivalence. This formalization, however, turns out to be impractical to use in 
formal reasoning. 
To give an idea of the kind of reasoning one has to perform we work out an illustrative 
example taken from [Hen88], but modified a bit to fit to input-output actions. 
Suppose we want to find out whether the following holds: 
?mi!ffi;?m2!a2 Ι ?τη1!σ1;?πι3!σ3 С ? τηι'σι; (Тт^с^ I lmq\a$) 
For the sake of brevity we omitted the STOP-symbol. 
The "proof" could look like the following reasoning: 
Suppose Ίτπ\\σ\;'ίηνι\σ2 \ ?mi'.<xi;?тз!аз must e , and e is some experimenter in PEt0. 
The we have to show that Ίπΐ\\σ\\ {Тт^.аг Q ?тз^з) must e. 
We see several cases: 
1. If e can immediately perform a W-action, then it is trivial. 
2. If not, then suppose e could perform a series of 1-actions and after that perform a 
W-action. This case is very similar to case one. 
3. Suppose e could perform a series of 1-actions followed by a (mi, ai)-action. Then we 
have again several cases: 
(a) After the (mi, σι) there are a number of 1-actions followed by a W-action. This 
kind of experimenters must be satisfied also by the right hand side expression. 
(b) After (mi,σι) there are a number of 1-actions followed by {τη^,σ-ί), ending up 
in say an expression e'. After e' a number of 1-actions can follow and then a 
W-action. Indeed also this kind of experimenters must be satisfied by the 
right hand side expression. 
(c) The same as the previous point, only with {τη^,σ·^ replaced by ( т 3 ^ з ) . 
So indeed we can conclude that for all experimenters e such that the left hand side 
expression must e, also the right hand side expression must e. 
It is probably clear now that for somewhat more extended examples this kind of rea­
soning gets out of hands. Therefore Hennessy proposed an alternative characterization of 
the pre-orders С , С and С , which is based on labeled transition systems and 
which makes reasoning about testing equivalence much simpler. 
In order to reason about labeled transition systems it is useful to introduce the following 
operators on them. 
Definition 5.2.1 Operators on labeled transition systems 
For any labeled transition system(P, Act, —•) with ρ £ Ρ and s e Act* we can define: 
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• the language (trace set) of Ρ 
def L : Ρ -* V Act* 
with Lp = {s: Act' | 3(p' : Ρ . ρ - s ->. ρ')} 
• the successors of ρ after s has been performed 
def S : Ρ -• Лсі* -f 7> Act 
with 5 ρ s = {α : Лс< | 3((ρ', ρ") : Я2 . ρ - s -•. ρ' Λ ρ'-α-»ρ")} 
• the set of acceptances of ρ after s 
def Л : Ρ -> Лс£* -+ 7> Ρ Ací 
with Л ρ s = {5 ρ' ε I 3(ρ' : Я . ρ - s -•» ρ')} 
D 
For the labeled transition system (PAl0,M χ M', — -*pr) we can illustrate the above 
definitions by the following example. 
Suppose we define process ρ as: 
(Tm^ff!^??^!^ 1?™3!σ3)) 1?7Пі!аі;?то4!а4 
The corresponding labeled transition system is given in Fig. 5.4. 
Figure 5.4: Labeled transition system of ρ 
The language of this labeled transition system related to ρ is 
L ρ = {e,t {τηι,σι),{(πΐι,σι),(πΐ2,σ2)), 
((m, σι), {m3, σ3)), ((m b σι), (ттц, σ4))} 
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Some examples of successor sets are: 
S ρ ε = ι (m-ι,σι) 
S ρ ((ττΐι,σι)>-ε) = {(m2,a2), (тз,<т3), ( m 4 , a 4 ) } 
Some examples of acceptance sets: 
Α ρ ε = i Í (mi, σι) 
Ар {{πΐι,σι)>-ε) = {{{пь,а2), ( т 3 , а 3 ) } , ι (т4,£74)} 
We need one more operator on sets of sets before we can introduce an alternative 
definition of the preorders d and с 
Definition 5.2.2 
def — CC — : Л ( * : Type . Fin{FinX) χ Fin{FinX) -• В) 
with Φ CC Φ = (Л : Φ . 3 ( ß : Φ . В С А)) 
For example {t о, {а, 6}} CC {t α, i b, {α, b, с}} because ι а С ι α and u Ç {α, 6}. Note 
that if Φ = 0 then trivially Φ CC Φ for every Φ. The alternative definitions for the pre-
orders can now be formulated as: 
Definition 5.2.3 Testing preorders for labeled transition systems 
def <
m o v
 : PA,0 χ PAlo -t В 
with ρ <
m o v
 p' = L p Ç L p' 
def < m u j t : PAte χ PA„ -> В 
with ρ <
m u j t p' = V(s : (Μ χ M*)* . Д p' s CC Д p s) 
def « : Λ4,„ χ ΡΑ,„ -> Β 
with ρ <ÇLp' = ρ <
m o y ρ' Λ ρ « m u í í ρ' 
Π 
A useful lemma related to these preorders is: 
L e m m a 5.2.4 
For all ρ and p' in PAl0 
A p' s CC Aps=>Lp'ÇLp 
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Proof 
See [Hen88] on page 72. 
D 
Testing equivalence can now also be defined as: 
Definition 5.2.5 Testing equivalence based on labeled transition systems 
def ~ :PAl0 - • PAt0 -¥ В 
with ρ ~ p' = ρ < ρ' Λ ρ' <fC ρ 
Π 
As expected the following lemma shows that the preorders on labeled transition systems, 
•Cmou and 'Стші, correspond exactly to the preorders С and С 
Lemma 5.2.6 
For all ρ and ρ' in PAt0 the following equivalence among preorders hold: 
P C p' = p <
may p' 
rsJ
may 
Ρ С ρ' = p «Cmusí ρ' 
ρ π ρ' = ρ<ρ' 
Proof 
A proof of this lemma can be found in [Hen88] on page 73. 
D 
An important result of the way in which this lemma has been proven by Hennessy is 
that only three kinds of experimenters are sufficient to find out if two processes are in 
testing preorder or not. The three kinds of experimenters are of the following shape: 
• ?mi!a1;...;?mn!an;W 
. 1; W | ЫМ; (1; W | ... | ?m
n
!a„; (1; W | ?a! 7) ...) 
• 1; W | ?
mi!i7i; (1; W | ?m2; !σ2; (1; W | ... | ?mn!a„; (?a i ; 7 i ; W | ... | ?a fc!7t; W) ...) 
As a corollary of the above Lemma we obtain that ρ ~ p' = ρ £; ρ'. 
That the definitions based on labeled transition systems make it easier to reason about 
testing equivalence properties of processes is shown in the next example, which considers 
the same problem as in the example on page 99. The problem was to find out whether the 
following holds: 
?mi!ai;?m2!ff2 1 ?mi!ff1;?m3!ff3 С ? τη^.σχ; {Ίτη^.σι \ Ίτη3\σ3) 
Now we can replace this by the following: 
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?mi!ai; ?іщ\а2 ¡ 1τπχ\σχ\ ? m 3 ^ 3 < m t i i t ? πΐι!σι; {?π^\σ2 | ?τη3!σ3) 
And according to the definition of <S
muJi the only thing we need to do is to check whether 
for all s 6 {(mi, σι), (іщ, σ2), (m3l аз)}* it holds that A p' s CC A ρ s where ρ represents 
the left hand side expression and p' the expression on the right hand side. We will soon 
find out that we only need to check this for a few essential sequences because for sequences 
a that do not belong to L p', A p' s will be the empty set, and in that case the property 
trivially holds. 
So we check: 
s 
ε 
τ{τη
λ
,σ
χ
) 
{т-[,а\),{тъ,аг) 
(ί7ΐι,σι),(77ΐ3,σ3) 
Ар' s 
¡.¡.(mi, σ ι ) 
і{(г
 г
,а2),{тз,аз)} 
ι% 
Λ 
Ар s 
u{w,\, σι) 
{і(тпг,а2),і(тз,а3)} 
10 
10 
For all other s, A p' s = 0. So we can conclude that clearly A p' s CC A p s in all 
cases so we can see that ρ С ρ' in a much easier way. 
5.3 Finite Acceptance Trees 
Although the formalization of testing equivalence based on labeled transition systems 
makes it much easier to reason about testing equivalence of processes, it still uses a non­
standard and not so straightforward operator CC. 
Finite acceptance trees are introduced by Hennessy to give a different representation 
of processes such that the preorders С and С (or equivalently <C
ma
„ and <S
mi„t) 
^тау
 rs
^must 
can be defined in a more elegant way. Finite acceptance trees are finite-depth saturated 
trees, i.e. they are finite-depth, deterministic, finitely branching trees with node labels 
that are saturated sets of sets of arc labels. They represent the operational behaviour of a 
process. As an informal introduction we sketch the idea by means of an example. 
Suppose we have a labeled transition system as in Fig. 5.5. The behaviour this labeled 
(m,,c\) / \ (πι,,α,) 
(m2, c^) 
Figure 5.5: Example labeled transition system 
(m 3 , c^) 
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transition system represents can also be presented by a node labeled deterministic tree. 
Every node is labeled with a set of sets of actions. Each element of this set represents a set 
of possible actions of the behaviour. The presence of more than one of such sets for a given 
node represents internal non-determinism at that node. The node labeled deterministic 
tree version of the non-deterministic tree of Fig. 5.5 is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
• · - i(m1(c\) 
{i(m2,^),i(m3,op} 
(m2, c^ ) (m3, op 
i<3> 
Figure 5.6: The LTS in Fig. 5.5 represented as a node labeled tree 
The set {t (m2,a2),t (τη3,σ3)} indicates that non-deterministically either one of the 
actions (77i2, "2) or (7713, σ3) are open possibilities, but not both. This means that, in­
dependently of the environment, the process after having returned θ\ on input mi, will 
non-deterministically, either wait for 7712 as an input and produce «72, or wait for 7713, pro­
ducing σ3. 
( л і і ^ ) (mi.°i) 
(m2, a,) (mj.a,) 
Figure 5.7: Completed version of LTS in Fig. 5.5 
Now, considering the labeled transition system in Fig. 5.5, we can verify that it is testing 
equivalent to the labeled transition system in Fig. 5.7. Not only it is testing-equivalent, 
but also the most "complete" labeled transition system that is testing equivalent to the one 
in figure 5.5. It is complete in the sense that no more branches can be added to the labeled 
transition system without loosing testing equivalence or replicating complete subtrees. 
The representation of this completed LTS as a deterministic tree with saturated sets 
as node labels, is called & finite acceptance tree {JAT). The saturated sets that are used as 
node labels are called acceptance sets. A pictorial representation is given in Fig. 5.8. 
Formally finite acceptance trees can be defined as: 
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* ii(m1 (c^) 
/*\ " {L(m2. ^ ) ,i ( m 3 ' ^ ) , 
(m2,c^) / \ . (m3,c^) {(т2,^),(т3 >(^)}} 
Figure 5.8: Finite acceptance tree of Fig. 5.7 
Definition 5.3.1 Finite, acceptance trees 
A finite acceptance tree t is a finite-depth saturated tree whose branches are labeled by 
elements of Μ χ M* and whose nodes are labeled by saturated sets of subsets of Μ χ M*. 
The set of finite acceptance trees over Μ χ M* is denoted by ¡AT. 
D 
Note that a finite acceptance tree is deterministic (different tuples are considered as 
different "actions"), finitely branching and oí finite depth. Thus a finite acceptance tree is 
completely defined by its language (which is finite) and its acceptance sets at each node. 
Each node is uniquely identified by a sequence in the language of the tree. Because of 
these properties the node labeling function can conveniently be defined on sequences of the 
language that identify a node. The node labeling function of acceptance tree t is denoted 
by AjAT t and when applied on sequence s identifying a node η it gives the acceptance 
set at node n. If A/AT t is applied on a sequence that does not identify a node in the tree 
the value is the empty set. 
The language of an acceptance tree t is denoted by L¡AT t and S¡AT t s denotes the 
set of labels of all the outgoing branches at the node indicated by sequence s in t. 
On finite acceptance trees two operators (, )¡AT and +¡AT and a basic tree called NIL¡AT 
are defined. In the definition of these operators we will use two auxiliary functions. The 
first one is a closure operator that gives the saturated version of a set of sets of actions. 
We give here the definition as it was introduced in [Hen88]. 
Definition 5.3.2 Closure 
Given a finite set of sets B, we define с В to be the least set such that 
a) ß С с (В) 
b) Χ, Υ e с (В) implies X U Y S с (В) 
c) X, Y e с {В) and X С Ζ С Y implies Ζ e с {В) 
So that 5 e с (ß) if and only if the statement "B e с (β)" can be derived from the fol­
lowing three rules: 
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i) В € ß implies В e с (В) 
ii) Χ, Y € с (ß) implies X \J Y € с (В) 
ііі) * , У € с (ß) and X С Ζ Ç Υ implies Ζ e с {В) 
а 
The second operator we need is the pointwise union of two sets of sets. 
Definition 5.3.3 Pointwise union 
def и : MX : Τ . Fm(FmX) x Fm(FmX) -Л {V X)) 
with Φ и Φ = {A U В I (Л, В) e Φ х Φ} 
α 
The basic acceptance tree NIL¡AT and the two basic operators (—, — ) ¡ A T and +¡AT can 
be defined as: 
Definition 5.3.4 Finite acceptance tree operators 
def NILfAT :)ΆΤ 
with NILfAT = t 
where L¡AT ί = ι ε Λ 
A/AT t s = if s = ε then L 0 else 0 ./ϊ 
def (—, — ) f A T :MxM'^ JAT -> JAT 
w i t h (m, σ)//ΐΓ t = t' 
where L¡AT Í ' = t ε U {(m, σ) >- s \ s : L¡AT t} Λ 
A/AT t' ε = L (L (m, σ)) Λ 
AfAT t' ((71,7) >- s) = г/ (η, 7) > - s É і/дт t' 
í/ien Д/дт í s 
е/яе 0 
уг 
def — +fAT —:JATx JAT -^ JAT 
with ti+fAT h — t 
where L¡AT t = L¡AT к U L¡AT h Λ 
AfAT t s = ij s = ε 
then AfAT ii e u AfAT h ε 
else ij s € ¿ /¿j ί 
¿ften с ( Л/лт ίι s U AfAT ¿2 s) 
else 0 
fi 
fi 
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D 
There are a number of interesting and useful properties of с and also of с in combination 
with U and и [Hen88]. Some of them we list below. In this list В and B', possibly indexed, 
represent finite sets of sets. 
cl. If В С B' then с В С с В' 
с2. с В= с {с В) 
сЗ. с (Ö! U В2) = с (с (Bi) U с (В2)) 
с4. If Л € с В then there is а В e В such that В С А 
с5. ВС. с В 
сб. с (Bilt В2) = с (ВО и с (В2) 
When we have to prove that a property holds for each element A in с В, for some B, 
we will often use induction on the length of the construction for the proof of the statement 
"A e с (В)". Notice that we start from the assumption that A & с (В), which implies 
that there exists a proof for the statement "A E с (В)" and of course, proofs are of finite 
length. 
As an illustration of this proof technique we prove property cl. 
To prove: BCB'^-cBCcB'. 
Which means: 4(X .X€cB=>XecB') provided that В С В'. 
We assume we have a proof for I 6 с В. There are three cases to be considered. The 
first one is the base case, whereas the second and third cases use the induction hypothesis 
(I.H.). Case i) 
The length of the proof for X 6 с В is 1. The only case for which this holds is when only 
the rule "X € B" has been used in such a proof. So we assume Χ ζ В and we have to 
prove X 6 с В'. This is easy: 
x ев 
=> {ВС В'} 
X e В' 
=> { Rule с5 } 
X ее В' 
Case ii) 
This is the case that X was constructed from X\ and X2 in с В such that X = X^ U X2 by 
means of rule ii). The length of the proofs of X\ € с В and X2 e с В are less than that of 
A" e с В. We get: 
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XÇcB 
=>• { Above assumption that X in union closure } 
З р 1 Д г ) : ( с й ) 2 . ^ = І 1 и І 2 ) 
=• {LH.} 
3((X1,X2):(cB')2.X = X1öX2) 
=• { Definition of c, union-closure } 
X£cB' 
Case iii) 
This is the case that X was constructed from X\ and X2 in с В such that X\ С X Ç X2 
by means of rule iii). The length of the proofs of ΑΊ € с В and X2 ζ. с В are less than that 
of X e с ß. 
Then we get: 
X e c ß 
=>· { Assumption of case iii) } 
ЩХ
и
Х2):{сВ)2 .XXÇXÇX2) 
=> {LH.} 
3((XuX2):(cB')2.X1CXÇX2) 
=> { Definition of с, convex closure } 
x e с В' 
D 
In Chapter 7 we will introduce an equivalent but constructive version of the closure operator 
that reduces the length of the proofs of properties of the closure operator considerably. We 
will then reconsider the proof of property cl. 
Process algebra expressions can be mapped onto finite acceptance tree representations 
by the homomorphism Ρ f AT from processes to f AT: 
Definition 5.3.5 
def PfAT [ — ] : PAio -> f AT 
with PfAT [ STOP ] = NILfAT 
PfAT [?m\a; p] = (m, σ)}ΑΤ PfAT [ ρ ] 
PfAT [
 P l | ft] = PfAT [ P l ] +fAT PfAT [ ft] 
D 
Notice that it is possible to derive directly the f AT- representation from a LTS. This can 
be done by means of the closure operator on acceptance sets, since for all processes ρ and 
sequences s it holds: с (A ρ s) = A/AT (PfAT [ ρ ]) s [Hen88]. 
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The link to testing-equivalence is now induced by a partial order relation on finite 
acceptance trees. 
Definition 5.3.6 
def <fAT :fAT->fAT->B 
with t <}AT t' = ( LjAT t = LfAT t') Λ 
V(s : LJAT t'. A/AT t' s С A/AT t s) 
О 
It is easy to see that the relation <¡AT is a. partial order. Moreover: 
Lemma 5.3.7 
The triple (fAT, <¡AT, Y'¡AT), where Yl ¡AT stands for the set of operators we defined on 
{AT, is a Σ partial order algebra. 
Proof 
For the proof we need to show that each operator in TJ ¡AT is monotonie. This is not 
difficult, for a proof we refer to [Hen88] page 85. 
D 
If we compare Definition 5.3.6 with Definition 5.2.3 of a preorder on LTS we see that the 
С С operator is substituted by a Ç on saturated acceptance sets. This is based on the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5.3.8 
For all sets of sets A and В 
actions A = actions В ^ В CC A = с В С с А 
Proof 
The proof can be found in [Hen88] on page 88. 
D 
The function actions is defined as: 
Definition 5.3.9 actions 
def actions : f\{X : Τ . Fm(FinX) -> V X) 
with actions A = {x | 3( Y : A . χ 6 Y)} 
D 
Further the following lemma shows the relation between labeled transition systems and 
finite acceptance trees: 
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Lemma 5.3.10 
For all ρ in PA,
a 
Lp= LfAT(PfAT[p])A 
4(s:Lp.c(Aps) = AfAT ( PfAT [ ρ ] ) s) 
D 
This leads to the following lemma which says that the partial order on finite acceptance 
trees is equivalent to the testing preorder. 
Lemma 5.3.11 Full abstraction for f AT 
V((p, q) : PAI . ρ С q = PfAT [ ρ ] <fAT PfAT [ q ]) 
Proof 
The proof of this lemma can be found in [Hen88] on page 88 and follows directly from 
Lemma 5.2.6 and Lemma 5.3.10. 
D 
The formal definition of full abstraction is taken from [Hen88]: 
Definition 5.3.12 Full abstraction 
Let Л be a (behaviourally motivated) relation over terms from some term algebra Гц. 
Viewing R as a criterion for evaluating the suitability of particular interpretations, we say 
that a given interpretation A (i.e. a Σ-ρο algebra) is fully abstract with respect to R if, for 
every ί, i' in ΤΣ 
t Rt' = A[t]<A[t'] 
a 
5.4 Adding Internal Choice 
To the elementary language PAl0 Hennessy adds also the internal choice operator. Infor­
mally, if two processes ρ and q are composed by internal choice, denoted by Θ, the result 
is that ρ Θ q decides internally and non-deterministically if it behaves like ρ or like q. 
This decision is taken independent of any external action. So if for example ρ can perform 
action (m,a) and q cannot and non-deterministically ρ Θ q happens to behave like q the 
action (τη,σ) cannot be performed, although ρ was able to perform the action. In this 
respect internal choice differs from external choice, because ρ [ q would always be able to 
perform (πι,σ). 
Adding a new operator to the existing language РА
Ю
 means that all the previous 
definitions, lemmas and theorems have to be extended. 
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In order to define the operational behaviour of processes that can also be composed 
from internal choice we have to extend the notion of labeled transition system with an 
additional transition relation. This new transition relation represents silent transitions, 
i.e. transitions that do not lead to an externally observable action. We denote silent 
transitions by > У and if ρ and q are processes p>— 1 —• q means that ρ can evolve to q 
autonomously. 
The definition of processes can be extended to 
Definition 5.4.1 Processes with internal choice 
Processes with internal choice can be denoted by terms generated by the following context 
free grammar: 
Ρ : := "STOP" | "?" m " ! " σ " ;" Ρ \ Ρ " | " Ρ \ Ρ " θ " Ρ 
ΡΑΙ,
σ
 will denote the set Syn Ρ of such terms. In the above grammar m is a non-terminal 
symbol generating M. M denotes an arbitrary set of messages, and σ is a sequence of 
messages (elements of M*). The operational semantics of a process denoted by a term 
from the set PAIt0 can be expressed by means of the following extended labeled transition 
system: (PAIlo,M χ M*, - - > p r , > •). 
The predicate 
>pP :PAIt0 χ {Μ χ Μ*) χ PAIW -> В 
defines the observable transitions that can take place within the labeled transition system 
and is defined by the following set of equations: 
STOP - (m, σ) -*pr ρ Ξ false 
?πι!σ; ρ — (0,7) —>pr ρ'=α = πιΑσ = ^Αρ = ρ' 
Po 1 Pi - {m, σ) - ^ p r ρ' = р 0 - (m, σ) - > р г ρ' V 
pi - (πι,σ) - V P ' 
The predicate 
> • : РАІ
Ю
 x t l χ PAIl0 -• В 
defines the silent transitions and is defined by the following set of equations: 
Ροθ Pi 5^1 -+ ρ' Ξ ρ' = ρ 0 V ρ' = Ρ! 
Po J ρ ! > - 1 ->• po' J ρ/ Ξ (ρο>-1 -• Po' Λ pi' = pi) V 
(ρι>-1 -> Ρι 'Λρο' = Ρο) 
Π 
The rules involving > > essentially say that the only internal move is the one generated 
by internal choice. 
A similar definition can be given to define the operational semantics of experimenters. 
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Definition 5.4.2 Experimenters with internal choice 
An experimenter is a process denoted by any term generated by the following context free 
grammar: 
E ::= "STOP" | prefix " ;" E \ E " ¡ " E \ Ε " φ " E 
prefix ::= "?" m " \" σ 
I "?" 1 " !" τ 1 
I"?" w " ! " τ w 
with Μ Π {1, w} = 0. P/?/,0 will denote the set Syn E of such terms. In the above grammar 
m is a non-terminal symbol generating M, i.e. Syn m = Μ, M denotes an arbitrary set 
of messages, and σ is a sequence of messages (elements of M*). The operational semantics 
is denoted by the LTS 
{PEIto, (Μ χ M'), - ->«, >- -+) 
where 
• « :ΡΕΙ,0 χ ({Μ χ M') U {(Ι,τ 1),(»,τ w)}) χ ΡΕΙ,0 -• Β 
is the predicate defining the transition relation by the following set of equations 
STOP - (m, σ) ->
е т
 e = false 
?τη!σ; e — (α, 7) —•„ е' = т = а Л а = 7 Л е = е' 
eu ] ei - (m, σ) -•„ e' Ξ eo — (m, σ) -^« e' V 
ei - (m, σ) ->« e' 
and 
> > : PEI,0 χ ¿1 χ ΡΕΙ,0 -• Β 
is the predicate defining the silent transition relation defined by the following set of equa­
tions: 
βοθ e i ^ l -+ e' = e' = eo V e' = ei 
eo 1 ei>-l -• eo' | e
x
' = (eo>-l -• eo' Λ e/ = ei) V 
( e i ^ l -¥ ei'Aeo' = eo) 
D 
Given the definition of processes and experimenters for the extended language we can 
again define the interaction between them by means of defining the experimental system. 
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Definition 5.4.3 Experimental system 
Let LTSp and LTSE be two compatible labeled transition systems 
(P, Act, — -»pr) and (E, Act, — -¥„) then S S (LTSp, LTSE) is the experimental system 
(P,E, — —•Ц, Success) where 
• — —>-| is the predicate defining the interaction relation defined by the following 
interaction equation: 
e І І Р - (ro,ff)-+n e'\\p' 
(e - (m, σ) ->« e' Λ ρ - (m, σ) -vpr ρ') V 
(e - 1 -•« e' Λ ρ = ρ' Λ (m, σ) = 1) V 
(e>-l -• e' Λ ρ = ρ' Λ (m, σ) = 1) V 
( ρ ^ Ι -)· ρ' Λ e = e' Λ (m, σ) = 1) 
• Success = {e : E | 3(e' : E . e - W ->« e')} 
D 
The last two conditions in the equation explain the internal choice operator. They express 
that a process or an experimenter can perform an internal action independently of any 
involvement of the partner in the experiment. 
The new experimental system induces three testing preorders on the processes like 
before, but now with LTSp and LTSE generated by the languages PAI,0 and PEIt0. The 
definitions of the preorders, i.e. <δ, <íCmu<t and <Sm<4,, remain exactly the same, but the 
definitions of the properties they use, such as the language L and acceptance set A on 
which they are based, have to be adapted in order to deal with internal moves. We will 
not repeat this in detail here but only mention the result that in this way a lemma similar 
to Lemma 5.2.6 can be proven: 
Lemma 5.4.4 
For all ρ and p' in PAI
w
 the following equivalence among preorders hold: 
ρ С ρ' = p <
m o v
 ρ' 
^may 
P C ρ' Ξ ρ < m u a í ρ' 
ρ Π ρ' = ρ « ρ' 
ρ 
No extra essential tests are necessary because experimenter expressions that contain inter­
nal choice can also be expressed without that operator by using a combination of 1 and 
externa] choice. For example for all processes ρ the computations of 
(еі e2) 1 e3 || ρ 
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are the same as those of 
(1; (ex ¡ e3)) | (1; (e2 i e3)) || ρ 
Moreover еіФ e2 that does not appear as a subexpression of an external choice can be 
expressed as 1; ei Q 1; e2. 
Internal choice can also be defined for f AT. Its definition is very similar to that of 
external choice, except for the acceptance sets at the root of the tree that in case of 
internal choice do not need any special treatment. 
Definition 5.4.5 Internal choice for }AT 
def ®fAT : f AT χ f AT -л f AT 
with ίιθ/Ατ h — t 
where LfAT t = LfAT tx U LfAT fe 
AfAT t s= if se LfAT t 
then с ( A/AT ii s U A¡AT h s) 
else 0 
fi 
a 
For processes without internal choice the f AT interpretation resulted always in trees 
with a singleton set at the root, i.e. containing only one set of action labels. Processes with 
internal choice however might have a f AT interpretation that has a set containing more 
than one set of actions at the root, reflecting internal non-determinism. So, for example, 
without internal choice it would have been impossible to obtain a, f AT like in Fig. 5.9 as 
the interpretation of a process expression. 
Figure 5.9: f AT with internal non-determinism at top level 
It is easy to prove that internal choice on f AT is well-defined and monotonie on f AT. 
This makes the set of operators on f AT introduced so far, together with the preorder on 
f AT a. partial order algebra. 
Another result shown by Hennessy is that f AT can be characterized by the set of 
inequations Ax shown in Definition 5.4.6: 
Definition 5.4.6 Inequations characterizing testing equivalence (Ax) 
For all expressions x, у and ζ in PAI,,, and m in M and σ in M* 
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; θ (y θ ζ) = (χ Θ y) 0 . 
• θ y = y Θ χ 
: Θ ζ = χ 
Ί (ν Ι *) = (* Ι ν) Ι * 
:[ y = 1/ [ ι 
: | ι = ι 
: [ STOP = χ 
; θ y < χ 1 у 
τη\σ; χ | ?m!a; у = ?m!a; : 
'τπ!σ; ι Θ ? m!u; у = ?πι!σ 
; Ι (у Θ ζ) = (ι ] у) φ (χ 
• θ (у 1 г) = {χ φ y) f (ι 
г 
г Θ ? : 
•;(ζ Θ 
| ζ ) 
Θ г) 
rrc!a;y 
3/) 
(ΘΟ) 
(ΦΙ) 
(Φ2) 
(DO) 
(Di) 
(|2) 
(|з) 
(|ΦΟ) 
(1©ΐ) 
(Θ3) 
(Ι®2) 
(|Φ3) 
D 
Moreover it is shown in [Hen88] that f AT is initial in the class of partial order Σ-
algebras that satisfy the inequations in Definition 5.4.6. This means that there exists a 
surjective mapping from the language PAIio to /AT, and that for all processes ρ and q in 
this language 
PfAT[p\ <fAT PfAT[q] =» ρ <Ax q 
where the definition of PfAT on page 108 is extended to process expressions with internal 
choice by 
PfAT [ p 9 g ] = PfAT [ ρ ] @}AT PfAT [ q ] 
Finally full abstraction oî f AT is preserved by the introduction of internal choice. The 
proof of this result is identical to that of Theorem 5.3.11 because of Lemma 5.4.4 and 
Lemma 5.3.10. Lemma 5.3.10 holds also for internal choice because the proof for the 
internal choice case is identical to the proof for external choice for non-empty sequences. 
In a similar way as explained for internal choice other operators could be included in 
the process language like the ones for Basic LOTOS that were mentioned in the table on 
page 53. For the purpose of this thesis the operators discussed so far are sufficient. In 
particular we do not need the parallel composition operator that plays a quite important 
role in process algebra. The reason for this is that we will introduce functional variants 
of the process algebraic operators discussed in this chapter that can be combined with 
the well known function composition operator that serves as a directed communication 
operator between processes. An example of this will be given in Chapter 9 where the 
specification and verification of the Alternating Bit Protocol will be discussed. 
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Chapter 6 
Process Algebraic Dataflow 
Combinators 
In this chapter we introduce a number of combinators that are inspired by operators used 
in several process algebras. The combinators we define resemble the action-prefix operator 
and the external choice-operator of LOTOS [BB87, IS089] and the internal choice operator 
defined in [Hen88]. Also a basic specification called STOP is introduced resembling the 
basic process called stop in LOTOS. The purpose of these combinators is to define non-
deterministic specifications in a structured way that also allows for the formulation of 
testing theory in the dataflow framework. The resemblance of the combinators to those 
found in process algebras is not only notational but also conceptual in the sense that they 
model behavioural concepts in the functional dataflow framework that are analogous to 
those that are modeled by similar operators in process algebras. 
In this chapter we define the set of functions that we shall use for modeling behaviours 
of systems in the context of testing theory. They are called continuous tree representable 
sequence processing functions ( CTSF) and they are a subset of the set CSF that has been 
defined in Chapter 4. Like in that chapter we first define the combinators on functions 
(CTSF) and then on specifications. 
In Section 6.1 we define the set of continuous tree representable sequence processing 
functions (CTSF) and a graph representation of them. In Section 6.2 a set of combinators 
on these functions is introduced. These combinators are then extended to specifications in 
Section 6.3 in the usual way. In Section 6.4 the set of combinators is extended with the 
internal choice combinator. 
6.1 Tree Representable Functions 
In this section we define a subset of the set of functions CSF that has been introduced in 
Chapter 4. We summarize the properties of the functions in CSF. Each function in CSF 
is a prefix continuous function from sequences of input messages to sequences of output 
messages. The empty sequence of messages is denoted by ε. We denote the set of all input 
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and output messages by Μ, and we require that the functions are total on the set of all 
finite and infinite sequences over M, i.e. Μω. 
The set of functions of η input sequences to к output sequences is denoted by CSF£. 
In the following we consider the subset CSF¡. For technical reasons, we forbid systems to 
produce "spontaneously" output when no input is provided, i.e. their output on ε must be 
ε. Further we require that for finite input sequences the function produces finite output 
sequences. These restrictions make our treatment a bit easier from the notational point of 
view. On the other hand, its removal would not cause any serious conceptual difficulty. We 
denote the set of functions in CSF{ which give ε on ε and that map finite input sequences 
to finite output sequences by CSFfioe. 
Recall that we required prefix monotonicity to model the causal relation between input 
and output and prefix continuity to model that a system cannot decide to produce output 
only after it has received an infinite amount of input. So in the sequel we will only speak 
about continuous sequence processing functions. 
To such functions we can associate a derivative. The derivative of a sequence processing 
function is the extra output that the function produces after having taken one more input 
message. 
def д : CSFfioe -• M' -> M' 
with д ƒ ε = ε 
V(m : Μ, σ : M* . f (σ -< то) = ƒ σ ++ д f (σ <т)) 
Notice that for any ƒ, existence and unicity of д ƒ (σ -< m) in the above definition is 
guaranteed by the monotonicity of/, which in turn is implied by its continuity and by the 
fact that ƒ maps finite input to finite output. 
For continuous sequence processing functions we introduce a graph representation, 
which facilitates characterising a few more properties of these functions and which is useful 
in examples. We will use functional arc-labeled trees as defined on page 40. For example 
the following function: 
def/ : CSFjb, 
with ƒ σ = if σ 0= a 
then if σ 1 = 6 
then (1,2,3) 
else if σ 1 = с 
then (1,3) 
else τ 1 
fi 
fi 
else ε 
fi 
can be represented by the tree in Fig. 6.1. 
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(a, τΐ) 
(b,2> 3> ε) 
Figure 6.1: Tree of function ƒ 
As we have seen in Chapter 2 on page 40 a (deterministic) functional tree is fully 
characterized by its prefix closed set of finite sequences of the labels at the arcs in the tree. 
In our case such sequences are the incremental traces of the behaviour of the function. The 
sequences are sequences of pairs of which the first element contains the increment in the 
input and the second element contains the increment in the output due to the increment 
in the input. So the output is the derivative of the function after incrementing the input σ 
with a certain message m. Only the relevant parts of the function behaviour are represented 
in the tree. So the tree cannot contain any branch (finite or infinite) which has a suffix 
whose labels all have their output component equal to ε. 
We define the set DFT as a subset of the set of all functional trees. The set DFT is 
the set of unique tree representations of functions in CSFf¡0€. Formally: 
Definition 6.1.1 DFT 
For all functional trees t 
t € DFT = V(s : maxç(L t) U (limits (L t)) . 
V(j : V s . 3(k : V s . к > j Л s к 1 φ ε))) 
where 
def limits : V (Μ χ Μ*)* - 4 ? ( 1 ί χ M*)°° 
with limits Χ = {s: (Μ χ M*)°° | 
3{C : Xх . V(7 : N . С j С С (j + 1) Л s = Uç{C}))} 
α 
In the above definition С is the strict prefix ordering on sequences. 
As it is formalized below, the tree-representation of a function can be constructed in 
the following way. Take all the infinite incremental traces of ƒ. Exclude all sequences 
of which all outputs are ε. Shorten all other infinite sequences up to the point from 
which the outputs start being ε forever. As a last step include all the finite prefixes of the 
sequences that remained. As we will see later, each continuous sequence processing function 
is uniquely representable by its tree. This is due to the way these trees are constructed. 
(c,x3) 
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This construction is formalized in the following definition of the function tree which gives 
a tree-representation of a continuous sequence processing function. 
We first define the set of infinite incremental sequences of a function. We call this set 
the i/o-tmces of a continuous function. 
def lotr : CSFfioe - + P ( M x M')°° 
with lotr f = {s:V (Μ χ M*)°° | 
3(σ : M°° . (г : N . s ι = (σ г,д f (σ]α(ί + 1))))} 
Notice that continuity of ƒ implies monotonicity of ƒ and thus д ƒ exists and is uniquely 
defined. The following function takes the relevant part of an infinite i/o-trace, which is the 
minimal prefix of the i/o-trace such that from that point on the second component of all 
pairs in the trace is e: 
def rel : (Μ χ M*)°° -у (Μ χ М')ш 
with rel s = if A = 0 
then s 
else s] Dm 
fi 
where A = {n : N | V(j : IN . j > η =>· 5 j 1 = ε)} 
im — min<A 
The set of relevant i/o-traces can now be defined as: 
def rehotr : V (Μ χ M*)°° -> V (Μ χ Μ*)ω 
with rehotr X = {s : (Μ χ М*)ш \ 3(s' : X . s = rel s')} 
The prefix closure of a set of i/o-traces is the (possibly infinite) set of all finite prefixes 
of those i/o-traces, i.e.: 
def finpref : V (Μ χ М*)ш - t P ( M x M')* 
with finpref X = {s:{Mx Μω)* \ 3{s' : X . s Q s')} 
The tree-representation of a continuous function can now be defined as: 
def tree : CSFfio£ -+ DFT 
with tree ƒ = d where L d = finpref (rehotr (lotr ƒ)) 
Notice that the existence of L d is guaranteed by ƒ G CSF^. Moreover the set of se­
quences finpref (rehotr (lotr ƒ )) is by definition a prefix closed subset of (Μ χ M*)* and so 
it uniquely identifies a deterministic tree, namely d such that L d = finpref (rehotr (lotr ƒ )) 
Recall that also infinite (depth) deterministic trees can be represented by (infinite) sets of 
finite sequences because sequences form a cpo under prefix ordering. Finally, the extra-
requirement for trees in DFT easily follows from the definitions above, in particular from 
those of rehotr and rel. 
So, every continuous function ƒ : CSFfiac has a unique tree representation (tree f) as 
it is guaranteed by the following lemmas. 
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Lemma 6.1.2 Function tree is mjective 
For all prefix continuous sequence processing functions ƒ, g of type CSFfioe 
tree f = tree g => ƒ = g 
Proof 
We prove the reverse formulation: ƒ φ g =>• tree f φ tree g: 
f¿9 
=* { Definition of φ } 
3(σ : M" . ƒ σ ^ g σ) 
3(7 : Λ/", τη: М.'уЦ'у-<тЦаА\/'у = д'уЛ/('у-<.т)фд('у-<. τη)) 
=φ { Definition of 9 } 
d f (ι-ζτη) φ d g (7 -< m) 
=*• { Definition of ¿ree } 
ínee ƒ ^ tree g 
a 
Notice that the requirement ƒ e = e is essential for proving injectivity of the tree repre-
sentation. Of course we could enrich the tree representation in order to contain also the 
value ƒ e and relax the constraint ƒ ε = ε. For the purpose of this dissertation we adopt 
this technical restriction for the sake of simplicity. 
In the following we define the inverse of the function tree that maps trees in DFT 
to functions. We first define two auxiliary functions that facilitate the definition of the 
inverse. The first function maps an i/o-trace to its sequence of inputs, the second function 
maps an i/o-trace to its sequence of outputs. 
def m : (Μ χ Μ')ω -> Μω 
with in ε = ε 
m ((m, σ) >- s) = m >- m s 
def out : (M χ М")ш -> Мш 
with out ε = ε 
out ((m, σ) >- s) = σ ++ out s 
We define the inverse of tree as fund by 
def fund : DFT -• CSFfioc 
with (fund d) σ = \J(M",Q)0U^ {{s: L d\ (m s) Ç σ}) 
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Note that the above definition is a good definition because the set {s : L d \ in s С σ} is 
totally ordered with respect to prefix ordering on traces. This is a consequence of the fact 
that all trees in DFT are functional deterministic trees. The fact that the above set is 
totally ordered implies that also out ({s : L d\ (in s) С σ}) is totally ordered and since 
(Μω, С) is a cpo its least upper bound exists. So given σ the least upper bound is uniquely 
defined and thus fund is a function. 
Now we have to show that tree is surjective in order it to be a bijection. 
Lemma 6.1.3 Function tree is surjective 
For all d : DFT there exists a function ƒ : CSFfioc such that 
tree ƒ = d 
Proof 
We can take for ƒ the function fund d. From the definition of fund it follows easily 
that fund d ε = ε and that fund d is prefix continuous. So it remains to show that 
tree [fund d) = d. We know that d is a deterministic functional tree and that such 
trees are completely determined by their trace set L d. So we equivalently can show that 
L (tree (fund d)) = L d. This is a lengthy proof but rather straightforward and therefore 
omitted here. 
Ρ 
For strictly technical reasons (see definition of function dec in Section 6.2) we decorate 
every node of every tree in DFT with the set containing the (set of) labels of its outgoing 
edges. This new representation is trivially isomorphic with the previous one. 
The formal definition of the function space CTSF to which we will restrict in this and 
the following chapter follows: 
Definition 6.1.4 Function space (CTSF) 
def CTSF : V ( CSFfioc) 
with ƒ € CTSF = tree f is finitely branching 
D 
The restriction to finitely branching trees simplifies the treatment of the theory of 
testing in the functional framework which we will develop in this thesis. We leave the 
extension to inifinitely branching trees for further research. We observe here that the 
restriction to finitely branching trees, which is rather severe from a purely theoretical 
point of view, turns out not to be a serious problem when this theory is applied to the 
specification and verification of distributed systems. In fact, in many situations, the data 
types that are crucial for verification, like for instance "control data" and so on, are finite. 
In this chapter and the following chapter we further restrict to the subset of CTSF 
that consists only of functions representable by finite depth trees and we let SPEC denote 
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the specifications over this subset in these chapters. The requirement of continuity of the 
functions in CTSF is infact an anticipation for the extension of the present study to infinite 
behaviours which will be developed in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9 we consider again the full 
set of functions CSF. We remind that for specifications in SPEC we will sometimes use 
the same notation both for denoting the predicate and for denoting the set of functions 
that satisfy the predicate. 
6.2 Function Combinators 
In this section we define a constant function (terminator) and two higher order functions 
(combinators) which allow for building functions on the basis of their sequential behaviour 
and for composing them in a way which deals in a uniform way both with external and 
internal non-determintsm [Hoa85]. The choice and definition of these functions have been 
inspired by analogous operators in the process algebra LOTOS [IS089, BB87]. 
The terminator function is defined as: 
Definition 6.2.1 Terminator 
def £ : CTSF 
with V(ÍT : Мш . £ σ = ε) 
О 
Obviously, ε models the behaviour of not reacting to any stimulus. 
The following combinator is the functional analogon of action-prefix in algebras. In our 
context an "action" consists in receiving a message m and producing output σ. We denote 
i/o-prefix on functions by (m,a);f. The first step of a (deterministic) system described 
by (τπ,σ);/ is receiving m as input and producing σ as output. After that, the system 
behaves like function ƒ. Notice that such a system does not react on sequences which do 
not start by m, thus giving ε on them. The input/output-prefix combinator on functions 
is defined as: 
Definition 6.2.2 Input/output prefix on functions 
def —; — : (Μ χ Μ') χ CTSF -+ CTSF 
with ((m,o);f) ε = ε 
((τπ,σ);/) {k>-o') = if к φ m 
then ε 
else σ -Η- ƒ σ' 
fi 
Π 
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Note that (τη,σ);/ is uniquely defined given function ƒ. 
The next higher order function we define resembles the choice operator in process 
algebra. We want to define the choice in such a way that it reflects the testing theory 
semantics that has been introduced in the previous chapter. Therefore we want it to be 
able to express both internal and external non-determinism. This means that if we have 
two functions, ƒ and g, such that ƒ initially can accept only input o, and g can accept only 
input b, the choice ƒ | g of these two functions must be able to behave like ƒ if the system 
gets input о and like g if it gets ft. In this case, i.e. in the case of external non-determinism, 
the choice should behave the same as (mutual) functional extension. 
In the case that both ƒ and g can accept the same input, but map it to a different 
output the choice of two functions cannot be modeled by simply one С'TSF'-function. It 
would violate the basic property of functions, which is that for each input a function can 
produce at most one output. Of course we could require, as a restriction, that choice is only 
applied to functions in which this situation does not occur. But that is not the approach 
we want to take here. Neither another solution, that is to define a function that maps 
inputs to sets of possible outputs. In our approach we prefer to represent such behaviour 
by sets of CTS F-functions. If a behaviour is modeled by a set containing more than one 
function, this means that we are in presence of internal non-determinism. This means 
that we assume that a certain "system run" will behave according to exactly one of the 
CTSF-functions in the set, but that we have no influence on the choice of the particular 
function. A testing equivalence relation on specifications requires that we can compare 
the observable behaviour of specifications while considering them as black boxes. So the 
differences between the behaviour of specifications should become clear only by means of 
experiments that are performed on the specifications by interacting with them. These 
experiments are of the kind described in the previous chapter. We want to model the 
behaviour of a system by its maximal set of C7TSF-functions. This is the set for which 
it is impossible to find a CTSF-function that can be added to the set without changing 
the observable behaviour the set models. In other words, the set for which it is impossible 
to add a CTSF-function without changing the set of tests that must succeed, the set of 
those that never succeed and the set of those that both may succeed or may fail for this 
specification. This is the same conceptual setting as the one presented in Chapter 5. 
From the above requirements we can derive the type of the choice-combinator on func­
tions. It takes two CTSF-functions as arguments and maps them into a set of those 
functions. Sets of CTSF are specifications denoted by SPEC, and thus the type in the 
definition of choice is: 
def — f — : CTSF χ CTSF -+ SPEC 
Let us now concentrate on the definition of choice itself by means of some examples. 
Suppose the set of initial input/output-pairs of a function }\ is {{α, τ 1), (b, τ 2)} and the 
initial set of/2 is {{с,т 3)}. In order to model external non-determinism, all functions in 
the result of the choice of f\ and /2 should start with the set which is the union of the two 
sets because all of them have to be able to accept o, 6 and с and produce corresponding 
output because of external non-determinism. 
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Now consider a different case. Suppose f\ initially can perform1 the actions in the 
set {(ο, τ 1), (6, τ 2)} and f2 those in the set {{с,т 3), (6,r 5)}. If we take the union we 
get the set X = {(ο, τ 1), (6, τ 2), (с,r 3),(6,т 5)}. This set contains two pairs that have 
input b but give different output; in other words it is a relation and not a function. So 
this set cannot be the initial set of actions a function can perform. We clearly have to 
deal with internal non-determinism here for input 6. We solve this problem by creating 
two functions instead of one. One function that initially can perform actions in the set 
{(ο, τ 1), (b, τ 2), (с, τ 3)} the other those in {(a, r 1), (6, r 5), (с, τ 3)}. The output the 
specification will give on input b now depends only on the non-deterministic choice of 
the specification to behave either like one function or like the other. The two subsets we 
obtained from the set X are the maximal functional subsets {mfs) of X. A functional set 
simply represents a (finite) function, i.e. a set of i/o-pairs in which each pair has a different 
input part. The formal definition of function mfs follows: 
Definition 6.2.3 
def mfs : Fin{Fin(M χ M')) -4 Ρ {Ρ (Μ χ Μω)) 
with mfs Φ = \J(X : Φ . smfs Χ) 
def smfs : Fin(M x J l í ' ) - » ? (Ρ (M χ M")) 
with smfs Χ = moat{Υ :P X \ fune Y} 
def fune : Fin(M χ M') -¥ В 
with fune Χ = V((x, у) : Χ2. χ 0 = у 0 = χ = у) 
D 
Let us now consider two functions ƒ and g which both give output τ 1 on input r α 
and after that behave different. Suppose for instance that ƒ, after r a gives τ 2 on further 
input b and e otherwise, whereas g gives r 4 on further input d and e otherwise. For 
simplicity suppose also that both / and g give ε on all other sequences. In this case ƒ | g 
should certainly contain the functions ƒ and g themselves since on input τ a the system 
could, non-deterministically, choose to behave like ƒ or like g, since both functions react 
to that same input (and show even the same external behaviour). However, we will show 
that a third function can be added without changing the observable behaviour. Let us 
consider a system specified by the set {ƒ, g, h} where h is the function which gives τ 1 on 
τ о, 1>-2>-еоп ο>-6>-ε, 1>-4>-еоп α>- d>-e and ε on all other input sequences. 
'Performing (in, out) after (in', out') here means that "out"' is the increase in the output of the function 
corresponding to the increase of "in"' in the input after the function gave "oui" on input "in". 
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Intuitively, the external behaviour of such a system is the same as described by the set 
{ƒ, <?}. In fact, if function h is chosen and applied to an input sequence, the possible answer 
is the same as obtained by choosing f or д. So for obtaining a maximal set of functions 
we have to include also function h, whose tree in the node identified by r α is essentially 
the union of the trees for ƒ and д after r a. 
However, more complicated examples show that simply taking the union is not enough. 
For example, suppose the first function, after (α, τ 1) could perform the pairs in the set 
{{b,T 2),(c, τ 3)} instead of only {(6, r 2)}. Then we should have included the function 
that after (a, r 1) can perform all pairs in the set {(ft, r 2), (с, r 3), (d, τ 4)}. But now, it 
is easy to see that the overall behaviour modeled by the specification would not change if 
we would add also functions which after (α, τ 1) can perform all pairs in {(ft, τ 2), (d,r 4)} 
or in {{с,т 3),(d,T 4)} or in {(ft, τ 2), (с,τ 3)}. So, also all these functions should be 
included. So, in general, besides the sets characterizing the functions we started with, we 
should include also (the maximal functional susbsets of) their union and all intermediate 
sets. 
The operator we are looking for is obviously Hennessy's closure operator which has 
been defined in Chapter 5. There is only one problem left. This closure operator gives us 
not always functional sets. We have already seen in the initial case, that taking the union 
of sets might result in obtaining sets that are not "functional", i.e. contain two or more 
pairs that have the same input but different output. The solution is to replace such sets 
by their maximal functional subsets, like we did in the initial case. 
In Chapter 7 we will discuss a notion of Testing Equivalence for functional specifications. 
In that occasion we will adapt the notion of finite acceptance tree, that has been introduced 
in the previous chapter, in order to deal with functional specifications, which will bring 
to the definition of functional finite acceptance trees (ffAT). Essentially they are just 
acceptance trees where all elements of their acceptance sets are finite functions from M to 
M*. For function ƒ in CTSF, tree f is indeed a degenerate ffAT, where every acceptance 
set contains one single set. So, the sum-combinator +¡¡AT, which easily adapts +/AT to 
ffAT can be applied to trees representing functions. 
In the following we anticipate the definition of +длт which we use in the definition of 
|, leaving the discussion on its properties to Chapter 7. Functions LffAT and Адлт are 
the analogous for ffAT of L¡AT and A/AT'- LffAT gives the set of paths of a deterministic 
tree and Адлт takes a deterministic tree t and a path s in the tree as arguments and gives 
the set of successor sets at the node in t reached by following s. 
def — +BAT —:ffAT^ ffAT -> ffAT 
with ti+ffAT h = t 
where LBAT t = LffAT tx U LffAT b¿ Л 
AffAT t s= if s = ε 
then mfs ( Адлт h ε и АЦАТ к ε) 
else if s £ LBAT t 
then mfs (с ( Ад
А
т h s Ό Адлт h s)) 
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else 0 
fi 
(a, xl) (b, xl) 
(с, τ3) 
ι {(a, Tl)((b, т2)} 
11 (с, τ3) 
ni 
ι ι(b, xl) 
ι {(с, τ4),(4 τ5)} 
(d, т5) 
ιΦ 
Figure 6.2: Two trees 
(a, τΐ) 
(с, τ3 
L{(a, т^ДЬ, τ2) } 
{i_(c, τ4) ,{(с, T4),(d, т5)}, 
{(с, T3),(d, т5)},і(с, тЗ)} 
(d, τ5) 
id 
Figure 6.3: Resulting ffAT tree from Fig. 6.2 
As an example the tree resulting from the sum-operation applied on the trees in Fig. 6.2 
is shown in Fig. 6.3. The resulting tree has acceptance sets at its nodes. All elements in 
each set are functional. We can decompose such a tree into a set of trees which directly 
represent functions. The set of trees resulting from decomposing the tree in Fig. 6.3 is 
shown in Fig 6.4. Each tree in the set is obtained by choosing one set in each acceptance 
set at the nodes of the tree in Fig. 6.3. From each collection we get in that way we 
can reconstruct a tree. So, for example, tree a) in Fig 6.4 is the result of choosing the 
sets underlined in Fig. 6 3. They are {{α, τ 1), (6,r 2)} in the set at the root of the tree 
in Fig 6 3 and set {(с,т 4)} at the node after the arc labeled with the element (Ь,т 2) 
in the set we chose for the root. Then, after the arc labeled with (с, τ 4) we find in 
the tree in Fig. 6.3 the set containing only the empty set. So we choose that one. The 
decomposition-operator dec on finite functional acceptance trees is defined below. In this 
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(a, τΐ) (b, T2) 
(a, T1) (b, t2) 
(c, τ3) (c, τ3) / \ ( d , τ5) 
с) d) 
Figure 6.4: Set of trees resulting from decomposition of tree in Fig. 6.3 
definition SffAT d s gives the successor set of a deterministic tree d at the node which is 
uniquely identified by path s in d. 
def dec : ffAT -> VffAT 
with dec t = {d : ffAT \ V(s : LffAT d . SffAT d s e AffAT t s Л 
AffAT d s = t ( 5^7- d s))} 
The choice-combinator on CTSF-functions is now defined as: 
Definition 6.2.4 External choice on CTSF-functions (\) 
def — | — : CTSF χ CTSF -• SPEC 
with (/i | f2) f = íree ƒ 6 dec (free fi+ffAT tree f2) 
Q 
The following lemma guarantees consistency of choice: 
Lemma 6.2.5 Consistency of choice 
V(A,A : CTSF . 3(f : CTSF . (Д | /2) ƒ)) 
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Proof 
The assertion easily follows from the definitions of tree, +gAT and dec. 
D 
The following lemmata show that CTSF is closed under i/o-prefix and choice. 
Lemma 6.2.6 CTSF closed under i/o-prefix 
V(/ : CTSF, k:M,S:M·. ((к, δ);f) e CTSF) 
D 
Lemma 6.2.7 CTSF closed under choice 
(/ь ƒ2,5 : CTSF . (Λ | /2) g =» g 6 CTSF) 
D 
The proofs of these lemmas are omitted because they are easy. 
6.3 Combinators on Functional Specifications 
So far we have defined a basic CTSF-function, and two combinators on CTSF. Our aim 
is, however, to define specifications, thus sets of CTSF, in a structured way. We do this 
by means of "lifting" our combinators on functions to combinators on specifications in the 
same way as has been done in Chapter 4 for the dataflow combinators. 
The basic function £ can be used to define the basic specification STOP. 
Definition 6.3.1 Stop 
def STOP : SPEC 
with STOP ƒ = (ƒ = £) 
о 
The input/output-prefix combinator on specifications is defined as: 
Definition 6.3.2 Input/output-prefix 
def ? — ! —; — : M -• M* -4 SPEC -• SPEC 
with (?m!a ; S) f = 3{g : CTSF . S g Λ ƒ = (m, σ); g) 
D 
The external choice-combinator on specifications is defined as: 
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Definition 6.3.3 Chotee 
def — J — : SPEC - • SPEC - • SPEC 
with ( S J Si) ƒ = Э(Л,/2 : CTSF .S1f1AS2f2A (Д [ /2) ƒ) 
D 
Note that we will overload the symbol for choice Ц by using it both for the combinator on 
functions and for the combinator on specifications in the sequel. 
Lemma 6.3.4 Consistency of Specification Combmators 
All specifications built using only STOP, i/o-prefix on specifications and external choice 
on specifications are consistent. 
Proof 
Easy. 
G 
6.4 Adding Internal Choice 
To add an internal choice combinator to our dataflow framework is merely a matter of 
defining this new combinator. We do not need to redefine a new extended language and 
define again a semantics for it. Of course, if we want to use the new combinator within the 
testing theory framework we have to show that it has certain properties. We first define 
internal choice on functions: 
Definition 6.4.1 Internal choice on functions 
def — φ — : CTSF χ CTSF -»· SPEC 
with (/ι φ f2) f = tree f € dec (tree Д @длт tree f¡) 
D 
In this definition the internal choice on functional finite acceptance trees is used. This 
definition is the same as the definition for external choice but with the difference that the e 
case for the acceptance set is not treated separately but considered the same as the general 
case. It is defined as: 
Definition 6.4.2 Internal choice on ffAT 
def — ®ffAT — : ffAT -л ffAT ^ ffAT 
with Í! ®ffAT h = t 
where LffAT t = LSAT h U LffAT t¡ A 
AffAT t s = if s ζ LffAT t 
then mfs (c ( Ад
А
т h s U Ад
А
т к s)) 
else 0 
fi 
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D 
Lifting of this combinator to a combinator on specifications is also straightforward: 
Definition 6.4.3 Internal choice on specifications 
def — φ — : SPEC -• SPEC -> SPEC 
with ( S i i S2) ƒ = 3(Juh : CTSF . Si Λ Λ & /2 Λ (/ι Θ h) f) 
О 
Also Θ will be overloaded in the sequel. 
We will refer to the set of combinators introduced in this chapter as Functional Pro­
cess Algebra (FPA) combinators. Note that the Functional Process Algebra constitutes a 
natural denotational model for РЛ«,, the process algebra defined in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 7 
Testing Equivalence for Functional 
Specifications 
In this chapter we develop functional finite acceptance trees. These are a modification of 
finite acceptance trees. They are constructed in such a way that they serve in a straight-
forward manner as a representation for sets of CTSF-functions or, better, specifications. 
We show that, under a certain condition, which we call functionality restriction, the 
functional model we defined in Chapter 6 for expressions built from STOP, i/o-prefix and 
choice, is fully abstract with respect to testing equivalence as introduced in Chapter 5. 
We recall that a relation between a model and a notion of behavioural equivalence is one 
of full abstraction if the model and the behavioural equivalence induce exactly the same 
identifications between processes [Hen88]. Informally full abstraction in this context means 
that, if two algebraic expressions are testing equivalent in the operational sense, they are 
represented by the same set of functions when these expressions are interpreted in the 
Functional Process Algebra (FPA), and vice versa. 
The functionality restriction says that the finite acceptance trees associated to the 
process expressions have node labels that contain only functional sets, i.e. no set contains 
two actions that have the same input part. 
The main result in this chapter is the introduction of a new general notion of testing 
equivalence which slightly differs from Hennessy's testing equivalence and which exactly 
corresponds to equality of sets of CT5F-functions. This modified notion of testing is 
a bit weaker than the testing equivalence defined by Hennessy, i.e. it identifies some 
more processes in specific cases. The new notion is however strictly stronger than trace 
equivalence. As we will see in Section 7.4 this equivalence follows naturally from a slightly 
different notion of what it means to test systems that produce output in reaction to input. 
Preliminary versions of this work can be found in [LMP93, LMP94, LM95b]. 
In Section 7.1 we introduce a constructive definition of the closure operator and show 
that it corresponds to Hennessy's definition of closure. The constructive definition allows 
for considerably shorter proofs than the inductive proof technique proposed by Hennessy. In 
Section 7.2 we show how sets of CTS-F-functions can be derived from /AT-representations 
under certain conditions. We introduce functional f AT s as a better representation from 
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which sets of CTSF-functions can be derived. We show that under the functionality re-
striction the preorder relation on LTSs corresponds to the partial order defined on ffAT. In 
Section 7.3 we study the relation between equality of sets of CTSF and testing equivalence 
and we show why there is no exact correspondence. In Section 7.4 we define a slightly 
modified notion of testing and testing equivalence and we show that the functional model 
defined in Chapter 6 is fully abstract with respect to this modified notion of testing. In 
Section 7.5 we add the internal choice operator to the process language. In Section 7.6 we 
show the relation between Hennessy's testing equivalence and our new testing equivalence. 
In Section 7.7 detailed transformational proofs can be found of lemmas that are used in 
this chapter and are not proven in one of the other sections. 
7.1 Alternative Definition of Closure 
In this section we define an alternative, constructive version of the closure operator that 
has been defined by Hennessy in [Hen88] the definition of which can be found in Chapter 5 
on page 105. We show that our definition of closure is equivalent to Hennessy's. 
The alternative definition of closure is: 
Definition 7.1.1 Constructive closure definition 
Given a set X, we define 
def с : Fm(FtnX) -• V (V X) 
with сФ = и ( г : Ф . { г ^ {actions Ф) | ζ С у}) 
О 
In this definition the function actions is used that has been defined on page 109. 
Let in the following Сц be the closure operator defined by Hennessy as presented on 
page 105 in Definition 5.3.2. The following lemma states that our definition is equivalent 
to Hennessy's one. 
Lemma 7.1.2 Equality of closure definitions 
For all finite sets of sets Φ in Τ 
сФ = с„Ф 
Proof 
We prove the Lemma in two parts. We first prove с Φ Ç c# Φ 
A e с Φ 
= { Definition of с } 
3(z:V . zÇAAAeV (actions Φ)) 
= { Definition of V } 
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3(z : Φ . ζ С А С (actions Φ)) 
=> { г € Ф = > г € с д Ф 
с» union closed and Φ С сд Φ => actions Φ 6 сд 
сд convex closed } 
Л € сд Φ 
In the second part we prove сд Φ Ç с Φ. We prove this part by induction on the length 
of the construction of the proof of Л 6 сд Φ. 
Base case: Л e Φ 
This case is trivial, just take ζ = у = A in the definition of с to get Л € с Φ. 
Induction cases: 
a) 
Э ( ( Л
ь
Л 2 ) : ( с я Ф ) 2 . Л = Л 1 и Л 2 ) 
=• {LH.} 
Э ( ( Л
ь
Л 2 ) : ( С Ф ) 2 . Л = Л 1 и Л 2 ) 
=> { Definition of с and V } 
3((Л
Ь
 Л2) : (с Φ)2, (z b зг) : Φ2 . Zi С Лх С achons Φ Λ 
•гі  Ç Л2 Ç actions Φ Λ Л = Лі U Л2) 
=*- { Logic } 
3(ζι : Φ . ¿ι С Л С actions Φ) 
Ξ { Definition of с } 
Л € с Φ 
b) 
3 ( ( Л
ь
Л 2 ) : ( с д Ф ) 2 . Л 1 С Л С Л 2 ) 
=> {LH.} 
3 ( ( Л
ь
Л 2 ) : ( с Ф ) 2 . Л І С Л С Л , ) 
=• {Definition of с and V } 
3((Л
Ь
 Л2) : (с Ф)2, (z b Zj) : Ф2 . zx С Αχ С actions Φ Λ 
3> Q Л2 С ochoriÄ Φ Λ Αι С Л С Л2) 
=>• { Set theory, logic } 
3(zi : Φ . zi С А С acíeons Φ) 
=> { Definition of с } 
Л € с Φ 
a 
Many proofs involving the closure operator become much shorter. As an illustration, 
we prove again monotonicity of c, which has been proven on page 107 using the inductive 
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definition of Hennessy. 
X £cB 
{ Definition of с } 
X e \J(z : В . {у : V {actions В) \ ζ С у}) 
{ВСВ'} 
X € и(г : В' . {у : V {actions В') | ζ С у}) 
{ Definition of с } 
X €сВ' 
а 
In the subsequent sections we will use our version of the closure operator and we will 
denote it by c. 
7.2 Finite Acceptance Trees Representing Sets of Func­
tions 
In Chapter 5 we gave a short introduction on testing theory, summarizing a part of the 
theory described by Hennessy, but with the actions structured as input-output pairs. 
The reason for using pairs is that we want to use fATs and a modification of them as 
structures from which we can derive sets of CTSF-functions. This idea has already been 
illustrated in Chapter 6. Note that also in this chapter we consider only finite functions. 
Full CTSF will be considered in Chapter 8. 
We will first consider a few more examples. Consider the simple and familiar LTS in 
Fig. 7.1, and assume that symbols such as m, and m; represent the same elements if and 
only if г = j . When we represent the LTS in Fig. 7.1 as a finite acceptance tree we get a 
(m2, a,) 
Figure 7.1: Example LTS 
picture like that in Fig. 7.2 . 
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• 1 1 ( 1 ^ , 0 ^ ) 
х*ч { i ( r a 2 . ^ ) i i ( r a 3 , ^ ) i 
(m2,c^) / \ , (m 3,^) {(m2,^),(m3,c^)}} 
Figure 7.2: Finite acceptance tree belonging to LTS in Fig. 7.1 
Note that in that representation all sets in every acceptance set are functional. This 
means that within these sets there is no occurrence of two tuples that have the same m, 
as first element. In such cases we can decompose the finite acceptance tree into a set of 
deterministic labeled transition systems by choosing every time one set in each acceptance 
set for every labeled transition system. The result is presented in Fig. 7.3. 
• 
(m2, a¿) 
Figure 7.3: Functions from decomposing acceptance tree in Fig. 7.2 
Of course not all labeled transition systems that we can describe by means of process 
expressions have acceptance sets that contain only functional sets. Consider for instance 
the example in Fig. 7.4 and its finite acceptance tree representation in Fig. 7.5. 
The acceptance sets of the finite acceptance tree in the last figure do not contain func-
tional sets only. However we can split the set {(ян, σο), (mi, σι)} into two sets 6 (mi,σο) 
and ι (mi, σι) i e. its maximal functional subsets, and we can simply replace the original 
set by these two sets. If we do this for all sets that are not functional, we end up with a 
set of sets all of which are functional. The result of this can be found in Fig. 7.6. This 
finite acceptance tree can be decomposed into a set of functions as presented in Fig. 7.7. 
Finite acceptance trees that can be decomposed into functions are called functional finite 
acceptance trees (ffAT). 
In order to check if with this somewhat reorganized kind of finite acceptance trees we 
can still reason about testing equivalence of processes we formalize the representation ffAT. 
(m!>4) 
(m3> a,) (m2, a,) (m3> q,) 
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Figure 7.4: Example LTS 
We define a partial order on ffATs and show that this partial order under the functionality 
restriction, corresponds to the testing preorder on LTSs. 
We first state two properties of the function mfs that has been defined in the previous 
chapter. 
Lemma 7.2.1 
1. mfs is monotonie w.r.t. Ç 
2. For all sets of sets А, В 6 Fin(Fin(M χ M*)) 
mfs {A U В) = mfs A U mfs В 
Proof 
The proofs are straightforward and left to the reader. 
D 
As we will see in the definition below, ffATs are deterministic node-labeled trees, so 
each node is uniquely identified by a trace in the language. Following the same notation as 
for fATs, in the sequel L^AT t stands for the language of the ffAT t and SJJAT t s stands 
for the set of labels of all the outgoing branches at the node identified by sequence s in 
'· AffAT t s denotes the acceptance set in t at the node indicated by trace s if s is in 
LffAT t, otherwise it is the empty set. 
Definition 7.2.2 Functional Finite Acceptance Trees 
A functional finite Acceptance Tree, i, over Μ χ M', is a deterministic, finite-depth, finitely 
branching, node-labeled tree such that the branches of t are labeled by elements of Μ χ M" 
and the node of t identified by trace s is labeled by mfs A, for some ( SgAT t s)-set A. We 
denote the set of finite functional Acceptance Trees over Μ χ M* by ffAT. 
G 
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(m3, <$) 
ι {( т і>Я)) . (m
v
<\) } 
{ι (т 2 ,с^) , { ( т 2 , ^ ' ) , ( т 3 , ^ ) } , 
{ ( т 2 . ^ ) . ( т 2 ' ^ ' ) > ( т з . ^ ) } ' 
{(т2, а^,(т2, с^')}.{(т2, ^ ) , ( т 3 , e,)}} 
id 
Figure 7.5: Acceptance tree derived from Fig 7.4 
Notice that any set A in the definition above is saturated. Notice also that we are 
speaking of finite trees. We required explicitly finiteness on both depth and branching for 
clarity only. In Chapter 8 the requirement on the depth will be removed, whereas that on 
the branching will be kept. In other words, in that chapter we will consider also infinite 
trees, but that are still finitely-branching. 
Like with finite acceptance trees we can build ffATs from a basic ffAT and two operators 
on them. 
(m,,4>) (πι,,α,) 
i o 
(m2, с )^ ( т 3 , а , ) 
i 2 , u2) 
Mm1 'cÏ)) 'L(mi>4)} 
{i(m2, с^), {(m2, c^.Cm.,, а,)}, 
{(m2, c^),(m3, α,)}, i(m2, σ 2 )} 
ι© 
Figure 7.6. Functional finite acceptance tree derived from Fig. 7.5 
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Definition 7.2.3 ffAT operators 
defNILffAT:ffAT 
with NILffAT = t 
where L¡¡AT t = L ε A 
Адлт t s = if s = ε then L 0 else 0 fi 
def (—, — ) B A T :MxM*-+ ff AT -• ff AT 
with (m, O)SAT t = t' 
where LgAT t' — ι ε U {(m, σ) >- s \ s : LgAT t} A 
AffAT t' e = L(L (m, σ)) Λ 
Адлт t' ((71,7) >- s) = г/ (η, 7) > -«€ %4Γ f' 
ί/геп AffAT t s 
else 0 
fi 
def — +
д а т
 — : ff AT χ ff AT -л ff AT 
with ίχ +ffAT к = t 
where LgAT t = LffAT h U І^дГ b¡ Л 
•Легдг í s = г/ s = ε 
í/ien m/s ( Л^дг ίχ ε и Адлт k ε) 
eise if s £ LgAT t 
then mfs (с ( Адлт fi s U Л^дт <г s)) 
e/se 0 
л 
Like with finite acceptance trees we can also map behaviour expressions into ffATs. We 
(πι,,σ·) (πι,,η) 
(m 2·^') 
(m,,^) 
(m3> α,) (m2' °2> 
(m 3 ,^) 
Figure 7.7: Resulting set of functions 
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do this by means of the interpretation homomorphism PffAT defined below: 
Definition 7.2.4 
def PffAT : PA„ ^ ffAT 
with PffAT [ STOP ] = NILffAT 
PffAT [?ττι!σ;ρ ] = (m,a)ffAT PffAT [ ρ ] 
PffAT [ л | pa] = PffAT [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ И ] 
D 
A partial order <¡¡AT on ¿fAT-representations can easily be defined as: 
Definition 7.2.5 
def <ffAT:ffAT^ffAT-*B 
with t <ffAT t' = LffAT t = LffAT t' Л 
V(í : LffAT t' . AffAT t' SÇ AffAT t s) 
α 
With the introduction of ffAT we also reached a point where we cannot take profit of 
the results established by Hennessy. In the sequel we will give transformational proofs or 
sometimes proof outlines of the stated lemmas and theorems. For some other proofs we 
refer to Section 7.7 where detailed transformational proofs can be found. 
It is easy to see that <длт on ffAT is a partial order, i.e. reflexive, anti-symmetric and 
transitive. The proof follows from the properties of = and Ç. 
Further we have to show that 1$АТ,<д
А
т^д
А
т) is a Σ-partial order algebra, with 
T.ffAT the set of operators on ffAT defined in Definition 7.2.3. This means that we have 
to show that i/o-prefix on ffAT and +gAT are monotonie with respect to the partial order 
<ffAT-
Lemma 7.2.6 
Given t' and t" in ffAT then: 
i) t' <ffAT t" =• V((m,a) : (Μ χ M') . (m,a)ffAT t' <ffAT (τη,σ)αλΤ t") 
Ü) t' <ffAT t" => V(t:ffAT . t +ffAT t' <BAT t +ffAT t") 
Proof 
The proof is straightforward and depends mainly on the fact that the operators mfs and 
с are monotonie with respect to set inclusion. A detailed transformational proof can be 
found on page 182. 
D 
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The next theorem shows that the partial order <длт corresponds to the testing preorder 
<tC on labeled transition systems if the functionality restriction (FR) holds. This shows that 
<¡}AT is Μ discriminative as <¡AT provided that only process expressions are considered 
for which the finite acceptance tree contains only functional acceptance sets. In order to 
formulate the next theorem we introduce the notion of c-functional for LTSs. 
Definition 7.2.7 Functionality Restriction 
A process ρ is c-functional if its LTS satisfies the following condition: 
V(s : (Μ χ M'Y .V(Y:c(Aps). fune Y)) 
О 
Formally, the main theorem we are concerned with in this section can be stated as: 
Theorem 7.2.8 Restricted correspondence between <¡¡AT ond 4C 
For all ρ and q in PAt0 which are c-functional 
ρ « q = PffAT I ρ ] <ffAT PffAT { q ] 
Proof 
= { Definition of 4Í } 
Ρ <muí í ? Λ ρ <
m a y q 
= { Definition of <m U i í and < m o v } 
V(s : (Μ χ M*)' .Aq s CC Ар s) ALpÇL q 
= {Lemma 5.2.4 gives L q Ç L ρ} 
V(s : {M χ M')' .AqsCCAps)ALp = Lq 
= {Lemma 5.3.8} 
V(s : (M χ M'Y . c(Aq s) С с (A ρ s) Λ L ρ = L q) 
= {p and q are c-functional (!! see below), mfs monotonie} 
V(s : {M x M'Y . mfs (c {A q s)) Ç mfs (c (A ρ s))) Λ L ρ = Lq 
= {Lemma 7.2.11} 
V(5 : (M χ M'Y . AffAT (PffAT \q])sC AffAT (PffAT [ ρ ]) s) Λ 
L ρ = L q 
= { Lemma 7.2.9 } 
V(s : (M χ M'Y . AffAT (PffAT [q])sÇ AffAT (PffAT [ ρ ]) s) Λ 
LffAT (PffAT [ ρ ]) = LffAT (PffAT [ q ]) 
= { Definition of <ffAT } 
PffAT [ ρ ] <ffAT PffAT [ q ] 
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D 
Notice that in the proof above the requirement that ρ and q are c-functional is really 
necessary. Monotonicity of mfs explains the implication in the downward direction of the 
proof. That the implication in the reverse direction (-Φ=) does not follow from the properties 
of mfs can be seen in the following example. Consider the sets: 
A = {t (o, 6),t (a, c)} 
B = t{(a,6),(a,c)} 
Applying mfs to both sets gives the same resulting sets: 
mfs A = {L (a, b), t (о, c)} 
mfs В = {ι (a, 6), i (α, с)} 
So clearly mfs В Ç mfs A but certainly not В С A. Therefore the functionality restriction 
is essential. 
The proof of the Theorem above uses a few lemmas which are proven below. Lemmas 
7.2.9 and 7.2.11 state the formal relation between LTSs and ffATs. Lemma 7.2.9 says that 
the language of a process is the same as the language of the ffA T-representation of that 
process. Lemma 7.2.11 states that we can obtain the acceptance sets of the ffAT by taking 
together the acceptance sets in the LTS after a certain path, close this set and then replace 
all non-functional sets by their maximal functional subsets. 
Lemma 7.2.9 
V(p :PAio.Lp = LffAT (PffAT [ ρ ])) 
Proof 
By straightforward structural induction on p. 
i) Base case ρ = STOP. 
L STOP 
= { Definition of L } 
{s | 3{q : PAi0 . STOP - s ->» ?)} 
= { Definition of STOP } 
ι ε 
= { Definition of LffAT } 
LffAT NIL ffAT 
= { Definition of NILffAT} 
LffAT {PffAT [ STOP ]) 
ii) ρ =?τη!σ; q: 
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L (?m!a; q) 
= { Definition of L } 
{s:{Mx M')' | 3(r : РА
Ю
 . ?τη!σ; q - s -•, г)} 
= { Set theory, definition of — -•., s = (m, σ) >- s'} 
{(m, σ) >- s' : (M χ AT*)· | 3(r : РЛ,0 . q - s' ->, r)} U t ε 
= { Definition of L } 
{(m, σ) >- s' : (M χ AT)* \s' e Lq}\Jt,e 
{IH.} 
{(τη,σ) > s' : (M χ M*)* | s' e і
д а т
 ( i W I î ])} U t e 
{Definition of (m,o)ffAT (PffAT [q])} 
LffAT((m,a)ffAT (PffAT [q])) 
= { Definition of PffA Τ } 
¿¿¡AT (PffAT [?τη!σ; q ]) 
iii) ρ = q ] r: 
¿ (« I r) 
= { Definition of L } 
{s : (Μ χ AT)· | 3(* : PAW . q | г - s -V. Jfc)} 
= { Definition of q | r — (m, σ) -> p r fc } 
{s : (Μ χ A/*)* | 3(Jb :PAlo.q-s -+. jfc)} U 
{s : (Μ χ A/*)* | 3(Jfc : PAJO . г - s ->. jfc)} 
= { Definition of L } 
(L
 9 ) U (L r) 
{IH.} 
( L ^ T (Pff>lT [ ρ ])) U ( LffAT (PffAT [ г ])) 
{ Definition of PffAT [q ] r] } 
¿дат ( Р ^ Г [ ? I r ]) 
= { Definition of ρ } 
¿да
Г
 (Р#4Г [ Ρ ]) 
In the proof of Lemma 7.2.11 another lemma is needed which states that: 
Lemma 7.2.10 
For all A in Fm(Fm(M χ Af*)) 
mfs (с (mfs A)) = mfs (с A) 
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Proof 
A detailed proof can be found on page 184. 
D 
Lemma 7.2.11 
For all ρ in PAio and sin L ρ 
mfs (c (Α ρ s)) = AffAT {PffAT [ ρ ]) s 
Proof 
The proof is by structural induction on p. The base case is ρ = STOP, and the other cases 
are ρ =?m!a; q and ρ = q ¡ г. The only interesting sequences s are those that are in L ρ 
and if relevant we give separate proofs for s = ε and for s Φ ε. 
The base case ρ = STOP, and s = ε: 
AffAT {PffAT [ STOP ]) ε 
{Definition of PffAT} 
AffAT NILffAT ε 
= { Definition of NILffAT } 
= { Definition of с } 
C(l0) 
= { Definition of mfs } 
mfs (c (ι 0)) 
= { Definition of A STOP ε } 
mfs (с (Л STOP ε)) 
The case ρ =?m\a; q has two parts: 
a) s = ε. 
AffAT {PffAT [ρ])ε 
{Definition of PffAT] 
AffAT {m,a)ffAT {PffAT [q]) ε 
= { Definition of (m, а)д
А
т } 
L L (τπ,σ) 
= { Definition of с} 
с L ι{m,a) 
= { Definition of mfs } 
mfs (c (t (i, (τη,σ)))) 
= { Definition of Α (?τη!σ; q) ε } 
m/s (с («4 (?m!a; g) ε)) 
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b) s φ ε so suppose s = (m, σ) >- s'. 
AffAT (PffAT [?m!a; g ]) (m, σ) >- s' 
{Definition of PffAΤ} 
Лглг ((m,f fW ( ^ Л Г [ g ])) (τη,σ) >- s' 
{ Definition of (m, σ)
ΒΑΤ
 (PffAT [ g ]) } 
Л
ЯУ1Г да Г [ ? ]) s' 
{LH.} 
m/s (с (A q s')) 
= { Definition of Α (?τη!σ; g) (τη, σ) >- s' } 
m/s (с (Л (?m!a; g) (m, σ) >- s')) 
The case ρ = q | г has also two parts: 
a) s = ε 
First we show that: 
Αρε 
= { LTS have only one root} 
L (S ρ ε) 
{ Definition of S on LTS } 
L (S q ε υ S г ε) 
= { LTS have only one root} 
(A q ε) и (А г ε) 
The proof of part a) then is: 
mfs (c («4 ρ ε)) 
= {Α ρ ε = A q ε и А г ε see above} 
mfs (с (A q ε и Ar ε)) 
= { Property c6 of с on page 107 } 
mfs (c (A q ε) и с (А г ε)) 
= { Lemma 7.7.1 } 
mfs (mfs (с (A q ε)) и mfs (с (А г ε))) 
{LH.} 
mfs ( AffAT (PffAT [ ( ] ) £ > AffAT (PffAT [ г ]) ε) 
= { Definition of +JJJAT } 
AffAT (PffAT [ ρ ]) ε 
b) s / ε 
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mfs (c (A ρ s)) 
= { A ρ s = (A q s) U (A г s) } 
mfs (с ((Л ? s) U (Л г s))) 
= { Rule сЗ page 107 } 
mfs (с (с (A q s) U с (А г s))) 
= {Lemma 7.2.10 } 
mfs (с (mfs (с (A q s)U с (А г а)))) 
= { mfs distributes over U } 
mfs (с (mfs (с (A q s)) U mfs (c (A r s)))) 
{IH.} 
mfs (c ( ABAT (PffAT [q])sU AffAT (PffAT [ г ]) a)) 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
AffAT (PffAT [p])s 
D 
This completes the proof of correspondence between с and <¡¡AT given the function-
ality restriction. As a corollary of Lemma 7.2.8 we obtain that 
Corollary 7.2.12 
For all ρ and q in PAW that are c-functional 
ρ ~ q = PffAT [ ρ ] = PffAT [ q ] 
D 
In the next section we show the relation between <¡JAT and the definition choice operator 
on functions and sets of functions. 
7.3 Function Equality and Testing Equivalence 
In Chapter 6 we introduced operators on specifications which were inspired by operators 
used in process algebra. In this section we show that equality of the ffAT representation 
of processes corresponds to equality of specifications. From section 7.2 we also know that 
under the functionality restriction equality of the ffAT-representation of two expressions 
P\ and pi corresponds to p\ and pi being testing equivalent. By combining the two results 
we can indeed conclude that equality of specifications composed of the basic specification 
STOP and the operators on specifications i/o-prefix and choice corresponds to testing 
equivalence of processes composed of the process algebraic operators stop, action prefix 
and choice under the functionality restriction. 
In order not to confuse all the different interpretations that are given to behaviour 
expressions in this chapter, we will denote the functional interpretation of an expression 
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ρ in PAU explicitly as fun [ ρ ] , where fun is the interpretation homomorphism defined 
below: 
def fun [ — ] :РА
ю
-> SPEC 
with fun [ STOP ] = STOP 
fun [?τη\σ;ρ ] =Ίτη\σ; fun [ ρ ] 
fun \р\\рг\ = fun [ p j [ fun [ рг] 
Also let us recall the definition of choice on functions and specifications introduced in 
Chapter 6. 
def — | — : CTSF -> CTSF -• SPEC 
with (Л \h) f = tree ƒ € dec (tree fx +ffAT tree f2) 
def — | — : SPEC - • SPEC -v SPEC 
with (5! | 52) ƒ = 3((Л, h) : CTSF2. S, f, Л 52 /2 Л (Д | /2) ƒ) 
The definition of function ¿ее can be found on page 128 and of function iree on page 120, 
the definition of the + j ?/ l r-operator on ffAT in definition 7.2.3 on page 140. We introduce 
tree for the extension of the function tree, i.e. the function that given a specification gives 
the corresponding set of trees in DFT. 
def tree : SPEC -> V DFT 
with tree A = {iree ƒ | 3(/ : CTSF . A ƒ)} 
The theorem we described can now be formalized. The lemmas we use in the proof 
that are not proven in previous sections are marked with an *. They are proven later on 
in this section. 
Theorem 7.3.1 Restricted Correspondence 
For all pi and p2 in PA,0 that are c-functional 
Pi ~ p2 = fun I pi] = fun [ p2] 
Proof 
Pi ~P2 
= { Corollary of Lemma 5.2.6 on page 102 } 
Pi - Pi 
= { Corollary 7.2.12 on page 147} 
PffAT [
 Pl] = PffAT I pi] 
= { Lemma 7.3.2 * } 
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dec ( PffAT [ pi] ) = dec ( PffAT [ рг] ) 
{ Lemma 7.3.8 * } 
tree ( fun [ Pi] ) = íree ( /un [ рг] ) 
{ Lemma 7.3.9 * } 
fun [ PJ] = /un [ рг] 
The first marked lemma in the above proof states that the decomposition of ffATs into 
sets of trees in DFT is injective. 
Lemma 7.3.2 dec is injective 
For all ¿i and fa in fJAT 
dec ii = dec fa =• t\ = fa 
Proof 
By contradiction. 
Suppose: 
dec t\ = dec fa Л <i φ fa 
=» {кфк} 
( ¿дат ίι = LffAT ¿г Л 3(s : Z ^ r ίι . Адлт h s φ Адлт fa s)) 
V 
( LffAT к φ LffAT h) 
The first part in the above disjunction gives: 
Адлт h s φ Адлт fa s 
=>• { Without loss of generality, set theory } 
3(X . X e Адлт h s \ Адлт h s) 
=*· { Definition of dec, let Y be such an X } 
3(i : dec t\ . SgAT t s = Y At & dec fa) 
^ { Set theory } 
dec ίι φ dec fa 
And this is in contradiction with our assumption that dec t\ = dec fa. 
The second part gives: 
LffAT h φ LffAT h 
{ ε is for all t contained in LffAT t} 
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3(« : LffAT ti \ LffAT Í2 . εφ ε) 
=>· { Assume s = s' -< m, definition of Адлт } 
Э(* : AffAT h s'. m e X) Л (У : Ад
А
т к s'. m ¿ Y) 
=*· { Set theory } 
AffAT <i s' φ AffAT к s' 
=> { Case i)} 
dec ίι Φ dec ti 
So also this case leads to a contradiction, and we can thus conclude that the above lemma 
holds. 
D 
A useful corollary of the above theorem is: 
Corollary 7.3.3 
For all pi and p2 in Λ4ω 
PffAT [
 Pl] = PffAT ІР2] = /un [ pi] = fun I P2] 
D 
Now we arrived at the crucial lemma in the proof of the theorem. The proof of this 
lemma requires a number of non-trivial other lemmas. Some of them we discuss here in 
full detail, others are only mentioned, but a complete proof can be found in Section 7.7. 
A central role in the proof of the crucial lemma is a lemma that states a particular 
property of the closure operator c. This property was not yet mentioned by Hennessy and 
thus we will prove it here. The lemma essentially states that when the closure is taken of 
the union of two sets of sets A and B, the same result can be reached by taking the union 
of the closures of all sets of two elements; one element belonging to the closure of A, the 
other element belonging to the closure of B. 
Lemma 7.3.4 Pairwise 
For all non-empty sets A and В in Fm(Fm{M χ M*)) 
с {A U В) = U((a, b) : (с A) χ (с В), с {{а, Ь})) 
Proof 
A detailed proof can be found on page 185. 
D 
Once we proved this "pairwise"-lemma, we can easily prove an extension of this lemma 
in which non-functional sets are replaced by their maximal functional subsets 
Lemma 7.3.5 Extended pairwise 
For all A and В in Fin(Fm(M χ M*)) 
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mfs (c (A U В)) = U((a, Ь) : {mfs (с Л)) χ {mfs (с В)) . mfs (с {{а, 6}))) 
Proof 
mfs (с (A U ß)) 
= { Lemma 7.3.4 } 
mfs (U((o, 6) : (с Л) χ (с В) . с ({о, 6}))) 
= { Property of mfs } 
U((a, 6): (с Λ) x (с В), ro/s (с ({α, 6}))) 
= { Set theory: {а, 6} = ι α U ι b } 
U((o, 6) : (с Л) x (с ß) . mfs ( c ( t e U i 6))) 
= { Rule c3 on page 107} 
U((a, b) :{c A)x (c B) . mfs (с (c ( Î O ) U C (t 6)))) 
= {Lemma 7.2.10} 
U((a, 6) :{c A) χ (c B) . mfs (c {mfs (c ( u ) U c {t b))))) 
= { Property of mfs } 
U((o, 6) :(c A)x (c ß) . m/s (с (m/s (с (t α)) U mfs (с (t 6))))) 
= { Definition of с; closure of singleton gives same singleton } 
U((o, 6) : (с Л) χ (c ß) . m/s (с {mfs (ι α) U m/s (ι 6)))) 
= { Pairwise lemma 7.3.4 } 
U((M):(c i ) x ( c f l ) . 
m/s (U((x, y) : (m/s (t α)) χ (m/s (t 6)) . с ({ζ, j/})))) 
= { Set theory } 
U((o, 6) : {mfs (e A)) x {mfs (e ß)) . mfs (e ({a, 6}))) 
G 
Now we сап almost prove the lemma in the main proof that says that a fJAT can be 
decomposed into a set of a special kind of fJAT. These are ffATs with node labels that 
contain exactly one set. These ffATs have been introduced as DFT in Chapter 6. Remark 
that DFT С ff AT and that we therefore can use the operator +длт on them. When we do 
this of course it is not guaranteed that the result gives again an element in DFT. Therefore 
we define a special operator +DFT that takes sets of DFT as its arguments and results in 
a set of DFT by using the decomposition operator dec. 
Definition 7.3.6 
def +DFT : V DFT -• V DFT -y V DFT 
with DX+DFT D2 = {d: DFT \ 3{{du cfe) : Д χ D2 . d e dec {dx+BAT <k))} 
D 
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The following lemma shows that we can distribute decomposition dec over +¡¡AT using 
+DFT-
Lemma 7.3.7 
For all p\ and рг in PAK 
dec (PffAT [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ й ] ) 
(dec PffAT [
 P l ] ) +DFT (dec PffAT [ p j ) 
Proof 
The proof can be found on page 189. 
α 
We now show the relation between dec, PffAT, tree and fun [ ] . 
Lemma 7.3.8 Decomposition 
For all ρ in PAl0 
dec (PffAT I ρ ]) = tree ( fun [ ρ ] ) 
Proof 
By induction on the structure of expression p. 
i) ρ = STOP 
(fee (Ρ#4Γ [ STOP ]) 
{Definition of PffAT} 
dec (NILffAT) 
= { Definition of dec } 
t NILffAT 
= { Definition of tree } 
¿лее (STOP) 
= { Definition of fun [ ] } 
tree ( fun [ STOP ] ) 
ii) ρ =?τπ!σ; q. 
dec (PffAT [?τη\σ\ς]) 
{Definition of PffAT} 
dec ((m,a)ffAT (PffAT [q])) 
= { Definition of dec } 
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{m,a)gAT {dec {PffAT [q])) 
{IH·} 
{•m,o)BAT {tree { fun [ q ] )) 
= { Easy property of tree } 
¿ree (?m!a; /un [ q ] ) 
= { Definition of of fun [ ] } 
tree ( /un [?πι!σ; q ] ) 
iii) ρ = q I г. 
¿ е с д а Г Ы г ] ) 
= {Definition of PffAΤ} 
dec (PffAT I q ] +ffAT PffAT [ г ]) 
= { Lemma 7.3.7 } 
dec {PffAT [ q ]) + D F r dec (Р#ЛГ [ r ]) 
{LH.} 
íree ( /мп [ q ] ) +д^т ínee ( fun [ г ] ) 
= {Lemma 7.7.3 } 
íree ( /un [ q Q г ] ) 
What remains to be proven in the main proof on page 148 is the fact that tree is 
injective. This proof is based on injectivity of the function tree. 
Lemma 7.3.9 tree is injective 
For all ρ and q finite PAio 
tree { fun [ ρ ] ) = tree { fun [ ? ] ) = * • fun \ ρ ] = fun [ q ] 
Proof 
The proof of this lemma can be found on page 189. 
D 
Note that there is a direct relation between the functional framework with the combi-
nators we defined in Chapter 6 and process algebra. Let us take the process algebra whose 
set of terms is called PA and which are defined by the following grammar where m are 
elements in the set M: 
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Ρ ::= "stop " | " ( " m " ; " P " ) " | " ( " P " [ "P")" 
The operational semantics are defined by a LTS denoted by (PA, M, — -*
рг
)- The 
predicate — -tpr is defined by the following set of equations: 
stop — m -¥pr Ρ = false 
m\P - a -> p r P' = m = aAP = P' 
P1 1 Pi - α - ν Ρ' = Λ - о -4р г Ρ' V 
Р2 - α -> р г Ρ' 
The translation function from this process algebra PA to SPEC can be defined as 
follows: 
Definition 7.3.10 Translation 
def Τ : ΡΛ ->· SP£C 
with Τ [stop ] = STOP 
Τ [τη; В] =?тп\т m; Τ [В] 
Τ [ Β, Ι Д.] = Г [ S,] J Τ [ ß2] 
Π 
Every ƒ such that Γ [ В ] ƒ represents a kind of "acceptor" for (a subset of) the traces 
of В in the sense that for all such traces σ it holds ƒ σ = σ whereas for all other σ' it holds 
/σ' Ç σ'. Because of non-determinism, there might be more than one such function. 
As a trivial corollary we have that for all ρ and q in PA, ρ ~ q if and only if 
Τ \p\=T [q] 
7.4 A Notion of Testing for the Functional Process 
Algebra 
In this section we discuss the consequences of the functionality restriction we had to impose 
on the process expressions in order to prove correspondence between testing equivalence 
and equality of sets of functions. That this restriction is really necessary can be shown by 
the following simple example. 
Consider the expression ρ defined as 
Çimla-^m^.a^STOP) | (?m!CT;?mi!a2;STOP) 
This expression can be represented by the LTS in Fig. 7.8 a) and by the /AT shown 
in Fig. 7.8 b). Its ffAT representation is shown in Fig. 7.8 c) and it is clear this can be 
decomposed into a set of stream processing functions shown in Fig. 7.8 d). 
Now consider the expression q defined as 
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t(m , σ ) 
i(mj,c\)
 j i ( m 1 , c ^ ) i 
(m , σ ) 
(•ПрС^) 
с) d) 
Figure 7.8: The a) LTS, b) f AT, c) ffAT and d) function set representation of ρ 
?m!cr; (?τηι!σι; STOP Ц ?mi!a 2; STOP) 
Also from this expression we can derive its LTS, f AT and ffAT representations and the 
set of functions. They are shown in the Fig. 7.9. 
The f AT representations are obviously different, so in the testing theory of Hennessy 
the two processes are not testing equivalent. Their .ffAT-interpretations, however, are 
the same! So there exists a pair of expressions that are not testing equivalent, yet are 
represented by the same set of CT5.F-functions. At first glance this looks an undesirable 
discrepancy where one might have preferred full agreement. But if we take a closer look 
at what kind of expressions exactly cause problems, it turns out that it is due only to the 
way output is dealt with. 
Suppose we indeed consider the two expressions ρ and q above equivalent. So suppose 
a new equivalence is defined as equality of the ^AT-representations of expressions. What 
does it mean to say that the example expressions ρ and q are equivalent? Actually it means 
that if we give a certain input to a process we (as environment) cannot have any influence 
anymore on the output the process will give. So suppose in our example, we give input 
mi after having given input m and having obtained output σ. We know both systems are 
able to give as an output either σι or σ-ι- In process ρ this output is decided internally. 
Process q, however, shows that experimenters in the sense of the theory of Hennessy can 
have influence on the output after input m-[. We can specify an experimenter in such a 
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Figure 7.9: The a) LTS, b) fAT, c) ffAT and d) function set representation of q 
way that process q must satisfy the test that after (m, σ) gives input m\ and gets result 
σι. The test looks like: 
?m\a;?mi\ai;W;STOP 
So the experimenter can somehow force process q to give the result it requires for giving 
success. This, of course, is not possible when testing "real" machines. In fact it amounts 
to assuming information transfer between experimenter and the system under test that is 
"hidden", i.e. not explicitly provided by the experimenter as input to the system under 
test. 
We prefer, however, only the input part of the actions to be subject to external non-
determinism. The equivalence, defined as equality of ^T-representations, models the 
output as something which is a result of the incoming input upto a certain point, and the 
state of the process. If there is more than one output possible, then it is decided by the 
process itself which output to provide and thus the actual output is subject to internal 
non-determinism. The fact that after a certain input there are some different possibilities 
for output in this context can be interpreted as that in the specification an abstraction is 
made related to some part of the behaviour of a system that is not explicitly modeled. For 
example in the model of the behaviour of an unreliable channel we might not be interested 
in the exact cause of why and how the channel might sometimes not succeed in transferring 
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a message in a proper way. We might only be interested in modeling the fact that every 
now and then some message is damaged by transport through the channel. That means 
that for some input we have different outputs, namely the correct message and a corrupted 
message. We don't want to model, however, that the system can be forced to produce only 
one of the two possible outcomes when we test the system. 
Our notion of output is therefore slightly different from that of Hennessy. In our model 
the output is only depending on the input and on the state the process reached. This 
way of modeling can also be found in the theory of sequential machines and in particular 
in the Mealy machine model (see for example [HS66, Koh78]). After some input has 
been supplied and the process reached a certain state in which it can produce output, we 
assume that the output is completely depending on the process itself and can in no way 
be influenced anymore by the environment. In the model proposed by Hennessy actions 
are not structured as input/output pairs. Moreover output actions are treated in the 
same way as input actions (actually, conceptually, Hennessy makes no distinction between 
input and output actions with respect to their synchronization capabilities). This leaves 
the possibility to specify systems where the environment can indeed choose which actual 
output a system should report when provided with a certain input for which different 
potential outputs are possible. 
P: 
outl 
q: 
out2 outl out2 
Figure 7.10: LTS-representation of ρ and q 
Consider for instance processes ρ and q in Fig. 7.10. Both processes accept input ml 
and may produce either outl or out2 as output. In particular, after input гпі, process ρ 
reaches a state in which ρ can produce either output outl or out2. If the environment 
(for example the experimenter) requires only output outl and is not prepared to receive 
oui2 the process ρ will always provide the required output outl, although the process is 
in principle able to provide also out2. 
Also process q, after input ml has been given, is in principle able to provide either 
output outl or out2. But the environment clearly cannot force the output to be outl 
because the choice which output will be provided is up to the process. This also shows 
why, in Hennessy's definition of testing equivalence, the processes are not considered test­
ing equivalent, and moreover it shows that indeed the output can be influenced by the 
environment after the input has been given, as in process p. 
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In work on communicating processes with value passing [HI93] actions are pairs of a 
channel name and a value and they are annotated as inputs or outputs in the semantics. 
This, together with syntatical restrictions, implies that whenever experimenters are pre­
pared to receive input, they are obliged to accept any value offered by the process under 
test. In this way they cannot force a certain value as output from the process. However, 
this solves the above sketched problem only partially, because the experimenters in the 
value passing theory are still able to force a process to give output via one particular 
channel in the case that a process could produce output on more than one channel. 
In this section we show that equality of sets of CTSF-functions, that represent pro­
cesses, which we proved to correspond to equality of the ^.AT-representations of these 
processes, corresponds also to a very intuitive and general notion of testing processes. We 
start by introducing <iC„ on LTSs and by proving that it corresponds to the <_yxj-relation 
on if.AГ-representations. We define the preorders <
m o v
, 0 , <Smuii,0 and 4Ct0 as follows. 
Definition 7.4.1 New testing preorder for LTSs 
def — <
mayio — : PA,0 -¥ PAW -¥ В 
With ρ <&
та
„о ρ' = LpÇ L ρ' 
def — «
m u i i l o — : PA,0 -¥ РАЮ -> В 
with ρ <mu>í t0 ρ' = V(Í : {Μ χ M*)" . mfs (с (Л ρ' s)) CC mfs (с (Л ρ s))) 
def — « , „ — : PA,0 ->· PAW -> В 
with ρ « , 0 ρ' = ρ « m a v , 0 ρ' Ар «:muííl„ ρ' 
α 
Defining preorders implies that we have to show that they are really preorders. The 
proof in this case follows directly from the definitions. 
Lemma 7.4.2 
The relations <£
m o y i o, <muit,o and < l 0 are preorders. 
Proof : Easy. 
D 
We define also an equivalence based on the above preorders. 
Definition 7.4.3 New Testing Equivalence for LTSs 
def — ~,0 — : PAl0 -> PAt0 -> В 
with ρ ~,0 ρ' = ρ < 1 0 ρ' Λ ρ' «:,„ ρ 
Π 
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Note that in the case that ρ and p' are c-functional and have the same set of in­
put/output actions as labels of the corresponding LTSs the above definitions are equal to 
the original definitions <g.
may and <Sm t u t on LTSs. 
Before proving the correspondence between <¡¡AT and <£,„ we prove two lemmas that 
are used in the correspondence proof. 
Lemma 7.4.4 
If Φ and Φ are sets of sets of input/output pairs, and if they contain the same action labels 
then 
mfs (с (Φ)) CC mfs (с (Φ)) 
mfs (с (Ф)) С mfs (с (Φ)) 
Proof 
The proof consists of two parts, one for each implication. 
i) ^-part is trivial. 
ii) =>-part uses a lemma which is proven in Section 7.7. 
χ € mfs (с Φ) 
=> {Definition of CC} 
3(î/ : mfs (с Φ) . у С χ) 
^ { Definition of mfs } 
3(z : с Φ . у € mfs (t ζ) Л y Ç χ) 
=3· { Lemma 7.7.4 } 
(χ U ζ) e с Φ Л χ e mfs (ι (χ U ζ)) 
=*· { Definition of mfs } 
χ 6 mfs (с Φ) 
D 
The second lemma is a lemma which is very similar to lemma 5.2.4. 
Lemma 7.4.5 
For all ρ and p' in PAt0 
Ρ <ти,іго ρ' =*• L ρ' С Lp 
Proof 
se Lp' 
= { Definition of LTS } 
3(г : РА
го
 . ρ' - 5 ->. г) 
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=> { Definition of A p' s} 
Ap' « ^ 0 
=• { Definition of с } 
с (A ρ' s) φ 0 
=*• { Definition of /n/s } 
mfs (c (A p' s)) φ 0 
=> { Definition of < m u í í t 0 } 
mfs (c (A p s)) фЧі 
=>· { Definition of mfs and с } 
Ар s / 0 
=>• { Definition of L } 
s € L ρ 
The next lemma states the correspondence between ^C,0 and <ЦАТ-
Lemma 7.4.6 
For all ρ and q in PA,0 
PffAT [ ρ ] <ffAT PffAT [q]=p<„q 
Proof 
PffAT[ρ ] <
д а т
 PffAT[q] 
Ξ { Definition of <ffAT } 
V(s : (Μ χ Af-)* . AffAT (PffAT [q])sC AffAT (PffAT [ ρ ]) s) Λ 
¿#дт (Р#4Т [ Ρ ]) = %лг (PffAT [ g ]) 
= { Lemma 7.2.9 } 
V(s : (Μ χ AT)* · AffAT (PffAT [q])sÇ AffAT (PffAT [p])s)A 
L p = L q 
= {Lemma 7.2.11 } 
V(s : (M χ M*)* . mfs (c (A q s)) Ç mfs (c (A p s)) Λ L p = L q) 
= { Lemma 7.4.4 } 
V(s : (M χ M')' . mfs (c (A q s)) CC mfs (c (A p s)) Λ L p = L q) 
= {Lemma 7.4.5} 
V(s : (M x M*)* . mfs (c (A q s)) CC mfs (c (A p s)) Λ L p Ç L q) 
= { Definition of 4:
та
 ю and <
m u i ( , 0 } 
Ρ <miutio 9 Λ p <moy,0 ? 
= { Definition of <S lo} 
p « < 0 q 
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Notice that for processes ρ of Fig. 7.8 a) and q of Fig. 7.9 a) ρ ~ 1 0 q. 
In the sequel we will show that the definitions of <g.
mayt0 and <g.m<ut\o correspond to a 
very intuitive and general notion of testing processes which is only slightly different from 
that used in the standard testing theory by Hennessy. 
Suppose we have a process ρ and we want to test the behaviour of this process. What 
we will do is to supply it with an input and start waiting for possible output of the process. 
For every possible output the process might give, the experimenter must be prepared to 
receive it and to decide how to go on with testing, i.e. what input to give next, how to 
react etc.. If the experimenter at a certain point is satisfied about the results of the test it 
can decide to report success. 
We model this by means of a new definition for experimenters and for their interaction 
with processes. The set of processes are the same as those defined in definition 5.1.6 on 
page 94. 
The set of experimenters is defined as follows. 
Definition 7.4.7 Output respecting experimenters 
An output respecting experimenter is a process denoted by a term in the set РЕО
ю
 and 
whose behaviour is given by the LTS {PEOtol (Μ χ M*) U {1, w}, — —Уето), where 
• РЕО
го
 is the set of terms generated by the grammar 
E ::= "STOP" | "?" m " ;" F \ E " j " E | " 1 " " ;" E\ "W" " ;" E 
with m £ M and F Ç. M* -> PEOlo a total function from sequences over Ai* to ex-
pressions 
• - -*exo -PEOto χ (Μ χ M* U {1, W}) χ PEOto -> В is the transition predicate de­
fined by the following set of equations 
STOP - (τη,σ) ->„«, E = false 
?m!F - (π, σ) -^
exo
 E' = m = nAa&M'f\E' = Fa 
£b] Ει - {τη,σ) - f „ 0 E' = EQ- (τη,σ) -+exo E' 
V 
Ε
λ
 - {τη,σ) -+
exo
 E' 
W; E - (πι,σ) ->
e l 0 E' = (τη,σ) = W A E' = E 
1; E - (m, σ) ->
e l 0 E' = (m, σ) = 1 Λ E' = E 
D 
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In the grammar for PEO,0, F stands for a total function from M* to PEO,0 the set 
of expressions. From computability theory we know that there does not exist one single 
language in which all and only total computable functions from W to PEO
w
 can be ex­
pressed. But of course we can take a language in which we can express all total functions 
and also partial functions (for example Funmath). It is then an obligation of the experi­
menter that the functions used to express the experiments are all total. Notice also that by 
requiring F : M* -¥ PEO,0 we restrict our testing theory only to those processes (and then 
functions) which can react only with finite sequences on any single message. We justify this 
restriction by the assumption that any practical experimenter can recognize only output 
of finite length. 
The interaction between processes and experimenters is defined in the following exper­
imental system: 
Definition 7.4.8 Experimental system respecting output 
Let LTSp and LTSE be two compatible labeled transition systems 
(Ρ,Μ χ M\ >pr) and (E,{M χ ЛГ)и{1,\ }, >ao) then SS (LTSP,LTSE) is 
the experimental system (Ρ, Ε, — -¥ψ, Success) where 
• — -»к- is a predicate defining the interaction relation by the following equation: 
e | |p - (πι,σ) -+Ц. e'\\p' 
(e - (m, σ) -+
m
 e' Ар- (m, σ) -»
рт
 ρ') V 
(e - 1 -+
exo
 e' Λ ρ = ρ' Λ (τη, σ) = 1) 
• Success = {e : Ε \ 3(e' : E . e - W ->„, e')} 
a 
For uniformity, here we will rename the relations may and musí by mayto and musí«,. 
Also, all relations based on experimenting will be denoted by using the subscript „. So, 
for instance the testing equivalence induced by the new notion of experimenter is denoted 
by ~,„. 
Note that the definition of the experimental system is essentially the same as the 
definition we gave on page 97. Only the definition of experimenters is changed in such 
a way that experimenters cannot influence the output of a process in a different way than 
via giving explicit input to the process. Like in Hennessy's approach we can define two 
kinds of experiments that will turn out to be essential. This means they are enough 
(together with one more kind of test which is defined later) to discriminate all processes 
that can be discriminated by using the whole range of tests. 
We introduce the following shorthand notation to represent these tests in a readable 
form. 
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Definition 7.4.9 
?m!*; E = ?m\F where F σ = E 
?τη!σ [Ε]]; Ει = lm\F where F 7 = if η =• σ 
then Ει 
else Εχ 
fi 
Ι (о : A . 7a\F) = ?
 aiÌF [ ... Ц ?ak\F 
where A = {αϊ,..., α*} 
D 
In the first shorthand, the "continuation" E is the same for every output σ of the process 
under test on input m. In ?τη!σ [£Ί]; E?, E¡ represents the "normal continuation", i.e. the 
one which the experimenter undertakes if the output of the process on m is the expected 
one (σ), whereas £4 is the "exception", i.e. the behaviour of the experimenter when the 
output of the process is different from σ. 
Now we introduce the two kinds of essential experimenters. The first kind expresses 
that the experiment can only fail if a process, after having performed the sequence s, 
accepts input α and gives output σ
α
. If we assume that the sequence s is the sequence 
(mi, σι), (77i2,ff2),..., (m
n
,a„), we can express this experimenter called e (s, (α,σ„)) as: 
e (s, (ο, σ
α
)) = 1; W Ι (?пц!аі[1; W; STOP]; 
(l;W|(?m2!a2[l;W;STOP]; 
(l;Wl(?m
n
!a
n
[l;W;STOP]; 
(1; W [ (?ο!σ.[1; W; STOP]; STOP)) ...) 
The second type of essential test can only fail if a process, after performing a sequence 
s as defined before, cannot accept any input from the finite set of inputs A = {οι,..., a*}. 
e(s,A)= 1;W[ (?mi!ai[l;W;STOP]; 
(l;W|(?m 2 !a 2[l;W;STOP]; 
(l;Wl(?m
n
!a
n
[l;W;STOP]; 
I (o: A .? a!*; W; STOP) ...) 
Let E denote the set of all experiments of the form e (s, (α, σ
α
)) or e (s, A). We first 
prove a small lemma that will be used in the proof of correspondence. 
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Lemma 7.4.10 
For all ρ and ρ' in PA,0 and s in (Μ χ M*)* 
p\ZE p'AsÇLp'=>seLp 
^ mtuíw 
Proof 
If s = ε, then trivially s ζ L p. 
Suppose s = s' -< α and α G Μ χ M*. This part is proven by deriving a contradiction if 
we assume (5' -< a) £ L p. 
=• { Definition of essential test e (s', a)} 
ρ mustto e (s', о) 
=>· {Definition of ρ ΠΕ ρ'} 
r
^ musilo 
ρ' mustt0 e {s', a) 
=>· { Definition of essential test e (s', о) } 
(s' <a)$Lp' 
But we had assumed that (s' -< α) € L ρ', so we derived indeed a contradiction, and 
thus the lemma holds. 
For proving the correspondence between ρ С ρ' and ρ <S.
mu
,tio ρ' we first prove 
^mustio 
that ρ C E p' implies ρ <g.muítw ρ' in the following lemma. 
^mustio 
Lemma 7.4.11 
For all ρ and p' in РА
Ю
, a£ Μ χ M*, Л Ç Λ/ and £ = {e (s, α), e (s, Л)} and s e (Μ χ M*)* 
Ρ С
Б
 ρ' => ρ <£
т
ші.о ρ' 
Proof 
From the definition of С
т Ш
| „ we know we must show that 
mfs (c (A p' s)) CC mfs (c (Α ρ s)). Note that we only need to consider se­
quences of tuples s which are in L p', because if s & L p' then A p' s = 0, and 
thus mfs (c (A p' s)) = 0 and then the relation CC trivially holds. So, consider s 6 L p'. 
From lemma 7.4.10 we know that then also 5 € L ρ and thus A p s φ 0 and thus also 
mfs (c (A p s)) φ 0. Now we can continue the proof by deriving a contradiction if we 
assume that mfs (c (A p' s)) CC mfs (c (A p s)) does not hold. 
mfs (c (A p' s)) CC mfs (c (A p s)) = false 
=>• { mfs (с (A q s)) ф9 for q € {ρ,ρ'}, definition of CC } 
3{R : mfs (c {A p' s)) . V(5 : mfs (c {A ρ s)) . S <£ R)) 
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Now we first show that in each set S € mfs (c (Α ρ s)), we can choose an element 
(m, σ) in such a way that it is not only different from all elements in the set R, but also 
such that the input part m is different from all input parts of elements in R. We show this 
by contradiction: for any S 6 mfs (c (A ρ s)) we assume that it is impossible to choose 
such an element and we reach a contradiction. For ease of notation, let mfs (c (A ρ s)) 
be the set {S\,..., S*}. Let also function inputs be defined as follows: 
def inputs : Fm(M χ M*) -¥ V M 
with inputs A = {m : M | 3(σ : M* . (m, σ) 6 A)} 
So, now suppose that 5, differs from R only by elements that differ only in their output 
part. Which is 
inputs 5, Ç inputs R Λ 3((m, σ) : 5, . (то, σ) & R) 
Because of the definitions of mfs and c, for each 5, one of the following cases applies: 
i 5, € A ρ s 
ii S, e с (A ρ s) Λ S, g A ρ s 
iii 5, e mfs (c (A ρ s)) Λ S, & A ρ s Λ S, & с (A ρ s) 
Case i) Suppose S, & A ρ s. 
We first show that actions (A p' s) Ç actions (A ρ s). The function actions has been 
defined on page 109. For A p' s = 0 or if A p' s contains only the empty set this is trivial. 
For A p' s φ$ and containing a non-empty set we can derive: 
3{K:Ap' s. {m,a)eK) 
=$• { Definition of L } 
s -< (m,o) e L p' 
=>· {pCE p', lemma 7.4.10} 
s-<(m,a) e L ρ 
=$• { Definition of A } 
3(K':Ap s. (m,a)<EK') 
=• { Definition of actions } 
(m, σ) € actions (A p s) 
Now we can show that we can find in с (A p s) a set Τ that is an enrichment of 5, 
with exactly those elements in R which have the same input part as those in St. We can do 
this because Τ is an intermediate set between S„ which is in A p s, and actions (A p s), 
which is an element of с (A p s) by property of c, and which contains all elements that 
are in R because we showed actions (A p' s) С actions (A p s). Formally, given 5, and R 
as above: 
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inputs Si С inputs R A 5, € Α ρ s 
=*· { actions (A p' s) Ç actions (Λ ρ s), prop.с } 
Ξ( Τ : с (Α ρ s) . inputs 5, = inputs Τ A 
Τ = S, U {(m, σ) Ι m € inputs St A (m, σ) e R}) 
It is now easy to see that the set T' = {(m, σ) : M χ M* \ m € inputs S, A (m, σ) 6 R} 
is an element of mfs (с («4 ρ s)). In fact Г' С Γ € с (Л ρ s); moreover Τ' is func­
tional, since T' С Л, and it is maximal. This last fact can be proven by contradic­
tion: suppose there exists an element (71,7) £ T\T', then by definition of T', since 
inputs Τ = inputs S, Ç inputs R, there exists (n, 7') 6 T' and since T' is functional we 
get 7 = 7'. So, in the end we found an 5, e m/s (с (Α ρ s)) with 5, Ç R. Such an S, is 
exactly T'. Formally: 
3( Τ : с (Α ρ s) . inputs 5, = inputs T A 
Τ = 5, U {(m, σ) I m € inputs 5, Λ (m, σ) € Я}) 
=>· { Def. m/s and Τ' = {(m, σ) : Μ χ Μ* \ m e enpuís 5, Λ (m, σ) e R}} 
3(Sj : mfs (с (A ρ s ) ) . S, = T' A S, Ç R) 
This last fact contradicts the assumption (page 164) that 
3{R : mfs (с (Л p' s)) . V(5 : mfs (c {Ap s)).S% R)) 
The reasoning above is illustrated by Fig. 7.11. 
Case ii) Suppose S, € с («4 ρ s) but not in Л ρ s itself, and such that inputs S, Ç inputs R. 
In this case the reasoning is the same as in case i). 
Case iii) Suppose 5, € mfs (c (Α ρ s)) but S,& Α ρ s and S,& с (A ρ s). In that 
case, by definition of mfs, we know that there exists a set К € с (A ρ s) such that 
inputs 5, = inputs К and then inputs К Ç inputs R. For Λ" we can setup a reasoning 
like in case ii) leading to the fact that there will exist a set in mfs (c (A ρ s)) which is a 
subset of R which is in contradiction with the assumptions, and thus such an S, cannot 
exist. 
This ends the proof for each of the cases for 5, and shows that in all sets in 
mfs (c (A ρ s)) = {5ι,..., Sk] we can choose an element, with an input part different from 
all elements in R. And because we can find such an element in each 5, we can also find it 
in each set in Α ρ s. In fact let A} be a set in с (A ρ s). If it is functional then A, = S, 
for some S
x
. If it is not functional then it includes some functional set St. In particular 
this holds for all A} in A ρ s. 
Now let's choose in each 5,, 1 < i < к one element i, such that the input part of x, is 
not in inputs R. Let's call A the set of input parts of all this elements xt. So 
A = {χ 0 I χ e {xi,...,Xk}} 
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actions(/ips) 
(m2 
R*=S; 
Figure 7.11: Illustration to proof of Lemma 7.4.11 
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then we can be sure that 
ρ mustt0 e (s, A) 
because for each set A, 6 A p s there exists an element (χ, σ) with χ G A as shown before. 
Now we show that p' m^stt0 e (s, A). So we will show that there exists a state г which 
can be reached by p' by performing s such that the following computation is unsuccessful: 
e (s, A) || ρ' - s ->4 {rn-.Α.Ί о!*; W; STOP) || г 
Which means that inputs (S r) Π A = 0. There are three possibilities: 
i) R € A p' s which means that there exists an r such that S г 6 A p' s and S τ = R. 
And we know that inputs R Π inputs A = 0 so p' m^st
w
 e (s, A). 
ii) R € с (A p' s) but R & A p' s. This implies that by property of closure there exists an 
г such that 5 r Ç R, so again we have that p' m^stto e (s, A). 
iii) Л e mfs (с («4 p' s)) but Д £ Л p' s and Л 0 с (Л p' s). This means that there ex­
ists a set К in с (A p' s) such that R e mfs (ι K). Because of a property of closure we 
know that there exists an г such that S г С К which implies inputs (S r) Ç inputs К. 
Since R is a maximal functional subset of К we know that inputs К — inputs R, so 
inputs (S r) Ç inputs R. Thus also in this case we can find an г and thus an S г such that 
the computation cannot be continued to lead to success. So once more p' mfst^ e (s, A). 
This proves the lemma. 
α 
The proven lemma plays a major role in the following theorem that states the corre­
spondence between the preorders. 
Theorem 7.4.12 Correspondence 
For every ρ and p' in PAl0 
α) ρ С p' = p <
maV,o ρ' 
b) ρ С ρ'=ρ <
m u i ( „ ρ' 
^ mustio 
c) ρ С ρ' = ρ « , 0 ρ' 
Proof 
Part a) 
We first prove: 
V(e : PEOio . ρ mayl0 e =$• ρ' may,0 e) =Φ> ρ < m a i w ρ' 
The proof is by deriving a contradiction if ρ <S
m a y i o p' does not hold. We first define the 
following test for a certain sequence s equal to (mi, σι) >- ... >- (m*, σ*) that only succeeds 
if the process under test performs exactly s. 
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e (5) = ?ηΐι!σι[8ΤΟΡ]; 
(?яц!а
я
[8ТОР];... ? ηι*!σ*[8ΤΟΡ]; W) ...) 
Now we derive: 
Ρ <moy.o p' = false 
=*· { Definition of <
таую
 } 
Lp g Lp' 
=> { Set theory } 
3(β : L ρ . s £ L ρ') 
=>• { Testing ала definition of e (s)} 
3(s : L ρ . ρ mayt0 e {s) Λ ρ' тфу,0 e {s)) 
And this is in contradiction with the assumption that all tests ρ may satisfy also p' 
may satisfy. And thus ρ <
т<ц,ю ρ'· 
Now we prove the reverse direction of part a. So we prove: 
Ρ «mano P' => V(e : PEO„ . ρ тау
ю
 e => ρ' mayl0 e) 
Suppose ρ may,,, e, for a certain experiment e, so in the set of all computations starting 
from e || ρ there must be at least one computation leading to success. Take this computa­
tion: 
e || Ρ = eo || po - (mi,σι) -»· е
г
 || pi... -> efc || ρ* 
This computation gives rise to two derivations: e — s' —•, ek and ρ — s -¥, pk where 
s' is equal to s upto some 1-steps. 
We know that by definition ρ <g.
mayi0 p' = L p Ç L p'. So also process p' can perform 
p' — s —•» pk' for a certain pk', and thus can be composed with the derivation we had for 
e. And since this experimenter e reported success somewhere, also this time it will do so 
because it is the same derivation for e. Thus p' may,0 e. 
Part b) 
The implication ρ с ρ' => Ρ ^тшш ρ' is already proven by lemma 7.4.11. The im-
^ mustio 
plication in the reverse direction can be proven as follows. 
Suppose ρ ^mustio ρ' and ρ mustt0 e. We have to show that p' mustio
 e
- Let's consider 
an arbitrary computation starting from e || p'. Note that this cannot be extended. 
e || Ρ1 = eo || Po' - (mi,σι) -¥ e
x
 \\ p^'... -> ek || pk' 
We must prove that for some η e {0,..., к}, e
n
 e Success. This computation gives rise 
to two derivations: e — s' —•» ek and ρ' — s -** pk' for some s € (Af χ Λ/*)*. Furthermore 
s' is equal to s upto 1-steps. 
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Now S (pk') € Л p' s and then there exists Τ e mfs (с A ρ' s)) with Τ Ç S (pk'). 
Moreover, since mfs (с (A ρ' s)) CC mfs (с (A ρ s)) we can find S' € mfs (с (A ρ s)) 
such that S' С T. So we get S' Ç S {pk'). 
Now there are three cases for S': 
i) S' € A ρ s. In that case there exists an r such that ρ — s —•, г and S r Ç S (р
к
). So 
ek || г cannot be extended and therefore the derivations e — s' —>» e* and ρ — s —•» г can 
be combined to give a computation e || ρ —• ... -> e* || г. And since ρ musí,0 e it follows 
that en € Success for some η € {1,..., fc}. 
ii) S' G с (Α ρ s), so there exists a set S r in Л ρ s such that S г Ç S' and thus we have 
that S г С S (pk). Then a similar reasoning as in case i) can be performed. 
iii) 5' € mfs (c (Λ ρ s)), so there exists a set К m с (A ρ s) such that S' € mfs (ι K). 
And there is a set S τ in A ρ s such that S r CK. We know that S' Ç S (pk). We know 
also that ek \\ pk' cannot be extended, and that inputs (S r) С inputs S' because of the 
definition of mfs. This, together with the fact that ek || pk' cannot be extended, brings to 
the fact that also ek \\ r cannot be extended. 
Part c) 
This obviously follows from parts a) and b). 
Π 
Theorem 7.4.12 gives us a number of interesting results. The first result is that, as an 
immediate corollary we can conclude that С coincides with C E where E is the 
set of experimenters characterized by e (s, (α, σ
α
)) and e (s, A) for arbitrary s, α, σ
α
 and 
Α. 
If we add e (s) to E it is easy to see that also С coincides with CE . So the set E 
contains enough kinds of tests to discriminate the processes we want to discriminate and 
we know that adding more kinds of tests does not increase the discriminative power. 
Moreover, for expressing the essential experimenters in E we showed that we needed 
only a few kinds of functions for the function part called F in the syntax of experimenters. 
We needed only constant functions that map every output stream into the same experi­
menter expression and we needed functions that on one certain output stream give a certain 
expression εχ and for all others an expression e2. 
def F,
e
 : M* -* PEO,0 def F^un : M' -• PE0,o 
with F*
e
 σ = e with F„itx¡tl 7 = if 7 = σ 
then e-i 
else e\ 
fi 
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We can immediately see that these two kinds of functions are total on the domain M* 
and they provide us a syntax so that we can have a language to express all the experimenters 
we need. 
Another result is that the cause of the difference between classical testing equivalence as 
defined by Hennessy for process algebra and the testing equivalence we found appropriate 
in our functional approach is a slightly different treatment of actions that denote output. 
In the theory of Hennessy no difference is made between the synchronization capabilities 
of actions that denote input and those that denote output, they are all just considered 
actions. This resulted in the fact that both input and output actions can be influenced by 
the environment. This means that if a process after a certain input is in a state in which it 
can perform more than one output action, and the environment (experimenter) requires a 
specific one of these outputs to occur, the process will always give the required output. The 
output in the theory of Hennessy therefore may depend on the preceding input, the state 
the process reached and the requirements of the environment not expressed by explicit 
communication to the process via input actions. 
In our definition of testing equivalence for a functional framework there is a difference 
between input and output actions with respect to their synchronization capabilities. A 
process reacts on an input provided by the environment depending on the state the process 
is in and its output can only depend on preceding input and the state the process reached. 
The result is that our definition of testing equivalence corresponds to equality of sets of 
continuous stream processing functions: 
Theorem 7.4.13 Full Abstraction for FPA 
For all ρ and q in PA,0 
Ρ ~,o Я Ξ fun I ρ ] = fun [ q ] 
Proof 
Ρ ~.o 9 
= { Corollary of Theorem 7.4.14 below } 
PffAT [ ρ ] = PffAT [ q ] 
= { Corollary 7.3.3 } 
fun [ ρ ] = fun [ q ] 
D 
The above theorem uses the following full abstraction result for ffAT: 
Theorem 7.4.14 
For all ρ and q in PAlo 
P\Z q= PffAT { ρ ] <gAT PffAT [ q ] 
"•"to 
Proof 
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PC, Я 
= {Theorem 7.4.12} 
Ρ <u, q 
= { Lemma 7.4.6 } 
PffAT[p] <SAT PffAT\q\ 
О 
7.5 Adding Internal Choice 
In this section we add t h e internal choice operator Θ to PAt0, following essentially t h e 
same procedure as in adding internal choice in C h a p t e r 5. We have to check again t h e 
definitions of processes, exper imenters a n d experimental systems and t h e related lemmas 
a n d t h e o r e m s we developed in t h e previous section. We investigate t h e m one by one. 
T h e definition of processes can be t h e same as t h e one in C h a p t e r 5 on page 111. T h e 
definition of exper imenters is a combinat ion of t h e definition on page 112 and t h e definition 
in t h e previous section on page 161. 
Definition 7.5.1 Output-respecting experimenters with θ 
An o u t p u t respecting exper imenter is a process denoted by a t e r m in t h e set PEOto(B 
and whose behaviour is given by t h e LTS (PEOlo@ , [Μ χ M') U {1, W } , • „ „ , > •), 
where 
• PEOloQ is t h e set of t e r m s generated by t h e g r a m m a r 
E : : = " S T O P " | " ? " m " ; " F | E " [ " E | " 1 " " ; " E | " w " " ; " Ε \ Ε " Θ " E 
with τη ζ. M a n d F e M* -> PEO,0@ a t o t a l function from sequences over M * to 
expressions 
• >exo ·ΡΕΟ
ιο
® χ ( ( Μ χ A / * ) U { 1 , W } ) χ РЕО
ю
® -• Β is t h e transi t ion predi­
ca te defined by t h e following set of equat ions 
S T O P - (m, σ) -¥
αα
 E = false 
?m\F - {η, σ) ->«„ E' = m = nAa€M*/\E'=Fa 
Eoi Ει- ( m . £ r ) -*exo E' = Eo- (πι,σ) - > « 0 E' 
V 
Ei - (m, σ) - *
e i o E' 
W; E - (m, σ) ->«„ Ε' Ξ (m, σ) = W Λ E' = E 
1; E - (m, σ) - >
r a o
 E' = (m, σ) = 1 Λ E' = E 
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• > • : РЕО
ю
® x i l x РЕО
ю
@ -* В is the predicate defining the silent transition 
relation defined by the following set of equations: 
eo Θ e i > - l -> e' = e' = eo V e' = е
г 
eo J e i > - l -• eo' ] t\ = (eo>-l -> eo' Л ei' = e^ V 
( e i > - l -• ei' Л eo' = eo) 
D 
Like in the previous definition of output respecting experimenters, the function F stands 
for a total function from M* to the set of expressions, in this case extended with internal 
choice, PEO,0® . 
The definition of experimental system is also a combination of two definitions we have 
seen before: 
Definition 7.5.2 Experimental system with Θ and respecting output 
Let LTSp and LTSE be two compatible labeled transition systems 
(Ρ,Μχ M\ >pr) a n d (E,(Mx M*)U{1,W}, >exo) then SS {LTSP,LTSE) is 
the experimental system (P, E, — —f|j_, Success) where 
• - ->||. is a predicate defining the interaction relation by the following equation: 
e || ρ - (τη,σ) -ty e'\\ ρ' 
(e - (m,σ) -*
exB e' Ар - (m,σ) -»p. ρ') V 
(e - 1 -•„„ e' Ар = ρ' A (m,σ) = 1) V 
( e ^ l -> e' Λ ρ = ρ' A (m, σ) = 1) V 
( ρ > - 1 -¥ ρ' Ae= e' A (m, σ) = 1) 
• Success = {e : E | 3(e' : E . e - W -»
e M e')} 
D 
The following theorem is similar to Theorem 7.4.12 but considers also internal choice. It 
relates the testing preorder with the preorder on labeled transition systems. 
Theorem 7.5.3 Correspondence 
For every ρ and p' in Ρ Aio © 
û) PC Ρ' = P «may.» Ρ' 
b) pC p' = p <
тш
н, Ρ 
^mustio 
c) p Ç. ρ' = Ρ <,ο ρ' 
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Proof 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.4.12 with slight modifications. The required 
modifications are of the same nature as those required in standard testing theory [Hen88]. 
For instance, now, for proving the implication ρ <S
mtutio ρ' =*· Ρ С ρ', it is no longer 
^mustio 
guaranteed that e* || г cannot be extended. However, in this case, we can always extend 
the test to one which cannot be extended, i.e. to a computation. In fact, if е* || г can 
perform more steps, this can only happen because of internal moves of г (recall that e* 
is already part of a computation!). Then there exists an r' reachable from r by means of 
internal moves only, and such that r'>— 1 —• r" does not hold for any r". Moreover, since 
r' can be reached from г by means of internal moves, we have also S г' С S г, therefore 
г' can be used in the proof instead of r. 
Also in this case no new essential experiments are necessary other than the ones men­
tioned on page 163. 
α 
For the following theorem we need to extend the definition of PffA Τ [ ] with a case 
for internal choice: 
PffAT [p(&q] = PffAT [ ρ ] ®ffAT PffAT [ q ] 
The theorem is similar to Theorem 7.4.14 and states that the preorder relation on la­
beled transition systems с corresponds to the partial order <длт on ffAT for expressions 
that contain internal choice. 
Theorem 7.5.4 
For all ρ and q in Ρ Aio θ 
P^q^ PffAT [ρ] <ffAT PffAT [q] 
Proof 
The proof follows directly from Theorem 7.5.3 above and Lemma 7.4.6. This last lemma 
holds also for processes with internal choice because it uses Lemma 7.2.9, Lemma 7.2.11 
and Lemma 7.4.5 which still hold. In particular Lemma 7.2.9 holds also in case process 
expressions contain internal choice because the definition of the language in this case is 
identical to the one in the definition for external choice. Lemma 7.2.11 is also valid in case 
of internal choice because the definition of acceptance sets for internal choice coincides 
with the non-epsilon case of external choice. 
D 
Finally we can prove that the full abstraction result, established in the previous section, 
also holds for processes with internal choice: 
Theorem 7.5.5 Full Abstraction for FPA with internal choice 
For all ρ and q in ΡΑιο Θ 
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ρ ~ i o q = fun [ ρ ] = fun [ q ] 
Proof 
Similar to Theorem 7.4.13 but with use of Theorem 7.5.4 and Corollary 7.3.3 that holds 
also for expressions with internal choice. 
D 
With reference to Corollary 7.3.3 it is worth pointing out that Lemma 7.3.8 can easily 
be extended in order to cope with internal choice. This requires the definition of an 
operator of internal choice on sets of trees, similar to +DFT but based on ®длт, and 
minor modifications of Lemma 7.3.7 and Lemma 7.7.3 for dealing with internal choice. 
7.6 Relation t o Hennessy's Testing Equivalence 
In this section we show that the new testing equivalence ~ j 0 is very similar to Hennessy's 
testing equivalence, but a little bit weaker in the sense that some processes are equivalent 
under ~i„ that are not equivalent under Hennessy's testing equivalence. 
In order to show the relation formally we need a few preparations. First we state a 
lemma that shows the relation between the languages and the node labels of trees in f AT 
and those in ffAT: 
Lemma 7.6.1 
For all ρ in PAio φ and s in (Μ χ M*)* 
LffAT ( PffAT [ Ρ ] ) = LfAT ( PfAT [ ρ ] ) Λ 
AffAT ( PffAT [p})s = mfs(AfAT( PffAT [ ρ ] ) s) 
Proof 
The proof is by structural induction on ρ in PAio θ and routine and therefore omitted 
here. 
α 
This lemma allows for the definition of the following function called MFS that maps 
trees in f AT to trees in ffAT. 
Definition 7.6.2 MFS 
def MFS : fAT ->· ffAT 
with MFS t = t' where LffAT t' = LfAT t 
AffAT t' s = mfs ( AfAT t s) 
а 
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With the lemma above it is easy to see that V(i : f AT . MFS t € ff AT) so MFS is well-
defined. 
The function MFS has two useful properties: 
i) MFS is monotonie 
ii) V(p : PAio φ . PffAT [ ρ ] = MFS ( PfAT [ ρ ] )) 
The proof of the first property is easy and uses the fact that mfs is monotonie, see page 138. 
The second property can be proven in the following way: 
MFS ( PfAT [ ρ ] ) 
{ Definition of MFS } 
t where LffAT t = LfAT ( PfAT [ ρ ] ) Λ 
A ^ r ts = mfs{ Л/дг ( P/AT [ Ρ J ) s) 
= {Lemma 7.6.1} 
PffAT[ρ] 
The following theorem shows that the partial order relation on f AT implies the ordering 
on ffAT: 
Theorem 7.6.3 
For all ρ and q in ΡΑιο Θ 
PfAT I ρ ] <fAT PfAT l g ] =• PffAT { ρ ] <ffAT PffAT [ q ] 
Proof 
PfAT [ p] <fAT PfAT [ q] 
=> { MFS monotonie } 
MFS ( PfAT [ ρ ] ) <SAT MFS ( PfAT [ g ] ) 
= { Property ii) of MFS } 
PffAT [p] <ffAT PffAT [q] 
а 
These preparations are sufficient to show the following relation between the testing equiv­
alence relation of Hennessy and our new testing equivalence ~ ) 0 : 
Theorem 7.6.4 
For all ρ and q in ΡΑιο Θ 
ρ ~ q =>• ρ ~ 1 ( ) q 
Proof 
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Ρ ~ Я 
= { Definition of ~ } 
p\Z q Aq С ρ 
Ξ { Full abstraction result for f A T, page 115 } 
PfAT [ ρ ] <fAT PfAT I q ] Л Р/ЛГ [ q ] < / у 4 Г Р/ЛГ [ ρ ] 
=> { Theorem 7.6.3 } 
PffAT [ ρ ] < ^
τ
 Ρ β ^ Γ [ q ] Λ Р#ЛГ [ q ] < ^ г Р#>4Г [ ρ ] 
= {Theorem 7.4.14} 
P C qAqC ρ 
= { Definition of ~,„ } 
ρ ~.ο q 
π 
We finally want to point out that ~,0 is strictly stronger than trace equivalence. This can 
be seen in the following small example. Consider the two expressions 
ρ = ?mi!ai;?m2!a2 [ ?mi!ai;?m3!a3 
and 
q = ?77ΐ!!σι; (?m2!a2 | ?m3!a3) 
that are trace equivalent, but not testing equivalent, neither in the classical sense of Hen-
nessy's testing theory, nor in the sense of the new testing equivalence. 
The result of Theorem 7.6.4 also implies that all the inequations that are listed in 
Definition 5.4.6 on page 114 are valid for the new testing equivalence ~,0. In fact we could 
add the following equation to this list as a property of the new testing equivalence: 
?m!a; (?77ΐι!σ!; χ | ?mi!aj; y) = (?m!a; ?τηι!σι; χ) | (?τη!σ; ?τηι!σ2; y) 
7.7 Detailed Transformational Proofs 
This section contains a number of detailed transformational proofs of a number of lemmas 
that are stated in this chapter. 
First we state and prove a number of auxiliary lemmas which were not stated before, 
and which will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 7.7.1 
For all A and В in Fm{Fm(M χ Λ/*)) 
mfs (А и В) = mfs (mfs А и mfs B) 
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Proof 
The proof consists of two parts: 
i) mfs (А и В) С mfs (mfs А и mfs B) 
X € mfs (А и В) 
= { Definition of mfs } 
3(Y:Au В . Xe mfs Y) 
=>· { Definition of и } 
3(( Ylt Y2) : Α χ В . Y = Уі и Y2 Л X e m/s К) 
= { Logic } 
3((У1, r 2 ) : Α χ В . Χ € m/s (У : U Y2)) 
=>• { Set theory } 
3(ΑΊ : m/s (¿ >Ί), АГ2 : m/s (ι Υ2) . Χ € mfs (ΛΊ U Α"2)) 
=* { η € Л and У2 € ß } 
3(ΑΊ : m/s Α,Κ2: mfs В . X e m/s (ΑΊ U Ä"2)) 
=> { Definition of и } 
Χ € m/s ((m/s А) и (mfs В)) 
ii) mfs (mfs А и mfs В) Ç mfs (А и В) 
X e mfs ((mfs A) и (mfs В)) 
= { Definition of mfs } 
3( Y : ((mfs А) и (mfs B)) . X e mfs Y) 
= { Definition of и } 
3(ffi :mfs A,K2:mfs В . Y = Kx U K2 Л X e m/s К) 
=>• { Definition of mfs over set of sets } 
3(A^ :Α,Βι·.Β. 3(A\ : mfs (ι Лі), Ab : m/s (t Si) . Χ 6 m/s (ΛΊ U К,))) 
=*• { Set theory } 
3(Л! : Л, Si : Я . Χ € mfs (Αχ U ВО) 
=>· { Definition of м } 
* € mfs (А и В) 
Lemma 7.7.2 
For all A in Fm(Fin(M χ M")) 
V( Y : с (mfs A) . X e mfs (L Y) => X € mfs (c A)) 
Proof 
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X £mfs(i Y)AY:c (mfs A) 
= { Definition of с } 
X e m/s (ι У) Λ Υ e \J(z :mfs A. {y.V {actions (mfs A)) \ ζ С у}) 
= { Logic } 
Χ € mfs (ι Y)A3(z:mfs A . Y € V (actions (mfs A)) Λ ζ Ç Y) 
= { Definition of V } 
Χ € mfs (ι Υ) Λ 3(z : mfs A . Y Ç actions A Λ ζ Ç Y) 
This leads to two cases: 
Case 1) A is already functional, so mfs A = A 
X € mfs (t V) Λ 3(z : mfs A . Y Ç acetone Л Л ζ С У) 
= {mfs A = A} 
X e mfs (ι Y) /\3(z:A . Y Ç actions A Λ ζ Ç Y) 
= { Definition of с } 
X e mfs (L Υ) Λ Y e с А 
^ { Definition of of mfs } 
Χ € mfs (с A) 
Case 2) A is not functional. 
X e mfs (t Y) Л 3(z : mfs A . Y С actions A/\zÇ Y) 
•^ { Definition of mfs } 
X e mfs (L Y) A3(K : A . Ξ(ζ : mfs (ι K) . ζ Ç Υ Λ Υ С actions А)) 
=*· { inputs К = inputs ζ Ç inputs Y } 
3(K :A.3(z:mfs(iK).zÇYAYÇ actions A Λ χ Ç. mfs (t ( Y U K)))) 
=• { ¿ c r ^ z U / f c y u t f a n d t f C ocíions Л } 
Ξ(Α" : A . 3(z : mfs (L K) . ζ U К Ç Y Ό К С actions A A χ € mfs (i (Y U K)))) 
=> {zÇK} 
3(K:A.3(z:mfs(iK).KÇY\JKÇ actions A A χ € mfs (L (Y U K)))) 
=> { Logic } 
3(K : A. К С У U К actions A A χ € mfs (L ( Y U ff))) 
=• {Take Γ = 7 υ ί ί , logic} 
3(г · V (actions А) . 3(К : А К Cr Ах e mfs (t г))) 
=> { Definition of U } 
3(г : \J(K :А. {w.V (actions A) \ К С ut}) . χ e mfs (L г)) 
=> { Definition of с } 
3(Y :c A . χ € mfs (ι г)) 
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=>• { Definition of mfs } 
χ 6 mfs (c A) 
а 
Lemma 7.7.3 
For all ρ and q in Functional Process Algebra 
ГЧ/ Гч/ Ли* 
tree (ρ | q) = tree ρ +DFT tree q 
Proof 
d S tree (p ¡ q) 
= { Definition of tree } 
3(/ . (P | «) ƒ Λ <f = toe /) 
= { Definition of | on specifications } 
3(/ . 3((Л,Л) · P Л Л g /2 Л (Л J /2) ƒ Л d = toe ƒ)) 
= { Definition of ] on functions } 
Э ( / . Э ( ( Д , А ) . Р Л Л С / 2 Л 
íree ƒ e dec (íree fi+gAT tree /2) Л d = tree ƒ)) 
= { Logic } 
3((/i,/2) . ρ fiAqfìAd e dec (tree fí+длт tree f2)) 
= { Logic } 
3(¿i, (h,fi>h · Ρ Λ A ç /2 Λ di = tree /ι Λ ¿2 = ¿nee /2 Λ 
d € dec (di+^j- d^)) 
= { Definition of tree } 
3(di, (¿2 . di € (íree ρ) A ¡k € {tree g) Λ d g ( d i + ^ 7 d^) 
= { Definition of +DFT } 
d € (íree ρ) +DFT (¿ree q) 
О 
Lemma 7.7.4 
For all Φ and Φ finite sets of finite sets of tuples such that they have the same labels and 
x G mfs (с Φ) 
ζ e с Φ Ay e mfs (t 2) Λ y Ç χ 
і и г е с Ф Л і е mfs (ι (χ U ζ)) 
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Proof 
First we prove that χ U ζ e с Φ. We know that ζ € с Φ and ζ Ç χ υ ζ. Moreover, from a 
property of с we know that U Φ € с Φ (U over a set of sets is the union of all the sets this 
set contains). Also clearly (J Φ = actions Φ. So: 
ι Ç actions Φ 
=*• { actions Φ = actions Φ } 
x Ç actions Φ 
=Φ· { actions Φ = U Φ } 
x Ç U * 
=>• {ze с Φ} 
х С и Ф Л г б с Ф 
=> { z e с Φ => ζ ς ι ΐ Φ } 
χ υ ζ ς υ Φ 
=>· { ζ ς x u z } 
ζ ς (χ υ ζ) л (χ uz) ς υ Φ 
=*• { Definition of с } 
χ Uz 6 с Φ 
Now we prove that χ e mfs (t (x U z)). The proof is by derivation of a contradiction. 
Suppose χ £ mfs (t (x U z)). 
χ & mfs (t (x U ζ)) 
=Φ· { Definition of mfs and /une χ } 
3(Jfc : V (χ U ζ) . χ С к Λ /wie А;) 
=*· { Set theory } 
3(α : z . о ^ х Л о е А ) 
=Φ· {3/ € m/s (ι ζ) Λ χ Π ζ = J/ see note below, Set theory } 
¡ / C i n z 
=Φ· {/une À; =>· /une (A; Π ζ) and А; П z Ç ζ } 
y g mfs (L Z) 
The fact that we derive that y is not in mfs (¿ ζ) is in contradiction with assumptions. So 
we proved χ e mfs (t (x U z)). Note that in the one but last step in the proof above we 
used y = χ Π ζ. The reason is that y Ç χ and ¡/ e mfs (L Z) by hypothesis and this last 
fact implies y Ç ζ. Thus y Ç χ Π ζ. Moreover, χ is functional, so also χ Π ζ is functional 
and of course χ Π z Ç z. But j/ e m/s (t z) so it cannot be у С (χ Π ζ). 
α 
With the extra lemmas proven above we can give a formal proof of the lemmas stated 
in previous sections of this chapter. 
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Lemma 7.2.6 
Given t' and t" in ffAT then: 
i t' <ffAT tu =*Щт,а):{М χ M·) . (m,a)ffAT t <ffAT (m,a)ffAT t") 
ii t' <ffAT t" => V(< :ffAT . t +ffAT t' <ffAT t +ffAT t") 
Proof 
Case i: 
This case can be proven in two subcases: 
Ό LffAT (m, o)ffAT t' = LffAT (m, а)дАт t" 
b) ν(π e LffAT . ABAT {{m, σ)ΒΑτ t") π С AffAT ((m, σ)ΒΑΤ t') π) 
Case i.a: 
LffAT ((m, σ)ffAT t') 
= { Definition of (m, σ)ρ
Α
τ t'} 
L ε U {(m, σ) >- π Ι π e LffAT t'} 
= {f <ffAT t" =• LffAT t' = LffAT t"} 
ι ε U {(m, σ) >- π | тг e Іддг ί"} 
= { Definition of (m, σ ) ^ τ ί" } 
LffAT {(m, σ)
βΑΤ
 t") 
Case i.b: 
First in case π = ε: 
AffAT ({τη, σ)ffAT t") ε 
= { Definition of (m, а)д
А
т } 
ι ι (m, σ) 
= { Definition of (m, σ)
ΒΑ
τ } 
AffAT ({m,a)ffAT t') ε 
And in case -π φ ε: 
Let π = (η, "f) >-7г' 
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( T O / (m, σ) =• Л ^ т ((m, σ)#4
Τ
 ί") тг = 0 Λ 
> W ((m, σ)
ΒΑΤ
 t') тг = 0) Λ 
(π О = (m, σ) => Адглг ( (τη,σ)^
Γ
 ί") тг = Лдат <" τ ' Λ 
-4jflí4T ((m, a) # j 4 r ί') π = Л^лт ί' π') 
=* { ί' <ЛМТ ί" =» Л
Я У 1 Т <" TT' Ç AffAT t' тг'} 
T Û / ( m , f f ) ^ AffAT {{πι,σ)
δ
Ατ t") π = Адлт {{m,a)gAT t') π Λ 
π Ο = (τη,σ) =>· Л ^
л т
 ( ( ^ , σ ) ^ Γ <") τ С А
дА
т ((τη,σ)
ϋΑΤ
 t') τ 
=>· { Set theory } 
νπ : ( LffAT t") \ t ε AffAT {{τη,σ)ΒΑΤ t") π С АДАТ ((m,a)ffAT t') π 
Case ii: 
This case can be proven in two subcases: 
a) LffAT {t +ffAT t') = LffAT (t +ffAT t") 
6)V(T : LffAT (t +ffAT t") . AffAT (t +JMT ί") π Ç .АдаТ (ί +ffAT t') π) 
Case ii.a: 
LffAT (ί +#лг ί') 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
LffAT t U LffAT t' 
= { t' <ffAT t" => LffAT t' = LffAT t" } 
LffAT t U LffAT t ' 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
LffAT (i +ffAT t") 
Case ii.b: 
First the case that π = ε: 
> W (¿ +#лт ί") ε 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
m/s ( AgAT t ε и AffAT t" ε) 
С { mfs monotonie w.r.t. Ç and Адлт t" ε Ç Адлт t' ε} 
mfs ( AgAT t ε и AffAT t' ε) 
= { Definition of Л-длт } 
Адлт (t +длт ί') ε 
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The case that π φ ε: 
Äff AT (t +ffAT t") π 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
mfs (c ( AffAT t π U Л
дА
т t" π)) 
Ç { mfs and с are monotonie w.r.t. Ç and Адлт t" τ Q Адлт t' π} 
mfs (с ( Адлт t ж U Адлт t' π)) 
= { Definition of +ffAT } 
Адлт (t +ffAT t') π 
The proof that с is monotonie w.r.t. Ç can be found in [Hen88]. 
Lemma 7.2.10 
V(i4 : Fm{Fm(M x M*)) . mfs (c {mfs A)) = mfs (c A)) 
Proof 
First we prove mfs (c (mfs A)) Ç mfs (c A)) which means that we have to prove that 
V(j . χ € mfs (c (mfs A)) = > i Ç mfs (c A))). 
χ € mfs (c (mfs A)) 
= { Definition of mfs } 
3(Y:c(mfs A) . χ 6 mfs (ι Y)) 
=>· { Lemma 7.7.2 } 
χ € mfs (c A) 
Second we prove that mfs (c A)) Ç mfs (c (mfs A)). First note that с A С с (mfs A) 
which is easy to prove: 
Be с A 
=>• { Definition of с } 
3(z : A . ζ С В Ç actions A) 
=$• { Definition of mfs } 
3(z : A . 3(k : mfs (L Z) . к Ç ζ Ç В Ç actions A)) 
=> { Definition of mfs, logic } 
3(k : mfs A . к С В Ç actions A) 
=>· 
Bec (mfs A) 
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Then we can derive: 
с AC. с (mfs A) 
=Φ· { mfs is monotonie w.r.t. С } 
mfs (с A) Ç mfs (c (mfs A)) 
Lemma 7.3.4 Pairwise 
For all finite sets of sets A and В in Τ 
c(AuB) = U((o, b) : с A χ с В . с ({α, 6})) 
Proof 
с {A U В) 
{ Rule сЗ on page 107 } 
с (с Alle В) 
{ Definition of с } 
U(z : с A U с Б . {у : V (actions (с AUc B))\zÇ y}) 
{Lemma 7.7.5} 
U((a, Ь) : с Α χ с В . {К : V (actions {а, 6}) | о С К V b С К}) 
{ Set theory } 
U((o, b) : с A χ с В . {К : V (actions {о, Ь}) \ а С К} И 
{K:V (actions {а,Ь}) \ Ь С К} 
{ Set theory } 
U((o, b):c Ах с В . (U(* : t α . {# : V (actions {α, 6}) | ζ Ç Κ}) U 
(\J(z :ib .{K-.V (actions {a, b}) | ζ С Κ}) 
{ Set theory } 
U((a, b):cAxcB.\j(z:{a,b}\{K:V (actions {a, b}) \ ζ С К}) 
{ Definition of с } 
U((o,6):c Ax с В . c({a,b})) 
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Lemma 7.7.5 
\J{z : с A U с В . {у : V {actions (с A U с В)) | ζ С у}) 
U((o, 6) : с А χ с В . {К : V (actions {о, 6}) | о С К V 6 С #}) 
Proof 
We first prove Э 
5 6 U((a, b) : с Α χ с В . {К : V (actions {а,Ь}) \ а С К V b С К}) 
= { Set theory } 
3((о, b):cAxcB.SeV (actions {a, b}) A (a CSV b С S)) 
=> { Set theory } 
3((β, b):cAxcB.SeV (actions {a, 6}) Л о С S) V 
3((o, b):cAxcB.SeV (actions {a, b}) Л bÇ S) 
We treat the two parts in separate subcases: 
Subcase 1: 
3((o, b):cAxcB.SeV (actions {a, 6}) Л о С S) 
=> { Lemma 7.7.6 } 
3((o, b):cAxcB.SeV (actions (c A U с Β)) Λ α Ç S) 
=> { Take z = aAaecA} 
3(z:c Alie В . S eV (actions (c AU с Β)) A ζ Ç S) 
=> { Set theory } 
S e U(z : с A U с В . {y • V (actions (c A U с Β)) \ ζ С y}) 
Subcase 2) is similar to Subcase 1. 
We continue proving the lemma for Ç: 
5 € \J(z : с A U с S . {y : V (actions (с Aöc B))\zÇ y}) 
=*· { Set theory, logic } 
S e V (actions (с A\J с В)) A3(z : с AU с В . ζ Ç S) 
=> { Logic } 
S e V (actions (c AUc B))A3(Z:C A . zÇS)W 
S e V (actions (c A U с В)) A 3(z : с Β . ζ Ç S) 
Again we treat the two parts in two subcases: 
Subcase 1: 
S € V (actions (с A U с В)) A 3(z : с A . ζ Ç S) 
=• { Let χ : с A s.t. χ Ç S, set theory } 
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S Ç actions (CAÖCB)AXGCAAXCS 
=*· { Define α = ι υ ( ( 5 \ ι ) Π actions A) b = actions В and Lemma 7.7.7 } 
S Ç actions {{a, b}) A χ € с Α Α χ Ç S 
=• { Lemmas 7.7.8 and 7.7.9 o € с A and b € с В } 
3((α, i) : с Л χ с В . 5 € Ρ (actions {a,b}) Ах e с АЛх Ç S) 
=Φ· { Lemma 7.7.10 aÇ S and 2 Ç о } 
Ξ((α, ò ) : C i 4 x c f l . 5 e P {actions {a, 6}) Λ α Ç 5) 
=>· { Set theory } 
S € U((o, b):c Axe В .{K:V (actions {а, Ь}) | о С #}) 
=>· { Set theory } 
5 € U((a, Ь):с Ax с В .{K:V (actions {α, 6}) | а С К V 6 С Я}) 
Subcase 2) is similar. 
D 
Lemma 7.7.6 
For a, 6 sets of actions and A and В such that a 6 с A and b ζ с B: 
V (actions {a, b}) С V (actions (c A U с В)) 
Proof 
X &V (actions {a, 6}) 
=> { Set theory } 
X С actions {a, 6} 
=>· { α € с Л, b & с В, def. of actions } 
X Ç acíioTí« (с Л U с В) 
=>• { Set theory } 
X e V (actions (с Λ U с В)) 
D 
Lemma 7.7.7 
For а = X U ((5 \ .Υ) Π actions A) and Ь = actions В with 5 Ç actions (с AU с В) and 
X e с Л it holds that 
S Ç actons {a, 6} 
Proof 
se 5 
=>· { 5 Ç actions (c Λ U с B) } 
3(d : с Л U с S . s 6 d) 
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Now there are two cases: 
Case 1) dec В 
de с В 
s e actions В 
=> { b = actions В } 
s e actions {α, 6} 
Case 2) d € с A =>· {Definition of с} s e actions A 
This gives again two subcases: 
Subcase 1. If s € X then s e actions {a, 6} because X Ç a. 
Subcase 2. If s € 5 \ X then s 6 actions {a, b} because s e actions A and 
(S \ Χ) Π actions А С a. 
a 
Lemma 7.7.8 
For A and S sets of sets 
X e с A =>• X U ((5 \ Χ) Π octíOTis Л) e с л 
Proof 
х ее л 
=>· { Definition of с and set theory } 
X Ç actions Л Λ (5 \ Χ) Π actions A Ç actions A 
=• { Set theory } 
X U ((S \ Χ) Π actions A) Ç actions A 
=>· { Set theory } 
^ C ^ U ((5 \ Χ) Π actions A) Ç actions A 
=Φ· { г € с A, actions A e с А, с convex closed } 
X U ((5 \ Χ) Π acíions Л) e с Л 
D 
Lemma 7.7.9 
actions В e с В 
Proof 
Trivial by definition of c. 
D 
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Lemma 7.7.10 
For A and S sets of sets 
X Ç S => X U ((S \ Χ) Π actions A) Ç S 
Proof 
Simple because X Ç S and S \ X Ç S. 
D 
This ends the proof of the pairwise lemma and related lemmas. 
Lemma 7.3.9 tree is injective 
For all ρ and q in PA,0 
tree ( fun [ ρ ] ) = íree ( /un [ q ] ) ^ /un [ ρ ] = /im [ q ] 
Proof 
ƒ e fl M [ Ρ ] |} 
=>· { Definition of íree } 
3(d : OFT . d = tree ƒ) Λ ƒ € fl /un [ ρ ] } 
=> { Definition of tree } 
3(d : £>FT . d = iree ƒ) Λ ƒ € fl /un [ ρ ] } Λ d e ¿ree /un [ ρ ] 
= { tree ( /un [ρ] ) = tree ( /un [g] ) } 
3(d : OFT . d = iree /) Λ ƒ e {] /un [ ρ ] } Λ d e íree ( fun [ ? ] 
=»· { Definition of ¿ree } 
3(d : OFT . d = íree / ) Λ ƒ € {] /un [ ρ ] [} Λ 
3($ . /un [ q ] g Ad= tree g) 
=> { tree is injective, lemma 6.1.2 } 
/ 6 fl /un [ ç ] (} 
Similarly if ƒ € /un [ g ] 
Lemma 7.3.7 
For all pi and p2 in PAI0 
<¿ec (PffAT [ Pi] +ІМГ Р # І 4 Г [ p2]) 
(dec Р#4Г [
 P l ] ) +DFT {dec PffAT [ й ] ) 
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P r o o f 
The proof is in two parts. 
i) We prove: 
(dec PffAT [
 ft]) +DFT {dec PffAT [ й ] ) 
ς 
dec (PffAT [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ й ] ) 
So 
d e ((dec P # 4 T [
 Pl\) +DFT (dec PffAT [ й ] ) ) 
= { Definition of +DFT, there exist di and dì 
with d,€ dec (Pfl^T [p3]) such tha t} 
d 6 dec ( d i + ^ τ · < )^ 
=>• { Definition of dec } 
Υ(π : LffAT d . SffAT d π e -4#4Г (¿і+яит <к) π) 
Ξ { Definition of AffAT } 
\/(π : LffAT d . (π = ε => 5^дГ d ε e mfs ( AffAT di ε u Л ^ г d2 ε)) Λ 
(тг € ( і
Я
д т d) \ (І. ε) =• 
SffAT d n€mfs (c( AffAT di π U Д ^ г dì π)))) 
= { π € L ^ r d =• -.( Л ^ г dj π = 0 Л Л # л г dz π = 0) } 
ν(π : L # / 1 T d . (π = ε => % д Т d ε e mfs ( AffAT di ε и АдАт di ε)) 
Λ 
(( АдАт di π / 0 Л Д # л Г ¿г π = 0 Λ 
%4Τ d π e Д^дг di π Λ π e І
дА
т di) 
V 
( AffAT di π = 0 Λ Л # д г ¿2 π / 0 
Λ Sgttr d π € Д#4т d2 π Λ π e Z-^r dj) 
V 
( «%4T dj π ^ 0 Л Л ^
т
 dì π / 0 
Λ S#4T d π £ mfs (с ( Ад
А
т di π U A ^ T d2 π)) Λ 
τ 6 .%4Τ di η L ^ j dj))) 
=Φ· { Cases a to d below and definition of dec } 
d e dec (PffAT [ pi] + # д т Р # Л Г [ й ] ) 
Case a) Assume π = ε to show 
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SffAT d eemfs ( AffAT dx ε и АдАт <k ε) =• 
SffAT d ε e AffAT ( Я)ИТ [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ pj] ) e 
Proof: 
%4T d ε G mfs ( AffAT di ε и ABAT <k ε) 
=Φ· { d, 6 rfec (PffAT [ ρ,]) and 
d; e dec (PffAT [ p j ) =• SffAT i, ε = % ι τ (Р#ЛГ [ ρ,]) ε } 
SffAT d ε e m/s (( t SJJMT (Р#ЛГ [ pi]) ε) υ (ι 5 ί Α Γ (Ρ#4Γ [ p j ) ε)) 
=>• { Definition of +ffAT } 
%
л г
 d ε e Л
Я
лг ( Я # І 4 Г [ Pi] +ffAT PffAT [ pj]) e 
Case b) If -А^г di π ^  0 and Л^дг ¿г π = 0 then 
%4Г d π 6 -4#лг di ж Απ e LffAT di => 
SffAT d 7Г e m/s (e ( Лялт ( PflHT [ P l ] ) π U Ад*т ( PffAT [ pa] ) π)) 
Proof: 
SgÁT d ττ & AffAT di π Λ π e L ^ r di 
=* { Logic } 
SffAT d π e AffAT di π 
=> {die OFT } 
SffAT d π € (Í. Sjrxr ¿ι π) 
=> { di 6 dec (Ρ/ΓΛΓ [ p j ) and 
di e dec ДОГ [
 P l ] ) =». SffAT di π € Д#лг (Р#4Г [ P l ] ) π } 
% ,
г
 d π e Л^лт (Ρ#4Γ [ p j ) π 
=> { d e Í>FT } 
5
д а 1 . d π 6 m/s (с ( Л д а т (Р^ЛГ [ pi]) π)) 
=> { Monotonicity of с and m/s} 
% ! г dvZmfs{c( AffAT {PffAT [
 P l ] ) π U - 4 ^ г (Р#ЛГ [ pj]) π)) 
Case с) If «4#4г di π = 0 and -4ддг dj π ^ 0 then 
%4Г d π e -4j(f^ r d2 τ Λ π 6 ¿^дг d2 =>· 
% t r d тг e m/s (с ( AffAT ( Р#4Г [ Pi] ) π U Д ^
т
 ( PffAT [ p j ) π)) 
Proof: Similar to proof of case b). 
Case d) If АДАТ diir ψ 0 and Адлт da π φ $ then 
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SffAT d π e m/s (с ( AffAT di π U Л ^ г ¿2 "")) Л -к € L ^ r ¿ι Л LffAT <k => 
%>r d π € m/5 (e ( Д
д а т
 ( Р # 4 Г [ f t ] ) ï ï U AffAT ( ΡβΜΓ [ ^ ] ) π)) 
Proof: 
AffAT din φ 0 Λ Д # л т <^ 7г / 0 Λ 
% ι τ d π e m/s (с ( AffAT άχπ U Ддмг (fei")) Λ π 6 LffAT d\ Π Z ^ r (¿2 
=>· { Logic } 
SffAT d π e m/s (e ( Л ^ г i τ U Λ ^ τ <krc)) 
=*· {di and ¿2 in OFT} 
SffAT d π € m/s (с { 5#дГ di π, % 4 Γ ífc π}) 
=> { d ; e d e C ( P f i ^ r [ P j ] ) } 
%4Τ d π e m/s (с { S ^ r di π, S ^ r d2 π}) Λ 
SffAT di π € Лдаг (Р^ЛТ [
 Λ
] ) π Λ %4г <^ π € Л
Я
д
Г
 (Р#ЛГ [ ρ2]) π 
=>· { Lemma pairwise 7.3.4 } 
SffAT dKemfs{c{ AffAT {PffAT [
 P l ] ) тг U Л д а г {PffAT [ p j ) π)) 
=>• { Definition of +#дг } 
SffAT dnemfs(c{ AffAT {PffAT [ p,] +ffAT PffAT [ pa]) π)) 
=>• { Definition of dec } 
d € dec (PffAT [ pi]
 + І М Т PflMT [ p¡\) 
ii) Now we prove that: 
dec (PffAT [ pi]
 + i f X T РЦИГ [
 й
] ) 
ς 
dec (PffAT [ pi]) +DFT dec (PffAT [ й ] ) 
{d : DF7/ I 3(di : dec (PffAT [ p j ) , <fc : dec (Р#4Г [ p j ) . 
d e dec (d
x
+BAT <&))} 
We first elaborate some preparations for the proof. 
For the ε case: 
V(5 : mfs (( AffAT (PffAT [ ρ,]) ε u Л ^ т (Р#ЛГ [ р2]) е))) . 
Э(*і : Лдат (Pfl^T [ pi]) е,К
а
 : AffAT (PffAT [ р2]) ε . 
5 e mfs ((с К
г
) и (ι К2)))) 
From lemma 7.3.5 we know that: 
Ϋ ( ι τ : ( Μ χ Μ ' ) ' \ ί ε . 
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AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) π / 0 Л Д
д а т
 (Р#4Г [ ft]) тг ^  0 
(5 : m/S (с ( АдАТ {PffAT [ ft]) π U AffAT (PffAT [ p2]) π) . 
Э(*і : AgAT (PffAT [ ft]) π, tf2 : AffAT (PffAT [ ft]). 
Semfs(c{KltK2})))) 
Given π under the above conditions, w.l.g. we can choose particular K\ and Κ·ι and we 
call them Kf and A?. Define di as follows for d € dec (PffAT [ ft] + ^ г PffAT [ ft]). 
%;4Г ¿ι is the smallest subset of LgAT d Π LgAT PffAT [ ft]) such that: 
• ε e LgAT di 
• π € LgAT di Л Л ^ т (Ρ#4Γ [ ρϊ])π = 0Л 
(m, s) € 5дг
ЛГ
 d π =>• π -< (m, s) e £#4г di 
• π € Ι # Α Τ ¿ι Λ AffAT (PffAT [ й])тг / 0Л 
(го, s) € ЛГ" => π -< (m, s) € LffAT di 
Notice that for all r e ¿#¿7 di we have Ад
АТ
 (PffAT [ pi]) r ^ 0 since 
τ e LffAT (PffAT [ pi]) by definition. And also by definition r e Ьдлт d so that 
SgAT d τ is defined. Ь^лг di is prefix closed by construction. Moreover, 
di € dec (PffAT [ ft]), i.e. V(r : LffAT dx . SffAT rf, r e Л ^ г ДОГ [ ft]) r). 
true 
^· { Definition of SgAT } 
V(T : i # „ T di . %4 T di r = {(m, s) \ τ -< (m, s) € LffAT dx}) 
= { Predicate calculus } 
(т : LgAT di . SSAT dir = {(m, s) | τ -< (m, s) e £#дГ dj} Λ 
( > W ( ^ 4 Г [ л]) r = 0 V Д
я л г
 (РЦИГ [ И ] ) г / 0)) 
= { Predicate calculus } 
V(r : L#AT dj . ( SffAT dir = {(m, s) | r -< (m, s) 6 L ^ r dj} Л 
AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) r = 0) 
V 
( SgAT dir = {(m, s) I r -< (m, s) e L ^ r di} Л 
AgAT (PffAT [ p2]) τ φ 0)) 
=> { Two cases ii.a and ii.b below } 
SgAT dxT e AffAT (PffAT I ft]) r 
Case ii.a) 
SffAT di r = { ( m , S ) | T 4 (m,s) 6 Іда
Г
 * } Λ AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) r = 0 
=>· { Definition of dj } 
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SffAT dlT = S drh AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) τ = 0 
=• {de dec (PffAT [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ ft])} 
SffAT dire AffAT (PffAT [ P l ] ) r 
Case ii.b) 
SffAT ¿ι τ = {(m, s) . г -< (m, s) 6 ¿#4
Τ
 di} Λ 
> W ( P f l ^ [ P 2 ] ) r ^ 0 
=• { Definition of di } 
•%дт di τ = /ff 
% i r ¿ i r e Λ # 4 Γ (PffAT [ p j ) г 
Let us now define <L¡ similarly: 
LffAT di is the smallest subset of LffAT d Π L¡AT (PffAT [ ft]) such that: 
• e € ¿ДАТ <fc 
• π 6 LffAT (h Л Д
д а т
 (Pjfl^r [ ft]) π = 0Л 
(m, s) 6 SffAT d π => π -< (m, s) e Z ^ r (fe 
• π e ¿JUT <fe Λ AffAT (PffAT [ ρ,]) π ^  0Λ 
(m, s) 6 А^ =>· π -< (m, s) € L#4r <fe 
The main proof follows: 
d € dec (PffAT [
 P l] +ffAT PffAT [ ft]) 
=• {те LffAT d =*•->{ AffAT (PffAT [ p,]) r = 0) for г € {1,2} } 
( AffAT (PffAT [ л]) r φ 0 Л Д ^
т
 (Р^ЛГ [ ft]) г = 0 Л r # ε) V 
( > W («ΜΓ [ ft]) τ = 0 Л . 4
д а г
 (Р#ЛГ [ ft]) г / 0 Л τ φ e) V 
( Лмг (PffAT [
 P l ]) τ ^ 0 Л Д д а т (PffAT i к}) τ φ 0)) 
=• {Three cases ii.l, ii.2, іі.За, іі.ЗЬ below} 
3(¿i, <^  . 5 ^ 7 d τ e AffAT (di+ffAT dì) τ) 
= { Definition of dec} 
d 6 dec (di+ffAT dì) 
Case ii.l) 
AffAT (PffAT [ pi\) τ φ C> A AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) τ = 0 Λ τ φ ε 
SffAT d Τ Ç. AffAT (dl+ffAT <fc) τ 
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Proof 
AffAT (PffAT [
 Pl]) τ φ Hi A AffAT (PffAT [ й ] ) τ = 0 
=> { Take di as described above } 
SffAT d\T = SffAT d τ A 
AffAT {PffAT [
 P l ] ) r φ 0 Л - т (Р#4Г [ И ] ) г = 0 
=> { Definition of AffAT for Л ^ г (Ρ#ΛΓ [ PU) Г } 
%4Г di τ = SffAT dr Л г І LffAT (PffAT [ ^ ] ) 
^- { Take efe as described above } 
SffAT di τ = SffAT d τ AT & LffAT d? 
=» { Definition of AffAT } 
SffAT d\T = SffAT d τ A AffAT dì τ = 0 
=> { mfs (с ( AffAT di τ U AffAT di τ)) = AffAT di τ = ι SffAT di 
and definition of АЦАТ } 
SffAT d τ ζ AffAT {di+ffAT <k) τ 
Case ii.2) 
AffAT {PffAT [ pi]) τ = 0 Λ AffAT (PffAT [ pa]) r φ 0 Λ r ^ ε 
Proof 
Similar to the proof of previous case. 
Case іі.За) τ = ε 
AffAT (PffAT [
 P l ] ) τ φ HI A AffAT (PffAT [ й ] ) τ / 0 
%4T d e e -4#ir (¿i+#4T ¿г) ε 
Proof 
AffAT (PffAT I pi]) τ φ 0 Л Д
Я Л Г
 (PffAT [ р2]) τ φ 0 
=> {de dec (PffAT [
 P l ] +Д4Г дат [ p2]) by hypothesis, 
definition of AffAT and +ЦАТ } 
S ^ r d ε € m/s ( Лял
Г
 (Р#4Г [
 й
] ) ε и AffAT (PffAT [ р2])) 
=> { Choose Äf and Щ as shown above } 
SffAT d ε e m/s (i (iff U X|)) 
=>• { Take dt as above } 
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SffAT d ε e mfs (ι ( SffAT ¿ι ε U SffAT <k ε)) 
=• { Definition of AffAT } 
SffAT d ε € mfs ( Лд
А
т di ε и Α
ΒΑ
τ <k ε) 
=*· { Definition of +ffAT } 
SffAT d ε e AffAT (di+ffAT <к) ε 
Case іі.ЗЬ) τ φ ε 
AffAT (PffAT [
 Ρ ι
] ) τ φ 0 Λ Д ^ т (Р0ИГ [ ρ,]) г φ 0 
%4Τ d τ € AffAT {di+ffAT di) τ 
Proof 
AffAT (PffAT [
 P l ] ) τ / 0 Λ AffAT (PffAT [ ft]) r φ 0 
=• { d € dec (Pßt t r [
 P l ] +ffAT PffAT [ ft]) by hypothesis, 
definition of AffAT and -\-длт } 
S ^ r d г € Д#дг (PffAT [ P l ] + я „ г Р.0ИГ [ ft]) г 
=• { Definition of +ffAT } 
S ^ r dremfs(c( AffAT (PffAT [
 P l ] ) r U Л ^ (Р#4Г [ P 2 ]) τ)) 
=>· { Lemma 7.3.5 there exist KJ e ASAT (PffAT [ p,]) } 
SffAT dremfs (с ({K{, K{})) 
=>· { Take d} as defined above } 
SffAT dremfs (c ({ SffAT d
x
 τ, SffAT <k τ})) 
=$• { dj are in DFT } 
SffAT d τ £ mfs (с ( AffAT dir U Л^дг dì τ)) 
=• { Definition of AffAT } 
%4Г d Г € AffAT (dl+ffAT <k) τ 
Chapter 8 
Recursively Defined Specifications 
In Chapter 6 we introduced three combinatore on specifications resembling the opera-
tors action prefix and external and internal choice known from process algebras. These 
combinators are well-suited to specify finite behaviour but we cannot yet specify infinite 
behaviour. In this chapter we consider recursively defined specifications in order to be able 
to specify infinite behaviour of systems. 
We show that the set of all specifications, ordered by implication, forms a complete 
lattice. Based on this lattice we define two fixpoint operators; a minimal fixpoint and a 
maximal fixpoint operator. The reason for having the opportunity to have both a minimal 
fixpoint and the maximal fixpoint solution of recursively defined specifications is that we 
do not want to choose either one of the solutions beforehand. Each of the solutions can be 
useful in the (non-deterministic) specification of the behaviour of a system. As an example 
we will show the use of both fixpoints in the specification of an unreliable but fair channel 
in Chapter 9. 
In the present chapter we also show that the maximal fixpoint combinator on specifi-
cations is closely related to the (minimal fixpoint interpretation of the) recursion operator 
of Hennessy. 
In Section 8.1 we introduce the complete lattice of specifications and we define the 
minimal and maximal fixpoint combinators based on this lattice. We also show that i/o-
prefix, internal and external choice are monotonie. In Section 8.2 these combinators are 
shown to be upward and downward continuous. In Section 8.3 we present some examples of 
the use of minimal and maximal fixpoint combinators in combination with the functional 
process algebraic combinators. Finally, in Section 8.4 we show the relation between the 
maximal fixpoint combinator and the recursion operator of Hennessy. 
8.1 A Lattice of Specifications 
Let us consider the set of all predicates on CTSF. These predicates can be ordered by 
means of implication or, more precise, the direct extension of implication defined as: 
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Definition 8.1.1 Extended implication 
def ^ : SPEC -> SPEC - • В 
with Si S> 52 = V(/ : CTSF . 5j ƒ => 52 ƒ) 
G 
In order to specify finite behaviour we needed only specifications consisting of STOP, 
i/o-prefix and the two choice combinatore. Such specifications were proven consistent, i.e. 
every specification is satisfied by at least one function. However, we would like the set 
of all specifications ordered by => to be a complete lattice. In order to obtain a lattice, 
we need a bottom element and a top element. Therefore we allow from now on also the 
specification that is not satisfied by any function. It will serve as the bottom element in 
the lattice. We denote this bottom specification by: 
Definition 8.1.2 Empty specification 
def FALSE : SPEC 
with FALSE ƒ = false 
D 
The top element of the lattice we define as the specification that is satisfied by every 
function in CTSF. It is denoted by TRUE, and defined as: 
Definition 8.1.3 Specification containing all functions m CTSF 
def TRUE : SPEC 
with TRUE ƒ = true 
a 
Note that TRUE and FALSE are only defined on functions in CTSF. 
In the following we show that SPEC, the set of all specifications, ordered by =>· is 
indeed a complete lattice. The definition of a complete lattice can be found in Chapter 2 
on page 49. 
The first thing we have to show is that SPEC ordered by => is a partial order. This 
can easily be verified and we do not give the formal proofs here. 
To show (SPEC, =>) to be a complete lattice we need also to show that every subset 
X of SPEC has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. To show this we define 
the least upper bound as the extended disjunction of all the predicates in X: 
Definition 8.1.4 Least upper bound 
def U : V SPEC - • SPEC 
with (UX) f = 3(S:X.Sf) 
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D 
The greatest lower bound is defined as the extended conjunction of all the predicates 
mX. 
Definition 8.1.5 Greatest lower bound 
def Π : V SPEC -• SPEC 
with (Г О ƒ = V(S : X . S ƒ) 
D 
It is easy to verify that for each subset X of specifications the above definitions indeed 
give the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of X. Thus the partial order 
(SPEC, =$•) is a complete lattice. 
It is well known from Tarski's Theorem that the set of fixpoint solutions of monotonie 
functions over a complete lattice is again a complete lattice. This implies that the set of 
fixpoint solutions have in turn a top and a bottom and that these are unique. According 
to Tarski's Theorem we define the minimal and maximal fixpoints as follows: 
Definition 8.1.6 Minimal fixpoint 
Given a monotonie function θ over the complete lattice (SPEC, =>) 
mmfix θ = Γ\{Χ : SPEC | θ X ^> X} 
a 
Definition 8.1.7 Maximal fixpoint 
Given a monotonie function θ over the complete lattice (SPEC, =>) 
maxfix θ = \J{X • SPEC \X ±> θ X) 
D 
In our framework we want θ to be composed of the combinators i/o-prefix and internal 
and external choice. Therefore we have to show that these combinators are monotonie with 
respect to the ordering =$• in the lattice we defined. 
Without recursively defined specifications we know that all the specifications we can 
obtain from combining STOP with the combinators i/o-prefix, internal and external choice 
are predicates on functions that produce only a finite amount of output. We will call them 
finite functions. 
The introduction of recursively defined specifications however, might lead to specifica­
tions that are predicates on both finite and infinite functions. Infinite functions are func­
tions that produce an infinite amount of output due to an infinite amount of input. More 
specifically, we call infinite, resp. finite, functions those functions whose tree-representation 
is of infinite, resp. finite depth. 
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So we have to check if our definitions of the combinatore are also well-defined in case 
of specifications satisfied by infinite functions. For the i/o-prefix combinator there are no 
problems. The interesting combinators are the choice combinators. They are composed of 
the functions tree, dec, external and internal choice on deterministic functional acceptance 
trees. We check them one by one with respect to their application on infinite functions. 
The function tree maps a function into the representation of its deterministic functional 
tree. Such deterministic trees, finite or infinite, are completely characterized by their set of 
paths, i.e. the language of the tree. This set will be finite in case of a finite tree and infinite 
in case of an infinite tree, but will always contain only finite paths. So the function tree 
maps an infinite function into the infinite set of finite paths that completely characterizes 
the infinite deterministic tree denoted by the infinite function. In Chapter 6 we proved 
that each continuous function that maps ε to ε has a unique tree-representation. This 
holds also for infinite functions. 
The decomposition operator dec does not need any change either since the only thing 
that changed in the representation of acceptance trees is that the language can now be 
infinite, but this has no implications for the definition of dec. 
The choice operators on the trees do not need any change because both finite and infinite 
trees are uniquely characterized by their language and acceptance sets. The language 
of both finite and infinite trees contains only (possibly infinitely many) finite sequences. 
Infinite sequences simply do not occur in the language. 
We can conclude that the combinators we defined are also well-defined in case they are 
applied on specifications that are satisfied by infinite functions. We call fuAT the extension 
of ffAT to the infinite case. Thus we have NIL^AT, (, )¡UAT, +fuAT and @^ΑΤ and also 
LfuAT, SfuAT and Λ fu AT • 
Before proving monotonicity of the combinators, we shortly discuss their behaviour on 
the top and bottom elements of the lattice. As far as TRUE is concerned, the current 
definitions cause no particular problems. From the definition of i/o-prefix, external and 
internal choice we get that they are strict on FALSE. We are not satisfied with strictness 
of internal choice because in the case of non-empty specifications the behaviour of S\ (S2) 
is fully preserved in S\ Θ S2. We want this also in the case that S2 (Si) is FALSE. We 
give a new definition of internal choice such that when this combinator is applied to two 
specifications it will only result in FALSE if both arguments are FALSE. If none of them 
is FALSE we define it as before. If only one of the arguments is FALSE then the internal 
choice is equal to the non-FALSE argument. Formally: 
Definition 8.1.8 Internal choice 
def φ : SPEC -> SPEC -+ SPEC 
with (S J® S2) f = 
if Sx φ FALSE Λ S2 φ FALSE 
then 3((/ь /2) : CTSF2 ,5,/,Λ 52 /2 Λ (Д© /2) ƒ) 
else SifVSïf 
fi 
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D 
It remains to be shown that the combinatore are monotonie with respect to =>• in the 
complete lattice of specifications. This is shown in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 8.1.9 i/o-prefix is monotonie 
Let Si and S2 be specifications then 
(Si £> S2) =>· (?τη!σ; Si S> ? τη\σ; S¡) 
Proof 
The proof is straightforward by proving that for each function ƒ in CTSF the following 
holds: 
(Si ƒ = • $ ƒ ) = • ((?m!a; Si) ƒ =• (?m!a; S2) ƒ) 
So we get: 
(?ττι!σ; Si) / 
= { Definition of io-prefix } 
3(g:CTSF.SigAf = (m,a);g) 
=>· {Si g =>-S2 g, by assumption} 
3(g:CTSF . SbffA/ = {m,c);g) 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
(?m!a;S 2)/ 
α 
Also external choice is monotonie, which is shown by the next lemma: 
Lemma 8.1.10 External choice is monotonie 
For all specifications S, Si and S2 
(Si £> S2) => (S, I S 5> S21 S) 
Proof 
We have to prove that for each function ƒ : CTSF if 
(Si ƒ = • $ ƒ ) = • ((Sx J S) ƒ =• (S2 I S) ƒ) 
If Si = FALSE or if S = FALSE then the lemma trivially holds. So let's suppose they are 
not FALSE, then 
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(Si I S) f 
{ Definition of choice } 
3((Λ,Λ) : CTSF2 . S, h Л S f2 Л (Д 1 /2) ƒ) 
{ S i / i = > S 2 / i } 
3(0і,Л) : CTSF2 . S2 Л Л 5 /2 Л (Л | /2) ƒ) 
{ Definition of choice } 
(S2 I 5) ƒ 
The internal choice combinator is monotonie. To show this we first prove two properties; 
one of internal choice on functions and another on internal choice on specifications. 
Lemma 8.1.11 
For all functions ƒ and g in CTSF 
(/ © 9) f 
Proof 
(ƒ g) f 
= { Definition of θ on functions } 
tree ƒ € dec (tree ƒ (B/UAT tree g) 
= { Definition of dec } 
V(s : LfrAT (tree ƒ) . 
SfuAT (tree / ) s € А;
иА
т (tree ƒ ^лг tree g) s A 
AfuAT (tree ƒ) s = ¿ ( S ^ r (íree / ) s)) 
Trivially we have that 
•AfrAT (tree ƒ) s = t ( S ^ r (íree ƒ) s) 
because ƒ is a function, so tree ƒ is a deterministic functional acceptance tree. It remains 
to be proven that for all s : L¡UAT (tree ƒ) 
SfuAT (tree ƒ) s € A/UAT (tree f Φ/UAT tree g) s 
From 
Au/ir (tree f ®Ылт tree g) s 
= { Definition of AfuAT } 
mfs (c ( AfuAT (tree f) sü A^AT (tree g) s)) 
= { tree ƒ and tree g are det. fun. ace. trees } 
mfs (c ({ SfuAT (tree f) s, S^AT (tree g) s})) 
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we can derive 
SfuAT (tree ƒ) s € A^AT {tree f ®^AT tree g) s 
= { Derivation above } 
SfuAT {tree ƒ) s e mfs (с ({ S^AT (tree ƒ) s, S^AT (tree g) s})) 
— { SfuAT (tree }) s is functional, prop of с } 
true 
а 
The next lemma shows a similar property on specifications. 
Lemma 8.1.12 
For all specifications A and В in SPEC 
A ^ A® В 
Proof 
If В = FALSE then the lemma trivially holds by definition of φ. So let us assume that 
В φ FALSE. 
A} 
=* {Β φ FALSE and lemma 8.1.11} 
3(g : CTSF . В g Л (ƒ Θ g) ƒ ) 
=>· { Take Λ = ƒ } 
3((S, Л) : CTSF2 . A h А В g A(h ® g) f) 
=>• { Definition of © } 
(Α © В) f 
О 
With the two lemmas proven above the proof that internal choice is monotonie is easy: 
Lemma 8.1.13 Internal choice is monotonie 
For all 5, 5] and 5г specifications 
(Sj. S> S2) => (Si Θ 5 ^ 52 θ 5) 
Proof 
If 5 = FALSE then the lemma holds trivially by definition of φ. So suppose that S φ FALSE. 
Now there are two cases: 
Case 1: 5Ί = FALSE 
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(Si ®S) f 
= { Definition of Θ and Si = FALSE } 
Sf 
=>· { Lemma 8.1.12 and commutative Θ } 
(& θ 5) ƒ 
Case 2: Si φ FALSE 
№ Θ S) f 
= { Definition of Θ } 
3((Λ,h) : CTSF2 . S, Л Л S h Л (/ιθ к) f) 
=* {Sx ^ S2} 
Э((Л,h) : CT5F2 . S2 Л Л 5 /2 Λ (Λθ /2) /) 
= { Definition of θ } 
(52 θ 5) ƒ 
D 
8.2 Continuity of the Combinators 
Although according to Tarski's theorem it is enough to show that our combinators are 
monotonie in order to know that a unique minimal and maximal fixpoint exist in the 
lattice, we can easily prove that the combinators are also continuous. Moreover, they are 
also monotonie and continuous with respect to the reverse ordering (denoted by <= ) in the 
lattice (downward continuity). This gives us the extra properties, using Kleene's theorem, 
that the minimal and maximal fixpoint can be obtained as limits of chains of stepwise 
approximations. 
We first prove that all combinators are continuous with respect to =*· on the lattice of 
specifications. 
The next lemma shows that i/o-prefix is continuous: 
Lemma 8.2.1 i/o-prefix is continuous 
Let С be a chain of specifications, completely ordered by ^> and m : M and σ : M' then 
?т\а;\_\С = U{?m\a;X \ X : С} 
Proof 
(7m\a;UC)f 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
3(g:CTSF.(\JC)gAf = (m,a);g) 
= { Definition of U } 
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3(g:CTSF . 3(X : С . X g) Л/ 
{ Logic } 
3(X:C. 3(g:CTSF X ghf 
{ Definition of i/o-prefix } 
3{X:C. (?m\c;X)f) 
{ Logic, set theory } 
3( Y : {?m!a; Χ | Χ : С} . Y f) 
{ Definition of U } 
(U{?m!ff; Χ I Χ : С}) f 
The following lemma shows that external choice is continuous. 
Lemma 8.2.2 External choice is continuous 
Let С be a chain of specifications, completely ordered by =>• and S a specification then 
0JC) | S = \J{X J S | X : C) 
Proof 
(Ш ι s) f 
= { Definition of | } 
3((ft, 92) : CTSF2. flJC)
 л
 Л S ь Л ( f t | й ) ƒ) 
= { Definition of U } 
Э((
Л
,
 й
) : CT5f 2 . 3(Λ· : С . X
 5 l ) Л S д2 Л ( А | я ) ƒ) 
= { Logic } 
3(ДГ : С . 3 ( (
Л
,
 Ä ) : CTSF2 . X
 9і Л 5 й Л ( й | й ) ƒ)) 
= { Definition of [ } 
Э(* : С . (X i 5) ƒ) 
= { Logic, set theory } 
3(Y:{X^S\X:C}. Y f) 
= { Definition of U } 
(U{X f S I X : C}) ƒ 
The following lemma shows that internal choice is continuous: 
Lemma 8.2.3 Internal choice is continuous 
Let С be a chain of specifications, totally ordered by =*· and let 5 be a specification, then 
= (m,c);g)) 
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(UC) θ S = u{x ®S\X C) 
Proof 
If S = FALSE or V(X С X = FALSE) then the lemma trivially holds, so let's assume 
that S φ FALSE and 3(X С Χ φ FALSE) 
(OJC) © S) f 
= { Definition of φ } 
Э((л,й) C r S F 2 (LIC) ft Л S Й Л ( f t © й) ƒ) 
= { Definition of U } 
Э((л,й) CTSF2 Э(Х С X ft) Л 5 И Л (ft® й ) Я 
= { Logic } 
3(Х С Э ( (
Л і й
) CT5F2 X f t A 5 ? 2 A ( f t 0 S 2 ) / ) ) 
= { Definition of φ } 
3(X С (Χ Θ S) f) 
Ξ { Logic, set theory } 
3{Y {X ®S\ X C} Y ƒ) 
= { Definition of U } 
(U{X<BS\X C})f 
а 
The following lemmas show that the combinators are also monotonie and continuous with 
respect to the reverse ordering in the lattice Since monotonicity is implied by continuity 
we only prove continuity of the combinatore 
Continuity of i/o-prefix is proven in the following lemma 
Lemma 8.2.4 Continuity of i/o-prefix w r t <= 
Let С be a chain of specifications, totally ordered by <= , τη M and σ M' then 
?7п'а,(ПС) = П { ? т ' а , Л ' | X С] 
Proof 
('m'a, (ПС)) ƒ 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
3(g CTSF (Г\С)дЛ/ = (т,а),д) 
= { Definition of Π } 
B(g CTSF V(X С X g) Л ƒ = (т,а),д) 
= { Logic and С is totally ordered by -4= } 
V(X С 3(g CTSF X g Л ƒ = (πι,σ),9)) 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
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V(X:C. {?m\a;X)f) 
= { Logic, set theory } 
V( Y : {?7τι!σ; Χ \ Χ : С) . Y f) 
= { Definition of Π } 
(r\{7m\o;X\X:C})f 
О 
Downward continuity of external choice is proven in the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.2.5 Continuity of external choice w.r.t. ·<= 
Let С be a chain of specifications, totally ordered by <^ and S a specification, then 
(ПС) 1 S = Г\{Х 1 S I Χ : С] 
Proof 
Note that for S = FALSE or if 3(X : С . X = FALSE) the lemma trivially holds by defini­
tion of choice and fl- So let us assume that S ^ FALSE and V(X :С.Хф FALSE). 
mc)\s)f 
= { Definition of ] } 
Э((л, fr) : CTSF2 . (ПС) Pi Л 5 д2Л ( л | g2) f) 
= { Definition of Π } 
3(( f t , g2) : CTSF2. V(A" : С . X g,) Л S g2 Л ( л | g2) f) 
= { Logic and С totally ordered by ·^ } 
4{X:C. Э((
Л
, g2) : CTSF2 . X ffl Л S g2 Л (9l ¡ g2) ƒ)) 
= { Definition of | } 
V(JT : С . (X [ 5) ƒ) 
= { Logic, set theory } 
V ( K : { A : D 5 I X:C} . Y ƒ) 
= { Definition of Π } 
(Π{* I 5 | X : C}) ƒ 
D 
Downward continuity of internal choice can be proven in a similar way as for external 
choice. 
Note that continuity of the combinatore with respect to the reverse ordering <= implies 
that the maximal fixpoint in the lattice with respect to the normal ordering =*• is equal 
to the minimal fixpoint with respect to the reverse ordering •<= . 
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8.3 Examples 
With the adapted definition of internal choice we can specify sets of only finite functions. 
Consider the recursive equation: 
S = ?τπ!σ; S φ STOP 
First notice that FALSE would be a solution (actually the minimal!) if the definition of 
internal choice given in Chapter 6 would have been used. This is not the case with the new 
definition because the specification ?m!a; 5 © STOP is satisfied at least by the function S 
for any specification S. 
The minimal fixpoint solution of the equation now in fact specifies the infinite set of all 
finite functions that map a finite sequence of messages m to a finite sequence that is the 
concatenation of all the σ that are associated to the messages m. We can illustrate this in 
the following way. The specification transformer that is used in the recursive equation can 
be defined as: 
def Τ : SPEC -> SPEC 
with Τ S = 1τη\σ\ S θ STOP 
All operators are continuous, thus the minimal fixpoint solution for S is the limit of the 
chain: 
{F j FALSE | ] : N} 
with F defined as 
def F : N -> SPEC -• SPEC 
with F η S = if n = 0 
then S 
else Τ {F (η - 1) S) 
fi 
So we get 
So = F 0 FALSE = STOP 
5Ί = F 1 FALSE = Τ (STOP) = ?m\a;STOP ® STOP 
S2 = F 2 FALSE = ΊτηΙσ; (?τη!σ; STOP © STOP) © STOP 
etc . 
The sets of functions specified by S0, Si and S2 are given in Fig. 8.1. It is easy to see that 
the least upper bound of the chain will give exactly the infinite set of finite functions that 
could alternatively be characterized as 
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% 
Si 
% 
ε 
ε 
ε 
\ (m, σ) 
\ (m, σ) 
Ι 
(m, σ) 
(τη, σ) 
Figure 8.1: Functions in 5ο, Si and 5г 
{ƒ : M" -> M* | Ξ(η : Ν . ƒ = ff η 
where g η ε = ε 
ρ η (À; >- 7) = if η = 0 
then ε 
else if к = τη 
then σ -Η- g (η — 1) η 
else ε 
fi 
fi)) 
We will omit a formal proof here. An example of a similar proof can be found in Chapter 9 
were a fair unreliable channel is specified. 
Notice that by extending the definition of internal choice we do not lose the possibility 
to define specifications that are satisfied by both finite and infinite functions or even by 
only infinite functions. Both variants can be obtained by means of the maximal fixpoint 
solution and a proper composition of the defined combinators. For example, the maximal 
fixpoint solution of the following recursive equation defines the specification that is satisfied 
by an infinite function: 
X = Ίπύσ\Χ 
We can show this by means of co-induction. For using co-induction we need to define a 
specification S such that it is satisfied by a particular infinite function ƒ and we have to 
show that it is a postfix point of the above equation. So let S be the specification that is 
only satisfied by the following infinite function: 
def ƒ : CTSF 
with ƒ ε = ε 
f (k>- ks) = if к = m 
then σ -Η- ƒ ks 
else ε 
fi 
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First we show the following lemma: 
Lemma 8.3.1 
(m,c);f=f 
Proof 
Proving the lemma is equivalent to proving that for all sequences is 
(τη,σ;/) xs = ƒ xs 
We consider three cases for xs. 
Case xs = ε 
((τπ,σ);/) ε 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
ε 
= { Definition of ƒ } 
f ε 
The second case is xs = m >- xs': 
((m,a);f) (m>-xs') 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix on functions } 
σ ++ ƒ is ' 
= { Definition of ƒ } 
ƒ (m >- is') 
The third case is is = ι >- xs' and ι ^ m: 
((τη,σ);/) (x>-xs') 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix on functions, and ι / m } 
ε 
= { Definition of ƒ and χ Φ m } 
ƒ (ι >- is') 
Π 
Now we show that S is a postfix point of the recursive equation. So we show: 
S ƒ => (?m!<r; 5) ƒ 
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Proof 
Sf 
=> {Lemma 8.3.1} 
5((m,a);/) 
=>· { Definition of S and Lemma 8.3.1} 
3{h:CTSF . 5 ΑΛ/= (m,ff);ft) 
=$• { Definition of i/o-prefix } 
(?m\a;S)f 
So S is indeed a postfix point, thus by co-induction we know that 
S ƒ => {maxfix {Χ : SPEC . (?τη!σ; Jf))) ƒ 
so ƒ satisfies indeed the maximal fixpoint solution of the equation. 
8.4 Relation to Testing Theory 
We conclude this chapter by stating a theorem which establishes a relation between the 
Strong Acceptance Trees semantics of recursion, given in [Hen88], and our fixpoint opera­
tors. 
The relation is that the operator 
ree x.p 
introduced in [Hen88] corresponds, in a sense which will made precise below, to 
maxfix (x : SPEC . fun [ ρ ] ) 
where function fun [ ] is extended with fun [ χ ] = χ, for variable x. 
Strong Acceptance Trees, AT$, are Acceptance Trees which might be infinite, but still 
bound to be finitely branching. Moreover, finite Strong Acceptance Trees can be partially 
undefined: some of their leaves can be "open" nodes. Informally an open node, 0, models 
a notion of divergence, or "not defined yet". The presence of open nodes makes it necessary 
to redefine all the operators on Acceptance Trees as well as their ordering. The extensions 
required are not difficult from a conceptual point of view but they involve quite some 
technical elaborations which are rather tedious and therefore not presented here in detail. 
For our purposes, it suffices to say that Strong Acceptance Trees with their partial order and 
their extended operators form a cpo; the bottom element of this cpo is the tree consisting 
only of the open node. 
The interpretation of 
ree x.p 
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as strong acceptance trees, i.e. 
ATS [ree x.p ] 
is given in terms of a least fixpoint and it is the limit of a proper chain; the reader interested 
in all the technical details is referred to [Hen88]. 
To establish the correspondence we first have to 
1. define a "functional" version of ATs, with their operations and partial order and 
prove that it is a cpo. 
2. extend the function MFS (which maps acceptance trees to their functional counter-
part (see Chapter 7)). 
3. extend the decomposition function dec defined in Chapter 6 to the case in which 
there are open leaves and prove that it is continuous. 
4. extend the definition of +DFT and (BDFT to the cases where an argument can be 
empty or the set tree TRUE. 
For notational simplicity the correspondence theorem has been proven for the simplified 
case in which the term 
ree x.p 
defines a single recursive process, i.e. in ρ there are neither nested 
ree x.q 
expressions nor free variables other than x. There is no conceptual complication in extend­
ing it to tuples of mutually recursive processes, but the notation gets considerably more 
complicated. 
The correspondence result follows: 
Theorem 8.4.1 
For all ρ : GTs ({x}) and for all environments e 
dec (MFS (ATS [ree x.p ] e)) = tree (maxfix (x : SPEC . fun [ ρ ] ) 
where 
GT-Σ, ({x}) is the set of all terms ρ built from 
• the variable symbol x, 
• the constant symbol STOP 
• the family of unary operator symbols ?m!a; — 
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• the binary operator symbols — Q — , — φ — 
and such that χ is action guarded under ¡ in p, according to the following definition. 
D 
Definition 8.4.2 
For all terms ree χ.ρ, χ is action guarded under external choice in ρ if and only if for all 
subterms of ρ of the form Pi [ ft, if ι occurs in p., for t : {1,2}, then χ is action guarded 
ІП Pi-
Π 
We recall the definition of (action) guardedness [МІІ89] which has been already stated in 
Chapter 3 
Definition 
For all terms ρ and variables χ, χ is action guarded in ρ if and only if each occurrence of 
χ in ρ is within some subterm which has the form 
?m!a; q 
a 
The following are examples of terms in which χ is not action guarded under external 
choice 
ree χ. ? mìa; STOP J χ 
гее x.((?m!a;STOP θ χ) [ ?Jfc!/?; STOP) 
гее χ. ? τη\σ\ (?k\ß; STOP [ (χ ] ΊΗ\η\ STOP)) 
In the following terms instead χ is action guarded under external choice (but not always 
only guarded): 
ree x.x 
ree χ. ? τη\σ\ χ 
гее χ.{χ Θ ? mia; STOP) 
In order to get an intuitive idea of the correctness of Theorem 8.4.1 consider the fol­
lowing recursive expression as an example: 
ree χ. ? πι\σ;χ ¡ ?k\^;x 
This expression denotes the minimal fixpoint solution of a recursive equation, namely 
χ = Ίτη\σ\χ | ?fcÎ7;i, which is, interpreted as strong acceptance trees, the least upper 
bound of the chain of strong acceptance trees in Fig. 8.2 that are presented without their 
node labels. The same chain can also be interpreted as a chain of predicates characterizing 
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Figure 8.2: Chain of strong acceptance trees 
sets of functions ordered by the reverse ordering •£ when each strong acceptance tree in 
the chain is decomposed into a set of functions. Decomposition of © gives the set CTSF, 
the second tree in the chain gives all functions that initially map m to σ and A to 7 
and then behave like a function in CTSF, and so on. The limit of the chain of strong 
acceptance trees is a completely defined tree. This corresponds to the set containing one 
infinite function. Of course, if we would have considered the same recursive expression but 
with m equal to k, then the limit would result in a set of more than one function due to 
internal non-determinism. 
The technicalities required for the proof of the correspondence theorem are tedious so 
in the following we only give the main proof after an outline of the lemmas used in it. The 
reader interested in the technical details is referred to [LM95a]. 
In the following we first informally describe how a functional version of ATs can be 
obtained and how to extend the functions MFS and dec in order to deal with open nodes. 
We also state some lemmas used in the main proof and we give an informal description of 
them. Then we give an outline of the main proof and of the remaining lemmas and finally 
we present the main proof formally. 
1. Functional version of ATs-
Functional Strong Acceptance trees, fuAT
s
, are ATs where the closed nodes, i.e. 
those which are not open, are required to be functional. Operators and ordering on 
fuAT
s
 differ from those on AT$ only in their behaviour on closed nodes. For these 
nodes, they are derived from those for ATs in the same way as operators and ordering 
on ffAT are derived from those in f AT, namely by means of the function mfs. 
2. Function MFS. 
Function MFS defined in Chapter 7 is trivially extended in order to yield a functional 
strong acceptance tree when applied to a strong acceptance tree. The only extension 
required concerns open nodes, that are left unchanged by the extended version of 
MFS. 
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Lemma A 
MFS is continuous 
Proof 
Continuity of MFS follows from continuity of function mfs over sets and can be 
proven by using similar arguments to those used in [Hen88] for proving existence of 
least upper bounds in AT$. 
D 
3. Decomposition function 
Function dec defined in Chapter 6 is extended in such a way that whenever an 
open node is encountered in the argument strong acceptance tree the set of all trees 
representing functions in CTSF is generated at that point. In particular, the decom-
position of the bottom for ATS, Θ, is the set tree TRUE. Notice that any tree d in 
the decomposition of t in ATs has closed nodes only, i.e. d is an element of fuAT. 
Lemma В 
dec is continuous 
Proof 
Again, continuity of dec can be proved by using arguments similar to those used 
in [Hen88] for proving existence of least upper bounds in ATs-
D 
The proof of the main theorem consists essentially of three parts. 
1. Proving that for each ρ there exists a function HATS V '• AT$ —• ATS such that, for 
all environments e, 
ATS [гее x.p\e = U{(HATs ρ)" © | η > 0} 
This proof is based on the syntactical ordering on terms and on inductive syntactical 
substitution defined in [Hen88] and it results in Lemma С used in the first step of 
the main proof. 
2. Proving that for each ρ there exists a function Ή^ΑΤ8 Ρ · fuATs -> fuATs such that 
for all η 
MFS {{UATs pY 0) = (HfiUTs P)n Θ 
This results in Lemma D. 
3. Proving that for each ρ 
V\{dec {(HfuATs p)n ©) | η > 0} = П{<гее ((HSPEC p)n TRUE) | η > 0} 
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where (MSPEC p) '• SPEC -+ SPEC is the function corresponding to fun [ ρ ] in the 
expression maxfix (x : SPEC . fun [ ρ ] ). This results in Lemma E. Notice that for 
í l , Í2 in fuATs il < <2 implies dec il contains dec ti. This part uses continuity of 
dec (Lemma B) and mainly involves the extension to fuATs of Lemma 7.3.7 on 
page 152 that relates +¡¡AT, dec and +DFT- This last proof follows the same line as 
the one for the analogous Lemma 7.3.7 although the presence of open nodes makes 
it significantly longer. The case for external choice requires the constraint that χ 
should not occur unguarded under ] in p. The reason for that is that an open node 
models internal divergence, so 
© +fuAT
s
 t = t +fuATS = © 
On the other hand the decomposition of © corresponds to TRUE, which in our 
setting models the trivial specification, i.e. the specification which is satisfied by all 
functions in CTSF; from the definition of J we get that TRUE | S φ TRUE, for S 
different from TRUE itself. The restriction we impose makes it impossible for 0 to 
be an argument of an external choice and so in the proof of the main theorem we 
are never confronted with the different behaviour of © and TRUE with respect to 
external non-determinism, due to their different interpretation. Notice finally that 
the restriction we require is slightly weaker than requiring that the limit should be a 
completely defined object (i.e. an ATs without open node on the ATs side). 
Theorem 8.4.1 
For all ρ : GT-z {{x}) and for all environments e 
dec (MFS {ATs [ree x.p ] e)) = tree (maxfix (x : SPEC . fun [ ρ ] )) 
Main proof: 
dec (MFS (ATS [ree x.p ] e)) 
= { Lemma С } 
dec (MFS (UWATS p)nQ\n> 0})) 
= { Lemma A; continuity of MFS } 
dec (\J{MFS ((4ATS PY ©) | η > 0}) 
= { Lemma D } 
dec (UWi*AT
s
 P)n © I η > 0}) 
= { Lemma B; continuity of dec } 
\-\{dec ((HfuATs p)n ©) | η > 0} 
= { Lemma E } 
r\{tree ((TispEC p)" TRUE | η > 0} 
= { tree is continuous w.r.t. D } 
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tree (UiCHsPEC P)n TRUE | η > 0}) 
= { Definition of maxfix(x : SPEC . fun [p]) } 
tree (maxfix (x : SPEC . fun [ ρ ] )) 
D 
A deeper study of the relation between limit specifications and limits in ATs would 
require to investigate also the relation between the ordering in ATs and implication between 
specifications. We leave it for further study. 
It is possible to define a strict extension of | to TRUE, i.e. such that S ¡ TRUE = TRUE, 
which is analogous to what is proposed in [Hen88]. The resulting operator would still be 
continuous and would be closer to the one on ATs. This definition of Q is slightly more 
complicated and this has some impact on proofs dealing with |. It would induce to interpret 
TRUE as divergence which is rather far from our original interpretation, i.e. the trivial 
specification that is satisfied by all functions in CTSF. 
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Chapter 9 
Experimental Integration: 
The Alternating Bit Protocol 
In this chapter we investigate a preliminary example of the integrated use of the various 
combinatore that have been defined in previous chapters. In those chapters we have mainly 
been concerned with their properties with respect to testing theory. In the example of this 
chapter we will show that these combinatore can also be used in the more general setting 
of non-deterministic dataflow networks. We show also that this framework of dataflow 
networks can be extended in an incremental way by defining additional combinatore. In 
order to use these together with fixpoint combinatore it must be shown that they are 
monotonie. In this thesis we do not investigate their relation to testing theory. 
The non-deterministic dataflow networks also allow for the use of other specification 
techniques. For example we will use an executable functional language for the definition of 
deterministic components. As long as these functions are prefix-continuous it is clear they 
can be used in this setting. 
The particular example we study in this chapter is the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP). 
This example has been chosen because it has been specified in many other formalisms which 
creates the possibility to compare our specification with other specifications. Moreover the 
ABP is complicated enough to serve as a first illustration of the combined use of techniques. 
In this chapter we give a formal specification of the ABP as well as a formal transfor-
mational proof of its correctness that comprises liveness properties. The relatively elegant 
and straightforward specification and proof of correctness give a clear indication that it is 
worthwhile further investigating the approach we propose. 
For a particular component of the specification, the fair unreliable channel, we also 
show two further alternative specifications. One uses oracles and the other is written using 
a functional version of Temporal Logic operators. We illustrate that they all specify the 
same set of sequence processing functions that is characterized by our non-deterministic 
specification. 
In Section 9.1 we introduce some further notation which we will use in the example. 
Essentially it consists of a notational shorthand for a generalized choice, a new combinator 
for sequential composition of specifications and the use of an executable functional notation 
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for specifications that are deterministic, i.e. consist of one single function. The sequential 
composition operator is proven to be monotonie. We stress again the fact that in this 
work we are not proposing a complete notation for specification but rather a kernel for 
dealing with non-determinism in a dataflow setting. The development of a complete and 
usable specification notation, fully supported by a testing theory, is left for further study. 
In Section 9.2 we introduce an alternative definition of equality for infinite objects. This 
definition allows for the use of co-induction to show equality of infinite sequences. In 
Section 9.3 we give a short introduction to the specification of protocols and we state a 
number of assumptions about such systems. 
The three central sections are devoted to the Alternating Bit Protocol. Section 9.4 gives 
an informal introduction to this protocol, followed by a formal specification in Section 9.5. 
In Section 9.6 the formal proof of correctness of the protocol is given. 
In Section 9.7 we give examples of alternative specifications of a fair unreliable channel. 
One specification is based on oracles, another on combinatore resembling those of Temporal 
Logic. 
Finally, in Section 9.8 we draw some conclusions about the specification and correctness 
proof of the ABP. 
9.1 Notation 
For the specification of the Alternating Bit Protocol we introduce a shorthand for the 
choice combinator and an enabling combinator inspired by the one of LOTOS. We will use 
an executable functional language to define the single functions that satisfy deterministic 
specifications. 
In this chapter we consider again the set CTSF as it has been defined in Chapter 6, so 
containing both functions with finite and functions with infinite output. 
9.1.1 Generalized choice 
In this chapter we define a shorthand notation for a generalized choice combinator by 
means of elastic extension (see Chapter 2). We define it both on the function level and on 
the specification level. On the function level, with X = {xi,..., χ*} a finite subset of M, h 
a function that maps messages in X to sequences in M* and д in CTSF, we introduce the 
notation 
\(x:X.(x,(hx));g) 
to denote the empty function ε if X = 0; if X has exactly one element χ then it denotes 
the function (x, h χ); g, and if X has two or more elements then it denotes the function 
(x b h χι); g\(xi,h afe); g \ ... ¡ (xk, h xk); g 
We introduce a similar shorthand for specifications and overload the meaning of the symbol 
J. Let 5 be a specification then 
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f (χ : Χ . ?ι!Α ζ; S) 
denotes the specification STOP if X = 0, it denotes ?ar!A ar; 5 if Λ" contains only one element 
χ and if X contains two or more elements it denotes the specification: 
?ii!A xi; S ] ?хг!Л x¡\ S\...\ ?xk\h xk; S 
Note that from the definition of i/o-prefix it follows that in every component of the choice 
in the above notation a different function in the specification 5 can be chosen. Notice also 
that no brackets are needed due to associativity of choice. 
In the following we will use this shorthand with only two instances of the function h. 
Namely h m = τ m where m is a message in M, and h m = τ с, where с is a constant 
element in M. 
This notation can be formally and more generally defined in Funmath as an elastic 
extension for arguments with finite domain: 
def | : (FinM -• CTSF) -* SPEC 
with [ e = STOP Л 
V((z, α): Μ χ CTSF . | ( і н а ) = ю ) Л 
V((/,p) : {FinM -• CTSF)* Af©g.¡ (f kg) = (| ƒ) | (1 g)) 
χ >-> α denotes the one point function constructor that maps element χ to the constant 
function a. © denotes the compatibility operator that requires ƒ and g to give the same 
output on elements that are in the intersection of their domains. The operator &¿ joins 
two functions into one by joining their domains and by applying the appropriate function 
on each element in the united domain. The definitions of these functions can be found in 
Chapter 2. 
Note that in Chapter 2 we defined equality of functions. Two functions are equal if 
they have the same domain and the same mapping. This implies that there exists only 
one unique function with an empty domain. Recall that in this thesis all sequences are 
actually functions and indeed the empty sequence is the function with the empty domain. 
We can define the generalized choice in the above way because the infix choice on 
functions is commutative and associative and it has an identity element. 
We define the generalized choice for specifications also by elastic extension in a very 
similar way as for general choice on functions: 
def | : (FinM -> SPEC) - • SPEC 
with Q ε = STOP Λ 
V((x, a) : Μ χ SPEC . | ( і и а ) = а)Л 
Щ/,д) : (FinM -• SPECf Af©g.¡ (f kg) = ([ ƒ) | (| g)) 
In the case that the generalized choice results in a specification that is satisfied by 
exactly one function we use the specification itself as a denotation of the function1. 
LAn alternative way to define the extension of the generalized choice to specifications in a style in line 
with Broy would be. 
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9.1.2 Sequential Composition 
In the process algebra LOTOS there exists an operator that composes two processes ρ and q 
in such a way that if the first process, p, finishes its job it enables the next process q. This 
composition is called enabling. We define the sequential composition or enabling operator 
first on functions and then extend it to specifications in the usual way. 
In the definition we use a special output message called δ that cannot directly be used 
by the specifier. We assume also that this special action exists in the set of messages M. 
We start defining a special function Δ that maps every sequence that starts with an 
element in a finite subset Ρ of M to the single element sequence δ. 
Definition 9.1.1 Delta 
def Δ : FinM -> CTSF 
w i t h A P = ¡(p:P. {ρ,τ S);£) 
a 
When two sequence processing functions ƒ and g are composed by enabling, ƒ 2> g means 
that first ƒ is applied to the input sequence, producing corresponding output, until it 
produces a δ. At that point function g is applied on the remaining input sequence and it 
produces additional output. The definition of enabling on functions follows: 
Definition 9.1.2 Enabling 
def » : CTSF -> CTSF -• CTSF 
with (ƒ » g) ms = if 3((ms', ms") : (M") ! . 
ms" / ε Λ 
ms = ms' -H- ms" Λ 
в f (ms' -< (ms" 0)) = δ) Λ 
<5 t {/ ms'} 
then f ms' -H- g ms" 
eise f ms 
fi 
D 
def | : {FinM -»· SPEC) -> SPEC 
with ( [ ƒ ) ƒ = 3(g;V I-> CTSF . 
4(x:V I . (I x) (g x))A(\ (x:V I . g x)) f) 
It is not difficult to prove that these definitions are equivalent. The proof is left to the reader. Either of 
the definitions can therefore be used depending on what is most convenient. 
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The condition δ & {ƒ ms'} implies that ms' is chosen such that it is the longest prefix of 
ms without {ƒ ms'} containing a <5. We remind here that {h} denotes the range of function 
h. Unicity of ms' makes enabling well-defined. 
Note that the definition of enabling is rather different from that of function composition. 
Composing functions by means of function composition makes that the output of one 
function becomes the input of the second function in a pipeline way. In the case of enabling 
one function produces output for a while and then gives the remaining input to the second 
function. The output of the first function is then concatenated with the output of the 
second function. 
We can extend the definition of the function Δ to the specification EXIT. 
Definition 9.1.3 Specification EXIT 
def EXIT :FmM-> SPEC 
with EXIT Ρ f = (ƒ = Δ Ρ) 
a 
Enabling on functions is extended to enabling on specifications in the usual way: 
Definition 9.1.4 Enabling for specifications 
def » : SPEC -* SPEC -• SPEC 
with (Si » S2) ƒ = 3((g, h) : CTSF2 . Si g A S2 h Λ ƒ = g » h) 
О 
Note that we overload the symbol 3> and use it both for application on functions and on 
specifications. 
In order to be allowed to use this combinator in recursively defined specifications we 
have to prove that it is monotonie on the lattice (SPEC, =*·). 
Lemma 9.1.5 Monotonicity of enabling 
For all S, Si and S2 specifications, enabling is monotonie in both its arguments, i.e. 
(Si ^. S¡) => {Si » S ï> 52 > S) 
and 
fa £» S2)=^(S^> Si ^ S » Si) 
Proof 
Proof of monotonicity in the first argument: 
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(Si » S) ƒ 
= { Definition of » } 
3((g, h) : CTSF2 . й д Л S h Л ƒ = д » А) 
=» {и ^52} 
3((5, Л) : CTSF2 . 52 5 Л 5 Л Л ƒ = д » А) 
= { Definition of » } 
(S2 » 5) / 
The proof for the second argument is similar. 
D 
9.1.3 Functional Language 
A second extension to our framework is the use of an executable functional language to 
specify the behaviour of deterministic components of a system. Deterministic components 
are specified by specifications that are satisfied by exactly one function. For the definition 
of such functions we can choose from many functional languages. To stay in line with our 
choice to investigate the use of Funmath for the specification of systems, we will use the 
computable subset of Funmath called Comma as our functional language. 
9.2 Equality 
In Funmath sequences are considered functions as we have seen in the introduction to 
Funmath in Chapter 2. Equality of functions has been defined in the standard way as that 
two functions are considered equal if they have the same domain and the same mapping. 
If ƒ and д are infinite sequences of natural numbers equality can be rewritten as: 
/ =
 S ^ V ( n : W . / η = д η) 
An alternative, equivalent, definition is given in [San92] in terms of a maximal fixpoint: 
Definition 9.2.1 Extensional equality 
def и : M°° χ M°° ->· В 
with « = maxfix {X : M°° χ M°° -• В . (= > - X)) 
D 
The operator >— used above is defined on relations as follows: 
d e f > - : ( M x M - > B ) - > (M°° х М х - » В ) ч M°° -> M°° -• В 
with os (r >— R) bs 
3(a, b : M, as', bs' : M°° . α г b Л as' R bs' Л 
as = a >- as' Л bs = 6 >- bs') 
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The above alternative definition allows for the use of co-induction as a powerful proof-
technique for proving properties of infinite objects, in particular if properties are involved 
that concern only infinite objects, like for example fairness properties. For such properties 
the Partial Object Induction technique [Tur82] cannot be used because fairness is not a 
continuous (or directedly complete) property, i.e. if an infinite sequence is fair it is not the 
case that its finite prefixes are fair too. 
We recall the co-induction principle that says that if F is a monotone predicate trans­
former over the lattice of predicates and Y = maxfix (Χ : Fam В . F X) then Υ χ holds 
if there exists a predicate Q such that it fulfills the following two premises: 
1) (minor premise) Q χ 
2) (major premise) Q =>• F Q 
An example of a proof by co-induction has been given in Chapter 3 on page 60. 
9.3 Specification of Protocols 
At the very abstract level we could say that a protocol should behave as an identity 
function. It should map the input, i.e. the sequence of messages to be sent at the side 
of the sender, to an extensionally equal sequence of output messages at the side of the 
receiver. Moreover, we consider only infinitely long sequences. Formally this requirement 
can be specified by the following predicate [San92]: 
def Protocol : (M°° -• M°°) -• В 
with Protocol ƒ = (м : M°° . Í S « ƒ is) 
Not only the required behaviour on the very abstract level is important, but also the 
internal structure of the protocol. Actually we want a protocol to guarantee reliable com-
munication from a sender to a receiver over a possibly unreliable medium. This unreliable 
medium is actually a part of the environment in which we want the protocol to work. The 
unreliable medium has to be accepted by the designer of the protocol as a given fact that 
has to be dealt with and that has certain behavioural properties. 
The sender and the receiver on the contrary are the components that have to be designed 
in such a way that under certain conditions reliable communication between these parts is 
established. 
Since we are interested in the structure of a protocol we want a more detailed speci-
fication than the very abstract requirement specification above. The more detailed spec-
ification is called a design specification. For the design of the ABP protocol we take the 
version presented in [San92] where the following assumptions have been made: 
• The system has a fixed topology. 
• The communication mediums are predetermined and the sender and receiver have to 
be designed. 
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• The system in total must satisfy the requirement specification. 
• The input is infinite. 
• The communication mediums are unreliable transmitters, that is, each item is either 
correctly or erroneously transmitted, i.e. no items are lost. 
• When an item is erroneously transmitted it is guaranteed that later a correct trans­
mission will take place. 
Other versions of the ABP, that allow for loss of data, have been studied for example 
in [МІІ89] and [CM88]. We concentrate on the simple version because for illustrating our 
ideas it is enough. 
9.4 Informal Description of the A B P 
The alternating bit protocol (ABP) was introduced in [BSW69] to provide a reliable full-
duplex transmission over half-duplex links. In our example we consider a very simple 
version of the ABP in which data is transferred in only one direction, i.e. from the sender 
to the receiver and where data can only be corrupted and cannot not get lost. The topology 
of the ABP is shown in Fig. 9.1. It shows the sender (5), two communication channels 
(Ci, C2) and the receiver which is composed of a part producing output (R0) and a part 
producing acknowledgements (R
a
). The system components are represented as nodes in the 
graph and their interconnection as arcs. The next paragraphs give a short informal sketch 
of the ABP by means of an intensional description of the behaviour of the components of 
the system. 
is 
—> 
S 
—* 
C l 
C 2 
—» 
— > • 
Ro 
Ra - 1 
Figure 9.1: Structure of ABP 
• Sender. 
The sender transmits messages to the receiver via channel C\. A message consists 
of an input data item and a control bit. The control bit takes alternating the value 
0 and 1 for consecutive data items to be transmitted. The sender receives acknowl­
edgements via the acknowledgement channel C-¡, for each message that is received by 
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the receiver. Each acknowledgement consists of a control bit that has to be equal 
to the control bit of the corresponding message sent to the receiver. It is assumed 
that the sender can detect whether the acknowledgement is correctly or erroneously 
transmitted by the channel (e.g. via error detection codes). If the acknowledgement 
is correctly transmitted and the control bit corresponds to the control bit of the last 
message sent by the sender then the next data item will be sent. This data item has 
an inverted control bit. If the acknowledgement is transmitted erroneously or it is 
correctly transmitted but the control bit does not correspond to the control bit of 
the last message sent by the sender then a retransmission of the same data item will 
occur with the same control bit as before. 
• Receiver. 
The receiver is prepared to receive messages from the sender via channel C\. If the 
receiver receives a correctly transmitted message it checks whether the control bit 
corresponds to the bit that it was expecting. It is assumed that initially the receiver 
knows what must be the first control bit of the first message sent by the sender. If 
the received control bit indeed corresponds to what the receiver expected then the 
receiver sends an acknowledgement to the sender with the same value as the received 
control bit. If the control bit does not correspond to what was expected or if the 
receiver detects an erroneously transmitted message, it sends an acknowledgement 
with control bit of alternate value than the one that was expected. 
• Medium. 
The medium is assumed to be unreliable and either to correctly or erroneously trans-
mit messages. Moreover it is considered to be fair, i.e. there does not occur an 
infinite number of erroneously transmitted messages consecutively. 
9.5 Design Specification of the ABP 
The formal specification of the ABP consists of several parts. We will first concentrate on 
the interconnection structure of the ABP. This structure is shown in Fig. 9.1. For ease of 
notation later on in the proofs we use the following shorthand for the components in the 
ABP: 
• The specification of the sender is denoted by S. 
The specification of the fair channels by C. • 
• The specification of the receiver consists of two parts. One part is related to the 
output and is denoted by Ra. The other part is related to the acknowledgements and 
is denoted by Ra. 
Given the interconnections in the graph in Fig. 9.1 we can derive a combinator expression 
for the structure of the ABP. The specification ABP can be defined as: 
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Definition 9.5.1 ABP design specification 
def ABP : SPEC 
with ΑΒΡ = μ{Τ (R0 b,C°Ra b)°C°S b) 
α 
The specifications R0 b, Ra b and 5 6 are deterministic and parameterized by control bit 
b : B. We specify them by defining the unique function that satisfies them. We define 
this function by means of the functional language Comma that is a computable subset of 
Fu η math and was introduced in Chapter 2. 
Before we give the definitions of the functions we introduce a number of types that are 
used in the definitions. For reasons of uniformity we assume that messages that are sent 
to both channels consist of pairs: one data element and one control bit. Since the data 
elements are coming from the user, we will call them "user messages" and denote them by 
UM. The set of user messages is a finite subset of M. In case of the acknowledgement there 
is no real data to be sent, so in that case we will assume that the data part is containing 
a constant denoted by ack. We assume ach e M \ UM. The user messages together with 
the constant denoting acknowledgement are called "communication messages" and defined 
as: 
def CM := UM U ι ack 
The messages sent to the channels are called "packets" : 
def Pkts := CM χ В 
Pkts itself is considered a finite subset of M. Typical packets are denoted by pairs like 
(cm, b) where cm is the communication message which can be both a user message or 
the acknowledgement ack, and b is the control bit. Finally we assume that there exists 
a special message denoting an erroneously transmitted message. We denote it by error 
and we assume error € M \ Pkts. The set containing Pkts and the error message is called 
PktsE: 
def PktsE := Pkts U ι error 
The function that defines the behaviour of the sender is called send. It takes as argu­
ments a control bit 6 that has to be added to the message to be sent, the infinite sequence 
of messages and the sequence of acknowledgements. After it has sent a message with a 
control bit b, it starts waiting for the acknowledgement of this message. If indeed the 
expected acknowledgement arrives in good shape the sender sends the next message with 
control bit -ifc. If the wrong acknowledgement arrives or if the acknowlegment is corrupted, 
the message is sent again with the old control bit and the sender continues waiting for the 
next acknowledgement. The sender is defined as: 
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def send : В -> (UM00 χ PktsE°°) -> PJfcís00 
with send b ((ι >- is), as) = (г, b) >- wait b ι (is, as) 
def wait : В -> UM -> ( ί/Μ°° χ РШЕ°°) -> Pitts00 
with wait b ι (is, a >- os) = if a = error 
then (ι, 6) >- wait b ι (is, as) 
else if a 1 = b 
then send (->ò) (is, as) 
ehe (ι, b) >- watt b ι (is, as) 
fi 
fi 
As said before, the receiver is specified by two specifications. One for the output and 
one for the acknowledgements. The function producing the acknowledgements is denoted 
by recack. It has as arguments the control bit of the expected message, and the sequence 
of messages arriving from the sender via the message channel. If it detects an erroneously 
transmitted message, it sends as acknowledgement the old control bit (~<b). It does the 
same when it detects that a correctly received message contains the wrong control bit. If 
the received message is both correct and contains the expected control bit, it sends the 
control bit as acknowledgement. 
def recack : В -+ PktsE°° -f Pkts°° 
with recack b (m>- ms) = if m = error 
then (ack,-ib) >- recack b ms 
else if m 1 = 6 
then (ack, b) >- recack (-<b) ms 
else (ack,-<b) >- recack b ms 
fi 
fi 
The function producing the output is denoted by recout and it has as arguments the 
expected control bit and the sequence of messages that are transmitted via the message 
channel. If the received message is corrupted or is not the expected one then no output 
for that message is produced and the receiver waits for the next message. If the received 
message is correct and also the expected one, the data part of the message is produced 
as output for that message and the receiver waits for the next message with the inverted 
control bit as expected bit. 
def recout : В -• РШЕ°° -> VM°° 
with recout b (m>- ms) = if m = error 
then recout b ms 
else if (m 1) = b 
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then (m 0) >- recout (->6) ms 
else recout b ms 
fi 
fi 
It is easy to see that the functions send, watt, recack and recout are (parametrized) sequence 
processing functions and that they are prefix continuous. The last components that need 
to be specified are the transmission channels. Their behaviour will be defined by a non-
deterministic specification. Therefore we define them by means of the combinators of the 
Functional Process Algebra and the minimal and maximal fixpoint combinators. 
First we give the specification ERR of the "error part" of a channel. Informally, a 
function satisfying it, when applied to a sequence of packets will give as result a finite 
sequence of errors, possibly ending by δ. 
def ERR : SPEC 
with ERR 
mmfix {X : SPEC . (EXIT Pkts) ®\{p: Pkts . ?p\error; X)) 
Let us consider the function (specification transformer) that is used in the minimal 
fixpoint definition of ERR 
def E : SPEC -> SPEC 
with E S = (EXIT Pkts) φ | (p : Pkts . Ipìerror; S) 
All operators in E are continuous, thus ERR is the limit of the chain 
{F ] FALSE | J :Щ 
with F defined in the usual way as: 
def F : N -> SPEC -> SPEC 
with F η S = if η = 0 
then S 
else E (F (η- 1) S) 
fi 
If we denote by S j the predicate F j FALSE we can easily see the relation between S j 
and S (j — 1) as follows: 
5 0 = F 0 FALSE = FALSE 
5 1 = F 1 FALSE = E {F 0 FALSE) = E (S 0) 
S 2 = F 2 FALSE = E (F 1 FALSE) = E {S 1) 
And in general for η > 0: 
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S n = F η FALSE = Ε (F (η - 1) FALSE) = Ε {S (η - 1)) 
Substituting for E its definition we obtain for η > 0: 
S η = EXIT Pkts Θ [ (ρ : РШ . ?ρ\τ error; S (η- 1)) 
In order to get an idea about what kind of functions satisfy specifications like S 1, S 2 
etc. we assume that the set Pkts for a moment consists only of two elements к and /. In 
this case the set of trees representing the functions in 5 1 and 5 2 are the ones shown in 
Fig. 9.2 and Fig. 9.3 respectively. 
Figure 9.2: Function in 5 1 
Figure 9.3: Functions in S 2 
In the following lemma we show that if a function ƒ satisfies ERR we can find an η > 0 
such that ƒ satisfies 5 n. 
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Lemma 9.5.2 
For all ƒ : CTSF 
ERR ƒ = 3(n : N . η > О Λ (S η) f ) 
Proof 
ERR f 
= { Definition of ERR } 
minfix (X : SPEC . EXIT Pkts ® \ (p : Ptós . ?р!т егтх>г; Л")) ƒ 
= { E is continuous } 
(|J{5 η | π : Щ) f 
= { {S η |. π : Ν} ordered by ^,def. U } 
3 ( π : Ν . (5 η)/) 
= { 5 0 = FALSE } 
3(η : t í . η > 0 Λ (5 η) ƒ ) 
D 
As a corollary we can state that ERR is consistent. For each η : N a property of the 
functions in 5 η is that they produce at most η — 1 consecutive errors followed by δ for 
every infinite input sequence in Pkts°°. In order to prove this lemma we introduce a higher 
order function AFTER that given a function ƒ and an input/output pair (m, o) denotes the 
continuation of function ƒ after ƒ has taken input m from the input sequence and produced 
output o. 
Definition 9.5.3 After 
def AFTER : CTSF χ (Μ χ M+) -+ CTSF 
with (ƒ AFTER (m, o)) ms = if f (τ m) = о 
then out 
fi 
where f (my- ms) = о ++ out 
G 
Note that ƒ AFTER (m, o) is defined only if ƒ (r m) = о and we required ο φ ε. In this 
case, given ms, out is uniquely defined because ƒ is a function. We will use AFTER only in 
the case that the above condition holds. 
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Lemma 9.5.4 
For all / : CTSF and η : Ν Λ η > О 
(S η) f = 
V(¿s : Pkts02 . 3(7 : (t error)* . / ώ = ' / 4 + τ ί Λ 
К т С а ( п - і ) ) ) 
Proof 
By induction on n: 
Base case η = 1 
(5 1)/ 
= { Definition of S 1} 
(EXIT PJfcis Φ 1 (p : Pkts . ?p\r error; FALSE)) ƒ 
= { Definition of i/o-prefix and choice } 
(EXIT Pkts θ FALSE) ƒ 
= { Definition of θ } 
(EXIT Pkts) f 
= { Definition of EXIT } 
f = l(p:Pkts.(p,r5);£) 
= {is: Pkts00 } 
ƒ is = τ δ 
So indeed, ƒ in this case makes no errors at all. 
Induction step: Suppose the lemma holds for (5 n) f, we have to prove the lemma holds 
for (5 (n + 1)) ƒ. 
(S(n+l))f 
= { Definition of S (η + 1) } 
(EXIT Pkts Θ | (p : Pkts . 1ρ\τ error; S η)) ƒ 
This gives two cases for ƒ is with ts : Pkts00: 
Case 1) ƒ is = τ δ. In this case ƒ ÍS produces no errors at all, and thus certainly less than 
n. 
Case 2) (ƒ is) 0 = τ error. In this case ƒ is produces at least one error, and we have to 
prove that the continuation of ƒ after producing this error produces at most (n — 1) errors. 
For that we continue the above derivation as follows: 
(EXIT Pkts θ 1 (p : Pkts . Ίρ\τ error; S η)) f 
= { (ƒ is) 0 = τ error, definition of i/o-prefix,| } 
3{g : CTSF . (S n) g Λ g = ƒ AFTER (¿5 0, τ error)) 
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So, д is the continuation of ƒ after it produced an error for the first element of the input 
sequence is and this д satisfies S η, so by induction hypothesis д produces at most η — 1 
consecutive errors, and thus ƒ produces at most η consecutive errors. 
α 
In the limit, so for ERR, we see that it indeed specifies all functions that on infinite 
sequences of packets produce a finite number of consecutive errors followed by δ. This is 
due to the specific definition of the choice operator. 
We prove one more property of the functions that satisfy ERR. It says that functions 
that satisfy ERR and that produce an error for the first element of the input sequence, 
continue to behave like a function in ERR. 
Lemma 9.5.5 
For all e : CTSF and is : Pkts00 
ERR e Λ (e (г >- is)) 0 = τ error 
ERR (e AFTER (t,r error)) 
Proof 
ERR e 
= { ERR is a fixpoint of E } 
(EXIT Pkts Θ | (p : Pkts . 1ρ\τ error; ERR)) e 
=>• { (e is) 0 = τ error, def. Θ, i/o-pref} 
3(e' : CTSF . ERR e' A e (г >- is) = error >- e' is) 
=> { Definition of AFTER } 
ERR (e AFTER (г, τ error)) Λ 
e (г >- га) = error >- (e AFTER (г, τ error)) 
D 
We defined the specification ERR to serve as a part of the specification of a fair channel. 
A fair channel repeatedly produces a finite number of errors (possibly zero) followed by a 
correct transmission. This means that we need to define all infinite functions that model 
this behaviour on infinite sequences of packets. We can do this by means of a maximal 
fixpoint construction. 
def С : SPEC 
with С = maxfix {Χ : SPEC . ERR » J (ρ : Pkts . IpW p; X)) 
Monotonicity of all involved operators on specifications guarantees existence and unique­
ness of C. Moreover, С is consistent. For instance it can be easily proven by co-induction 
that the identity function on Pkts satisfies it. 
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An important property of the functions that satisfy С is given by the following lemma. 
It says that each function с that satisfies C, when applied on an infinite sequence is : Pkts°°, 
behaves as a function satisfying С after it has processed the first element of is. 
Lemma 9.5.6 Fair continuation 
For all с : CTSF and ι >- is : Pkts00 for о = error or о = г 
С с Л (с (i>-is)) 0 = τ о 
=> 
С (с AFTER (г, τ о)) Л с (г >- и) = о >- (с AFTER (г, г о)) ÍS 
Proof 
C c 
= { С is a fixpoint} 
{ERR » D (ρ : ЯШ . Ίρ\ρ; С)) с 
= { Definition of » } 
3{e
u
n:CTSF . 
ERR ei Λ | (p : Pkts . ?p'p; C) η Л с = β! » η) 
= { Definition of Q and i/o-prefix } 
3(ei : CTSF, г
г
 : Pkts -> CTSF . 
£Ήη ei Λ V(p : РШ . С (ñ ρ)) Λ 
с = ei » J (ρ : PAís . (ρ, г ρ); ñ ρ)) 
Now there are two cases depending on the value of o: 
Case 1) (с (г >- is)) 0 = τ error 
(с (г >- is)) 0 = r error 
=>• { Definition of с in above derivation } 
(ei (г >- is)) 0 = r error 
=4> { ERR ei and lemma 9.5.5 } 
3(e2 : CTSF . £ЯЯ e2 Л ег AFTER (г, τ error) = e2) 
So in this case we have that 
с AFTER (г, τ error) 
= { Definition of с for some й s.t. for all ρ : Pkts С (fi ρ) } 
e! AFTER (г, τ error) » Q (ρ : Ffcís . (ρ, r ρ); ñ ρ) 
=> { FAß (e, AFTER (ι,τ error)) def. С, С (ñ ρ) } 
С (с AFTER (ι,τ error)) 
=> { Definition of AFTER } 
С (с AFTER (ι,τ error)) Λ 
с (ι У- is) = error >- (с AFTER (ι,τ error)) is 
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Case 2) (с (г >- is)) 0 = τ г 
(с (i >- is)) О = τ г 
=>• { C c , exists τ1! s.t. for all ρ : PktsC (f
x
 ρ), 
ERR ei} 
(ei (г >- is)) 0 = r j A c = e i » [ ( p : Pkts . (p, r p); ñ ρ) 
=• { Definition of » } 
с AFTER (ι,τ i) = fi i 
=• { С (fi г) Л г e Pkts } 
С (с AFTER (i,τ г)) 
=• { Definition of AFTER } 
С (с AFTER (ι,τ ι)) Λ с (г >- is) = i >- (с AFTER (г,г г)) is 
О 
9.6 Correctness Proof of the A B P 
In Section 9.3 we stated that a protocol on the abstract level should satisfy the requirement 
that the infinite sequence of input messages is extensionally equal to the output sequence. 
Considering the specification of the ABP described in the previous section 
def ABP : SPEC 
with ΑΒΡ = μ (Τ (R0 b, C°Ra 6)»C7 = S 6) 
proving correctness means that we prove that each function that satisfies the ABP maps 
every infinite sequence of user messages UM into the extensionally equal sequence of user 
messages. Recall that in the above specification R0 b stands for the specification satis­
fied by the function recout b, R
a
 b for the specification satisfied by recack b and S b for 
the specification satisfied by send b. The functions д : CTSF that satisfy the ABP are 
characterized by 
ABP д 
3((r„, г., s) : (В -+ CTSF)3, ( с
ь
 с2) : CTSF2 . 
V(6 : В . (ño 6) (η, 6) Λ (R
a
 b) (r„ 6) Л С
 С і
 Л С с2 Л (S Ь) (s b) Л 
д = μ {Τ (r0 6, с2 ° та b) ° d ° s b))) 
So, actually we have to prove that 
V(is : Ш ° ° . 
((г0, г., β) : (В -• CTSF)3, (d, c2) : CTSF2, 6 : В . 
(До b) (η, 6) Λ (R
a
 b) {r
a
 b) Л С d Л С с2 Л (5 6) (s i) Л 
μ (Τ (r0 b, C2°ra 6 ) ° d ° s 6) г« » ÍS)) 
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Since we know that the specifications R0 b, Ra b and S b are satisfied by only one 
function, respectively recout b, recack b and send 6 we can reduce our proof obligation to 
(г« : UM00, b : В . 
((с
ь
 с2) : CTSF2 . С С! Л С с2 Л 
μ ( Τ (recout b, c 2 β recack b) ° C\ ° send b) is « is)) 
For the purpose of reducing the length of formulas and expressions in the proofs we use 
the names r„ for recack, r0 for recout and s for send. 
Since we defined equality of infinite sequences « by means of a maximal fixpoint oper­
ator, we can use the co-induction principle to show the above equality. So assume we have 
certain c\ and c2 satisfying С and an infinite input sequence of user messages is : UM°°. 
In order to prove 
is « μ (Τ (r0 b, C2°ra b)°C\°s b) is 
the co-induction principle says that we have to find a relation, say В such that 
is Β μ (Τ (r0 b, Сг° ra b) ° Ci °s b) is 
and 
BC{=>- В) 
Let us define the relation В as follows: 
def В : UMœ -+ UM"0 -+ В 
with is В js= 3((с
ь
 c2) : CTSF2. С сг Л С с2 Л 
μ (Τ (r0 b,c2°ra b) ° οχ » s b) is = js) 
It is easy to see that the first condition of the co-induction principle is trivially satisfied 
by just substituting 
μ (T (r0 b, ci°ra V) о Ci ° s b) is 
for js in the definition of В and choosing Ci = C\ and c2 = c2. 
What remains is to prove the second condition which is more elaborative. We start by 
giving the main proof that uses two lemmas that are proven right after it. What we have 
to prove for the second condition is that the relation В is a postfix point 
ß c ( = > ß ) 
= { Set theory } 
V((is,js) : (UM00)2 .isBjs=ïis(=^ В) js) 
Ξ { Definition of >— on relations } 
V((is,js):([/M°°)2. 
isBjs^ 3(((i,is'),(j,js')):(UMx UM00)2 . 
ι = j Λ is' В js' Л IS = ι У- is' Λ ρ = j >- js')) 
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proving that В is a postfix point we start from is В js: 
is В js 
{ Definition of В } 
3((ci, c2) : CTSF . С ci Л С с2 Л 
μ ( Τ (г„ 6, с2 о г„ 6) » Ci о s b) is = js) 
{ Definition of μ } 
3 ( ( с
ь
 c2) : CTSF . С ci А С c2 Л 
( Г (г0 6, с2 » г0 6) « ci » 5 fe) (гя, ζ) = (js, г)) 
{ Property of Τ on page 81} 
Э ( ( с
ь
 c2) : CTSF . С с! Л С c2 Л 
( Τ (r 0 6 ° δ ι ° s fe, с2°га b°ci°s b) (is,ζ) — (js,z)) 
{ Definition of Τ on page 79 } 
3 ( ( c b c2) : CTSF . С δι Л С c2 Л 
((r 0 6 oc! o S 6) (es,z),c 2 °r„ 6ogiOS ¿) (is,z)) = (js,z)) 
{ Definition of s and is is infinite } 
3((ci, c2) : CTSF, (ι, is') : [/Μ χ UM°° . С cj. А С c2 Л ÍS = г >- es' Л 
(r 0 6 » Ci) ((г, 6) >- W b ι (is', ζ)) = js A 
(c 2 о r 0 6 ο δι) ((г, δ) >- w b ι (is', ζ)) = ζ) 
{ Lemma 9.6.1 with Ci = Ci, c2 = c2 } 
3((c[, cj) : CTSF, (ι, is') : UM χ UM°°, ζ' : Pkts°° . 
С с[ А С с'2 Ais = ι У- is' А 
ι >- (Го (""б) ° cj ° w b ι) (is', ζ') = js A 
Сг ((OCA;, 6) >- (г. (-.6) » с} о
 ш
 6 ,) (
м
' , л')) = г') 
{Lemma 9.6.2 with с[ = С\, с2 = с2 and ζ' = ζ) 
Э((сі', с2') : CTSF, (г, г5') : £/М χ UM°°,z" : Pkts°° . 
С c'{ AC c2' Л ÍS = г >- is' Л 
» >-(r
e
 (-<ò)°c"°s (-.6)) (is', г") = js Л 
(ocJfc,6)>-(cjT
e
 (-.6) о ci'» e (-fe)) (м',г") = ( а с М ) > - г " ) 
{js is infinite} 
Ι^οϊ,οϊ) . CTSF,z" : Pkts°°,((i,is'),(j,]s')) : (UM χ t / M 0 0 ) 2 . 
С с" А С c% Ais = i>-is' Ajs = j >-js' Αι = j A 
(r„ (-.6)ocfo S (-6)) (« ' , г") = У Λ 
(г£· г. (-6) »8? ·*(-·*)) (и', *") = *") 
{ Definition of Τ and μ } 
3((гГ, c2') : CTSF, ζ" : P/fcís°°, ((г, ÍS ') , (J , JS ' ) ) : ( t/Af x UM00)2 . 
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С с" AC Щ his = ι >- is' Ajs=j >-js' Л г = j Л 
μ (Τ (η, ЬЬ),<%т. (-.&)).г?.β (-6)) и ' = у ) 
= { Definition of В } 
Э(((г,ю').0-У)):(£/МхШ°°) 2 . 
is = г >- ÍS' Л js = j >- js' Л г = j Л is' В js') 
In the above proof two lemmas are used that reflect the two essential steps in the proof. 
The first lemma is a lemma about messages (packets) that are sent by the sender to the 
receiver. It says that if the sender keeps repeatedly sending a message some time it will 
arrive correctly at the receiver. 
The second lemma is about messages from the receiver to the sender. It says that 
whenever something is received at the receiver (a correct or incorrect message) it will 
lead to the transmission of an acknowledgement that will arrive (correct or incorrect) at 
the sender and (this is important) provokes the sender to send a message again. So also 
in the case the sender keeps receiving incorrect acknowledgements, it keeps resending its 
message which means that this message some time has to arrive correctly at the receiver. 
The receiver in its turn, keeps resending an acknowledgement as long as it keeps receiving 
messages, and thus, some time, the sender has to receive the acknowledgement correctly 
after which the whole process starts again from the beginning. 
The first lemma formally can be stated as: 
Lemma 9.6.1 
Let 6 : В, г : UM, is' : UM°°, C\, Сг fair unreliable channels, js : UM00 and ζ : Pkts°° such 
that 
(r„ b ° ci) ((г, 6) >- (ω 6 г) (is', ζ)) = js Λ 
(c2 °ra b«ci) ((г, è) >- (w b ι) (is', z)) = ζ 
then there are fair channels c\' and o¿ and z' : Pkts°° such that 
г >- {r0 {~>b) » ci' « ω 6 г) (ts', ζ') = js Λ 
t*'((acM)>-(r
e
(-.&)oci'·«; &0 («',*')) = *' 
Proof 
From the fact that ci is a fair channel we can derive that 
С С! 
Ξ { С is a fixpoint} 
(ERR » Ι (ρ : Pkts . ?p!p, С)) a 
Ξ { Definition of » } 
3(eltr\:CTSF. 
ERR ei Λ | (p : Pkts . ?p\p; C) η Λ Ci = d » n) 
Ξ { Definition of | and i/o-prefix } 
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3(ej : CTSF, ñ : Pkts -> CTSF . 
ERR ei Λ V(p : Pkts . С (τ\ ρ)) Λ 
ci = e1 » J (ρ : PAís . (ρ, г ρ); ñ ρ)) 
So let us assume that c
x
 is of the form 
ei » | (p:Pkts . ( ρ , τ ρ ) ; η p) 
We prove the lemma by induction on the maximal number of consecutive errors t\ can 
produce. We recall here that functions which satisfy S t can produce at most ί — 1 errors 
followed by δ for every sequence in Pkts°°. 
In the base case we assume (S 1) t\. In that case we derive: 
(r0 6 ° ci) ((ι, b) >- (w b ι) (is', z)) = js Л 
(c2 τ « 6 ° ci) ((г, i ) > - ( u ) i г) (is', z)) = г 
=• { Assumption on c b lemma 9.5.6, c\ = ci AFTER ((ι, Ь),т (г, 6)) } 
(r0 b) ((г, 6) >- (ci » w Ь г) (is', ζ)) = js A 
(c2 ° ra b) ((г, 6) >- (ci = ш 6 г) (es', л)) = г 
= { Definition of т0 b and га b } 
î >- (то (~>Ь) « CI » tu 6 г) (is', ζ) = js Л 
с2 ((асА, 6) >- (га ( ιδ) » Ci о w b ι) (is', ζ)) = г 
=Φ· { Take с/ = c\ and c2' = S2, ζ' = ζ } 
3((ci ' ,c 2 ' ) :CT5F i ; s ' ,z ' . 
ι >- (r0 (->Ь)°Сі'°ш ft г) (ÍS', г') = js' Л 
c2' ((ocJfc, 6) >- (r„ (-.6) · ci' · io 6 i) (is', z')) = z') 
For the induction case we assume that the lemma holds for e\ satisfying S t and we 
have to show that the lemma holds for t\ satisfying S (t + 1). From the assumption that 
(5 (i + 1)) t\ we can derive that 
(S(t + 1)) ei 
= { Definition of S (t + 1) } 
(EXIT Pkts θ J (p : Pkts . ?ph error; S t)) ei 
Now there are two possibilities for the result of the application of t\ on an input sequence 
is : Pkts°°: 
(t\ is) 0 = τ δ 
or 
(ei is) 0 = τ error 
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In the first case t\ is does not produce any error and in that case the proof boils down to 
a similar proof as in the base case. 
In the second case ei is produces at least an error for the first element in the input 
sequence is. In this case we also can derive the following: 
( 5 ( t + l ) )
e i 
= { Definition of 5 (f + 1) } 
(EXIT Pkts Θ [ (p : Packets . Ίρ\τ error; S t)) е
г 
=>• { (ei is) 0 = τ error } 
3(et : CTSF . (S t) et Λ ex AFTER (is Ο,τ error) = et) 
Also, by lemma 9.5.2 the fact that et satisfies 5 t implies that et satisfies ERR. In this 
second case we can thus assume that c\ is has a certain form. We know that c\ is a fair 
channel, and we assumed it performs at most t errors at the beginning before a correct 
transmission will take place, and moreover we assumed that the first transmission results 
in an error. So we can derive 
ci (г >- is) 
= { С ci implies exists Т
г
 s.t. for all ρ : Pkts С (ñ ρ), ERR ei} 
(ei » J (ρ : Pkts . ?ρ\τ ρ; ñ ρ)) (ι >- is) 
= { Ci starts with an error } 
τ error -H- (ei AFTER (ι,τ error) » | (p : Pkts . ?ρ!τ ρ; fi ρ)) is 
Moreover, since ERR (ei AFTER (ι,τ error)) and С (ñ ρ) for all ρ : Pkts we know from 
the derivation at the beginning of this proof that 
(ei AFTER (is Ο,τ error) » | (p : Pkts . ?p\r p; ñ ρ)) 
satisfies С. We will denote it by c¡. Now we prove the induction case: 
(r0 6 « Ci) ((г, b) >- (ui b г) (is', z)) = js Л 
(c2or„ 6-ci) ((г, 6) >- (w b ι) (is',ζ)) = ζ 
= { Assumption ci (г, 6) >- is = τ error ++ ct is } 
(r0 b) (error >- (C( ° w b ι) (ts', z)) — js Λ 
(сг° r
a
 b) (error >- (ct°w b г) (is',z)) = ζ 
= { Definition of r0 b and ra b } 
(r0 b° ct°w b ι) (is',z) = js Λ 
c2 ((ack, (-16)) >- (ra 6 о C( о w b 1) (is', z)) = ζ 
=> { Lemma 9.5.6 and ρ = error or ρ = (ack, -<b) } 
3(c2 : CTSF . С c2 Л 
(r0 b°Ct°w b 1) (is',ζ) = ρ Λ 
ρ >- (сг°r
a
 b" °ct°w b 1) (is', z) = z) 
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=• { ζ is infinite } 
3(c2 : CTSF, z" : Pkts00 . С c2Az=p^z" Л 
(r0 b°ct°w b ι) (ts',ρ >- ζ") = js Λ 
ρ >- (c2 » га boct'W b ι) (is', ρ >- ζ") = ρ>- ζ") 
= { Definition of w, ρ = error or ρ = (act, ->6) } 
3(c2 : C7T5.F, ζ" : Pkts00 . С с2 Л г = ρ >- г" Л 
(г. 6 » с,) ((г, 6) >- (w b ι) {is', ζ")) = js Λ 
Ρ >- (c2 - ra 6 ο et) ((ι, 6) >- (w b г) (is', 2")) = ρ >- г") 
=Φ· { Equality of sequences } 
3(c2 : CTSf, z" : Pkts°° . С c2 Л 
(r0 6 » C() ((ι, 6) >- (w b 1) (is', z")) =jsA 
(c2 о r0 6 о C() (( г, ft) >_ ( ш 6 ,) („ ' , z")) = z") 
=ϊ { LH. with ζ" for ζ, С et, С с2} 
3(z' : Pte°°, (с/, с2') : CTSF . С С і ' Л С с2' Л 
• >- (Го (-•Ь) ° Ci'oω 6 г) (is', ζ') = js Л 
с2' ((ОСА;, 6) >- (r„ (—іб) °d'°w Ь ι) (is', ζ') = ζ') 
О 
The second lemma, that deals with the transmission of acknowledgements, is stated 
below. It is proven in a similar way as the previous lemma. 
Lemma 9.6.2 
Let 6 : Β, ι : UM, is' : UM°°, C\ and c2 fair unreliable channels and js . UM°° and ζ : Pkts00 
such that 
ι >- (r0 (-16) °ci°w b 1) (is', z) = js Λ 
c2 ((ack, b) >- (ra (-16) ° ci ° w b ι)) (is', ζ) = ζ 
then there are fair channels c\' and c2' and z' : Pkts
00
 such that 
г >- (To (~<b) о Ci' ° s (-'б)) (is', ζ') = js Λ 
(ack, b) >- (c2' = r0 (-ιδ) » ci' о s (->b)) (is', ζ') = (ack, b) >- z' 
Proof 
Like in the previous lemma we prove this lemma by induction on the maximal number of 
consecutive errors a channel initially can produce. Like with ci we can find functions e2 in 
ERR and f2 : Pkts -* CTSF and r2 ρ a fair channel for all ρ . Pkts, such that 
c2 = e2 >> [ (p : Pkts . (ρ,τ ρ); f2 ρ) 
and the induction will be on e2. For the base case we assume that e2 satisfies 5 1, i.e. that 
it initially produces at most zero errors. Moreover we know that by Lemma 9.5.6 
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(c2 is) 0 = τ (is 0) 
3(c2 : CTSF . С с2Лс2 = c2 AFTER (и 0,т (и 0))) 
and also that 
(c2 is) 0 = τ error 
3(c2 : CTSF . С c2M2 = c2 AFTER (is Ο,τ error))) 
For the base case we can now derive 
* >- (ro {"lb) "C\°W b ι) {is', z) = JS A 
c2 ((ack, b) >- (ra (-16) °C\°w b 1) (is', z)) = ζ 
= { Assumption on c2 and c2 = c2 AFTER ((ack, b),r (ack, b)) } 
ι >- (τ0 (-'b)a Ci°w b 1) (is', z) = js Λ 
(ocA, 6) >- (c2 ° r0 (-16) » ci » w b i) (is', ζ) = ζ 
=> { ζ is infinite } 
3(ζ" : Р Ш ~ . г = (аск, Ъ) >- ζ" Л 
г >- (г0 (-*&) °Ci°w b г) (is', (ack, b) >- ζ") = js Λ 
(acfc, 6) >- (c2 о r„ (-ι6) » Ci ° ω 6 ι) (is', (acfc, &) >- ζ") = (acfc, 6) >- ζ") 
= { Definition of го 6 г } 
3(z" : P/fcis°° . ζ = (oc*, 6) >- ζ" Λ 
» >- (^ о (-'b) «ci "s (->i>)) (is', г") = js Л 
(acJk, 6) V (c2 ° r„ (-6) о ci's bb)) (м', г") = (ocJfc, 6) >- г") 
=*· { Take ci' = с
ь
 c2' = c2, г' = z" } 
3((ci', c2') : CTSF, z' : P/fcis00 . С a' Л С c2' Л 
» >- (л, (-•b) ° Ci' о s (->&)) (is', г') = js Л 
(ас*, 6) >- (c2' » г0 (-.6) » Ci' - s (-<Ь)) (is', ζ') = (ack, b) >- г') 
For the induction case we proceed as we did with ci in the previous lemma We assume 
that the lemma holds for channel functions that start with at most t — 1 errors, i.e. we 
assume (S t) e2. We will prove the induction case for e2 in 5 (t + 1). In the case e2 on 
a certain input sequence is does not produce an error on the first element, the lemma is 
trivially satisfied because that case is similar to the base case. So for the induction case 
we assume that e2 produces an error for the first element of the input sequence. So we 
assume 
(e2 is) 0 = τ error 
As in Lemma 9.6.1 we denote the continuation of c2 after this error by ct. So 
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ct = c2 AFTER (is Ο, τ error) 
and we know from Lemma 9.5.6 that ct thus is a fair channel. The induction case can now 
be proven as follows 
г >- (r 0 (->6)°Ci°w b ι) (ts',z) = js Л 
c2 ((ack, b) >- (r„ (-16) » ci » w b ί) (is', ζ) = ζ 
= { (c2 (ack, b) >- ÍS) = error >- ct is} 
г >- (r0 (~>b) ° Ci ° w b ι) (is', ζ) = js Λ 
error >- (c t » r 0 (->&) о ci ° и; 6 г) (is', ζ) = ζ 
=>· { г is infinite } 
3(z" : PJtís00 . ζ = error >- ζ" Λ 
ι >- ( Γ 0 (-іб) Ο CI » U; Ь г) (is', error >- 2") = js A 
error >- (c( ° r„ (->6) °C\°w b i) (is', error >- z") = error >- z") 
= { Definition of w b ι } 
3(z" : Pkts°° . ζ = error >- ζ" Λ 
« > (r 0 (-^ò) » cj) ((г, b) >- (w b 1) (is', z")) = js Л 
error >- (с« о г„ (-ifc) » ci) ((г, 6) >- (w b 1) (is', z")) = error >- z") 
= { Take ρ s.t. ρ = (ι, b) or ρ = error, lemma 9.5.6 } 
3(ci : CTSF, z" : Pkts°° . С Ъ\ Λ ζ = error >- ζ" Λ 
г >- (r0 (_ ,6)) (ρ >- (ci ° w b 1) (is', z")) = js Λ 
error >- (c( » r 0 (-'б)) (p~>- (c\°w b г) (is', г")) = error >- г") 
Ξ { Definition of r„ (-16) and r 0 (-16) } 
3(êi : CTSF, z" : Pkts°° . С Ci Λ ζ = error >- ζ" Λ 
г >- (»"о ("'ô) ° êi ° w 6 г) (is', ζ")) = js Λ 
error >- (ct ((acfc, 6) >- (r
a
 (-16) ° Ci ° w b 1) (is', z")) = error >- z") 
=>• { Equality of sequences } 
3(êi : CTSF, z" : Pkts°° . Cj : CTSF, ζ = error >- ζ" Λ 
г >- (л> (^b) °C\°wbi) (is', ζ")) = js Λ 
(с, ((oc*, 6) V (r„ (-6) ° ci · w b ι) (is', ζ")) = ζ") 
=> {Ι.Η. Cc
x
hCct) 
Щсі', с2') : CTSF, ζ'. Pkts°° . С cx' Л С с2 ' Л 
(г >- (г0 (-6)о ci'»β (-•&)) (is',ζ')) = js Λ 
(ас*, 6) >- (c2'°ra (-&)°Ci'°s (^Ь)) (is',ζ')) = ζ') 
This completes the proof of correctness of the ABP. 
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9.7 Other Specifications of the Fair Channel 
In this section we define two alternative specifications of the fair unreliable transmission 
channel. One specification is inspired by the specification given in [San92] which is based 
on the use of oracles. The other specification uses combinatore similar to those of Temporal 
Logics but with an associated functional semantics. The alternative specifications illustrate 
that within the introduced functional dataflow approach non-deterministic specifications 
can be defined by means of different techniques. They also illustrate that the specification 
of the channel by means of the process algebraic combinators are compatible with the other 
specifications. 
9.7.1 A Specification with Oracles 
In this section we compare the specification of the fair unreliable channel С with another 
specification that is defined by using oracle streams as has been proposed in [DS89, San92]. 
We give its definition here following Sander. In this specification a 1-fair oracle stream is 
used. Informally a 1-fair oracle stream is an infinite sequence of bits such that never an 
infinite number of consecutive O's occur in the stream. Such an oracle stream can be defined 
in two steps. First we define the set of all finite sequences composed of a finite number of 
consecutive O's followed by one 1. We denote this set by O'L: 
def 0*L:B· 
with O'L = minfix (X : V (B*) . t (r 1) U {0 >- χ \ χ : X}) 
The next step defines the set of 1-fair oracles as: 
def lFair : B°° 
with I Fair = maxfix (X : V (Β") . O'L Η X) 
In Sander [San92] a fair unreliable channel is defined as a function that satisfies the 
following specification: 
def Fute : (Pkts°° ->• PktsE™) -* В 
with Fute g = 3(os : \Fair . g = corrupt os) 
where the function corrupt is defined as 
def corrupt : 1 Fair χ Pkts°° -» PktsE°° 
with corrupt (o >- os) (p >- ps) = if о 
then ρ >- corrupt os ps 
else error >- corrupt os ps 
fi 
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As an advantage of this approach Sander mentions that in this way a fair unreliable channel 
can still be represented by one function that is represented by corrupt in this example. The 
non-determinism of the channel is modeled by the extra argument of the function and thus, 
according to Sander, non-determinism is modeled in the data rather than as a process. 
However, we can still observe that the specification Fute specifies a set of sequence 
processing functions. In the following we investigate the relation between this set and the 
set characterized by С which has been defined in Section 9.5. 
Let us investigate a small example by restricting the set of packets that are sent over 
the channel to only two elements: Pkts = {k, I}. Note that the types of both predicates 
Fute and С correspond. 
In the definition of Fute we can see that each oracle stream corresponds to (or generates) 
one function. If the first element of the oracle stream is 0 then, whatever the first input 
packet of the channel is, this packet will be corrupted. If the first element is a 1, the 
first packet will be transmitted correctly. This means that the corruption of a packet only 
depends on the value of the oracle stream at the corresponding position of the message in 
the input. 
Let us now investigate the set of functions that is characterized by the specification С 
in Section 9.5. We recall its definition here: 
def ERR : SPEC 
with ERR 
minfix {X : SPEC . (EXIT Pkts) θ [ (ρ : Pkts . ?p\error; X)) 
def С : SPEC 
with С = maxfix {Χ : SPEC . ERR » J (p : Pkts . ?ρ\τ p; X)) 
First we investigate the specification ERR and concentrate on what the functions specified 
by ERR can do initially. In Fig. 9.4 the internal choice of EXIT Pkts and the initial 
part of the generalized choice in ERR are represented as functional acceptance trees. The 
acceptance set of the resulting tree at ε, according to the definition of internal choice, can 
be derived as follows: 
mfs (c ({{(*, δ), (Ι, δ)}} Ό {{(к, error), (I, error)}})) 
= { Definition of U } 
mfs (c ({{(Μ),(Ζ, δ)}, {(к, error), (I, error)}})) 
= { Definition of с } 
mfs ({ {{k,S),(l.S)},{(k, error), (I, error)}, 
{(к, δ), (Ι, δ), (к, error)}, {(к, δ), (Ι, δ), (I, error)}, 
{(к, error), (I, error), (k, δ)}, {(к, error), (I, error), (Ι, δ)}, 
{(к, δ), (Ι, δ), (к, error), (I, error)}} 
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{{(k, 6),(1, Ô)}} {{(k, error) ,(1, error)}} 
(k, b ) / \ n , Ô) (k, e r r o r ) / \ n , error) 
Figure 9.4: Initial parts of EXIT Pkts and generalized choice in ERR. 
= { Definition of mfs } 
{ {(*, δ), (Ι, δ)}, {(к, error), (I, error)}, 
{(k,error),(l,6)},{(k,6),(l,error)}} 
The last set of sets in the derivation represents the possible initial "steps" that the functions 
specified by ERR can perform. Combining ERR with enabling as in the definition of С 
gives the following four possibilities of how functions in С can behave initially: 
• {(к, к), (I, I)} i.e. the function models correct transmission of the first packet. 
• {(k, error), (I, error)} i.e. the function models corruption of the first packet. 
• {(к, к), (I, error)} i.e. the function models correct transmission of the first packet if 
this is k, and corruption if this is I. 
• {(к, error), (I, I)} i.e. the function models correct transmission if the first packet is 
I, and corruption if the packet is k. 
Clearly the two first possibilities correspond to what we found for the kind of functions 
defined by means of the 1-fair oracle. The two other possibilities are extra possibilities. 
They show that in the specification С the corruption of the transmission is not only 
dependent on the position of the packet in the input stream, but also on the packet itself. 
In our opinion there is no reason to restrict to only those functions specified by Fute. 
The transmission of a packet need not depend only on its position in the input sequence. 
The specification С is a bit more general. 
Since in [San92] the specification Fute is used we would expect some consequences 
for the correctness proof of the ABP if the more general specification С would be used. 
However, a more detailed inspection of the proof revealed that it is set up in such a way 
that it in fact already takes precisely into account all the functions that are specified by 
С and not only those characterized by Fute. 
It is therefore likely that the specification Fute was meant to be defined as: 
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def Fute : (Pkts°° -4 PktsE°°) -> В 
with Fute д = W(is : Pkts00 . 3(os : lFair . д is = corrupt os is)) 
In this specification a new oracle is chosen for every input sequence is. It is not difficult to 
see that С and Fute indeed specify the same set of functions. Both specifications specify 
the set of functions that (in our example case) can accept sequences of packets existing 
of A; and I. Each packet can either be correctly or erroneously transmitted, but never an 
infinite number of consecutive errors occur. 
We now have two equivalent specifications of a fair unreliable channel, defined in a 
different style. One is based on combinators inspired by process algebra and the other 
one is based on oracles. The correspondence between the two specifications is interesting 
because it shows that the way in which the process algebraic combinators have been defined 
can be used for specifications that are compatible with specifications defined by means of 
oracles. This also shows that the combinators have a sensible meaning outside the scope of 
testing theory. It is worthwhile to further investigate the relation between the two styles 
of specification. Such an investigation is well supported by the function set model we 
introduced. 
9.7.2 A Specification Using Predicative Temporal Calculus 
In [vT94] and in earlier work of Boute [Bou86, Bou87] modal algebras have been developed 
as an extension and generalization of Boolean algebras by associating functional semantics 
to modal operators. The theory that has been developed is purely algebraic but the 
symbolism that is used yields formulas which resemble those of Temporal Logic. In this 
section we present a particular instance of the temporal algebra namely the Predicative 
Temporal Calculus (PTC) following the introduction in [vT94]. 
The Predicative Temporal Calculus offers a way to define predicates over infinite se­
quences. These infinite sequences can be a trace model of the (infinite) behaviour of a 
system. 
Let A be an arbitrary set. A list predicate over A is a function ƒ : A°° -У B°°. The set 
of all list predicates over A is denoted by LP A: 
def LP_ :T^T 
with LP A = A°° -• B°° 
The usual Boolean operators, i.e. Л, V and =>, can be extended to operators on lists 
of Booleans. For example for a certain type A: 
def Л : (LPA)2 -• LPA 
with (pf\q)ot = patt\qat 
We denote the extension of V by V and the extension of => by =>·. The constants 0 and 
1 of LP A are defined by: 
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def 0 : LPA 
with Ο σ t = 0 
and likewise for 1. A modal algebra 
(ΐρ„, ο,ι,ν,Λ,α,ο,ο,Μ) 
can be constructed by associating the following functional semantics to the modal operators 
(given a set A): 
def D : LPA -> LPA 
with D Ρ α t = V(í' : V а Л t' > t . Ρ α t') 
def О : LP л -> LPA 
with Ο Ρ Qt = 3(ί' : D α Λ ί' > t . Ρ α t') 
def О : IP А -• ¿Рд 
with 0 ^ ο ί = Ρ α ( ί + 1 ) 
def W : (LPA) 2 -> ¿ Р д 
with (σΐί ρ) Ρ at= Ξ(ί' : Ν . (ρ Ρ α (ί + ί') Λ 
V ( í " : N A í " < t' .σ Pa(t + t"))) 
With the above defined combinators we can specify the behaviour of systems by using 
expressions similar to those in Temporal Logic. As an example we specify the behaviour of 
the fair unreliable transmission channel that was described in earlier sections. We denote 
the specification by Faire to distinguish it from the specifications of the fair channel given 
previously. We define it as: 
def Faire : (Pkts°° ->• PktsE°°) -* В 
with Faire g = total g Л V(a : lotr g . V(í : N . 
Π [Correct V Corrupt) α ί Λ 
D (Ο Correct) a t)) 
where the predicates Correct and Corrupt are defined as: 
def Corrupt : Pkts χ PktsE -> В 
with Corrupt (p, p') = (p' = error) 
def Correct : Pkts χ PktsE -4 В 
with Correct (p, p') = (p = p') 
The different specifications of the fair unreliable channel illustrate the possibility to use 
techniques from different concurrency theories within the same functional non-deterministic 
dataflow framework. 
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9.8 Conclusions 
The results of the preliminary investigation of the possibilities of an integrated use of 
concepts from different concurrency theories within a functional dataflow framework are 
encouraging. 
Specification In the specification of the ABP we have been using various techniques 
to specify the different components of the system and relevant components of the 
environment in which the system is supposed to work. The dataflow combinators 
were useful to describe the interconnection structure of the components. The exe­
cutable functional language was convenient for the description of the behaviour of 
the sender and the receiver that required deterministic specifications. The process 
algebraic combinators have been useful for the characterization of the abstract non-
deterministic specification of the idealized behaviour of the channels. These com­
binators, together with the minimal and maximal fixpoint combinators have been 
used to specify a fairness constraint on the channel behaviour within the formalism 
while using a specification style resembling process algebraic expressions. This is 
an advantage of the combination of concepts because in pure process algebra it is 
not possible to specify fairness properties within the formalism [FGL90]. In fact 
the model underlying the operational semantics of process algebra, namely that of 
labeled transition systems, cannot distinguish systems whose behaviours differ with 
respect to properties of only infinite computations: in other words, labeled transition 
systems are insensitive to computations which may be different "at infinite". As a 
consequence of this, (infinite) computations have to be explicitly added to the model 
when it is used for interpreting temporal logics formulas [Sti89, DNV90]2. 
The necessary synchronisation between components has been modeled by (extended) 
function composition. In the dataflow setting the parallel composition with synchro­
nisation, known from process algebra, was not needed in the ABP example. However, 
our conjecture is that such a parallel composition combinator can be defined (if de­
sired) in certain dataflow models. A further study of synchronization within the 
dataflow framework could be an interesting topic for future research. 
Verification In comparison to other correctness proofs of the ABP, such as can be found 
in [BW90, МІІ89, QPF89] the correctness proof was relatively concise, straightforward 
and complete. Compared to the correctness proof given in [BW90, МІІ89] we didn't 
need to prove correctness in an indirect way by means of proving that the ABP is 
weak bisimulation equivalent to another process that is known to model the desired 
behaviour (in this case a one place buffer). 
Another advantage was that fairness of the channel is explicitly in the specification 
of the channel. In this way we could avoid the use of the "fair abstraction rule" that 
in process algebras is used to force the equality of the behaviour of a process that 
2In [Sti89] the necessity of including infinite computations is made explicit by means of a new notion 
of labeled transition systems, namely that of extended transition system. 
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can either perform internal steps forever or perform some action a and a process that 
can perform only this action o. 
Also we didn't need to first linearize the specification by means of the expansion 
theorem. This theorem is used in process algebras to remove parallel composition 
with synchronization and substitute it by only choice, action prefix and recursion. 
We didn't need this because we didn't use parallel composition with synchronization. 
We proved correctness in a direct way by showing that the infinite output sequence 
is equal to the infinite input sequence by means of a relatively straightforward proof 
by co-induction. The outline of our proof is similar to the proof given by Sander 
in [San92]. However, we replaced the sets of equations that Sander uses to denote 
the structure of the system by a combinator expression consisting of dataflow combi-
nators. This facilitated considerably the use of a transformational proof style and the 
presentation of a complete and relatively concise proof. In [Bro92] it is recalled that 
any set of equations associated to a system graph can also be written as a combinator 
expression consisting of dataflow combinators. 
Applicability The ABP example has been meant explicitly as an illustration and inves-
tigation of the possible integrated use of various concepts from concurrency theories. 
In order to use the framework for the real design of systems further research is neces-
sary. We will discuss a number of topics for further research in Chapter 10. However, 
the ABP example shows that even with a limited set of integrated concepts that have 
not yet been defined in their full generality we can already get an idea of some ad-
vantages that an integrated use of them could give us. Also we showed that the 
functional dataflow framework can be easily extended with other combinators. 
Comparison of concepts The examples in Section 9.7 show that the same concept (a 
fair unreliable channel) can be modeled in different ways that have their origin in 
different concurrency theories. The underlying functional semantics of the combina-
tors, however, provides a sound and homogeneous mathematical support to show in 
a formal way the correspondence between the specifications. The compatibility of 
the specification based in the process algebraic combinators with the other specifica-
tions shows that the process algebraic combinators have a meaningful semantics also 
outside the theory of testing. 
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Conclusions 
In this dissertation we investigated how a functional and transformational approach can 
form the basis for the integration of important concepts related to concurrency and how 
this approach can support and facilitate the use of a transformational proof style within 
other approaches. 
An example of the latter is the equational style of defining the operational semantics of 
the process algebra Basic LOTOS, given in Chapter 3. The semantics written in this style 
has been proven to correspond to a semantics written in the conventional derivational 
style. The equational style has been conveniently used throughout this dissertation for the 
definition of various transition relations. 
In the following two sections we discuss respectively the integration of testing the-
ory in a dataflow framework and the integrated use of combinatore, inspired by different 
concurrency theories, for the description of non-deterministic specifications. Finally, in 
Section 10.3 we discuss some topics for further research. 
10.1 Testing Theory in a Dataflow Framework 
The main subject of this dissertation concerned the investigation of how a functional ap-
proach can form the basis for the integration of important concepts in concurrency theory 
that are hitherto spread over different theories, that are often difficult to combine. Exam-
ples of such concepts are non-determinism, fairness, bisimulation relations, interleaving, 
parallelism, synchronisation and the temporal ordering in time of events. Also the notion 
of testing is such an important concept. The theory of testing, as developed in process 
algebras by Hennessy and De Nicola [DNH84, Hen88], formalizes the concept of equality 
of non-deterministic specifications when viewed as black boxes. Two specifications are 
considered testing equivalent if no difference can be found in their observable behaviour 
by means of experiments. Experiments consist of possibly complex series of input to the 
system under test and observing related output. Depending on what the experimenter 
observes an experiment can be considered a success or a failure. 
Like in the theory of sequential machines, but unlike traditional process algebra, we 
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structured actions as input/output pairs. The explicit use of input and output can often 
be exploited in a useful way. The use of input/output pairs is a first step to formulate a 
notion of testing in the functional dataflow framework (function set model). Fundamental 
notions of testing theory such as finite acceptance trees and the notions of closure and 
saturation, can be used unchanged with structured actions. 
In Chapter 6 we defined a number of combinatore in the dataflow model inspired by op-
erators in process algebra and the theory of testing. These combinators have been defined 
on sequence processing functions and have consequently been lifted to combinators on spec-
ifications, i.e. predicates characterising sets of continuous sequence processing functions. 
A basic specification STOP and three combinators on specifications, input/output prefix 
and external and internal choice, have been defined. These combinators made it possible 
to develop a notion of testing equivalence within the dataflow model and facilitated the 
expression of non-deterministic specifications. 
In Chapter 7 we studied the relation between testing theory and the combinators defined 
in Chapter 6. It has been shown that the use of actions, structured as input/output pairs, 
resulted in the fact that finite acceptance trees under a certain condition can be seen as a 
representation of a set of sequence processing functions. This condition required that the 
node labels of the finite acceptance trees are all sets of functional sets instead of sets of 
relations. This inspired the introduction of functional finite acceptance trees, that are a 
modification of acceptance trees in which the node labels are indeed sets of functional sets. 
A first result shown is that for a certain (restricted) class of processes their finite func-
tional acceptance trees representation is fully abstract with respect to the testing preorder 
of Hennessy and De Nicola. In this context full abstraction means that two processes are 
testing equivalent if and only if their finite functional acceptance tree interpretations are 
equal. An implied result is that for this class of processes testing equivalence corresponds 
to equality of their sets of functions interpretation. 
As a derived result we have also shown that traditional process algebra expressions (i.e. 
where actions have not been structured as input/output pairs), composed of stop, action 
prefix and external choice, can be represented as sets of identity-like functions on sequences 
and that they are testing equivalent if and only if their sets of functions are equal. 
When considering the whole class of processes with input/output actions however, we 
found that testing equivalence does not correspond to equality of sets of functions. It has 
been shown that this is due to the fact that in the testing theory of Hennessy experimenters 
are allowed to force a certain output of the system under test in case this system is in a 
state in which more than one output is possible due to external non-determinism. This 
is related to the fact that in the testing theory developed by Hennessy and De Nicola 
no difference is made between input and output actions from the point of view of their 
synchronization capability. Therefore both kinds of actions are treated in the same way 
and this implies that also output actions can be influenced by the environment by means 
of external non-determinism. 
To deal with this problem we introduced a new, slightly different, notion of testing, with 
related testing preorder and equivalence in such a way that the above described situation 
cannot occur. We have shown that this new equivalence corresponds to equality of the 
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sets of functions interpretation, that is, two processes are testing equivalent, using its new 
definition, if and only if they are represented by the same set of functions. The proof of this 
last result requires full abstraction of the finite functional acceptance trees interpretation 
with respect to the new testing preorder. This has been proven as well. 
Finally we have investigated the relation between Hennessy's testing equivalence and 
our new testing equivalence. It has been shown that the new testing equivalence is strictly 
weaker than Hennessy's one but strictly stronger than trace equivalence. Moreover, this 
also holds for testing preorders. This makes this new testing equivalence an interesting 
equivalence because it formalizes on one hand the intuitive but informal notion of testing 
functional specifications and on the other hand it corresponds to equality of sets of functions 
in the dataflow framework, which is an elegant and easy to comprehend formalization of 
the notion of testing. 
As a side result of the developed theory we proposed an alternative definition for the 
closure operator that is crucial for the definition of saturated sets on which (functional) 
finite acceptance trees are based. Our definition is constructive instead of inductive and we 
have experienced that it results in considerably shorter and simpler proofs of properties in 
which the closure operator is involved. Another noteworthy result is the pairwise lemma. 
This lemma shows an interesting property of the closure operator that is essential for the 
elementwise definition of the choice operators. 
10.2 Integrated Use of Combinatore 
Besides combinators inspired by process algebras and dataflow combinatore in Chapter 8 
we also introduced a minimal and a maximal fixpoint combinator on the set of all spec-
ifications. This set has been shown to be a complete lattice and the process algebraic 
combinators have been proven to be monotonie on this lattice. Moreover it has been 
shown that there exists a close relation between our maximal fixpoint operator and the 
strong acceptance trees interpretation of the recursion operator defined in [Hen88]. 
The combined use of minimal and maximal fixpoints allows for the specification of 
properties of infinite behaviours, like for instance fairness. This has been illustrated by 
the non-deterministic specification of an unreliable fair communication channel. That 
properties of infinite behaviours can be expressed within the formalism is a direct advantage 
of the combination of concepts. For instance in pure process algebra it is not possible to 
specify fairness properties within the formalism [FGL90]. 
To illustrate further the integrated use of combinators in Chapter 9 we specified the 
Alternating Bit Protocol as an example. The above mentioned fair unreliable channel forms 
part of the environment in which the protocol is supposed to work. For different parts of 
the protocol we used combinators from different theories. The interconnection structure 
of the protocol has been conveniently expressed by means of dataflow combinators such 
as feedback, pipeline composition, parallel composition (without synchronisation), fanout 
and selection. The non-deterministic specification of the channel has been specified using a 
combination of process algebraic combinators and fixpoint combinators. The deterministic 
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components of the protocol, like the sender and receiver, have been specified by means of 
an executable functional language. 
For the specification of the channel we found it convenient also to define the sequential 
composition combinator inspired by the enabling operator of LOTOS. Since all combinatore 
are functions it was easy to extend the set of combinators in this framework. There was no 
need for the definition of a new language with a separate new semantics. Of course, since 
the new combinator had to be used in a certain context there was the obligation to prove 
certain properties of it. For example, for using sequential composition in combination with 
the fixpoint combinators we needed to show that it is monotonie on the complete lattice 
of specifications. 
The introduction of the sequential composition operator also illustrated that our dataflow 
framework can be extended in an incremental way. This means that in order to use the 
framework not all combinators need to be known and defined in advance, but that combi­
nators can be added whenever there is a need for them. The set of combinators introduced 
in this dissertation is explicitly not meant to be a complete sufficient set for the specifica­
tion of protocols and other concurrent systems. It rather serves as an investigation of how 
different concepts could be combined into one framework and it illustrates the flexibility 
of the framework. 
The correctness of the protocol, which comprises liveness properties, has been proven 
in a purely transformational style using the co-induction principle. This principle could be 
used because equality of infinite sequences has been defined using a maximal fixpoint, in 
a similar way as proposed in [San92]. The correctness proof we gave has a similar setup 
as the proof given in [San92] but with the advantage that notationally the use of sets of 
equations in the reasoning could be avoided because of the use of dataflow combinators 
to express the structure of the system. Compared to the kind of correctness proofs found 
in process algebras such as [BW90, МІІ89] our proof could be kept relatively concise, 
straightforward and complete. There was no need to prove the correctness indirectly by 
means of showing that the protocol is bisimulation equivalent with a one place buffer. 
Also no linearization was necessary because we did not need a (parallel composition with) 
synchronisation operator. Furthermore we could avoid to use the "fair abstraction rule" 
because fairness was already explicitly modeled in the non-deterministic specification of 
the channel. 
Finally we want to mention the suitability of the functional dataflow framework to com­
pare different specification techniques that can be found in concurrency theories. Within 
the dataflow framework we have shown that the specification of the fair unreliable channel 
can be performed in different ways. One way is to use a combination of process algebraic 
combinators and minimal and maximal fixpoint operators, another is to use functions with 
an auxiliary oracle parameter and a third way is to use symbols from Temporal Logics 
and letting them denote functions on streams resulting in the same pragmatics. We have 
shown that these specifications lead to the same result within the dataflow framework. 
Moreover, the compatibility of the first specification, based on process algebraic combina­
tors, with the other specifications indicates that the process algebraic combinators have 
also a meaningful semantics outside the theory of testing from which they originated. 
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10.3 Further Research 
In this section we will give a short overview of a number of interesting topics for further 
research. 
Concerning the integration of notions from concurrency theory 
• Continuing the comparison and investigation of specifications that use combinators 
originating from different concurrency theories such as process algebra, dataflow and 
temporal logics is certainly worthwhile. Both the integrated use of these combina-
tors as well as possible transformations of specifications from one "style" into an 
other could yield valuable results for stepwise transformational development from 
specifications to realizations. 
• For the Alternating Bit Protocol a combinator like the parallel composition with 
synchronisation, found in process algebras, was not needed. The necessary tempo-
ral ordering between input and output could be modeled by means of the pipeline 
composition operator (i.e. function composition). It would however be interesting to 
investigate whether a parallel operator with synchronisation could be defined within 
the dataflow framework. Our conjecture is that this is indeed possible. 
Concerning testing theory 
• An open question concerns the existence of a complete axiomatization for the new 
testing equivalence in the finite case. This set might be the set of axioms proposed by 
Hennessy together with the additional equation presented on page 177, but further 
investigation and a formal proof are required to answer this question properly. Fur-
thermore it would be interesting to study the equational laws for testing equivalence 
in the case of recursively defined behaviours. 
• The theory of testing could be extended to include the dataflow combinators. 
Concerning dataflow 
• We expect that further investigation of the formal relation between combinators of 
different kinds may lead to useful laws that can be convenient for transformational 
reasoning. For example we expect that the following relation between the external 
choice and the composition operator on specifications holds: 
C°(A\B) = (CoA)\(C°B) 
• It might be worthwhile to extend our combinators in such a way that they are de-
fined on more general functions than those considered. For instance one could allow 
functions with more than one argument, or with infinite output on finite input, or 
with infinitely-branching tree representations. 
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• It would be interesting to investigate whether the choice combinatore can be defined 
directly by using only functions and their dérivâtes and not via their (functional 
acceptance) tree representations. 
Concerning application examples 
• The specification of the Alternating Bit Protocol has been a first experimental in-
vestigation of the possibilities to integrate concepts that originate in rather diverse 
concurrency theories. More and also more complex case studies are necessary to 
obtain experience with the interplay of different combinatore and the definition of 
additional suitable combinatore. 
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Samenvatting 
In deze dissertatie wordt onderzocht hoe een functionele en transformationele benadering 
de basis kan vormen voor de integratie van belangrijke concepten in de concurrency-theorie. 
Voorbeelden van dergelijke concepten zijn non-determinisme, fairness, temporele ordening 
van acties, parallelisme en relaties tussen specificaties die zijn gebaseerd op gedragsaspecten 
zoals test-equivalentie en bisimulatie. Deze concepten zijn vaak afkomstig van theorieën die 
onderling aanzienlijk verschillen en die daardoor moeilijk te combineren en te vergelijken 
zijn. 
De eerste vijf hoofdstukken in deze dissertatie zijn inleidend van aard, de overige vijf 
beschrijven de originele bijdragen. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een kort overzicht van enkele be-
langrijke concurrency-theorieën. Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert de notatie die is ontleend aan 
Funmath; een declaratief formalisme gebaseerd op functies. Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert een 
equationele stijl van definiëren van operationele semantiek die wordt gebruikt in deze dis-
sertatie. 
Uitgangspunt voor het onderzoek vormt een dataflow-model met asynchrone commu-
nicatie dat we beschrijven in Hoofdstuk 4. Bij deze benadering worden systemen gemod-
elleerd als netwerken (grafen) waarin de knopen systeemcomponenten voorstellen en de 
pijlen reeksen van uitgewisselde berichten tussen de componenten. Het gedrag van de sys-
teemcomponenten wordt gemodelleerd door continue sequence-processing-functies. Kahn 
heeft voorgesteld dat het gedrag van een dergelijk netwerk kan worden beschreven als de 
minimale fixpoint oplossing van een verzameling vergelijkingen die kunnen worden afgeleid 
uit de structuur en de functies in het netwerk. 
Een manier om in de dataflow-theorie non-deterministische componenten te modelleren 
is door een sequence-processing-functie van een extra argument te voorzien dat een "oracle 
stream" wordt genoemd, naar analogie van de manier waarop in de signaalflowtheorie 
een ruisbron in een communicatiekanaal wordt gemodelleerd (Shannon, Nyquist). In deze 
dissertatie volgen we echter een meer algemene aanpak zoals die is voorgesteld door Broy. In 
zijn werk wordt een non-deterministische component gemodelleerd als een verzameling van 
functies in plaats van als één enkele functie. Wij noemen dit dataflow-model het functwn-
set-model, en de verzamelingen van functies functionele specificaties. Voor dit model heeft 
Broy de traditionele dataflow-combinatoren zoals pipeline compositie, parallelle compositie 
en feedback, uitgebreid tot soortgelijke combinatoren voor verzamelingen van functies. 
In Hoofdstuk 5 introduceren we de belangrijkste aspecten van een theorie van testen 
die is ontwikkeld voor procesalgebra's door De Nicola en Hennessy. Het enige verschil is 
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dat we acties struktureren als paren van invoer en uitvoer zoals ook gebruikelijk is in de 
theorie van sequentiële machines. Dit vormt de eerste stap in de ontwikkeling van een 
dergelijk testbegrip voor het dataflow-model dat we beschouwen. 
Voor de verdere formalisering van het begrip testen introduceren we in Hoofdstuk 6 
functionele versies van operatoren die karakteristiek zijn voor procesalgebra's. Deze com-
binatoren definiëren we eerst voor sequence-processing-functies en daarna voor functionele 
specificaties. Op deze manier verkrijgen we functionele varianten van het basis proces 
genaamd "stop", van de procesalgebraïsche operatoren "action prefix" en van de interne-
en externe keuze. 
Het formaliseren van het begrip testen in het dataflow-model leidde tot de introductie 
van functionele eindige acceptance trees die een aanpassing zijn van de eindige acceptance 
trees die zijn ontwikkeld voor de testing-theorie voor procesalgebra's. 
In Hoofdstuk 7 laten we zien dat functionele acceptance trees kunnen worden beschouwd 
als een compacte representatie van verzamelingen van sequence-processing-functies, waar-
door ze goed van pas komen bij de ontwikkeling van testen voor het function-set-model. 
Een eerste resultaat betreft een beperkte klasse van processen met invoer/uitvoer acties. 
Deze processen zijn samengesteld uit het basis proces "stop", invoer/uitvoer prefix (onze 
functionele versie van de procesalgebraïsche operator action prefix) en de keuze-operatoren. 
De beperking bestaat uit de eis dat de acceptance tree interpretatie van de processen alleen 
knoop-labels heeft die uitsluitend verzamelingen van acties, dus invoer/uitvoer paren, be-
vatten waarin elke invoer hooguit één keer voorkomt. Voor de processen in deze beperkte 
klasse bewijzen we dat hun eindige functionele acceptance tree interpretatie "fully abstract" 
is met betrekking tot de testing-equivalentie voor processen. In deze context betekent "full 
abstraction" dat twee processen testing-equivalent zijn dan en slechts dan als hun eindige 
functionele acceptance tree representaties gelijk zijn. Hetzelfde resultaat geldt voor de 
testing-preorder. Het full abstraction resultaat, op zijn beurt, impliceert dat testing-equi-
valentie, voor deze klasse van processen, overeenkomt met gelijkheid van hun interpretatie 
als verzamelingen van functies. 
Een bijkomend resultaat is dat traditionele procesalgebraïsche expressies (dus expressies 
waarin acties niet zijn gestruktureerd als paren van invoer en uitvoer) kunnen worden 
gerepresenteerd als verzamelingen van een soort identiteitsfuncties op sequences en dat 
processen testing-equivalent zijn dan en slechts dan als hun interpretaties als verzameling 
van functies gelijk zijn. 
Als we de hele klasse van processen met invoer/uitvoer acties beschouwen dan blijkt 
echter dat testing-equivalentie niet overeenkomt met gelijkheid van hun interpretatie als 
verzamelingen van functies. We tonen aan dat dit veroorzaakt wordt door het feit dat in de 
testing-theorie van Hennessy testers het te testen proces kunnen dwingen om een bepaalde 
uitvoer te produceren in het geval dat het proces in een toestand verkeert waarin het kan 
kiezen welke uitvoer het gaat produceren. In feite komt dit doordat in de traditionele 
procesalgebra geen verschil wordt gemaakt tussen de synchronisatie mogelijkheden van 
invoeracties en die van uit voeracties. 
Dit verschijnsel vormde de aanleiding voor een nieuwe formalisatie van het begrip test-
ing, met inbegrip van een testing-preorder en equivalentie, op zo'n manier dat de hiervoor 
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beschreven situatie niet voor kan komen. Met andere woorden, als het systeem in een 
bepaalde toestand verschillende uitvoer kan produceren dan is het uitsluitend aan het pro-
ces om te beslissen welke uitvoer daadwerkelijk zal worden gegenereerd. Op deze manier 
produceren processen uitvoer die alleen afhangt van eerder ontvangen invoer en hun interne 
toestand. Dit is vergelijkbaar met het Mealy machine model dat bekend is van de theorie 
van sequentiële machines. 
We bewijzen dat de nieuwe testing-equivalentie overeenkomt met gelijkheid van de 
interpretatie als verzamelingen van functies, dus twee processen zijn testing-equivalent dan 
en slechts dan als ze dezelfde verzameling functies representeren. Het bewijs van dit laatste 
resultaat vereist full abstraction van de eindige functionele acceptance tree interpretatie 
met betrekking tot de nieuwe testing-preorder. 
Verder tonen we aan dat onder de nieuwe testing-equivalentie strikt meer processen 
equivalent zijn dan onder de testing-equivalentie van Hennessy, maar strikt minder dan 
onder trace-equivalentie. Een soortgelijk resultaat geldt voor de respectievelijke preorder-
relaties. 
In Hoofdstuk 8 houden we ons bezig met het specificeren van oneindig gedrag en in-
troduceren we een minimale en maximale fixpoint-operator voor de verzameling van alle 
specificaties. Van deze verzameling tonen we aan dat ze een compleet tralie vormt. Alle 
geïntroduceerde combinatoren zijn monotoon in deze tralie. Het gecombineerde gebruik van 
de minimale en maximale fixpoint-operatoren met de combinatoren die zijn gedefinieerd in 
Hoofdstuk 6 maakt het mogelijk eigenschappen van oneindig gedrag te specificeren zoals 
bijvoorbeeld fairness eigenschappen. We tonen aan dat onze maximale fixpoint-operator 
nauw gerelateerd is aan de minimale fixpoint-operator van het sterke acceptance tree model 
van Hennessy. 
Als een eerste experimenteel onderzoek van het geïntegreerde gebruik van combina-
toren die van oorsprong in verschillende concurrency theorieën zijn ontwikkeld, geven 
we een specificatie van het Alternating Bit Protocol. Dit onderzoek is beschreven in 
Hoofdstuk 9. De deterministische componenten van het protocol, zoals het zend- en ont-
vangst gedeelte, zijn gespecificeerd met behulp van een functionele (programmeer-) taal. 
De non-deterministische gedeelten, in dit geval de onbetrouwbare maar "faire" communi-
catiekanalen, zijn gespecificeerd door middel van een combinatie van fixpoint-operatoren 
en de functionele versies van de procesalgebraïsche operatoren. De interconnectiestruktuur 
van de componenten is weergegeven met behulp van de dataflow-combinatoren. 
We bewijzen de correctheid van het protocol, met inbegrip van liveness eigenschappen, 
door middel van een co-inductie bewijs in een geheel transformationele stijl. Het bewijs 
blijkt compleet, compact en eenvoudig in vergelijking met andere correctheidsbewijzen van 
dit protocol in de literatuur. 
Tenslotte vergelijken we drie verschillende specificaties van het onbetrouwbare maar 
"faire" kanaal. Naast de beschreven specificatie van het kanaal beschouwen we een spe-
cificatie die gebruik maakt van een oracle stream en een specificatie die bestaat uit func-
tionele versies van concepten uit de temporele logica. Hiermee illustreren we dat onze 
procesalgebraïsche combinatoren ook bruikbaar zijn buiten de testing-theorie waaruit ze 
zijn voortgekomen en dat in verschillende "stijlen" dezelfde verzameling functies kunnen 
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worden beschreven Deze stijlen zien er notationeel gezien hetzelfde uit als expressies in hun 
respectievelijke theorieën, maar ze kunnen nu beter vergeleken en gecombineerd worden 
vanwege hun gemeenschappelijke functionele basis 
In Hoofdstuk 10 besluiten we deze dissertatie met enkele conclusies en suggesties voor 
verder onderzoek Samengevat kunnen we zeggen dat dit onderzoek heeft laten zien dat be-
grippen uit de procesalgebra, zoals testing-equivalentie maar ook action-prefix en interne-
en externe keuze, kunnen worden ingebed in een dataflow-model gebaseerd op verzamelin-
gen van functies Deze inbedding is op zodanige wijze uitgevoerd dat het mogelijk is 
om (functionele versies van) procesalgebraische combinatoren te combineren met dataflow-
combinatoren, met de beide fixpomt-operatoren en ook met, bijvoorbeeld, een functionele 
(programmeer-)taal In de specificatie van het Alternating Bit Protocol hebben we laten 
zien dat een dergelijke integratie van concepten tot specificaties kunnen leiden waarin 
zowel deterministische als non-deterministische componenten kunnen worden beschreven, 
en waarin voor elke component de gewenste concepten kunnen worden gebruikt Het relatief 
eenvoudige correctheidsbewijs van het protocol laat ook zien dat op dat gebied voordelen te 
verwachten zijn van deze functionele benadering Deze dissertatie vormt echter een eerste 
onderzoek van de mogelijkheden om verschillende concepten in de concurrency theorie te 
combineren op deze manier Verder onderzoek naar met name de rol van synchronisatie in 
het model, de onderlinge relaties tussen verschillende combinatoren en concepten en naar 
andere toepassingen dan het Alternating Bit Protocol, zal nodig zijn om tot een verdere 
onderbouwing van de hypothese te kunnen komen 
Sommario 
In questa dissertazione viene studiato come un approccio funzionale e trasformazionale 
possa essere utilizzato come base per l'integrazione di importanti concetti della teoria della 
concorrenza. Esempi di tali concetti sono il nondeterminismo, la fairness, l'ordinamento 
temporale di azioni, il parallelismo e relazioni comportamentali, come le equivalenze di 
bisimulazione о testing. Questi concetti spesso sono stati sviluppati in teorie notevolmente 
diverse e quindi, in generale, sono diffìcili da confrontare. 
I primi cinque capitoli della dissertazione sono di carattere introduttivo, mentre i ri-
manenti cinque costituiscono il suo contributo originale. Nel Capitolo 1 si fa una breve 
panoramica su alcune teorie della concorrenza predominanti. Nel Capitolo 2 si introduce 
la notazione Funmath, un formalismo dichiarativo basato su funzioni. Nel Capitolo 3 viene 
introdotto uno stile equazionale per la definizione di semantiche operazionali che verrà 
usato nel resto di questa dissertazione. 
II punto di partenza di questo studio è un modello dataflow con comunicazione asin-
crona, descritto nel Capitolo 4. In questo approccio, i sistemi di elaborazione sono model-
lati da grafi i cui nodi rappresentano i sottosistemi di calcolo componenti e i cui archi 
rappresentano sequenze di messaggi scambiati fra tali sottosistemi. Il comportamento dei 
sottosistemi è modellato da funzioni continue su sequenze di messaggi. Come proposto 
da Kahn, il comportamento di tali reti può essere modellato dalla minima soluzione di un 
opportuno insieme di equazioni associato alla rete, utilizzando risultati classici della teoria 
del punto fisso. 
Un metodo standard per esprimere il nondeterminismo nell'approccio dataflow è quello 
di aggiungere sequenze "oracolo" come (extra-)argomenti di funzioni su sequenze, in modo 
analogo a come, nella teoria dei segnali, si modella il rumore in un canale di comunicazione 
(Shannon, Nyquist). In questa dissertazione si adotta un approccio più generale, proposto 
da Broy, secondo il quale una componente nondeterministica di un sistema è modellata da 
un insieme di funzioni piuttosto che da una singola funzione. Chiameremo questo modello 
function set e gli insiemi di funzioni specifiche funzionali. Per tale modello Broy ha esteso i 
combinatori dataflow tradizionali, quali la composizione pipeline, la composizione parallela 
e il feedback in maniera che possano essere applicati a insiemi di funzioni. 
Nel Capitolo 5 si introducono gli aspetti più importanti della teoria di testing per le 
algebre di processi sviluppata da De Nicola ed Hennessy. L'unica differenza dai loro lavori 
originali è che noi strutturiamo le azioni come coppie di input e output. Ciò è simile a 
quanto viene fatto nella teoria delle macchine sequenziali. Questo rappresenta il primo 
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passo verso lo sviluppo di una nozione di testing per il modello dataflow che prendiamo in 
considerazione. 
Nel Capitolo 6 vengono introdotti alcuni combinatori dataflow che sono ispirati da 
quelli tipici delle algebre di processi. Essi sono prima definiti per funzioni e poi estesi 
alle specifiche funzionali. In questo modo si ottengono varianti funzionali del processo 
"stop" e degli operatori di action prefix e di scelta interna ed esterna. La formalizzazione 
della nozione di testing ha portato alla introduzione dei functional finite acceptance trees. 
Si tratta di una nozione molto simile a quella dei finite acceptance trees sviluppati nella 
teoria testing per processi. 
Nel Capitolo 7 si fa vedere che i functional acceptance trees possono essere usati come 
una rappresentazione compatta per insiemi di funzioni su sequenze, il che li rende perfet-
tamente adatti ad ottenere una nozione di testing per il modello dataflow function set. 
Un primo risultato concerne una (ristretta) classe di processi con azioni di input/output. 
Questi processi sono composti utilizzando lo "stop", l'operatore di input/output prefix 
(variante funzionale dell'action prefix) e gli operatori di scelta. La restrizione è che nei 
loro acceptance trees le etichette nei nodi devono essere insiemi di insiemi di azioni nei 
quali ultimi non ci possono essere due coppie distinte con la stessa componente di input. 
Per questa classe di processi si dimostra che la interpretazione su functional acceptance 
trees è "fully abstract" rispetto alla equivalenza testing. In questo contesto, full abstrac-
tion significa che due processi sono equivalenti testing se e solo se i loro finite functional 
acceptance trees sono uguali. Lo stesso risultato vale per il preordine testing. Il risultato 
di full abstraction a sua volta implica che per questa classe di processi l'equivalenza testing 
corrisponde alla uguaglianza delle loro interpretazioni come insiemi di funzioni. 
Come risultato derivato si mostra che le espressioni tradizionali delle algebre di processi, 
cioè quando le azioni non sono strutturate come coppie di input/output, possono essere 
rappresentate come insiemi di funzioni simili a funzioni identità su sequenze e che due 
processi sono equivalenti testing se e solo se le loro interpretazioni come insiemi di tali 
funzioni sono uguali. 
Quando però si considera la classe completa di processi con azioni di input/output, 
l'equivalenza testing non coincide più con l'uguaglianza nella interpretazione come insiemi 
di funzioni. Si è visto che ciò è dovuto al fatto che nella teoria di testing di Hennessy uno 
sperimentatore può forzare un certo specifico output del sistema sotto test nel caso in cui 
esso sia uno fra i possibili output che il sistema, a causa del nondeterminismo, potrebbe 
restituire. Infatti, nelle algebre di processi normalmente non esiste alcuna differenza fra le 
azioni di input e quelle di output dal punto di vista delle capacità di sincronizzazione. 
Questo ha suggerito la definizione di una nuova nozione di testing, e relativi preordine 
ed equivalenza, tale che la situazione di cui sopra non possa verificarsi. In altre parole, 
se, a causa di nondeterminismo, per un certo stato di un sistema esiste più di un possibile 
potenziale output, deve essere il sistema, e solo esso, a decidere quale output effettivamente 
produrre. In questo modo, i processi producono output che può dipendere solo dall'input 
già ricevuto e dallo stato interno del processo. Ciò è simile a quello che accade nel modello 
di Mealy per le macchine sequenziali. 
Si dimostra che la nuova equivalenza testing corrisponde alla uguaglianza nella interpre-
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tazione su insiemi di funzioni. In altri termini, due processi sono equivalenti testing, sec-
ondo la nuova nozione, se e solo se reppresentati dallo stesso insieme di funzioni su sequenze 
di messaggi. La dimostrazione di quest'ultimo risultato richiede che l'interpretazione su 
finite functional acceptance trees sia fully abstract rispetto al nuovo preordine di testing. 
Inoltre si dimostra che la nuova equivalenza testing è più debole di quella di Hennessy 
ma più forte della equivalenza trace. Lo stesso vale per i preordini. 
Nel Capitolo 8 si studiano i comportamenti infiniti. Vengono introdotti gli operatori 
di minimo e massimo punto fisso sull'insieme delle specifiche funzionali, che si dimostra 
essere un reticolo completo dove i combinatori introdotti nel Capitolo 6 sono monotoni. 
L'uso integrato di tutti questi operatori permette di specificare esplicitamente proprietà di 
comportamenti infiniti, come per esempio quelle di fairness. Si dimostra che il nostro op-
eratore di massimo punto fisso su specifiche funzionali è in stretta relazione con l'operatore 
di minimo punto fisso del modello dei strong acceptance trees di Hennessy. 
Il Capitolo 9 svolge un primo, preliminare, studio sull'uso integrato dei vari combina-
tori che hanno origine da diverse teorie della concorrenza. Viene specificato l'Alternating 
Bit Protocol. Le componenti deterministiche del protocollo, come il sender e il receiver, 
sono specificate utilizzando un normale linguaggio funzionale. Le parti nondeterministiche, 
come i canali (non-affidabili ma fair), sono specificati utilizzando i combinatori definiti nei 
Capitoli 6 e 8. La struttura di interconnessione è specificata utilizzando i tipici combinatori 
dataflow. 
La dimostrazione della correttezza del protocollo, che coinvolge anche proprietà di live-
ness, è fatta per coinduzione, in stile trasformazionale. La dimostrazione è completa e 
risulta relativamente compatta e semplice se confrontata con altre prove di correttezza del 
protocollo presenti in letteratura. 
Il capitolo si conclude con una discussione sulla relazione fra varie specifiche del canale 
inaffidabile e fair. Oltre a quella qui introdotta, se ne considera una che fa uso della 
tecnica degli oracoli e una terza formulata in una versione funzionale della della logica 
temporale. Questo esempio è anche una illustrazione del fatto che i nostri combinatori 
hanno senso anche al di fuori del loro uso nella teoria testing dalla quale hanno tratto 
origine. Inoltre, esso fa vedere che nell'ambito del modello function set è possibile definire 
specifiche utilizzando notazioni che ricordano molto da vicino gli operatori tipici delle teorie 
da cui esse hanno origine. Un ulteriore vantaggio è però che esse possono meglio essere 
confrontate e integrate grazie alla loro base comune. 
Il Capitolo 10 contiene le conclusioni di questa dissertazione e traccia alcune possibili 
linee di sviluppo della ricerca. In sintesi, si può dire che questo lavoro dimostra che concetti 
propri delle algebre di processi, come l'equivalenza testing ma anche nozioni più elemen-
tari come l'action prefix e la scelta interna ed esterna possono essere inglobati nel modello 
dataflow basato su insiemi di funzioni. Questa integrazione è stata fatta in modo tale 
che i combinatori ispirati dalla algebra dei processi posso essere utilizzati insieme a quelli 
tipici dataflow, a quelli di punto fisso ma anche, per esempio, a quelli di un linguaggio (di 
programmazione) funzionale. La specifica deU'Alternating Bit Protocol fa vedere che tale 
integrazione di concetti può portare a specifiche in cui si possono descrivere agevolmnte sia 
componenti deterministiche che nondeterministiche, usando, di volta in volta, le nozioni 
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e le notazioni più adeguate e preferite. La relativa semplicità della dimostrazione di cor-
rettezza del protocollo rende ragionevole aspettarsi vantaggi dell'aproccio funzionale anche 
da questo punto di vista. Questa dissertazione, comunque, è una prima investigazione 
sulla possibilità di combinare concetti diversi delle teorie della concorrenza in un approccio 
funzionale. Per rafforzare ulteriormente le nostre ipotesi è necessario approfondire ancora 
alcuni aspetti, come per esempio il ruolo di una nozione di sincronizzazione in questo 
modello. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Functional Techniques in Concurrency 
van Mieke Massink 
1. Het losse taalgebruik waarbij eigenschappen van wiskundige modellen van 
systemen worden toegeschreven aan de systemen zelf leidt tot onnodige en 
schijnbaar onoplosbare meningsverschillen. 
Non-determinisme is een voorbeeld van een dergelijke eigenschap. 
2. Non-determinisme is een vorm van abstractie die zinvol is in de beschrijving 
van het gedrag van complexe systemen. 
3. De herformulering van axiomatisch geformuleerde theorieën in een op (verza-
melingen van sequence-)functies gebaseerd model, slaat een brug tussen 
axiomatische theorieën en toegepaste wiskunde. 
4. Het gedrag van een deterministisch proces kan worden beschreven door een 
enkele sequence-functie. Het gedrag van een non-deterministisch proces kan 
worden beschreven door een verzameling van sequence-functies. 
5. In de testingtheorie van Hennessy en De Nicola wordt geen onderscheid 
gemaakt tussen de synchronisatiemogelijkheden van invoeracties en die van 
uitvoeracties. 
6. Herformulering van (een niet triviaal deel van) procesalgebra in een non-
deterministisch dataflow model toont dat testingequivalentie geformuleerd 
kan worden als gelijkheid van verzamelingen van sequence-functies. Voor-
waarde is dat rekening wordt gehouden met het verschil tussen synchroni-
satiemogelijkheden van invoer- en uitvoeracties. 
7. Dat men in het westen de wereld steeds meer ziet als een "global village" 
wordt mede aangetoond door het verdwijnen van de botanische tuinen. 
8. Veel gebouwen waarin wetenschappelijk onderzoekers geacht worden hun 
creativiteit maximaal te gebruiken voor het oplossen van problemen zijn 
zelf ontdaan van alle aspecten die een dergelijke creativiteit zouden kunnen 
stimuleren. Dit geldt zowel voor de binnen- als de buitenkant van dergelijke 
gebouwen. 
9. Ondanks de enorme toename in de communicatiemogelijkheden neemt de 
eenzaamheid nog steeds toe. 
10. Om tot een evenredige verdeling van hogere functies te komen tussen man-
nen en vrouwen zouden zorgtaken, zoals de zorg voor kinderen, ouderen en 
andere hulpbehoevenden, een integraal onderdeel van elke carriere moeten 
zijn. 
11. Indien het Darwnistische begrip van natuurlijke selectie wordt gemodelleerd 
als een eenvoudig selectiealgorithme, zoals voorgesteld door Daniël C. Den-
nett, verschuift het probleem van de verklaring voor de loop van de evolutie 
naar de selectiecriteria die het algorithme gebruikt. 
12. De enige redelijk schone kleedhokjes in een zwembad zijn diegene waarvan 
het afsluitmechanisme niet werkt. 


